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_'+-: PREFACE

The paper_ pre._ented at this workshop are the mo_t comp]ete publicatlon_ to
ici;_i date concerning orbita] debris. Since the workshop, several new lines of

investigation have begun, each promising to provide new data on the small
i_J_'''I orbltal debris environmeat.

o';;+,_ The most promising new data are expectOd from the infrared Astronomical
._-: Satellite ([RAS) telescope. Although IRAS stopped gathering data in December,
:i::_• 1983, the existing data are expected to contain information on the debris
,;_,: population larger than a few ,nillimetersand higher than 900km altitude. A
ii_i; proposal to obtain samples of the IRAS data has been approved by NASA
_i_i_i' Headquarters, pending resolution of proprietary agreements established with
_° _ the Laboratory'S IRAS principal investigators.

_++;+_+:.... The second most promising data are expected from Lincoln Laboratory's
i_ Experimental Test Site (ETS), using their two 31-inch telescopes A contract!!
;_,_ to detect orbital debris at altitudes below lO00km and sizes larger than icm
_ is expected within the next few months.
i
', As a direct result of the workshop, we have tasked the North American Air
! Defense Command(NORAD)to develop a technique of routinely providing a samplingi:

of objects too small to be in the official catalogue, to maintain and improve
their techniques of reporting on satellite breakups, and to search for a
"collision signature" in the satellite breakup data. This work is being
conducted by Teledyne Brown and w,.'llbe published every 6 months as a "Sample
Catalogue of Small Objects." Most of the small object data will come from
NORAD's PARCS radar which routinely collects data on objects too small to be

"+_ in the official catalogue.

i_+_,, Much of this.work will be presented in the Space Debris Workshop as part of
_-+++.. COSPAR in Graz Austria, June 25, 1984 to July 6 1984 The papers presented
++_+ there are expected to be published.

+ +o,/•

_I?'L. Donatd J. Kessler
_,+_,'_+_i:_i March 1984
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SUMMARYOF WQRKSIif)PACTIVITIES

On July 27_29, 19B2, thO Space Sclen_:eBranchaf th_ JohnsanSpace Center
conductedan OrbitalDobrls Workshop. Th{,wor.k,_hopwas attendedby 90 per_on,_
representing NASA, DUD, other government agencies, private companle_ and
universities. A total of 37 papers were pre_entedin the areas of i_nvlronm_nt
Definition, Spacecraft Hazard and Shleldlng R_qulrements,and Space Object

Management. After the formalpresontatlons, the attendees divided into six
workln99roup_: EnvironmentDefinitionwas sub=dlvidodinto throe groups; (I)
Measurements of Largo Particles (those orlglnatlng from payloads, rocket
bodies and the fragmentationof beth), (2) ModOllng of Large Particles, and
(3) Measurementsof Small Particles (from solld rocket motor products). The
other groups were (4) SpacecraftHazard and ShleldlngRequirements,and Space
Object Management,which was sub-dividedinto the two groups (5) Disposition
Techniques,and (6) Pollcy Considerations. The conclusionsreached by each
group were presentedby the group chairman to the workshop for discussionon
the final day.

Environment Definition

Capt. Brach discussedhow NORAD capabilitieshave increasedin response
to the increased use of space. Even though they are charged with the
responsibility"to detect,track, and identifyall man-made objects in space",
it was concluded in the workshop that this capabilityonly exists for objects
larger than I meter in diameter. John Gabbard, also from NORAD, reviewedthe
69 known explosions in space to date, plus g events over the last two and

_! one-half years where several large fragmentshave been observed to separate
_i_?.! from older payloads,most in polar orbit. Although there is some evidence

_;, that one or more of these explosions or events may be the consequence of
o_:, collisions it was concludedthat we do not currentlyhave suffici_n'tdata to

--.! __._'_

_! know what a "collisionsignature"would look like from ground trackingdata.

_i'i Don Humes from Langley Research Center summarized the work conducted

_:!i_,.: there between 1973 and 1975. They researched existing explosion data, _
_=!,:._ conductedhypervelocityfragmentationtests, and modeled these data, together
_; with the NORAD data. They concluded that the orbits of small untrackabie
_., explosionfragmentsdispersealong the orbit very rapidly,an remain in orbit
_; for a significantly long time. They also concluded that an untrackable
°_;' populationeven more numerousthan the trackedpopulationmust exist in orbit

Modeling results were presented by Don Humes, Val Chobotov fro¢,_Aerospace
-_,: Corp., Bob Reynolds front Battelle, Shin-Yi Su from Lockheed, and Don Kessler
, from JSC All modelers concluded that the probabilityof a large structure

:_; (approximately100 meters in diameter) colliding with a currently tracked
oR object in low earth orbit is already signlflcant--approximatelyO.! in a 10
_,_ year period. When Lockheed, Battelle, and Langley added their current
o;_ estimates of the untracked popultion this probability grew 3 to 5 times
_i'iL larger. Battelle and JSC studied fragmentationresulting from collisions.

i_il_ This fragmentationprocesswas concluded to be importantfor 2 reasons:(1) It_i_;:..l can quickly producea populatlonof objer,ts that _s orders of ma.qnitudele._ger
than the current tracked population, (2) The frequency ,}f subsequent

O0000001-TSAIO
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coll.lsion5could IncreaseoKponentic_llywith ttm_, Two _ocret papers w_r_
presented In a cla,_If£ed _e_Ion, both of which discu_sod the pos-_ibln
_xistenceof a curr_nt untracked popul_tlon.

!

" Several papers were pre_ontod on techniques,_o improvem_a_urem_nt_of
.!. smallerparticle_ in _pace Shorm :.festafro_ G.E. concludedthat _Inorbl-t_ng

sa%ollltowith either radar, pa_ivO optical,or actlvo optical (lldar)could
detect and determineorbits and _izO of particlesa_ small a_ Imm, A _tudy by
Tom.Morgan of SouthwesternUniwrsity concluded that I.cmparticlesat _O00km
could be detected from the ground using passive optical techniques. Evidence
was also presented that reentering debris has been observed using the same
ground radar techniquesthat have boon used to detect t_e ion trail produced
by _mall meteors.

The workshop concluded that we have no data on the number of objects in
spa_e smaller than approximately 4cm diameter and that obtaining this data

::::i should have the highest priOrity. It was concluded that impacts with tcm
_-. particles would certainly damage most spacecraft and impacts with Imm

particles might damagespacecraft, depending on the system impacted. However,
,_... it was pointed out that shielding was added to the Galileo spacecraft to
;::,_. protect it from O.tmt particlestravelingat velocities not much higher than

average debris velocities. Better estimates of the small debris population
}:_" could be made using data from ground experiments on the particle sizes and
'+ velocity distribution from hypervelocity impacts. These data could also be
IP used to look for a "collision signature" among the known satellite breakups.
_; : Such an analysis could lead to Lower and/or upper limits to the current
i_. environment. AL geosynchronOusaltitudes,the workshop concl.udedthat neither
i-, sufficient data, nor sufficient modeling exists to even compare the
.... environment at geosynchrOnousaltitude to the environment in low earth orbit.

Data were presented illustratingthe large number of AI_O_ particles
..... which are produced during a solid rocket burn. Although m'_s_cof these
iJ ,i particles are tetra-firedduring an engine burn in space, a small fraction

_: would be expected to remain in orbit and apparently do measurably affect
" _ certain experiments in earth orbit. Herb Zook, Uel Clanton and Don Kessler,
: _ all of JSC, presented papers describing experiments which were designed to
•. , detect meteoroids, but appear to have also detected an artificial orbiting
: population which was comparable to, or exceeded, the meteoroid population.

; Since the impactingsizes ranged from only a few microns to 80 microns, these
particlesshould not seriouslydamage spacecraft. However',they did seriously

- compromisethe scientific and engineeringobjectivesof these experimentsand
i have raised questionsabout others, such as the HEOS-Z experimentreportedon

-. _ by Eberhard Grun of the Max-Planck Institute. Thus, it was concludedby the
workshop that the environmentcreatedby these smallerparticlesis important,
It can degrade engineering and scientific experiments directly as well as
indirectlyby changing the Optical prOpertiesof sensitivesurfaces. It was

: also concluded that more testing and modeling is required to properly
' understandthe lifetimeand long-termeffectsof these particles.

:" SPacecraftHaza_rdand Shielding Reguirements

several papers were presented describingpast efforts to take either a
...... known meteoroidor debris environment,and use it to ensure that a particular

;_,,! Spacecraftdesign achieved a desired reliability. Burt Cour-Palais,of JSC,

• _L i
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! described the hypervelocityte,_ttng performedduring tb.e-Apall_Program, and ;
; h_w !;hlswas u_ed to shleld certainApollo sub-syst_h_from m_tearOid_. Ralph

Chin fromaPt describedthe procedureused far d_terminingthe extra _hieldlrlg
req,lred to protect Galileo ag_iP.stthe inc_-ea_edmeteoroidenvironmentfound I

. I" around Jupiter E1dan DavI_, from Be_inf],and Bob K_w_l_kl and Gary Rankln,
both from JSC, de_crlbed how the me_eoro|d and debris envlronme_taff-e.c_ed

• _ Orhita] Transfer Vehicle (OTV) and Space Operat';onCenter (50C) design. The), i
all colluded tiler extra shielding would be, r..o-quired for protection and thu_

ii would affect the d_Ign of the sy_tem,_that they Inv_tigatod. They polntod
out that there were many other sy_tem_on _C tO be investlOated,

I'

Although a largo amount of hypervelocltytesting ha3 been conducted In
the past, the wOrkShop cnncluded that a sIgnifl_ant amount of new work Is

, required. A literature search is required to pull together a11 of the '!
existing approprlate data. Now system damage criteria will hav_ to be ']
established for the new breed of space vehicles because of reuseabilttyt J,

, recycling, and refurbishment planned for the future. "Survlvabillty"
classifications, similar to those currently used by the military, were
recommended. These Classifications would correspond to various levels of _li

..... mission success, such as "crew alive, but mission terminated", etc. flecause i
.... many new spacecraft components w111 have unique construction requirements, or _

:!i materials, generalization about the consequences of hypervelOctty Impacts _s _'_
!:-ii not always posstble and new testS will sometimes be required.

_._ Space Object ManagpLnent _
_ . j
'-V;]

;_,;i Several papers described techniques to dispose of satellites tn orbit.
i!_._i Satellite r'etrlevalusing the Orbiter was d_scussed by Rudy Adornato of ii

Grumman, and retrieval using a remotely controlled orbiting retriever was

i_i discussedby Marshall Kaplan of Spacetech, ;nc. The major advantagesof the :
_ ) remotelycontrolled retrieverare that more than one object per launch could
i::,: be retrieved,it could go tO higher altitudes,and It could collectsateliites
_.:i'_ which were not designed to be retrievedby the Orbiter. Alan Mueller of the

_ . UniversityOf Texas, discussed how lunar and solar perturbationscan be used i:i
! to remove objects In geosynchronous transfer orblts, and how these _

_i perturbationsaffect objects In geosynchronousorbit. Theoreticalstudies,
)".i confirmedby NORAD tracking data, have shown that by constraininglaunchesto "

various regiOns of geosynchronousorbit to certain times of the year, the OTV
:y can be made to reenterwitiiina year. Dave Sudde_h from Goddard gave hls i

reasons for recommendingthat NASA adopt a policy to minimize the number of I
objects left in geosynchronousorbit. He pointed out that both Intelsat and
NOAAalready have a written policy to desynchrontze unusable spacecraft into 1

i.. higherorbits. I,

!;"_ It was concluded by the workshop _hat while low cost techniques to }
. minimize debris propagation should be encouraged and continued, we do not I.
, . sufficiently understand the cost or effectiveness Of the more expensive I

teChniques (such as satellite retrieval) to reco_nmendtheir Implementatlon.
More studies are required to understand the cost of Implementatlon. These
costs should then be compared with the risk of not implementingthem. It was

... i also concluded that very different techniques may be required for low earth
: orbit and geosynchronous orbit.
' i

: "" :! l

: :.il Under policy considerations, Malcolm Wolfe, Aerospace Carp,, discussed
i
_:il 3

: -_ !

................................................................................._.;.._>:_;:::;...-:..........,................................_.,
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, the background and conclusions of the AIAA Position Paper, "_pace Debris"
i'.'_: Fhe hlhh recoqnized that the t_ue of _pace dobrts is ,'eal aad that the.re t5
!: an imediate need for bQ;h a national and internattmi._l _pace policy and

_: treaty. O_an Olm,_tead from Nh_k H,adquarter_ reported tPat the tl.5 dae_ plan
:,; to make a "_tatemontof principl_"concerningorbital dobrl_ in Oeouynchronou_
i:_: orbit at the UNISPACL_COnfe,renCe n_xt moflth, Although radio fr_qgency
',i_: crowding i_ a much mor_ pre_ing problem in the_e orblt_, ther_ i_ a pop.lot
'-' perception by the dev_iopin9 countrt_ _hat physical _rowdin9 t_ importa,t,
i _'- and therefore orbital d_brls in 9_o_ynchronou_ orbit _tll receive an
= ' increasing amount of attention However, there I_ a connection betweeni "- •

i_,:_ collision potential and radio froqu_.nc_ allocation. For example, _ hi
_-_,_ HlebOrt, Rand Carp., pointed out, if _ satellito I_ moved in order to avoid
_.:_ collision, both national (FCC & NTtA) and Internatlonal([F_,B/ITU) frequency

managementprograms must be consulted.

!_; Two Air Force Orbital Position Managementpapers described the perception
i_:_ of policy makers, and the current Air Force plan_ and procedures• Capt.
i ',"

_; Hyland from Hq, Air Force, noted that the debris problem must first be ,_
i::i. identified, then stated in layman terms, [n identifying the problem, the
_i:: detection of smaller debris will be required but national defense priorities .il
[:@!;_ make it d_fficult tO assign NORAOsensors tO detect small debris. Capt. ,

_i_. Richard Davis, from Space Oivision, endorsed NASA's planned research as being ,,_.- essential to understanding the cost effectiveness of any requirement or policy
on the space user community. Both Air Force speakers believed the workshop

,_': and any follow-on activities would provide an excellent start toward

_? identifying the issues which could later be resolved by policv and
_:._. internationaltreaties if required.

_"_i_ Don Edgecombe, from Batt¢lle, summarized many unresolved policy issues
s_ such as the characterization of risk,_r need for immediate action,

',;_ national-international coordination, and mllitary Implicatlons. Both Don _
i,_.,. Edgecombeand Dennis Fielder, JSC, stressed the different aspects of policy
_ _"_, which could either be defined in terms of objectives and general guidance and
_/:;: remain fixed, or contain specific recommendations of procedures which may

change as new problems arise.
; :

_:, The workshop conciuded that it is too early to propose specific national
::_!!: or international policy, although there was a consensus that a policy would

_::i: eventually be required. More technical information is required, especially in
-:<:- the area of environment definition for objects lesS than 4 cm in diameter.
".::_!_ The spacecraft user community must become involved, especially in the areas of
_.: Spacecraft Hazard and Shielding Requirements and Space Object Management For
,_:!,:>;. the immediate future, the workshop concluded that NASAshould continue as a

lead agency to focus and coordinate debris related investigations, information
',:_ exchange, general activity planning, and d_.velopment and formulation of

_i_ prospective civil poiicy approaches. The adoption and use of low cost
_". measures that decrease debris propagation, such as reducing the incidence of
i:_:.., unplanned explosions, using reentering trajectories for planned explosions,
.:_< and the adopting of anti-litter design and operations habits should be
_ encouraged. Finally, the participants in the workshop expressed the need to
i:_,i formalize a program structure, through an interagency space debris working
;"i- . group, which would develop a program plan and coordinate research and future
i!i:.. ' activities, including subsequent workshops.
i !7-
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i-!_ Evaluation Qf _rk_h_i lt
,-/_' Thls worl_shoprepr.esenb_.dthe first time that all of the vartQu._elements

i"1 Qf _p_ce d_brt._ work h_ve b_en collected _nd d|_cu_ed before a dlver_eaudience, Partlcip_at]_nwa,_ larger than orI_]i_ally_xpected, both In the
n.mb_r of papor_ pre_entod, .nd trt a,diOnco participation. Th_ workshop a.dto
wa_ recordedarid the vt_wgraph_ have bairndI_t,r_bu_edto partlclpont5. Within
th_ next f_w month_, all of the paper_ and the concl,._ton_ of the workshop
wtI 1 bO pub1t_hod.

The formal presentations and dl_cq_lon_ Illustrated a ba,_i¢ conf11ct
w|thln the data avatiable: fla_od on the population of obJer,t.$ known to bOtn
oeblt a_ a result of NORAD catalogui_9,there is no problem wit, debris,
except ros_tbly when large structures ore built in low earth orbit, Ti;us, one
t_ tempted to ignore the Issue. However, based on ltmtted data and rea,_onable
assumptions, a significant population of uncatalog,ed objects can bo modeled
to predict problems for much smaller spacecraft. However, the test of these _,
assumptions requires that one not Ignore the Issue, and obtain more data. It
ts clearly possible that the problem for smaller spacecraft can be either
be_ter, Or worse than predicted by the current models. :_terefore, the
participants put the highest priority On obtaining new data on objects smaller
than 4cm tn diameter. Such data are not only ImportantIn the currentde_i_n
and operationsof spacecraft,but they are ImpOrtantin understandinghow _oon
debriswill be a significantproblem.

The workshop produced an Increasedawarenessof the consequ_._,;._of _
problems caused by particles ejected by solid rocket motors fir,'_J :,n space
Data were presentedwhich showed that at least one sc_,-';?i:experimentand
one engineering experiment have had their conclusions .:er.iously compromised

because of the presence of these orbiting solid rocket tartar products. The
detectionof these small partlclesby orbitingexperimentsclearly i11ustrateS
the ease in which the manmade particle flux in earth orbit can be measurablyy
affected. The flux of artificial debris In low earth orbit has thus been
measured In two ext?eme ._izes--thevery small particles (by meteoroid Impact
sensors)and the very large objects (by NORAD). In hath cases, thls flux was
comparable to, or greatly exceeded, the naturalmeteoroid flux. The flux of
the debris sizes which is most likely to affect spacecraft design and
tellabllIty has not been measured.

The workshop provided an excellent opportunity for NASA, NORAD and the
Air Force to exchange their viewpoints,and bring all participantsto a common
level of understanding. Once thls level was achieved, there seemed to be a
concensuson the directionof future research. That is, whetherthe objective
is to determine If there is a problem, or to seek a solution to an obvious
problem, the first task Is the same In both cases--definethe environment
better. As n_w data become available, there Is an obvious need to maintain

i_:q_ dialogue between a11 Interested partieS; however, there is currently no forum

iJ:!:i,:, to do th_s.

It appeared obvious from the technical papers presented and the

i.lj:iI discussions which followed that orbital debris can affect spacecraft designs

and operations In the future. The extent to which these designs and
operations are affected, and the timing and content of future policy are Important.

S
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Recommendations Resulting f_om Workshop

_ ]ho r_u_ts of the Orb|tal Debris WOrkshopreaff4rm the. _eed for research
to I_tt_r understand the character of orbital deUrtS, its effects on future
_pacecraft, and the related requirements for peltry. A clear char_er ts

; required for this research to receive the necessary supp.Ot_t, focus, and
coordination. It is recommendedthat NASAassume the role of lead agency.

,I The first t_sk is to develop an overall plan with both DO0 end NORAO
_7: _ pattie|patton The immediate emphasis of the plan should be in performing the

necessary tests, experiments, and modeling which are appropriate for defining
,, the environment of orbiting objects which are smaller than is currently being
_ detected and catalogued by NORAD. The plan should include research in the ,

major areas of Environment Definition, SpaceCraft Hazardj and Space Object
; Hanagements. Tasks to be performed in each of these areas are as follows:

Environment DefinitiOn

_i The major emphasis relative to LEO should be placed on defining the
_:, e:.vironment for sizes smaller than 4cm in diameter. This can be accomplished
_ through a combination of laboratory tests, modeling, and ground-based

,,_ observations of orbiting debris. GrOund-based detection techniques can be
developed to see smaller p_rticles in Orbit. LabOratory hyperveloctty and
explosion tests can be performed to determine the effects and "SignatureS"

_.,!_; (size and velocity dtstrtbut]ons) of these events, which can be used in
-_ modeling and analyzing NORAObreak-up events NORAO'scapabilities to track
_I_ smaller objects should continue to be used to the fullest extent consistent

_ with NORAO'sbasic national security mission. However, since both NORADand
:J' advanced 9round-based sensOrs are limited in their abtltty to track small

orbiting objects, research should continue toward defining and developing a
__"• space based sensor to detect even smaller debriS. A low-cost, light-weight
_TT.. sensor capable of being flown piggy-back on a number of different missions_ -

_. appears to be the best approach to covering the wide range of altitudes for
_: which data are needed.

--_ Nothing at all is knownabout debris below t meter in size at GEO, and i
_:" ground-based tech.iques are at or near thetr l imfts A small, Opttcal sensor

in GEOcould provide important new information about this valuable region of
=_.. space, Conceivably, an existing sensor in GEO couid provide this data; if

_:_ not, a light weight sensor couid be constructed to fly piggy-back on a planned
._' payload to GEO, The cost of flight requirements make joint A_r Force-NASA
_' efforts desirable for both LEOand GEO.

, Spacecraft Hazard

.. ; The damage to spacecraft resulting front collisions should be determined
by compiling ali the available data on hyperveloctty and relevant low veloctty

__ impact tests. New tests are required for composite materiels. Oamage
criteria should be established tO reflect the new generation of spacecraft

_- planned for the future, and to reflect various types of failures.

i. Space Object Plana..qement

A more detailed analysts of the cost and impact to future operation is
: required of the various techniques to control the environment, lh addition,
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new concept_ should be encouraged arid _valuated. Until the effectiveness of

active techniques to control the environment is ,nderstood, tt is recommended ,
:,:, that the U.5. _tudy and encourage the use of spaCeCraft de_tga_ and operations
, _ which will m|n|m|ze the generation of debris in orbit, such at:

_,, X: reducing the incidence of unplanned explosions,
=_. 2) use reentering trajectories for planned explosions,

:. 3) adopt anti-litter design and operational habits, "
4) u_e solar and lun_r perturbations to reenter objects in 9eosynchronous

_: , transfer orbi is.

.;:., Concludtng Remarks

_ . All of these tasks tlave been proposed in Some detat1 by NASA/JSCin the
; . past. However, the recOmmendations contained here reflect a change in
_:__/ emphasis resulting _'romthe workshop. The major changes are to delay a space
_ experiment, increase emphasis on ground-based observations and laboratory il
: tests, and increase emphasis on compiling the results of past impact tests and i
::.:_. damage criteria. Although NASA should continue to be the lead agency in _I

_.. implementing these tasks, Air Force participation is essential and channels of
_-_;:• communications should be fully explored and used. A 3oint plan, detaiiing the
:_:".'.._ tasks to be performed and the individual responsibilities should be prepared
_'i:_; jointly by NASAand OOO. A continuing forum, consisting of representatives
_: from NASAand DODshould be established to update the plan, as appropriate,

_eJ

#

x
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SPACE DEBRISASSESSMENT

. IQ-YEAR PROGRAM PLAN

; PROGRAM TECHNICAL PLAN
,, 1,0 Introduction

Prior to 1970, a significantamount of researchwas conducted to define
' the meteoroid environment and to develop techniquesfor shleldlng spacecraft
- against particles impacting at very high velocities, Although shielding was

required for some spacecraft, the basic structureprovided an acceptable
reliabilityfor meteoroid protection for most spacecraft. Thus, with the
meteoroid environment defined, ,ittl techniques to shield against meteoroids
defined, and with any remaininguncertainties in these two areas being of only

ii_il marglnalinthese areaslmp°rtanCehasbeent°spacecrafttermlnated.plannedwlth_n this time interval, research
In the e_rly /O's, investigatorsat both the Johnson Space Center and the

Marshall Space Flight Center concluded that the co111sion probability between
a large structure (100 meters in diameter) and the tracked population of
artificial sate111tes was significant. In the mid /O's, the Langley Research
Center investigationspredicted a large untracked population resulting from
the numerous explosions in space, but still affectingonly large structures.
These activities were also terminated.

In the late 70's, investigatorsat the Johnson Space Center predicted that
if past growth trends continue, within the next 10 to 20 yearS, a large number
of particles will be generated as a consequenceof collisions between
artificial satellites• The number, size and relative velocity of these
particles could be sufficient to represent a greater spacecraftdamage
potential to most spacecraft in low earth orbit than the damage from the
natural meteoroid environment. In addition, experiments conducted by NORAD
confirmed that a pop_lation of orbiting objects too small to be trac;cedby the
operational radar system now exists. Even though these objects are tOO small
to be tracked, they are relatively large when considered in terms of their
damage po..ential. These objects, along with the remaining tracked population,

i:_i already represent a damage potentialmuch greater than the ambient.:.,:_ environment

_';o_ Recent results from three meteoroid impact sensors (two flown on Skylab,
__,! and one on Explorer 46), indicate that the natural meteoroid environment may ._
-_,_ also already be exceeded by an artificial environment for very Small (less

than 0.1 mm) particles Two of the experiments were returned from Skylab,
_)i where composition analysis of the surfaces revealed hypervelocity pits

containing mostly aluminum. The Explorer 46 "meteoroid impacts",measured
between 1973 and 1915, had a strong time correlationwith solid rockets fired

:_;_.... in orbit, and also a directionalitywhich could only come from earth orbiting
"_- particles Most of these particles were too sma)l to damage any but the most

sensitive spacecraft surfaces.
="_ " The trend toward larger and longer duration spacecraft in the 80's
_i. increases their sensitivity to possible damage from both meteoroids and space
:, debris. Larger structures and longer times in space will increase the
_- probability of collisions from larger meteoroids and space debris. In
_::: addition, the desired light weight of reusable space vehicles and of
_C::':. structuresbuilt in space may increase their susceptibilityto damage from
...._'. smaller particles, so that meteoroid shielding may be required on an
I_'_C!:.-_. increasingnumber of future spacecraft payloads. The prospect that these
-_"_::i., spacecraft may be exposed to an increasingartificial environment which
_::'_':_ exceeds the natural environmentmeans that even more shleldlng would be
::',:::.i required. AS mission costs increasewith the amount of shielding, it is

i
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Importantto define the d_bri_ _nvlromn_nt_o that no mor_ than the n_cessary
amountof _hieldlng 1_ _dded.

A more importantr_a_onto defin_the environmentmay be to evaluateth_
importanceof reducingthe populationgrowth. Technique_to reducethe
populationgrowthhave recentlybecomeobvious. Only 5% of the tracked
_opulatton represents operational payloads, leaving 95% as orbital debris
ost of this debris resulted from either intentional or accidental explosions

In space which could either be eliminated or reduced in frequency. The
mixture of these explosion fragments and old rocket bodies and payloads
represents the primary source of future collislonalfragments; hence the
retrieval of large objects would eliminate potential fragment sources,

• Techniques to cause objects to reenter using solar perturbations exist.
However, whether any of these or other techniques tu control the future
environment should be used depends on their cost and effectiveness weighed
againsteitherthe future spacecraftfailurerate or the cost of shieldingto
minimizethe failurerate.

The purposeof this plan is to describethe necessarystudie_,analysis,
_ and experiments to determine which policies should be pursued.

iii!' I 2.0 Objectives

= The objective of this program plan is to develop the decision tools and
the mar,agement schemesnecessary to minimize the hazard to spacecraft from

_ orbitaldebris in a cost effectivemanner. In order to obtainthis objective,
_'_. Severalshort term objectivesare required:
i

(I) Using appropriatemodeling,ground experiments,and flight
experiments,developthe capabilityto define the orbitaldebris environment.

(2) Using appropriategroundtests and systemsanalysis,developthe
capabilityto evaluatethe effectof this environmenton spacecraft.

, (3) Using appropriatestudiesand the resultsof tests,develop
techniquesof either controllingthe environmentor protectingspacecraftfrom
the environment.

(4) Developan algorithmwhich will evaluatethe costs versus savingsof
eithercontrolllngthe environment,shieldingfrom the env_,onment,or doing
nothing.

(5) Develop the rationalefor establishingpolicypositions.
i

(6) Developthe capabilityto monitorthe effectsof any policyposition i
and the mechanismto changethat policywhen necessary.

ii
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J.t) Justification and Rationale i
!

3.[.l Modettn9 - A mathematical computer model translates
_: applicable expertmental-mea_urementS Into the pertLo_nt Information required
: when that information cannot be measured directly. Exper|me_al measurements

are sometimes replaced by "reasonable assumptionS," especially when
extrapolations are required, The pertinent |nformatfon-requfred deals w4th
spacecraft failure rates, no_ and tn the future, caused by collts|ons wtth
orbttal debris. MajOr experimental measurements consist of the ground
detection of earth orbiting objects, ground explosion tests, and hyperveloctt_

' impact tests. Someof these measurements to date are inadequate, as she11 be i
:, detailed later. Reasonable assumptions are required to predict future _

atmospheric densities (solar activity), and future space activities. Also, ,]
. someof the hypervelocity tmpact tests are performed at energy levels which

, i_ are different than those expected in space so that extrapolations tn energy ,
' _ are required.
: Equations have already been developed which relate orbital elements to
._: collision probabil|ties. However, the major problem tn developing a computer ,,,
__ model is in computer limitations. As a consequenceof co111siona1 _J
'::i!_ fragmentation, literally milltOns of objects must be handled by predicting the i!

=:ii_ collision potential of each through all volumes of space which they may pass,
-__. now and in the future. This large amount Of data and computations precludes
_i,;:ii handling each of these objects on an individual basis. Statist|ca1 approaches ,'

_:_; have been developed and must be develOped further,Whenknown, the physical characteristics, launch date, source, or any
other characteristiCS of each satetltte should also be maintained. This will

_; allow for the examinations of trends and the discovery of principal sources.
_ The physicalsize of objects is important tn determining collision

probability, although a measure of the phystcalsize is obtained from radar
_, cross section Howan object may fragment ts also a function of physical
_.- characteristics.
_ Currentlaunchtrafficmodels do not llst every objectwhich Is placed
__ into orbit during the launchof a particularpayload. Usually,a rocketbody

does remain in orbit for each payload launched, and these objects a_e usually
tracked by NORAD. However, smaller objects, such as attachment fittings, :.

-i_ springS, clamps, etc. are not listed in any traffic model, and these objects :
-; are not trackedby NORAD.

::. 3.I.2 Ground Exoertmeots
3.1.2.1 Spacecraft Fraamentatjon Exoertments
AlthougL some ground experiments have been performed to determine

:. the probable distribution of space debt1= fragments resulting from satellite
disintegration, more studies are required to accurately model the Current and
projected environment of small debris. Fragmentation tests in the past have
been sufficient to define some issues, but are inadequate to develop a
definitive model. Explosion tests have mostly consisted of thin walled
cylinders, bombs, shells, or grenades. Data were obtained from the ground

i explosion of an Atlas missile tank. However, no ground tests have been
performed on any object which ts known to have exploded in space, such as the
Delta _nd stage, or Agena stage. Only two tests to determine the size
distribution due to hyperveloctty impact into a spacecraft structure have been

- performed. These tests used a relatively small (.3T to [.65 gram) projectile
:.:_ fired at a relatively low velocity (3 to 4.5 km/sec), The tests yielded a
..' size distribution similar to the many similar tests Into basalt, ltowevero the

$_,,!

..... i0
-ii

........ ;_-, ", .... .... ..............................._-_ '_ _............................................. ,_
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'_". 'i; I_asalt te_t_ revealed a fragment velocity which increased with decreasing
_ize, whereasthe analysisof the spacecrafttests wa_ only analyzed
_ufficientlyto determinethat the fragmentvelocitiesw_re very l_w• These

...._,_ velocitlesare necessaryto determin_the amountof fragmentma_s whlch is
' ejected intodifferentorbits,a_ reenters.
., _ 3.t.2.2Ground Observations
,!

i:' The abilityof NOR_AD̀to detect and track objectsIn Earth orbit
> varieswith altitude. Below 6000km,radar systemsare the principlemeans of
• detectingobjects• Most objectsdetectedby radar are largerthan 10cm in
:_. diameter. Above 8000km,radar efficiencyIs reducedtO the point that optlcaI
'• i trackingis required• The opticaltechniquecurrentlyuses a Baker-Nunn

camera,which can detect a I meter object in geoSy_chronousorbit, Within a
i,i:, few years, an electro-opticalsystemwill be operatlonaland w111 improvethat
" " capabilityslightly;however,the principleadvantageto this System is its
.:i quickerturn-aroundtime of data.
_, Two radar ground experimentshave been performedin order to test
_, NORAD'sabilityto track small objectsin space These tests, using the PARCS
i: radar,only slightly increasedthe sensitivityof the operationalSystem, but

_!,_ did revealan untrackedpopulation. However,both the PARRS and operational ']!
radar systemare limitedby the radar wavelengthat which they operate.

!_iii: Objectssmallerthan about I0 cm are Small comparedto the radar wavelength,
_'_:_ and hence become very difficultto find and track. Similartests could be
_i I_i performedwith availableshorterwavelengthradarsenablingthe minimumsize
_;- detectedto be reduced Accordingto a Study by GeneralElectricCo the use_=_i._: • •,

_ of opticaltrackingin low earth orbit could reducethe minimumsize even

i_ furtherLo approximatelyI cm. However,the electro-opticalsystemdevelopedfor NORAD is currentlyplannedto only track at orbitalaltitudesabove 6000
km. Changesin their Softwarecould a11ow it to be used to track in low earth !_
orbit. ,

L_: 3 1.3 Other Data Sources _:

_.,_ Less direct techniquesto determinethe untrackedpopulationmay be 'iii-__ available. For example some satelliteshave obtainedabnormaldata Or shown
=_:/.... abnormalbehaviorwhich could be interpretedas detectionof, or impactby _
_._ orbitaldebris. It is expectedthat a more thoroughsearch for, and _:

_::_ examinationof, such data may revealmore clues to the currentuntracked
_ population. :

_,_ 3.1.4 Flight Experimentand Debris MonitoringSystem
-:-_:- Groundobservationsof orbitaldebris are limitedin their ability
_i: to detect objectsof interestto spacecraft In addition,some events,such
i_ as the consequenceof USSR anti-satellitetests, cannot be modeled, and
. unforeseenevents may cause an environmentsignificantlydifferentthan
_._.' predictedby a model. _herefore,model predictionsmust be tested,and the
:'( environmentmonitoredso that model assumptionsmay be tested and updatedas
_. appropriate. Such a mOnitoringsystemmust be able to detect a large range of
_. object sizes in sufficientnumbersto be statisticallysignificant,and to be
_:. able to discriminatebetweenearth orbitingobjectsand Interplanetary
_.; meteoroids. Studiesconductedin the 60's for meteoroidapplications
=i_i:_ demonstratedthe feasibilityof using both radar and optlcaltechniquesin
_ order to accomplish these objectives. The optical sensor studied eventually
:- flew on Pioneers'IO and If. Later studiesconcludedthat either of these
';:.... systemscould be applied to debrismeasurements,and that technology
_: advancementshave been significantsince the orginalstudies. Although
:>:-_.. sufficientstudieshave not been perfOrmedto identifya preferenc_between

o)i: ,

?" (9..:,
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_ _._pliLal ,|l_d radar It_hf_lqll_ rm,,f_l _l.ladle_ have dt,ii|_m_tratt,d ,! l)rel,,rPnc_,
_._' f{)r ,t radar t,echtlique,

'_ Smaller debris p4r!iclt_s,,i_tho_e which may originate from _lid
--:ii_:)::_,, rocket exhaust, can be measured by impact sensors. Sincl_ th_ late 60's,

_ m(:teoroid impact sen_;ors have been flown on many spacecraf_ Below about (} I
i_,_,i ram,the flux of meteoroids,is at l_ast several Impacts per sq. meter pot year

!_":i so l;hata debris flux which exceeds tills level could be measured with a few
_,o sq. meter_ of collecting area.
_"_i:. 3.2 Debris Hazard Assessment
_,!_'_.. l'lleprobability of collision i_ not necessarily the same as the
i_C _ probability of sustalning significant damage Whether a partlcul,r collision

_._-_' causes significan_ damage or not depends on the _ize and velocity of the _i
!:_'!/=" projecti]e as well as the physical construction and importance of the area! _,!.
ii_,_ impacted. By combining hypervelocity impact data and spacecraft systems
_i_: configuratior_,th an environmental flux model, the probability of significant
!i_/i_, damage to any particular spacecraft can be obtained. ,
=_T,. , 3.2.1 I_[mjoactDamaqe Assessment Studies
i_!_,,. Prior to 1970, a large number of impact tests were performed in
_ .,_ , order t¢ determine the amount of damage wl_ichwould result from a meteoroid

impact on a spacecraft. Projectiles, usually consisting of aluminum or glass.
..........,.-:i_i:_ with masses as large as several grams were impacted on targets at velocil;ies

i:l
_'_C_:_ of 6 to 8 km/sec. Much smaller projectiles obtained velocities greater than
-_,," IO km/sec. These tests more accurately duplicated the size, velocity, and
-_'_!__:' composition of impacts from manmade orbital debris than impacts from

meteoroids. Thus, the results of these tests are directly applicable in

__- determining the amount of damage that debris impacts will cause a spacecraft. !i
=,i_{_ Howerer, since Ig/o, some new structures and materials have been developed, i'

_,i,_.: Accurate determination of the effects of impacts into these materials would i
requ_:resome additional testing. _,_

3.2.2 System Damaqe Criteria ii _,
Whether the hole, pit, or ejecta which results from an impact is i !,

significant or not also depends on the criticality of the system impacted and _i _
:,_::_ its susceptibility to damage. For example, previous tests have shown that I
,_- very minor pits on the surface of spacecraft windows can cause these windows
::':' to crack when experiencing the pressures of lifl_-off. Similarly. highly

pressurized containers have been shown to fail when only pitted by an impact. "

_ The complete penetration of a structure may or may not produce significant
_i': damage. Systems tests may be required to determine if the failed structure
]S_" causes a critical loss in mission capabilities Hypervelocity tests may be
:"i:. required to determine if the plasma and particle ejecta associated with the
_': penetration will effect electronic components or other hardware, or crew
_'_':'o_ safety. In most cases, data obtained from previous tests would predict the
_so amou,t of additional hardware damaged from particle ejecta.

_CI_ 3.2.3 Mission Success Assessment Alqorithms
During Apollo, and some other missions, earn subsystem was listed

.:,',, alon_ with its exposed area, and the size meteoroid impact which would cause
ri:i: _ significant damage. Since the meteoroid environment was not initially well

defined, these data were stored and up-dated as new impact tests were
:::i_ performed. In addition, as new data describing the meteoroid environment

i:,,, became known, the probability of mission success from the meteoroid hazard as
., well as the need for additional shie|ding or redundancy, were quickly

'}': evaluated. Such a!Igorithmscan be generalized to include a variety of
, o}_ _ spacecraft subsystems exposed to both a meteroid and orbital debris
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i_.i_ Sj_ac(____L,(JbjectManaq_tLn2_o_LS_Lu_
3.3,1 Control of the D_QbrisEnvlc_o_n_ i
The only natural removal mechanism for eartllorbiting object5 Is

caused by orblta] decay from atmospheric drag. However, orbltaI d_cay acts
very slowly and tends to replace objects retnovedfrom lower a]tltudes by
objects which have mlgrated down from higher a]tltudes, Some rr_cent_tudies
have demonstrated that other options exist, although most may prove to b_
impractical. The fullowing are solneof these possibilities.

, 3.3.1.1 _Inlm!z_iO_o__Ion_, in _ace
', Approximately half of the tracked populatTo¥is the result of

explosions _n space. Most of these explosions were of old U.S. rocket stages
: which blew up for no apparent reason after years in space• For the last I0

years, the Delta 2nd stage has been the major contributer. Actions are being
taken to minimize the risk of future Delta explosions.

Although the USSR anti-satellite tests have not cor_tributedas much
to the trackable population as the U.S.'s accidental explosions, they could be
the major contributer to a population too small to be tracked. High intensity ,_
explosions are known to produce many orders of magnitude more small particles ;

_i; than the U.S.'s low intensity explosions. The USSR tests were performed at !ii
_: sufficiently high altitudes and most of the debris will remain _n orbit, i'

....._ _i However, if these tests were performed at lower altitudes_ the fragments would
_, !; reenter at a higher rate and constitute much less of a risk to other

i spacecraft

._ 3.2.1.2 Reentry of orbital transfer vehicles ,I

_ Ar_yobject placed in GEO leaves behind a rocket body whose perigee 1• is in low earth orbit and apogee is at geosynchronous altitude This rocket
_ body can be made to reenter by a very small velocity change at apogee. The i
_ velocity change could be made with small thrusters; however, recent studies
_ have shown that lunar and solar perturbations can accomplish the necessary ,_

velocity change over a few years, if the launch is made at an appropriate _
i__ time. Otherwise, lunar and solar perturbations are just as likely to increase !
., _ the perigee distance, causing the rocket to remain in orbit for a much longer i
_ period. Scheduling launches to cause the rocket body to reenter earlier would

place another constraint on launch operations. Whether this constraint is
acceptable or not has not been determined.

3.3.1.3 Retrieval of large, non-operational objects
Large, non-operationai payloads may be the principie source of

• debris generated by collisions in the future. Previous studies have concluded
that the Orbiter can reach about half of the U.S° non-military payloads.
Thus, use of the Orbiter to retrieve many of these objects is feasible, but
may prove to be expensive. Another approach may use permanent stations in
space where objects are returned to the station and later returned to earth.
However, to retrieve a large number of objects, many orbit changes would be
required. The use of an efficient low thrust system (e.g. ion propulsion)may
be required for the retrieval vehicle.

3.3.1.4 Debris catche_
Every day an object passes within a few tens of km of another

tracked object in space. Thus, any spacecraft would only have to maneuver a
few tens of kilometers in order to collide with an object each (lay. If tt;is
spacecraft were large enough to survive the collision and capture the ejectai

! from the collision, then it could reduce the debris population by one per
!i day. However, the feasibility of such a system has not been studied. There

are m_jor engineering prob!ems in the tracking of such objects in survivingi_ . ,

the collision, and in containing the ejecta. If the "debris catcher" were a

"_ .L.

:!
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:, few ten_ of kilonleters in diameter, tt could collect ,_ tracked ohj0._cLQach day
:!;"_: without maneuvering, plus a significant fraction of the untracked population,
* - Light weight foam might be used to construct_. h_uC a structure,but again,the

feasibilityof such a systemhas not beer__tudled,
_. 3.3.I.5 CoI11si_ _ _L___e_Bt_Opu vP-_s

Collisionswlth objectstoo small to be trackedcannotbe avoided.
In addition,the current groundsystemcarmot track objectswlth sufflclent
accuracy to predict a collision. However,It Is conceivablethat some

) Improvemen_ In the ground systemcomblnedwith an on-boardtrackingand
avoidancesystemmay be of some advantage. However,feasibilitystudieshave

, not been performed. ,_

_*'_" 3,3.1.6 _Re__LO_Va_}_of_o_acecra,ft from qe_os_vnchr__ ,:
,_. Although collisions tn GEOare currently not probable, suggestions

!, have been madefrom several sources tO place payloads outside GEObefore the i
i:.:. payload fuel iS exhausted, Since such a maneuver requires only a small amount

: of fuel, It has alreadybeen used once. However,before such a practice ,_
_ becomescommonplace , care must be taken that either geosynchronous space _i
i:_, does not become redefinedto includethe altltudeat which these dead ,:i
i:?;: satellitesare placed,or that the dead satellitesdo not drift back into _
_-_" i! gegsynchronous space. A study has shownthat at inclinationsgreaterthan ,
*i_'_L':;_:! 45u, Objectsmay easily drift Into geosynchronouSspace. However,further

_i:_ Studies are required. - i
_;_ 3.3.2 Assess Effectiveness of Control Measures _I

Associatedwith each controlmeasure is a cost, or "investment." This

_-_i_}_ investmentwill eventuallyshow a returnor "savings"througha reducedfuture i!_C spacecraftfailurerate. Whetherthe return on any or all of the control

i__::,_ techniquesiS worth the originalinvestmenthas yet to be determined. ;
,_:_._. 3.4 US Policy and InternationalAgreement ;
:_,_ Currently,there are no formalUS.policiesor internationaiagreements _
_._:_! cor,cerningorbitaldebris. The US.Air Force Space Divisionhas a Commanders ;i

Policy 550-IIon the subject, informalagreementswithin NASA have led to i_
!:_ actions to eliminateobjects tn geosynchronous orbit, and to minimizethe :
i,_ chance of the accidentalexplosionof the Delta 2nd stage in orbit.

i_#: .. !

t !

L_

!

;_ i i4
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i__L _ 4,() IrCllrllt:,|l AUl)ro_iCll
Ill t),'dl_r L() itfl)i!L tht _ c)llj(_cLiv(, o| t)lt_ I)¢_O_l'dllI pl.tn, Clip ful Iowimj Lask_

'-_.;.. 4.1.1 Mo@i_.___e_J=pgm_nt.
_" A th,'e_dimension_l,time dnpondontmatttematical mod_l will h_
•o' devnlop(_,dwhich translateslaunchtrafficmodel_, dobri_trackingdata. ground
!:_;: tragmentatlon(lat_,and eventuallyflight_,xperim_ntaldata, intoparticle
!_.:_ flux as a functionof impactings4zo and _locltyon any particular

_" spacecraft. Since _dequatedebrls traffiumodels do not exist,part of this
i:,.' effort must Includea detailedaccountingof plannedobjectsplaced into
:,:, _ orbit. A search will be made for existing data which may indicate the nature
=_,..?. of the currentor futureuntrackeddebris population. A significantamount
_,, of new data will be required from ground and flight experiments as detailed in
._,; the followingsection_.

__;:_.: The mathematicalmodel will be used to obtain a definitionof the
i'_._:, consequencesof the projectedorbitaldebris populationgrowth rates. The
_::;_, uncertainty in these consequences and the need for additional data will be
:=;_ evaluated as the .'node1is developed Population growth rates will be varied

_,,,,. to determine the effectiveness of various techniques to control growth.
i_::!_ 4.1 2 Ground Experiments
___ A cooperativeprogramwill be developedwith NORAO as a means of
!-_¢.. obtaining experimental ground tracking data of smaller objects, Emphasis will
,_,,:_ be placedon obtainingopticaltrackingdata in Io'_earth orbit. However,

_!'_i_ should this prove impractical, tests will be planned using their radar systems.[,_r,. Fragmentationgroundtests will consistOf chemicalexplosionsand
_,_:; hypervelocity impact tests. A 2nd stage Oelta will be exploded under test
I_.. conditionswhere both the size and velocityof fragmentscan be determined.
i-:_:_ The collision between two orbiting objects will be simulated by using a
"_'. hypervelocitygun where the projectileand target structurehave been scaled._:"_is_.:

,_-_:.,., down in size. The fragment size and velocity distribution will also be
, _,_ determined.
i_,,'!_ 4.1.3 Other Data Sourcesi_._ •

i.-._._ A searc'h'''wtl'l be made for other data which may give clues to the I,.

_'_;: existinguntrackedpopulation. Particularattentionwill be paid to any
i:_i:'_ flightexperimentdata which may have detecteddebris. In addltlouthe sudden
i:_:_ failureof some payloads,and the unexpectedbreak-upof some objects In space
_::_ will be examined for a possible collision explanation.
:,:,):_ 4.1.4 F1i_ht Experiment

[_:i_:::::_// A studywill be conducte'dto update the tg60'Sstudiesand

!_.. technologyand determinethe most desirableinstrumentfor detecting,andobtainingorbits for, orbitaldebris which is too small to be detected from

!.%::. the ground,but largeenough to cause significantdamage to spacecraft. This
size range is expectedto be betweenapproximatelyImm and [Ocm in diameter.

"_: The experiment should be capable of Sampling at least one object every few
"_/' days, and determining its size and orbit. The experiment is expected to use

_:: eitheropticalor radar measurementsto detect these objects, and be a free-
>i,, flying satellite in an elliptical orbit between approximately 400 and IO00km.

i _:',., The need for the instrument to also have an impact sensor, capable Of
i_':"'i detecting orbiting solid rocket exhaust particles .lmm, or smaller, will be

_:i evaluated. A reevaluation of the need for, and characteristics of, a flightexperiment will be tnade based on the results of this study, the enodellng and
-.'v hazard analysis, ground experimentation, and other data sources, if this
'_,:. reevaluation still indicates the need for a flight experiment, or" del)ris

t

®
:,,. ....................................................................... .......•........¢_ .L_-:__-.: ,_.................................... -.--_7.
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!'?.i" IIl(Jnitorlr1_l_y_t{_;I;, tllt_{lsuch allilIstruillefltwi II he dt_iLInOd,ImiIt, ,rodflown,
'_" 4,2 _L_ ttazard Ass_mo.nt

[h_ objoctlvo,of do.brlshazard assessment task is t_ tran,_lat(,_del)rl._
', impact rato_ into ._pacecraft failure rate_, To accampli_I_thi_, throe _ul)_

i.i tasks ar_ r_uir_d.
.; 4 ....I I_ Dama_ Assessment Studie__

A literature search will he conducted t,oconsolldat_ the impact data
'" : _ i m _-. lt5 of this data is_: , and models g_nerated from previous expcr m(, t_, The resu
,:.i: expected to describe the amount of daiBageto most surfaces when impacted with
!i:;_' a projectile of known size and velocity, llowever,gap_ in the data are

expected, primarily because of some new materi_ ,s whicI_are currently used on
spacecraft. Therefore, some new tests will be conducted.

_ , 4.2.2 _stems Damag__Assessment Studies
: The spacecraft designers and builders will be used to assess tl_e
_::, criticality of damage to various spacecraft sub-systems. In most cases, the

existing failure analysis can be used. However, tests may be required in some
cases to determine the extent of damage required to cause a sub-system to fail.

_...._.:.._ 4.2.3 Mission Success Assessment Alqorithms
_:_:i_! The object of this task is to combine the results of the debris
,_:_:,..; model, impact damage assessment studies, and systems damage assessment studies

J_::'F into an algorithm, or model, which will be used for both engineering design
,-,_:_':. studies and to determine the overall environmental cost to the spacecraft

community. The spacecraft designer will be able to input the nature of a
particular sub-system, its size, duration and location in space, and obtain a
reliability for that subsystem. If that reliability is not acceptable, he can
use the algorithm to determine what design changes are necessary to obtain the
desired reliability.

This algorithm will be generalized to evaluate the cost of a given
debris environment on the overall spacecraft community. Spacecraft type and

debris environment will be inputed into the algorithm. The output will be the i
expected failure rate or the extra shielding weight required for this type of

:"i:_,._ spacecraft in the given debris environment.
_.-, 4.3 Space Object ManaQement Studies
_<._.o::". 4.3.1 Control of the Debris Environment
--._L_i':" All of the potential control techniques listed in section 3.3.1 will _"
:'!'::,,.: be evaluated in terms of their feasibility, impact on space operations and

__::(:_:!_;,_ their cost to implement. AS additional ideas evolve, they will also be
evaluated using these criteria. Initial emphasis will be placed on

',:_:': eliminating explosions in space, retrieval of large non-operational

:?.._:.. satellites, and removal from geosynchronous orbit.
o,,:'_<.. 4.3.2 Assess effectiveness of control measures

:C_!,{: An algorithm, or model, will be developed which will compare the
_ .,.::. "cost investment ver._ussavings" for each central technique: This alogrithm
.-i' will then be used to determine the most c,_st-effectivetechniques of obtaining

." formulating a comprehensive NASA Management Instruction (N.M.I.), and will

:. identify4._ U.s.th°seareas where broader policy may be required:!'i_!i Policy and Internatiooa! A.qr_ement
:::-:. As the resu various studies become known, it may become obvious

=i:_!_;i:' i at any point in time '_ a U.S. policy or intprnational agreement is ;:
=:i,:,>-,i required. However, tla e,ements of this plan ar, designed to determine the
_=- most cost effective policies Therefore, at the completion of the tasks

o:. '. within this plan, any existing policies will be reexamined for their cost
°_'_ effectiveness. When necessary, new U.S. policy will be formclated and

<i_,!__ ...................................................... :I
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' int_r.atianal aflr_.mant._ will be no,lettered. The, _ftacts af any policie_ are
: planned ta lm monitored by the fli,qht axpnrimentt lebrls monitarin_ system.

Should the. moniturod envtranment change from th,-_t _XlmCtad, Imlteies will
; aq,_in Im reexam'ln_d.

!i.() Pr(}qrilll Sche(hlll_ _tnd Proje,¢tnd Costs
'; !;.1 Pr.Wm, S¢Imdule!_oe El_,me,t
i Fiflu_'__-I del)Ict_the schedulefor _-hemajor element,_of tl_eprogram.

As_ocl_te,d co_t_ have been astlmatedfor _ach of the suh-_lemont$fop each i
majo,"t_ak _nd _,re_hnwn in fiqur'e_5o_, 5oa, and 5,_4. It should be noted '_

_ that the_ecosts must be criticallyreviewed i, the light of proJ_.cted
inflationaryfact,_)rs.

. 5.2 =Pr_jec,t ProqramCosts
Figure5-5 depictscosts oy major elementsand yearly FY totals,as well

as elementtotals. It should be noted that furtheranalysiswill be required ,_
_:. of the annualsensordeploymentand data analysiscosts, as well as the costs il
= ' tot payloadprocessingat the launchsite, data pre-processingand processing, il

establishmentof a basellnedata base and maintainencethere of. It is also {,
." (I

_:._.:_ recognizedthat missionprofilesand sensor deploymentconfigurationswill
_ y._ affectprogramcosts significantly.

__4" _ !

.... !!
--_-:___._'i 6.0 ProgramManagementand Structure 1
_...,. It is consideredprem_tureat this time to define the programmanagement i'
_.. responsibilitiesand interfaceswith other agenciesbecauseof the many groups
_- and agenciesalreadyaddressingthe space debris problem. However,the NASA

_-_ JSC programmanagementplan will be includedin the Program Implementation 'izi? Plan (PIP). ._
._ Figure6-I shows a preliminarylogic flow of key programelementsand iv.
: milestones. The programmanagementstructurewould be tailoredto those i:
C programrequirements. The milestonedates are shown in the flow are tentative_ :
,__. but providetargetdates for programplanningpurposes
:i'i

i. i

• I
' I

!i:

i
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.,,_,_, NORADOperational System

!_ Captain David Brach
-_"_i_'_' NORADHeadquarters

;_:_:_ii! Peterson AFB
-',,_,/i ,, Colorado 80914

-_" 1. SPACESURVEILLANCEANDDETECTION

i=_!:_; Tl_ankyou very much. it ts both an honor and a pleasure to be able to
address this workshop today. ;/e, at NORAO,vtew space defense as our most

_::, dynamic mission area and welcome any opportunity to tell the CommandSpace !!
story. I

2. SPACEDr.FENSETASKS

There are three aspects to the Space Defense Mission -- sateilite _
surveillance, satellite protection and satellite negation. _/e have been i!

': doing the satellite surveillance mission for over two decades and by all i
measurement, we do it very well. Wehave had a negation mission in the 'jl
past, but the protection mission is relativeiy new. Although I have been i_
asked to speak primarily about the surveillance area, I amsure you will i_
see that space Surveillance is the foundation for the protection and f
negation functions.

On your program the specific subject of my presentation is entitled "NORAD
_!_ Operational System." I have modified that topic just a bit in recognition i!Ii:_. that the overall Concern of thts workshop is orbital debris. I have ,

==_:: focused On space surveillance and detection aS currently accomplished by i_i

_,i'_ both ground and space based assets. _
......... 3. OVERVIEW ....

....,'_,: The following is what we wtll be talking about today To understand the;,__)
•_ .J;;;_,_._,,_:,:, space surveillance business, one needs to understand how the current System i!
...._._ has grown over the years. Wewtll talk about how the system has matured to _

, the present, then describe the characteristics of the current system. Theremaining half of our presentation which deals with the requirements for a t-_o_", However I
=_:_;_ future surveillance system wtll not be presented at thts time, , .]!_._ would be happy to discuss this subject with anyone interested later in the t__,:_ week.

,%_"_ 4, EVOLUTIONOF THE SYSTEH
_.

The space surveillance system has evolved over 25 yearS, This evolution
can be divided into three phases, Weare currently in phase three, Phase

:. four would be initiated with the fielding of a new generation space borne
;_ :i surveillance system. That initiation dale ts not established.

2E
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. 4.1 PHASEI)NE (|95Y-1%4)

,, When the Soviet Union launched-Sputnik | on 4 October 195-7, the U, S.
becameaware it had almost no capability tO detect, track, or identify
manmadeobjects in space. The launch Of Sputnik came a_ a complete
surprise to the U. S.

4.1.I RE_UIREHENT
t

!./'

• The requirement for a space surveillance system goes back to [955 when the
United States decided under ProJect Vanguard to orbit a small scientific

..... satellite during the 1957-58 international Geophysical Year. This goal
resulted in the establishment by the Navai Reseai'ch Lab of several
mint-track radio stations ranging from BlossomPoint, Maryland, to
Santiago, Chile (see Figure [), in addition to these mint-track stations,

: a network Of opttcal tracking stations was established by the Smtthsonian
i_/i: Astrophysical Observatory Headquarters at Cambridge, MasSachuSettS..These .
" _ optical sensors were the Baker-Nunn cameras which were specially designee
_:! ! for tracking man-madesatellites. Also, the Smtthsontan Organized a
;: : network of amateur astronomers tO assist in tracking satellites, This
: i effort was called Operation Hoonwatch,

_:::_ While preparations were being made for tracking Project Vanguard [GY
,--_ _ satellites, efforts were also underway to develtp a radar to track
i_ i ballistic missileS. This was being done at Htllstone Hill, Massachusetts
_ _, where the Ltncoln Lab people were working with an 84-foot diameter radar
i_ " dish.

i_ In response to the requirement to ensure tracking Of orbiting satellites
i_ over the North American continent, the newly e_tabltshed AdvancedResearch
,_.. Projects Agency (ARPA) dtrected the Naval Research Lab to. de_elo_ an
i-.! eiectrontc fence. This facility, which becameKnownas the ,ava_ Space
: Surveillance Network or NAVSPASUR,becameoperational in Hatch 1960 wtth
:_ Headquarters and Correlation Center at Oahlgren, V(rgtntao "

.." NAVSPASURand the space[rack sensors were subsequently combined into a
._ nattonal-Capabil|ty called the Space Oetectton and Tracktng system

(SPADATS). On 7 November 1960, the Joint Chiefs of Staff assigned
_ operational control of thts SPAOATSnetwork to NORAO.

The Baker-Nunn cameras, certain radars, and NAVSPASURconstituted the
!_" dedicated system. In the e_rly 1960's, the SPAOATSsystem was augmented by
i observational data from certain cooperative sensors, such as the Ballistic

Htsstle Early _arning System (BHE_S). BHE_Swas primarily designed against
the threat of missile attack over the Pole, but had a good spacetrack

'_ capabilitytoo,

q.[.2 CHARACTERISTICS

_ in summary the early system had the following characteristics. The
, optical systems were the Baker-Nunn cameras and the various optical
" _ instruments operated by amateur astronomers under Project Hoonwatch. The
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_ r_d () _ystem_ ware radio t_lascape5 and a system of radio and doPl))ar
:,._ receiverS. The radars i.ac.ludedthe Sllemyaand Dtyarbaklrtrackingradars
' and f-arts.,the Moorestownand Laredo trackingsystems,and the three BMEWS
i sites.

i: The Command and ControlCenterwhlch had begun wlth a very prlmltlveFllter
,: Centerat the CambridgeResearchCenter at HanscomA_B, had by 196X moved
..i to a more automatedcapabl.lltynext to the NORADCommand Post at ENT AFB

" Colorado By I964, plans were validatedfor a Space DefenseCenter to be
locatedin the CheyenneMountainComplexwhich was then under construction.

_,:: : As a data point, the inventoryof objectsin space had grown to
_ :" approximately400 by the end of 1963.

-:':- 4.2 PHASE TWO (1964-19/I)
.,r

_ 4.2.1 REQUIREMENT

_, Phase Two wa_ basicallya period in which computationalcapabilityand
!_!!_ existingground based systemswere upgradedto respondto more demanding
:-.:,_.:_ requirements. For example, in May of 1963, the Air Force was directedto
_°'_: deploy an operationalanti-satellitesystem. In May of 1964, the Air Force
,_:_ completeda successfullaunchof the systemusing a Thor missile launched
:_. from Johnson Island in the Pacific. This program which was active for the
_40 rest of the decade,was dependentupon positionaldata from the Space and
_ Detectionand Trackingnetwork.

_i. The second requirementwhich placed significantdemandson the networkwas
....... the need to accuratelydeterminethe impactpointsof reenteringspace
;:_.. objects. Initially,this was a requirementof U. S. spacecraftownersbut i
_._ laterwas formalizedin the 1967 Outer Space Treaty which made States I
!-'_i! responsiblefor damagesresultingfrom space objects impactingother
_" countries.

i=:=i,_.i" This map (see Figure 2) shows the SPADATSnetworkas it evolvedduring this
_:. period. The networkwas expanded to includethe FPS-B5 radar at Eglin AFB.
_i!_ This was the first radar designed expresslyfOr satellitesurveillance; !
...._ just before LOC, it was modified to includea secondarymission for

.::_, detectionof submarlne-launchedba111sticmissiles. The operationaldate
_! of this phased array radar receiveda major setbackwhen firedestroyedthe
:: transmitterand receiverantenna faces duringCategory II testingin
:,,•. January 1965. Four years later it began operatingas part of the

SpacetrackSystem and the SLBM DetectionSystem. Almost immediately,the
: FSP-85was ogle to identifynumerous "UnknownSpace Objects"which had
;, earllerbeen cataloguedbut never successfullytrackedfor the Space
,_.. DefenSeCenter.

:7 The FPS-BS allowed the network to pick up the low inclination satellites
-i/._. and greatly increasedthe capabilityof the overallsystem.For example,
_ ,: the FPS-B5 could track 200 known satellitesor ZO "unknown"simultaneously
:_., where prevlouslywe were limitedto one "real time" track. Becauseof the
_:. radar'scomputationalcapabilityit was designatedthe AlternateSpace

-._ :: DefenseCenter.
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i___\_ ._'-_"i_ &'._-i"......_IrS,Ii ....

i_ '[wel_,_k,_.r-Nurmcameraswere relocat,!dduring thi_ perlod to their c,lrrenti:i;t,',L, i
" Iocation_ lhe camera which had been deployedto Chile was relocatedati=_'! •

,'_ the Mr. John Observatoryin New Zealandand becameoperationalin October

i_i rhe camera in Norwaywas relocatedto San Vlto, Italy,_nd became
:;;c_:, operationalIn December 1970.

:_ _ The capabilltyof the Baker-NunnSystemwas also enhancedduring this

_,:ii'. period. The responsetime to search,flnd, and producean accurate
_;;:. observationand report it to the Space DefenseCenter in CheyenneMountain

was reducedfrom 24 hour_ to 12 hourS.

i_,: 4•Z._ CHAR_,CTER[STICS
i Tilp_,

)_:_,,_', During Phase Two the systemcomputationalcapabilitywas significantly
_i_', : upgraded• Nithin the Space DefenSeCenter,more powerfulsoftwarehad been
_-;°_.... developedthat could take many more forces into considerationsuch as

_j_: variationsin atmosphericdrag and gravitationalforcesas functionsof
_;,.;'._,_, latitudeancllongitude•
_,

_ Command,Control and Communicationswere upgradedbetweenvariousSensor
r_,_._ locationsand the Space DefenseCenter•

The Space DefenseCenter in CheyenneMountaincame on llne in t966 aS the
Command,Controland Con_nunicationsCenter• By the end of ).970,the Space
DefenseCenter had catalogueda total of approximately4300 objectsof
which about 1850 objectswere still in orbit•

4.3 PHASE THREE (1971-PRESENT)

With the Soviet'sdevelopmentof an operationalanti-Satellitesystem,
space surveillanceinformationwas now needed to provide timelywarningof

_i:it: an attack againstour space assets. In additionto providingthe warning
-;_:;ii_Y the networkhad to be capableof verifyingthat an attack had or had not
L_. been successful •

'_:. The third requirementdevelopedlater in this period with the development
?_) . of the new U• S ASAT System Its very flexibilityrequiresaccurate

trackingdata to ensure a successfulintercept•

_; This is the network essentially as it exists today (see Figure 3) There
°:,'_ have been several additions to the system during this period. Wemark the

i_'.:)_ _ beginning of this phase with the operational deployment of a spaceborne_,it,,
__ _ infraredsystem• l'll talk more about this sate111tein the next section.

_(m'=;',r_ _ As far as ground-based sensors are concerned, the perimeter acquisition and

/ attack characterizationsystem (PARCS)at Concrete,North Dakota,was added
; in 1974 to the SPADATSnetwork. This Sensor,which had been designedto

_:_.. : provide the long range acqutstton and tracking of ballistic missiles for
_-o_: _: the safeguard anttballtsttc missile system, was already constructed when
._ _1 _

_,!

!
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tht_ {:ongr_ss _lected not to conLinu_ the ABMsy_Leln, This system provide_
both misstl_ warningof |CBMand SLBMattackas w_ll as det_ctlonand
trackingsate111te_. Since it was designedto track small objects
reenteringthe atmosphere,PARCS is one of our most precisespacetrack
sensors. You will be hearingmore about the capabilltlesof thls system
later in the workshop.

The mechanlcaltrackerand detectionfan at Shemya,A1askaowas replacedin
:_ 1974 with a new phased array system called Cobra Dane. This p_ovided
), greatlyincreasedcapabilityIn the numberof objectswhich could be

trackedsimultaneously. Cobra Dane also extendsthe radar coveragewell
,_ beyond clear BMEWS coverage for detectingand tracking ICBMs.

On the opticalside, the Maul OpticalTrackingand IdentificationFacility
(MOTIF)was added to the network in 1978. This capabilitywas an
advancementover the existingBaker-Nunncapabilityby providingnear-real
time observationson deep space satellites-- those beyond 3000 miles.
This near-realtime capabilityis providedby linkingan opticaltelescope
to a televisioncamera and computer.

,_ il About three years ago, Pave Paws phased array radars at Otis AFB, ,
_ ii Massachusetts,and Beale AFB, California,were added to the networkas a
_ I. m_Ssionsecondaryto missilewarning. These systemswere specifically

;_ designatedto extend the SLBM coverageand data handlingcapacity;however,
I; they also providedprecisedetectionand trackingof satellites.

13 i

i Finally,in the commandand controlarea the Space DefenseOperations!

IS_i Center (SPADOC)was establishedin CheyenneMountain in OctoberIglg.
SPADOC replacedthe Space DefenseCenter and was establishedin recognition i
of the requirementto provideadvisorywarningto U. S. satellite I_
o_ner/operatorSof any hostile threat to their systemsand to provide _;
collisionavoidanceinformation. This is the satelliteprotectionrole I _i
mentionedat the beginningof the presentation. SPADOCw_11 also play a
very key role as NORAD'soperationalCommand and ControlCenter of the
U. S. ASAT system currentunder development. The F-15 with miniature
vehicle,when operational,wiil be our satellitenegationcapability, i._

4.3._ CHARACTERISTICS

After being totallydependentupon ground based sensorssince 1957,a new
era was ushered in with the operationaldeploymentof a spaceborneinfrared
satellitein the early Ig/O's. While this systemwas deployed to provide
:..,etimelywarningof Sovietmissile attack,the benefitsof this
surveillancesystem in providingdata to the spacetracknetworksoon became
obvious. Previously,we had to wait _0-30 minutes to determinewhethera
launchwas a missiletest or space launch. With this infraredsatelliteat
synchronousaltitudewe could now make that determinationin a matter of
minutes.

In the past ten years, severalsystemshave come on line. This has evolved
• _ from rudimentarybeginningsadequate for small numbersof satellitesand
_ limitedtaskingbeyond space cataloguemaintenance,to a systemwhich is
:_ adequatefor the TerrestrialSurveillanceMissiontoday but has certain

_.:_ shortcomingsin supportingthe SatelliteProtectand NegationMissions.
I
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i] Wehave progralnmedand are funded for several, upgrades to our sysLemwhichwill substantially improveour capability In the comingyears. I'll
,i, briefly touch on these Improvements,

' i 5, MISCELLANEOUSSENSORS
',i
_,: 5.1 GEOOSS

,i With the increasing use of deep space, we ace deploying a ground-based
-_ii electro-optical deep space sensor (GEODSS),Basically, this is a TV camera
__,:i! mountedon the back of a deep space telescope tied to a computerthat wtll
_::_i providetrackingdatato CheyenneMountain.

-_i 5.1.1 GEOOSSSITING

i)i:_) Thissystemwillconsistof fivesites. The Firstthree,locatedin White
Sands,NewMexico;Taegu,Korea;andMau, Hawaii.willbe operationalby
the endof theyear. Site#4 Is programmedforDiegoGarclain the Indian
Ocean,andthe U.S.GovernmentiS currentlynegotiatingforbasingrights
at a siteto coverthe easternAtlantic.

5.2 PACBAR

To improveour capabilitytO detectSovietspacelaunchesearlyin their
flightand to accuratelydescribetheirorbits,we aredeployinga series

_: of radarstermed"PacificRadarBarrier"or PACBARin the Philippinesand
_;' Kwajalein.

_ill Additionally, the radars at Kwajalein and Diyarbakin in Turkey are being
__;I upgradedfor geosynchronouSsatellitetracking.

i_'.!_ 5.3 SPAOOC
_i,'_I'

The SPADOCnowhas been in operationfor twoand a halfyears. Thisis a
pictureof the facility.As many of the functionsstillare performed
manuallyand thereis a requirementto correlatevery largeamountsof

°_ inte11Igenceand operatior,_1datato meetshorttlmelineswe havea major
=:' SPADOCupgradeinwork. Thiseffort,knownas SPADOC4, is presentlyin
_!_iii thedefinitionphase. Twocontractorsare definingand proposingSPAOOC

specificationsand onewill be selectedin early1983to developthe
fu11-upcapabillty.IOCforSPADOC4 is programmedforCY 1986.

:_,i 5.4 SURVEILLANCEPROGRAMS
C\,,:
_ Inadditionto the trackingaspectsof thlsmissiOn,thereare numerous

otherprogramswhichare supportedby the surveillancefunction.These
._,_ include:eaf'lyorbitdeterminationis usedto suppoi'tdomesticlaunch ii_
i programson determiningthe initlalorbitparameters,SATRANprovides

,_! noticeto subscribersof passtimesforsatellites,TIP is the programused
to trackdecayingsatellltes,and SOl is usedto findthe shapeandmotion__/:I

::i_ of orbitingsateilites.

' YI

i ....
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......,, 6, 5HLITI'LE

NORAO Is also deeply InvolvedIn the Space Shuttleprogram.

Our support _o thls Criticalnationalprogramhas be_.nIn three areas. Our
primaryeffort Is the predictionof conjunctionsbetweenthe Shuttleand

_ all other objects in orbit On the lastmissionyou mdy have heard about a
u.:

close approachto a USSR rocket body. Thls Informationwas Initiatedby
: the Space OefenseOperationsCenter In CMC. Addltlonally,we are prepared ,
..:_ to support NASAin a variety of contingency conditions. Finally, we
::: supportthe effort for trackingan externaltank during Its reentry.

/.i: I. SPACECOMMAND

! In June 1982,the USAF announcedLhe establishmentof the Space Commandin
_::. September1982. Thls new organizationwas establishedIn order to better
':,!; meet our present and futurechallengesand give the United States a better
-?_i::, capabilityto protect and assert ItS rights in space•

'_i:- In summation,our space surveillancecapabilityhas evolvedover the past
_!_ twenty-fiveyears to a point where we do a flne job in handlingthe Space
_ CatalogingMissionand nomlnallaunches• We have now catalogednearly

13,400satellitesand are still trackingin excess of 4700 satellites.

__ Currentlythis requires 30,000observationsper day to maintain this
o_ catalog. In the future,these numberswill continueto grow. The space
c_i surveillancetask will be substantiallymore difficult

:,T,:..

_/ @ •
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, _ in Space
i w.

John (]abbard
•: NORAD Hoadquarter_
' Pet_r_onAFB

'_ Colorado flOgl4

il
U-',

__o:i' The SPACErRACKsystem had Its heglnntngIn lianscomField,Massacl_us,_tt_on
,_ 30 November [US/ when a data filtercenterwas establishedal;the Cambridge
_ ResearchCenter, The centerwas moved to ColoradoSprings In 196!and the

'--:,!, tst Aero_;paceControlSquadron,a USAF organization,was establishedto
," operate the center.

':: _ By 28 June lg6l the 1st Aerospace COntrol Squadron had cataloged 115 Earth
-',._'- orbiting satellitesfromdata suppliedby a ratherdiversecollectionof
j, ,

_:.... radar and optical sensors. On 29 June 1961, the Able Star rocket of the
::_- lg6t Omtcron launch exploded causing a quantum jump tn the number of Earth

!_:_J__ orbltlng objects.
F

Since that time there have been 6g Earth orbitingsate11Itesbreak up in
j!_ space whose debris remained tn orbit long enough for orbttal elements to be

developed. In addition, there have been several low altitude hreakups
where the debris decayed before orbital elements could be developed.

_9_,_,, Shownhere in Table I is a list of the 69 breakups. As you can see, 256
.'o fragmentswere eventually catalogedfrom the 1961 Omlcronexplosion and 195
:_ are stt11 in orbit Zl years later.

.... You can also see that the debris from some of the lower altitude breakups
has all decayed. Among the 6g breakups, 44 have cataloged debris remaining

i '(?- in orbtt.

' ,]_H:'_. AS of 1 July 1982' the stze of the cataloged orbiting population was
exactly 4700. Forty-nine percent of these objects are fragments of the

_ forty-four breakups.
t '_,

i:,_ For each breakup the various orbits of its debris represent a family of
, .- orbits that are relatedIn characteristicsdue to their common impuls__\..

i::,!_'. launch. As we page throughthe remainderof the list of breakups I will
_:. show a few examplesof how the famI11es_re orientedin space.

i:!i
_:_, 2. tg6t Omicron Exp]oslon. November 1965

_,,_. Figure ! is one way of showing how the. orbits of debris in one breakup
:,:- familyare related. The diagramshows dependencybetweenaltltudeand

_>: period and the data points shownare the apogee and perigeealtltudeof
i .... each orbit plottedat the period of the particularorbit. The data plotted
_;. were currentabout 17 years ago or approximatelyfour years after the
L=,' _.

explosion. As you can see the continuum of orbits populate altitudes
' betweenabout 400 and 2200 kilometers.
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'_:'_ _. L%! OmlcronE_Io_lon_ June 19A2

I-"- To get a ,jonoralIdeaof how fast tho_O orblt,__ro decaylog,Figure 2 _how._

i_i:. th_ _me familyof d_brl_ _ it exl_tedon 29 Juno of thl_ yo_r'wlllchl._
exactlyi_ly_4r_ after l;hoexplosionand about 17 years _ftor the provloun

i "F,_=:,, plot. _omo of the lower altitudedebris has docayOdand oth_r orbit_ at
the lower 011titH(i_h,_vobecome trope ciPcu|ilr.

",, 4. [%1 ()micron Ex_)oB{on,Nov(,*,llbc*r1969 _lnd ,June 1987_

i= : To more graphically display ti_o 17 year change, the two plot9 are shown
_ " simultaneously tn Figure 3 _nd the 1982 data is red, It is obviou_ the
_-::_" higher period orbits have lowered very little over the 17 years and from
•+ ' thi_ you suspect that these fragments will continue in orbit for a very
_:_" long time.

i ;, _;

: 5. Satellite Breaku_p__His____q_(Page 2 of Table l)
i=/o
_:_........ This particular page of the breakup history lists the first of the USSR
:;_: ASATtests. Eleven of these tests have resulted in fragments that were
..... large enough to be observed by the SPACETRACKsensors. Notice also that
:_ the breakup may have been a double. The second ASATtest was about ten
:_% days later using an orbit that was essentially a duplicate of the first

_:_:. test.6. lg6B-97 Exp_l=os_ton,November 1, 1968
..................

:Y::," Shown in Figure 4 is that distribution of debris cataloged from the second ,,
=_::_, test. Because the parent orbit was fairlyeccentricthe geometricpattern
!:s:_ appea,ssomewhatdifferent,however, l think you can see that the

distributionis essentlallya segmentOf the geometricdistributionshown
_i:_,: on the i961 Omicron slide previously shown°

_;_i: 7. Satellite Br,eakupHistory (Page 3 of Table 1)i _: •

i :.-.i_ Continuing on with the breakup Catalog showsadditional Delta second stage
!__:._ events and more AS_T test events. Notice also that two more possible
iJ,":', duuble events are listed. The [tos F launch t,,$_ngthe Delta second stage
i'_':_::, rocketcaused this rocketto be at a relativelyhigh altitudeand In a

i__i circular orbit. Nhen it exploded, it launched fragments over a very wide; x! '
_-:.. range of altitudes and this spread is shownon the next slide.

_:',.:! B. Delta_ Rocket,_6g2[_,. 1973-86

V!_; Again a geometric distribution of orbits similar to 1961 Omicron ts p.Gted

_ (see Figure 5). Ne previously commentedthat a numberof the 1961 (_n|cror_" fragments would continue in orbit To? a very long time. It is obvious that
many òf these fragments wtll continue to orbit for a much longer tlme --

perhapshundreds of years,
i v
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._ cj, Satolllte Breaku_ History_ (Page 3 olETable I)
: _: ,

l'honext page of the catalog shows num_rou_entriesof breakupsof USSR
i/ payloads in hlghly eccen.telcorbits, To da_..e_there have been ten of these
- event_;,Notice that relativelyfew objectshave been-cata.1Ogedfrom these

eventsand thls I_ becauseour sensor_have a problemof observingorbits
of this type, It is my opinion that many additionalfraglnent$may be In
these orbits and when the GEOOSS optlcal_ystembecomesfully operational
wo may find some of thOIn,

' L().sa± LUokBA Ckup=2ii. Eo=r(Page 4 Of ]'ableI)

This completesthe Gatalogof breakupsand shows the most recentbreakups.
:_ Note that three breakupshave alreadyoccurred thlsyear, one InMay, one

• , in June, and now, one In July after the data for this presentationhad been
,: recorded. The Cosmos 1275 event shown here is very interestingbecausein
- my view it representsa case that appearsto I:avea high probab(lityof

:.c having been a collision.

IA. 11. 12504 Debris
' :L
_i This figure (Figure6) shows the distributionof debris orbits from the
:-. Cosmos 1275 event. Evident in the plot Is an asymetricaldistributionof
i_ orbitswhere more fragmentswere forced forwardthan rearward. Not evident

i__ in the plot i_ the situationwhere there is a significantskew in
i_i_, incllnationsof those orbits launchedforwardsuch that a large percentage• of them are at a slightlylower Incl_natlonthan the parent satellite.

i.:,._ _ 12. Recent Other Known AnomalOusEvents

_., _ TabI.e2 shows recentanomalousevents noted by the sensor system that
_': appear to be of a differentclass of eventsthan those listed in the

:_ breakupcatalog Listed first is a seriesof events that have involved
seven old US payloads. These payloadseach spawnedone or two small pieces

i " of debris on the dates shown and the debriswas separatedfrom the parent
at low veloclty. The last two entrieson the list are judged to be other

:, classesof events. In the case of "Cameo,"a Delta secOnd sta_lerocket,
,_ two fragmentsseparatedfrom the rocket,at or near the same,tme and
:, decayedwithin two weeks fromgOOkm altltude. No other satellitecataloged

-":' by SPACETRACKhas decayedas rapldly. The NOAA debris Is the only case
known where a small piece of debris has fragmented. Six pieceswere

-.- countedby our sensorsshortlyafter the event but they are very small and
,_- hard to keep track of. Therefore,none of these have been cataloged.
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NORAO'SPARt5 Small Satellite Tests (197b and 19/F]) i
by

:.... OonalxlJ, Kessler
NASA/JohnsonSpace Centelr

Houston, Texa_ 72058

NORAOsponsored small satellite tests tn 1975 and 1978. The purpose of
_"' the tests was to use thetr more sensitive radar tO determine the number of
ii Earth orbiting objects which are not part of the official catalogue. Both

- tests were coordinated by Preston Landry at NORAOHq., tn Colorado Springs,
: -, Colorado, and used the PARTS radar. The characteristics of this radar are

" given in Table 1. Figure i estimates the detection capability of NORAD's
operational system and compares tt to the PARCS's radar sensitivity during

, these tests. Note that the tests Only slightly Improved the detection
: capability, and the largest improvements were at the lowest and highest

regions of its sensitivity range. ,!:

' !i_:_- The 1976 results are Summarized in reference i and in Table 2. The major
;_ conclusion of the test is that 17.7_ of the objects detected were uncorrelated
!:i_:'. (i.e., not in the official catalogue). However, perhaps most significant is
__:.:. that go% of the objects detected below 400 km were uncorrelated. Some of
....._ these uncorrelated objects probably came from the breakup of Cosmos 844, 6
L_-_ days earlier. Figures E and 3 lllustratethe a],tltudean_fsi distribution
i-_ objects were;-_ of detected objects. Notice between RCS of lO"J and i0 "_ me
_-: detected at altitudes below SO0 km. However, because their orbital 11fetime
:=_ at this altitude is short (e.g. from 300 km, less than a month, and from 200

km, Just a few days), these objects must have a recent source. A source other
_" than the Cosmosbreakup tS from altitudes above 500 km, where the objects
;-° minimum range is too large for the object to be detected. The data could
!:_ suggest a large reservoir of objects tn thts size range that slowly

"rain-down" through lower altitudes before they are detectable. Reference 2
!_: is a classified report which uses the test results to estimate the number of
:_ objects in space by correcting for the decreasing probability of detection
::; with increasing range and decreasing size.

_/ The 1978 results are summarized in reference 3 and _n Table 3. This test
_-: concluded that at least 75 of the obJectS detected were not in the Official
::" catalogue. Another 6% of the detected objects were not tracked well enough to
_': determine their Status (this'category was nOt determined in the previous
i::: test). Again, a large percentage of the detected objects at lower altitudes

were not in the catalogue. ThtS is illustrated in figures 4 and 5. (The
:-_ numbers in these figures represent the number of objects found in each

altitude and stze bin, up to 9, then A = 10, B = IX, etc., and X is greater
than [5). A clue that the number of unknown objects ts underestimated from
this test ts from the fact that all of the small objects detected passed
nearly directly over the radar sight. Such a trajectory returns the maximum
signal, hence allows for the detection of otherwise undetectable objects.
However, the volume of space covered by the radar is then much smaller for

" small objects than it is for larger objects, reducing the probability of
-:." detectionof small objects.

The large percentage of uncatalogued objects at lower altitudes found
during thts second Lest supports the cOnClusion that a large reservoir of

0000000"I-TSD09



,-"'!. thes_ _bject_ exist above 500 km since there were no breakup++pr_or to the
/ te_t. Other intere_tlngobservation_cancerningothis te_t are the orbital

U<__, IncllnatIQnsuf the unknowns.The unknowns with-60u to 640 Incllnatlonscould
+"_ be uncatalo,quedfragments f.rom_pacecraft beeakup_ In-.Motml]a-typearblt_.
i L': These unknown_ found between 84° and _IB° tncllnatton_ have orbits that are

consistentwlth the L963 "West Ford Space N_edle" exp_rlmet. However,there
inclinations between 10:_° and 106n(_,!.:_.. are no known breakupswlth

r.,

+ Table 4 summarizes the result_ of both te_ts. Both tests demonstrated
_+ , that there are objects In Earth orbit which are not catalogued,and that a
!;'_ much larger number of objects may exist Just below the detectable threshold of
i,.':.. ground based radar.

i:_,_ References

i i+! t. Hendren, J.K., and A. Anderson. "Comparison of the Perimeter Acqu|sftton
i':i, + Rada,, (PAR) Satellite Track Capability to the Space Defense Center (SDC)
: Sate11 tte Catalogue - Unknown Sate11 tte Track Experiment", ScienCe
_+i_- Applications, Incorporated, Huntsville, Alabama. Report No. SAI-77-701-HU and
! :+:_+ SAI-71-724-HV (Vol. I and IT), Oct 13 and Oct 15, 1976.

i!%o
+,._ 2. Lennertz,Thomas, "The Number of Objects In Space: Modifyln9the Perimeter
.;,._.+ Acquisition Radar (PAR', Unknown Track Experiment for Probability of
u_:.+.+:- Detection" Tech Memo B1-4 from Office of the Secretary of the Air Force

++,; Space Systems (OSAF/SS) Pentagon Va. Classified Secret by HQNORAO/ADCOM.

ii_ _ ' ,
,_ 3. Moran, John L.T. "Space:rack System -PARES Small Satellite Test -
+_. Preliminary AnalySis - Case 28758-500" 8ell Laboratories Memorandumfor file,

+--_: Oct. 19, 1978.
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I

., INTRODUCTION

, In 1973 NASAL,_ngley had a very active group conducting meteoroid

research, wit)_ mjr focus being on the hazard to spacecraft. Wehad three

"". flight experiments in progress to define the meteoroid environ_nent near

the Earth and in interplanetary space, and to measure the effectiveness of

_;,-i! meteoroidbumpers. These flightexperimentswere aboardPioneer10,

_"-:i: Pioneer 11, and Explorer 46. Wewere conducting hypervelocity impact tests

ii in the laboratory to study protective structures, and we were determining

_. _, the composition of meteoroids from the hundreds of meteor spectra we

obtained _:ithour observation station in New Mexico.

During that year we became aware that manmade debris presented a

similarhazard to spacecraftnear the Earth and decidedto make anJ

•-: assessment of that hazard. We worked on the prob|em for a couple of years,

and this paper is a summary of the results we obtained.

The major resultsof our work were reportedin the five publications

listed in figure I.

The work by BroOks, Gibson, and Bess entitled Predicting the

Probabilitythat Earth-OrbitingSpacecraftWill Collldewlth Manmade

Objects in Space is the central point of our effort. It is a detailed

analysis of the collision probability problem wlth much attention given to

the population of small untrackabIe fragments created during explosions.

00000001-TSE02
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_ In his Xg7Gpaper, {Srooks app__U_ed_theprevious work to calculate

_!'._i actual spacecraft penetrations as o_osed to just impacts, and compared the

pene_t_._ton hazard fron_nanmade debris to that from meteoroids. In

i,! addition, this paper gives ruvtsed collision probability results to correct

.... , some numerical errors in the previous work.
o_/i:i,i

The other three papers deal with what was found to be the most

° o, , o lem-
_:_ fragments created durtn9 exFIoSions. The paper by Bess deals with the size

_::_ distributionof the fragn,entsand is a detailedlook at his contributionto ,L

the 1974 paper. The papers by Fuss and by Dasenbrock,Kaufman and Heard

deal with the orbitsof the fragments.

BROOKS,GIBSGN,AND BESS [1974] i
)

Brooks,GibSon, and Bess [1974] used the NORAD catalogof observable

debris as a basis for a model of the total orbitaldebris population. The

j_il._._ numberand Size of the objects in the catalogis shown in figure2. The

nonlinearityOn the log-logplot of the size distributionof tho objects is

__i. at least partiallydue to the limitationsof the radar used. Much work was ""

-f., devotedto defininga "reasonable"extrapolationfor manmadeobjects.
=_, '

Brooks,Gibson, and Bess [1974]noted that it would not be reasonable
_

to simplyextrapolatethe total populationcurve because it is composedof

_/v objectsof differentclasses;payloads,rocketbodies,debris released

-.. during normal performanceof a mission (explosivebolts, shrouds,etc.),
L i

;-_:,. and fragmentscreatedduring explosions in space. The total population

:-, 46

 ii,!i!

_-_' , -_._._`._.__.---_:-_`_`_c.`-_._-_'`._-_`._c_v_.`-_`_`-._-`._.,_ .,,_,_ ., _ _:)_T_..-c--:-c-_--.__---:_'_-v'__-_ffJr._'_'_-;"_e_;_,_'c,t"_._"-",-'__
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stlould be broken down into Its components and an extrapolation of eacll

I component should be mode.

_!'" _ The relative bundonceof the various componentsof the debris

_._-' population is 9ivan in figure 3. Explosion fragments make up the btggest

_:, _ part of the popuiatton and are the result of only ten explosions in space.

.,_:_ Payload debris encompassesobjects associated with normal performance of a

._!i mission - the explosive bolts, shrouds, etc.
_::_.!,..' Figure 4 show._the size distribution of the various classes of

objectsj this time on a semtlog plot. The payloads and rocket bodies are

combined in one curve. Objects in this class are large. NOextrapolation
i:

to _aller sizes is in order because we know that no smaller payloads or

rocket bodies exist. The payload debris class should contain smaller

objects and the extrapolation was made by simply extending this line.

Brooks, Gibson, and Bess [1974] noted that a simple extrapolation of

the explosion fragments population also would nOt be reasonable because

they were produced by ten different explosions. They extrapolated the size

_:_:, distribution curve of the fragments from each explosion individually.

_o,_-- The extrapolation to smaller sizes was madefor each explosion by

=_:,_ extending a sLY'Bight line fit Lo the observed fragments on a semllog plot,

,.i see figure 5.__i_i,,i_ Small objects will be removed from the population due to drag.

_i: Brooks, Gibson, and Bess [1974] calculated the minimum size object that
_: would remain in orbit from each explosion as a function of time. They Look

-o_:,-,,-._ ...................o...._, ._._v._
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Into account,(1) the elapsedtime _ince the explosiontook place, (2) the

altitudeof the perigeeof the fragmentorbits,(:3)the variationin air

densityduring solar cycle, and (4) the shape of fragmentsto determine

drag coefficient.
w

• This detailedexaminationof fussesdue to drag resulted in quite

differentmlnlmun sizes for differentexplosionsat a given time.

Orbital lifetimeswere calculatedusing a modificationof the RAND

satellitelifetimeprogram.

Brooks,Gibson,and Bess [1g/4] thus had a method and a computer

progr_ to generatea model populationat any given time that includedthe

-_ objectsin the NORAD catalogplus a large numberof Smalleruntracked
.L

...._ objects. The untrackedfragmentswere assumedto be in orbits that varied

slightlyfrom the parent object in a random fashion,see figure6. The

equationsshow the range of orbit parametersassignedto the untrackable

fragments.

- The method of distributing_ and _ aboutexplosionfragment"parents"

was selectedafter plots of trackableexplosionfragmentorbit element:

distributionsshowedthat these two elementswere not yet randomized

severalyears after the explosion.

Havinggenerateda model populationof orbitaldebris,Brooks,Gibson,

-_ and Bess [1974]used that model to determinethe probabilitythat a

spacecraftwill be struckby space debris. The probabilityof a collision

is calciilatedbecause a deterministicapproachto collisionsis not



, /

feasible,see figure7. We do not know the orbitalelementsof observable

debris accurately enough to determine tf they will pass through a region of

_' space as _lall as a spacecraft. We know only with much less accuracywhere

the unobserved small fragments are.

: - Brooks,GibSon,and Bess [1974]calculatedthe probabilityof a

_ spacecraftbeing struckby debrisby a two-stepanalysisi_ _''it

:, The first step was to locateorbitaltrace intersectionpoints as a

i i.,. function of time for the spacecraft orbit and each debris object orbit, see

i; : figure8. They consideredthat the orbitaltraceswere constantlybeing

i_i: perturbeddue to the Earth'soblateness. The relativemotion of the

orbital traces, which determined orbital trace intersection locations and

durations,was considereden absolutelyessentialfeatureof the

population.

The second step was to calculate the probability that the debris and

Z 2_. }i

_Til spacecraftare in the intersectionregion at the same time. It was assumed

,,,_ that the locationof the debris and spacecraftin their orbits is random.

_)',i This assumptionwas made becausethe uncertaintyin actualpositionof

i-_i,: objectsin their orbit._encompassesthe entireorbits in just a matter of

i-_ weeks.

_ ! Brooks,Gibson and Bess [1974]calculatedthe numberof objectsthat_x:ii

;I

i_ could potentiallystrikea spacecraftin circularorbits at various
: altitudes. The resultsare shown in figure9. The hazard is greatestfor

:;, a spacecraftin a 900 km altitudecircularorbit.

i

4

_1 49

,,._;.._ _, , 1;, , .
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-;"* B_ooks, Gibson, and Bess [[974J calculated the number of debris orbit

----.:_: intersections with a 1000 l_i circular Orbit at various spacecraft orbit ,

_!!i inclinations, The results are shownIn-figurelO. The collision hazard is

:_ greatest around an tncl|natto_ of 120°.

2_,..'. The probability that a lot) m diameter spherical spacecraft, in a 1000

km orbit w111 be struckby space debrisduring a lO00-daymission is shown

J,,_!::, in figure11 as a functionof orbit inclination. The probabilitywas found

"Ti?;"i'
_"J'"'r t 0 be nearly0.08 at an inclinationof 120°. ,,,

=_!_i BROOKS[1976] '

Brooks in his 1976 paper compares the manmadeorbital debris hazard to

, the meteoroid hazard for a spacecraft, by looking at the penetrations that

each would produce if the spacecrafthad a double wall structurelike that

used on $kylab. At an altitudeof 500 to 800 kin.orbitingdebris and
_
_.- meteoroidswere found to be equally hazardous,see figure 12. The
_:_,.,._.
_C_ magnitudeof the hazard is a I percentto 10 percentprobabilityof a

_._" penetrationin 1000 days if the spacecraftis 100 m in diameter. .,

:_?,,, Brooksmakes the point that if you find that probabilityis
T,:(.

_,,_ unacceptable and try to reduce it by increasing the thickness of the

_',_,_.- material in the wall you will find you reduce the meteoroidhazardeasily_

_"; but not the manmade debris hazard That iS becauseof the differencein

:., the size distributionof the two populations. It takes about a 10-3 g to

_;. IO-s g particleto penetratethe Skylabwall In that mass range the

i! .

""i 50_2:?'

o,:_

.......... . -.- -_ -_ _u_ "_-,'_.._9_.._---_ _" -_,w*" _
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meteo__t_s.tze distribution is steep and the manmad_debrl_ si_e
i ..... .i,

_ _,_,, distribution is flat, refer to figure 2, Making the spacecraft wall twice

!!_? 1 as thick reduces the meteoroid penetration hazard by a factor of 12, but

_, .:- does not reduce the manmadedebris penetration hazard noticeably,

i_:::":;i BESS[ 1975]

Bess's 1975 paper presents _n detatl his contribution to the Brooks,

Gibson and Bess [1974] paper, which was the data and analysis that led the

authors to assume that the size distribution of explosion fragments is

exponenti al.

Bess looked at the three fragmentation processes illustrated in figure

13, namely,

(1) high intensity explosion of a cylindrical shell by a charge in

contactwith the insideof the shell (frommilitaryweaponstesting)

(2) low intensity explosion of a cylindrical shell by overpressure

,i_: (Atlastank fragmentationtest for range safetyconsiderations)

:._. (3) hypervelocityimpactof typicalspacecraftwalls

_._ This paper was mainly an analysisof experimentaldata with some
:,:_-_,_. considerationgiven to fragmentationtheory. The hypervelocityimpactdata

.. were generatedby Bess himself.

L;_!" Bess found that size distributionof the fragmentswas exponentialfor
! ;;_'_.

_'::'_ internalexplosionsof shells (both low intensityand high intensity),see
I-_,I' :

,_,, figure 14. It was this result that led Bess [Ig741to extrapolatethe

CE I

';_,:,o .....:_;__-."' . _'" . _'_, -'_r_'--,_!_ " ;_,-. ZI3.._" _ _ " _ "C-_' - " _%: - _-:-_--T_--_-_.,_"-_-_:-_ __ " -_ : ?...... __- . . |

...... ' " " _-_-"' " ?'_"........" ' . .....'.... ' _ _ o " " " _o'_"':_. " _." / " o"II_,-,._ '_'°,:'-'.:,:::":o-'°_ N "_-_
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'. observed pepulatien of explosion fragments into Lhe unobserved size range _

_,_ along an exponentlal curve

• _ The 10 mg minimum size hlgh-lnten_Ity exploslon fragment5 led to the

, assumption by Brooks, 61bson, and Bess[1974] that the minimum area for a
i

;

fragment was 10.6 m_.

::i Because no fragment shape data were available fr_a the explosion

-iI

tests, they used the most common shape of h},pervelocityimpact fragments to

: determine the drag coefficient for exploslon fragments in space.

' ' The size distribution of the fragments produced by low intensity ,_

.,,_ explosions and high intensity explosions are quite different, see

=:-i' figure 15 The high intensity distribution is quite steep while the low'__:_-il

!CI ': i! intensity distribution is very flat.

'S'-ii ,I
i: !i

FUSS[tg74]
_ Realizing that the untracked fragments would be more numerous than the _,
i -

observed population and, therefore, could present the greatest hazard we ;_

i:
_,' had two contract efforts to study the dynamics of satellite ,

fragmentation. One effort was by Fuss, a student working on his Master's ,

'S: thesis.

_: Fuss performed computer studies of the spatial and temporal

: distribution of explosion fragments from simulated explosions He assumed
:: ' Ii

1i, that fragments scattered in all directions (in three dimensions) when a

:., satellite exploded. One situation he studied is that shown in figure 16. •
i .

)

/. 1

]
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_'_ Looking first at the _.nvelope that would he produced if there were no
':T_,

_,. p.e__rturbation_, he discovered a deformed and pinched torotdal

_" configuration, like that shown in ftgure 17, The pinched section is where

the explo,_lentook place and 1800 from that poinL. The envelopewas

' biggestwhen explosiontook place at perigeeand smallestwhen exploslon I

......-., took place at apogee. The greaterthe intensityof the explosion,the _'

bigger the envelope. The fragmentsare all togetherat the momentof

explosionand they graduallydispersebecausethey are all in different

.....i" orbits. Fuss was surprisedto find that within 8 hours the fragmentswere

::., uniformlydistributedthrnughoutthis volume.

- _ _ When Fuss includedthe perturbationsdue to drag and the Earth's

__.:__:;,' oblateness(precesSionof modes),he discoveredthat the envelopebecame

_: _ more uniforr._and more like a toruS, see figure 18. The drag caused an

inwardexpansionof the volume. Fuss consideredthat fragmentswere a

_ mixtureof I mn_ 10 mm, 30 rnm,and 100 mm aluminumspheres. In one ii

_:_i_i_.. computerrun, he simulateda violentexplosionat the perigeeo_ a i! !

_':_ 250 x 440 _ orbit. Half the fragmentsstruckthe Earth during the first _

:" orbit; 7 percentmore fell during the next 10 hOurS He ran the _

,._ calculationout to 500 hours. At that time go percentof the l mm

_:' particlesproducedwere removedfrom orbit. Many of the 10 mm particles

_:_ were lost also. But very few of the 30 mm and 100 mm particlesthat

=i. survivedthe first orbit were subsequentlylostduring the first

--, ! .",:•

\
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_s-:, 500 hours, Fuss consideredthis a significantindicationthat debris tee

,:.," Small to be detectedby radar could be orbitingIn space,e_peclallysince

!i_:_. hls _Imulatedexpla_lanw__ at low altltudeand violent,

OASENBROCK,KAUFMAN,AND HEARD [1915]

_" Oasenbrock,Kaufman and Heard of the Naval ResearchLab also looked at

,,;_; the dynamicsOf sate111tedisintegrationunder a NASA contract. They

.'_,'o': lookedat two approaches- the one where a largenumber of individual
c',L,,,

orbits are followed in time to estimate the hazard at some future time -

_i14'_".;' this is the approachused by Fuss. This approachcan also be used in
_:-_?",'

:_i_:'i_. reverseto run the fragmentsback to a commonsite, thus determiningthe

_,,,,,;,_:_._, time and locationof the explosion.
f:_ _-

_:_ You would think it would be a simpletask tn backtrackfragmentsto

.,._._,. the time and place of their origin,but it iS not, becauseorbit parameters

;!,_.- are not known preciselyand drag is difficultto accountfor. The

?:_:. fragmentsnever come back to a precisepoint. Oosenbrocket el. determined

.:_,>_ the accuracyrequiredin the state vectorsof fragmentsI0 days after an :

"_i,_I. exp1Oslonin order to track the fragmentsback to a common origin° They

i;ilL" did this by simulatingan exp1Oslonon the computer. For example,the '_o.i,C;_

•_?,;i..:._s,,,;:_,:.explosiondepicted In figure Ig was simulatedon the computerand fragment i_:_.; state vectorsdeterminedafter I0 days. The fragmentstate vectorswere

_,_.i!_ then modifiedrandomlywithinvariousuncertaintylimitsand the proximity

...._;_,, functionsappliedto the modifieddata to see if the explosionpoint could

i

_, be determined.
/,

:i

_ _,_' : :i
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_ __.,eq_j_;_._n_._,_,_. _.,_._r_.1 _
•• 4.: _"_ '_ •

!
_! r'q

;i !

flosenbrockmetal _howed that the proxlmityfunctlon_all peaked at the

breakuptlme when the state uncert_l_y wa_ 0.05 percent. However,when

state uncertalnit|e_reached0.16 percent,the breakuptime could n_t be

resolved, see ftgure 20.

• At the tlme of the exploslonthe fragmentsare thrown intoorbits of

different Inclinations, but the orb4t planes all Intersect along the lt,e .

from rife gravitational center of the Earth to the explosion point.

P1ottlngthe positionvectordtrectlonIn right ascentlonand decllnatlon ,i

coordinate system confirms the calculated explosion time, see figure 21. i

,i Even more it provtdes the explosion location. _
• _i

.....• They tried to determine the time and position of real spacecraft

_ explosionsusing the method and were successful. The KOSMOS 69g fragmenL_

were trackedback as shown in figure 22.

The ERTS I explosionwas more violentwhich provideda clear

indicationof the breakingtime and a preciselocationof the exploSlon

1ocatlon,see figure 23. The more violentthe explosionis, the'easierit

is to find out when and where It occurred. ,,

Anothercompletelydifferentmethodof modelingspacecraftexplosions

was exploredby the authors. That is Lhe methoO of statistlcalmechanics

' wherebythe fragmentcloud is treatedas a continuum of nOn-lnte_acting

particles, This method ImpllcltlyInterpolatesthe unobservedfragments.

The structureof the fragmentcloud is calculatedfrom Its phase space

• i
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,," distrimatlorl turl(tion, An analytic expr'e_sion for ti_e _,patial density _H

.... the fragments can be faund.

;_ This method holds the promise af greatly reduced camputation time

:, because it is not necessary to track the orbits of individual fragments,

' Example_ of the spatial densities calculated are shown in figure 24.

:_,_ Figure 1
_ SPACEDEBRIS REPORTS _:_

Jl
i j_" '.:_

-_< I. Brooks,DavidR.; Gibson,GaryG.;andBes_,T. Dale:PredictingtheProbabi_t_ il
!_, Earth-OrbitinqSpacecraftWillCollideWithMan-MadeObjectsin Space,XXV Inter- ii
...._¢ nationalAstronauticalCongreSS,SeventhAnnualSpaceRescu__nd.,.¢"""o,,,=LySymposium,
_- pap_=rno.A74-34.Am_h=ra_m,_nSeptemiJuri914. _'
i-%" ,_
...._" 2. Brooks,DavidP • AComparisonofSpacecraftPenetrationHazardsDuetoMeteoroids
:"_ andManmadeEarth..qrbitin(jObjects.NASATMX-73978,November1976. ,
: i

:L--;: 3. Bess,T. Dale:MassDistrioutionofOrbitingMan-MadeSpaceDebris,NASATND-8108,
;_, December1975.

_:ili'i 4, Fuss,JosephT.: DynamicsofExplosionRemnantsinEarth-Orbits.Master'sThesis, _!
:_" OldDominionUniversity,July1974. I!

....}, 5. Dasenbrock,Robert;Kaufman,Bernard;andHeard,William..DynamicsofSatellite i
Disintegration.FinalReport,NASALangleyContraCtNASA-LSIO6A,October1975. ,,

... ]i
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_,. Brooks,Gtb_Qn,andBe_ (1974)
i ,

° ' SIZE OlfiTRIBUIIONOFORBITINGOBIF,CIfi

• (Juno 19?3NORADgatal_l

}_;, 106 ./,= METEOROIO$IN IO00okmgHELL

_" /,/,,= EXTRAPOLATION(PI

04 \ '_,, /oo RADAR=TRACKABL[

_... NUMBER ,._'

_:_!_ /./-APPROXIMATE RADARLIMIT

IO0 • ,_ I , ,
=_ 10.6 10"2 102

;,;-_-":., APPARENTRADARCROSSSECTION,m2 '
_.... FIGURE2<,_C,%

_:

"_: Brooks,Gibson,andBess(19741

;!_ CLASSIFICATIONOFORBITINGOBJECTS

_": Payloads 16.8 %
RocketbOdies 10.1%
Payloaddebris 17.3 %

.,_ Explosionfragments 5P.8 %

2. i FIGURE3

!

• i'
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(]rooks,Gibson,andBess(19/4)

(JRBI1,ALELEMENTSOFEXPLOSION FRAGMENTS

-_ a, aParent+ (lOOkmxRU) a>6678km
perigee>250km

'._ i • iparent+10.5° xRU)

e = eparent+10.I x:i

_ "_'_Parent+ 120°x RU)

_i ":'"_"'('(Parent+ 120°xRU)

i'i

-_I RUisa randomnumberbetween±1

-,_i FIGURE6

i

Brooks,Gibson,andBess119741 i ....

• ' REASONSWHYDETERMINISI"ICAPPROACHTOCOLLISIONSNOTFEASIBLE

• insufficientqualityOforbitalelements

• lackofcompletenessof informationaboutpopulation

, : FIGURE7 I
* i
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! Brooks(1976)
PENETRATIONHAZARDS

(100mdiameter,I000kmaltitude,mOGOdays)

i

o ;

!

Skylabwall

• POTENTIALPENETRATORS PROBABILITY

Meteoroids I - I0%
Man-Ma_debris I - I0% "_'

FIGURE12

Bess (1975)
fRA_i_:II'IONliROC[SS($

la)h_hInblfltitye_tozlon

_J:.._:!.',l_ ,,.,.:
._ -- _l','" O0 _ , _ 6

• (llllewll_tlll_tllylllo$10n .I..;, ",'(_," ¢ ,., '

: ,' FIGURE13
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•_' Bess(1975)
_,_ FRAGMENTCHARACERISTICS
r __ ,i ,

highintensity lowintensity
explosion eXplOSion impact

i ,i i

.cml/Z V2
:_I Sizedistribution N• NOe N• NOe"cm N. amb
'i _

Minimumsize I0mg - - '!

_ Velocity "_3000m/s I00- 600m/s I0- 30m/s
• _ i;

,_i- Shape - I x4 x8

 i;I FIGURE14

_" (19751, Bess[-Z.% E
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NASA/JSC ORBITAL DEBRIS STUgY: Debris Modal

' J. Brad Roberds

D_na]d J. Kessler

:" Shln_Yi Su

Wlth the pubIicatlon of the paper on the collislon frequency of artificial
satellites by Kessler and Ceur-Palals (Ig/8), the aerospace Gommualty

:. ; became more aware of the possibility of the cre_tlon of a debris belt
around the Earth and the great hazard the debris belt Wtll Impose on any

; future Spacecraft mission. Lockheed Engineering and Management Services
• Company (Lockheed-EMSCO)at Houston as a support cOntractor for National

Aeronautics and Space Administration at Johnson Space Center (NASA-JSC)has
put together a computer model which describes the near-Earth space

; environment created by the existing spacecraftand fragments from the
-_,. associated spent launchlng vehicle attachments and explosions. The present
,i_ debris model adopts the mathematical formulatlonspubllshed In a paper by

=,,: ! Kessler (IgBla). Thus,the model uses more rigorous mathematical

=_i" formulation in calculating the collision rate between two orbiting objects
,- than the one published by Kessler and Cour-Palais (197B). However, tt
"" should be noted that although the present model gives more accurate
•_:_ results, the difference In the results between the two methods Is

_;_i_ considered insignificant.

_ The present model has been developed with the Intent for public use so that_ the model contains many general but detailed analyses on the debris
_ environment such as manipulating and/or sorting the existing debris
-_ objects, describing the physical dimensions of the objects, extrapolating
_ the number density to include the unobservable small Objects, the simple
_,
;;_.. orbital decay due to atmospheric drag and so on. A user guide of the model
_';__, has also been published (Roberds and Kessler, 1982). _,

Data Sources

_/ The major source for the satellite data base used in the model came from the
-_ . tape supplied quarterly by North American Air DefenSe Commana (NURAD)
_: containing 3-card satellite element sets plu_ the radar cross-sectlon.
_i,_ After the data is extracted from the tape and stored as the debris data
- base, additional information Such as launch data, country source, satelllte

physical dimensions and so on are obtained from TRW Space Log, Launch
_:- Summary prepared by National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC) and Royal
; Aircraft Establishment Table for Earth Satellites IgSl-lg80. Table I lists

the items that the data base contains.

-:, Data Base Manipulation

.... With the data base compiled, one can then sort out and examine any specific
data sub-set according to one's interest. For example, one can randomly
choose a certain number of satellites, then attachthem with some weighting

_ factors to prepare for the calculation of the collision probability for the
whole population. Thls Is one of the ways to obtaln accurate co111slon

F probabiIit_ among4000 or more orbital objects cataloged by NORAD because
: of the enormous computation time involved.
.,7'J

• :_: One of most hnportant analyses of the existing data hase is to s(_rt out the
:._;_ explosion fragments associated with certain satellltes and the Internatlonal

" @
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' i

d_slgnation rim,her for the, _,tudy ot the _atelltt_ br_ak_p ph_naln_na. _y
. , comparing the number arid _lz_ distribution of the P.xplo_ton f_a_!ment,_of

. the ,_atell!t.e faml ly cal;alogued by flORAl]wt_h _hat _f _Kplo_i_n fra,qm_nl;,_
obtained from the _IrOundAi;Ia_ _xpla_lon e_parlment,_, we _an ohLaln

', additional n,mbero_Ixe dl_trlh_tlo_ of t_n_._.:_plo,_i_n fr_Iment_ whlch are
unobservablp, by NORADdete¢t;Orfl. _ampl,,s will be _howri tn the next

' I)_brl_._._£nv__ro_nm__enl;Analy___q_:_

Table _ lists various debris environmental analyses that c_n be pe_fomed by _he ,.
presenl; model, Some of the resull_s ¢ae be ¢onvenlently presented by

f graphlcs, Wewlll no_ show all the results rhal_the model can do because
:. all the figures from the present mod_l are very stmt lar to the '_
.._ o,es published by Kessler and Cour-Palals (1978) and Kessier (1981b), For _,

example, we use the April 1982 NORAOdata and produce a debrts flux versus
:.... altitude f_tgure in Figure 1. It is noted, this figure Is very slmllar to

=."* Figure I of Kessler*s (1981b) paper in shape and value. Again the highest
_",',;:_ flux is centered between 800 and 1000 km altttude where most circular

::!- orbiting spacecraft and the associat.ed explosion fragments exist. Anot,her
_:-:i- figure which shows the spacecraft area versus the radar cross section (RCS)
_Q',;, for the entire population ts shown tn Figure 2.

_- As was mentioned in the previous section, the present model can be a
:::_:._; valuable _.ool in analyzing the spacecraft break-up phenomeaaand predicting
---_.: the addtttunal explosion fragments not. detectable by ground radar. Figure

_. 3 shows a plot devised by John Gabbard to present an explosion of a_, space, raft (pa_'1oad or launching vehicle). This is an explosion of the
_ second stage of the launching vehicle for the NOAA3 satellite
:_ (international designate number 1973 - 86). ThiS is a plot for the

_ altitudes of fragment versus the period for that fragment. There are two
: points for the altitude, namely the apogee and the perigee. The most
-:_/ striking feature in the figure ts the indication of the slanted x-shape for
-..... all the points to fall in. By the nature of the orbital mechanics, all
_::- fragments, should pass through the origin of explosion and the origin should

-_-. lie between all the apogees and perigees of the fragments, We thus claim
,-, that the explosion should have occurred at an altitude of about 1500 kmwhere the
' center of the x-shape figure is. However, it e,hould be r_oted that not: all
_ explosions display the x-shape figure. Semolinas uniy the upper or lower

> branch of the x-shape figure exists. In this case, the explosion origin ts
_:. still located at the altitude between all apogees and perigees,but no
_:i longer at the center of the extrapolated x-shape figure.

": Figure 3 shows the plot of the accumulated number of the fragments in
.i; logarithmic scale versus the 0.565 power of fragments,,R_tn the explosion
: of 1973-86 spacecraft. The reason for choosing (RC'S)'s'a°a as the
,i horizontal axis is that the result from the ground Atlas explosion test
... reported by Bess (1975) indicated that a linear relationship exists between
,: the Io§ of the accumulated fragmentnumber and the square root the fragment
!. mass. When the relationship between L_q.RCS and Iihe,mass for the
;'_ spacecraft ts applied, we found that M_/i_ (RCS)TM, The fitting of the

, line to the fragments Is also shown tn Figure 4. The deviation of the

_ . 70
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l_ll_Llb c,xpl_im_ from r_hestr_IQhL line in thl, lar_Inr I_CSrt_L11uncan I_e
:i{_. dLLrlhuted to tm_ ,_tatisttc_l flucLuatton, while the devtaLion in the

_'_'_, smaller RCSreQion iS due to the _lz_ limitation of the Qround radar
-_,"i:-;. detectability. Thus we can-ext;eapolate to Obtain the number _tze

_i_,;_, distribution of _he explosion down to 4mmsize fragments, fl_e difference
._'_"'":_,. i__fragmentnutnl)ers i_ l_hen a_stgne_da5 a w_Ightlng factor for the known
:/,; , fra_Jments. Fiqur_: G shOWS_ curves for the spaf.tal density of 1973o86
= eKplosions, the lower curvp,Indicates the contribution from the observable
=:_i__', fragments and the upper one is for al1 the fragments dOWn4m stze when the
-:_' weighting factor is included to account for the unobServable portion of
_":;.... tragment_. It Is seen I_hat the unob_ervable fragments can contribute

,_. sev._ral times as much aS the observed fragments In the spatial density for
. _::,., each explosion

_! When all _.he significant exploS|on events were analyzed and the results
___-_._. were then added to the NORADdata base, we Show in Figure G two different
_!_,: curves of the spatial density versus altitude. The lower curve in Figure 6 '_

is the ortg_nai spatial density contributed by _he observed orbiting
_ objects while the upper one tncludes all the correction factors for the
_ : explosion events. It ts :_.en that the unobserved population of the

orbiting objects actually tin, tribute _ to 3 times more spatial density than
the cataloged ones.

Another example ts to estimate roughly the _otal number of coiltstons that
,' could occur as years pass by from today with the assumption of 400 new

satellites input per year and no collision debris is generated and no
orbital decay for the existing objects. The result ts shown tn Figure 7.
AS expected the number of collisions increases as the square ol_ the number
of the orLitlngobjects, i_

Fidally, we shall examine the effect of the atmospheric drag on the orbital
decay. The mathematical formula used for the model basically derived from
the book by King-Hale (1964) plus additional lunar-solar perturbation
effects on objects in higher orbits. The sun spot number and the i
geomagnetic effect are included in the calculation of the e_osphertc !_ '_'
temperature. The result is shown in Figure 8 for the changes in spatial !!
density for 50 years purely due to atmosphericdrag effect.

Concludtng Remarks

The NASA/JSCOrbital OebrtS Model is capable of carrying out many debris
environmental analyses for a given input satellite population. Although
the model gives many excelient results, it can only perform a
time-Independent analysts. A time-dependent debris model which takes into
account the effect of the interaction between the generated collision and
explosion fragments with the existing satellite population is now being
studied. It is hoped that this new model wtll becomeavailahle in the ne,lr
flltllrl. _ .

i_':.
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ProposedPreliminaryl)e_|gnCriteria
_ Node1 EnvJronmen_for the 1990's

8 5 "2 1 1 9 4 oo.,IdJ.
NASA/JohnsonSpace Center

_ronment must first be doftned before one can begin to evaTuate the
effects of that environment. The env|ronment may later prove to be etther
more severe or less severe, and consequently the effects w111 also become
efther more severe or less _evere. Thus, the or|9tnal environment can also
serve as a reference poJnt for future updates. It fs fn th|s sptrtt that this
paper proposes a model env|ronment for orbttal debrJs. It ;s recognJzed that
much more ts unknown about the envJronment than ts known, and any model at

: best represents an educated guess based on a 11mtted amount of data.

_ Assumptions and UncertafntfeS

i The major assumptions fn the proposed model envfronment and the _!_' uncertafnty |n those assumptions are as follows. :ii

1. The catalogued populatfon will be 2.5 tfmes fts current population.
Extrapoiatfons of past growth rates 91re a tracked population of between 2 and
3 tfmes tts currentvalue.

2. The only sources of untrackedobjectsare low Intensltyexploslon
fragmentsand collfslonfragments. Other sources,such as the probablehlgh
Intenslty exploslons by antl-satelllte testing, or palnt flaklng would
|,creasethe number of untrackedobjects. However,slnce we do not have any
data on these sources,they were not Includedfn the model.

3. Past major satellltebreak-upswere low Intensltyexploslonsand the
stze dtStr|button can be represented by the Atlas mtsstle ground explosion

_i data g|ven fn reference 2. Thts assumption could stgntffcantly underestfmate '_
t_e populatfon between lmmand 1 cm ff any of these break-ups were etther htgh i

L,L fntenstty, or the result of a colllsfon.
4. Three co111sions wi11 have occurred over a g-year petted Just prior i

'_ to the mtd-1990's between objects larger than 4 cm and the fragments are ._
_i eveniy dfstrJbuted tn the region between 600 and 1000 km altftuoe. Thts .... '

assumption may represent the largest uncertainty. While modeling tn reference
' 3 ffldfcates that an aver.age of 3 co111sfons can be expected, the actual
• number, location, and stze of the collision depends totally upon chance, and

could produce very dffferent results.
G. The sfze distribution of colllsfon fragments ts gtven by the tmpact

tests tn reference 2, scaled to the energy ievels of the expected collisions
i tn orbtt. Thfs assumptto_ represents the 2nd greatest uncertainty. The

tmpact tests whtch w_:Pe preformed were at relatively iow impact mass and
velocities, and the structures fmpacted represented only One type of
spacecraft structure. Thus, sc_11ng these tests results to larger energy
levels, and generalfzJng them to all types of spacecraft structures may
produce results wh|ch could either be too large or too small.

6, Atmospheric drag ts the only mechanism to transport fragments to
.: altttuder below GO0km. If objects are ejected fnto this altitude regton, the

flux would be hfgher.
ii 7. The meteoroid envfronment ts g|ven fn reference 4, [t was adjusted i
:-,, for Earth shfeld|ng (xO.7) and the untts were changed fr:.n impacts per unft
• !i surface area to |mpacts per unft cross-sectional area (x4)

,_ _, _ ......... :: _:,_1"_7'_. _- . _ , ;
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• Ac - cross-sectionalareaexposedto fl,x, sq,meters

As _ surfacearea,sq.meters

-_l_;_ t - timeexposedto the environment,years

,_ N _ averag_ numberof tmpact_ /yr.
i "_,

Po " probabllltyof no impacts

, Ac "As/4
for' any randomlyoriented soltd wtth only convexSurfaces

N - FAct

' Po e'H
.... Hassdensity: ,!ih

=; _j

, Heteorolds: /D = 0.5 gmlcm3 '_,:,
_',_. cm3_: Debris, lessthan 1 Cm:l0 _ 2.8 gm/

_ larger than lcm:_ = 2.8/d "74 (d = ave. dta., cm)

_i_:.. VelocIty (Average): !i

-_;_ Heteorold: 20 km/sec !

:!}, Oebrts: 10 km/sec (inclination dependent) i)
-_": Olrect1oralIty:

_' Meteoroids: assumedomnt directional (except whenEarth shielded) !

:_, Debris: Mostly In plane parallel to Earth's surface

=;ii Envttorment
_-"_- CurrentEnvltorment:
-:_:. 1he current debris flux is given tn reference 3 and shownon figures 1
:: and ;_.

__ Predicted EnvY,torment:
:i _ The predicted debrts flux for the lggo's ts shownon figure 3. Thts flux
__: is average over all spacecraft inclinations and have an average relatlve

: veloc]ty of 10 km/sec.

The flux on a spacecraft having a specific tncltn]tton may have a sltghtly
lower, or htgher flux and relattve velocity. The Patio of thts flux to the

:, average flux ts given tn figure 4, and the average velocity is given tn figure
5. Velocity distributions for 4 specific Inclinations ts given tn ftgure 6.

. Definition and Generalequatton_s

: F - flux, Impacts/cross-sectional sq. meter-year

! 7g
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by Slm_ll_lrod Sampling t, Space

:iNS5-2 195, ^.
,i],, z• rodt, ton

.!

_:_ The presence of manmade debris in space presenc_ a collision hazard to?i

.... _pacecraft which ta proportional to the density of debris, relative velocity

:'t at encounter, projected area o1_ the spacecraft and uLtssion duration, The

:,1 principal hazard is due to large objects vhioh can be tracked by radar that

.... are in the vicinity of the operational orbits, The objects consist of spent

-.,._ spacecraft, rocket stages, payload separation devices and some explosion

fragments. Objects larger than 4 em in diameter fall into this category. A

secondar_ hazard is due _o the presumed existence of a much larger population

of smaller objects which are the products of more than 60 spacecraft

explosions to date. The existence of this population can be inferred from

terrestrial tests in which the particle distributions from high and low

intensity explosions have been measured. The number of such particles may be

in the tens of thousands or even in the millions. Several studies (Eel. I to

5) have examined the origin and distribution of the tracked population of

objects and Impllcations for future missions. This study considers the

:::_I distribution of the tracked population of objects as a function of altitude

_:_,_ and orbital inclination. Representative encounter parameters such as the

-:'_'! number, relative velocity, and miss distance are determined for circular

mission orbits and are used to classify regions of space according to the

_i'!. degree of collision hazard presented. Implications for Space Shuttle and

_ geosynchronous orbits are examined,
/! -
_.:. II:, Low Altitude Orbits

:"i A, Encounter Parameters

\!
Consider the encounter geometry of a satellite in a clrcular orbit of

radius R illustrar.ed in Fig, 1 A space object encounters the satellite at a

i.,,' distance of closest approach RMIN (miss distance) with an "encounter sphere"

_ of radius RHAX. The relative velocity VR, measured £u an inertial frame, and

:..:_ the relative aspect angle 0 between the velocity vectors of the sateUite and
• " 'i

_,"I_ of the space object are indicative of the severity of each encounter. The

_,'.i,_ total number of encounters per revolution of the satellite is proportional to

_ the density of space objects in the vicinity of the mission orbit.

,i!
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:::,_, _ A nu_rical simulation was used tO examiae the encntt_ra _or oatellite_

:_,_/ in circular orbits-with space objects l_ted in the March 1981 NORAD

_:_:_ catalog. The rate of e_s, mean relative velocities, relgtive aspect

" .... angle and diStributiona in range were obtained _ fufletions of alCitude and

__I.:;_ orbit plane inclination. The results are given in Wigs. 2-$, Data in [_£g. 2

':_' reveal th_t the greatest rate0 of encountecs generally occur in the 600 to

0s _ 1200 km altitude range, The results in Fig, 3 indicate that the relative

_ velocities at encounter are in the 8 to 12 km/Sec range dependi_ on altitude _

-_ and inclination of the mission orbit, Figure 4 shows Chat the mean aspect

_ angle O iS generally low for equatorial orbits (£ - 0 °) and high for polar

_':';!_ orbits. The standard deviation of _ is listed in Table l,

_:: A sample of distributions of enCOunters for a 1000 km circular orbit in t

-_:;.'.::.. Fig, $ shoes the relative frequency of encounters for the O°, 450_ 90* and l
:::,!_::_: 135 ° circular mission orbits, r,i

_o_,.. The number of encounters per revolution Of the satellite vithin a sphere _]

_r',_ . Of radius _IN yields an '*average" density OT of space objects in the vicinity _ii,

=:?_.;_,_: of the mission orbit. The "average" density OT may be used to define a hazard il

2_ i index Ih for all orbits of interest. Thus, for example, the probability of }1
-'_}_i)_ collision for a satellite _lth a projected area A moving _ith a mean relative i!

:_,:_.: velocity VR in a time period At may in general bS expressed as !i iil

,'
_-_, 4..

_;i_ _ _ _.

:,.o,;.. vhere _i

:_:!": VToP.

=_:,!- N - the number of _ncounters per revolution of the satelliter

;,_,::,, . 2_2R(_I_N) 2-.,:.... VTOR

_:; - "mean" volume of torus (3)
::_ : centered about the mission

i:_ ocbit

" i /
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+: Table |. Mean Relative Ansle and Standard Deviation at Eneoun_er

; Standard
! Mean Ansle DevXaCtan
+ altitude (km) i (deg) ST Y (deS) e (dee)

500 0 20 64.7 25.5

500 45 57 122,5 46.2

500 90 22 92.7 27.1

500 135 55 129.5 28.4

750 0 75 76.6 21.2

750 65 79 88.8 31.7

750 90 102 121.7 45.8 I

750 135 103 113.8 37.5

1000 0 68 84.9 15.9 !j
1000 45 55 101.3 30.7

I I000 90 95 110.9 50.6 'il
_ 1000 135 105 100.6 37.4 II

i!_ 1250 0 28 92.5 18.2

"i i250 45 39 100.9 31.7 :i

1250 90 36 109.9 64.6 i

' 1250 135 32 106.6 32.8 _
i:i

_ 1500 0 32 81.2 20.2 i
1500 45 45 106.0 27.2

1500 90 53 122.2 42.7

1500 135 53 110.6 32.2 11

2000 0 6 90.9 17.6 _!F_

.: 2000 45 8 97.3 34.1 ii

1

: 2000 90 6 126.8 46.2 t
2000 135 tO 127.0 27.6

_ 86
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FromIq. (1)

I _ . VTOB

Zh/2_2 ',
...i- •

_,'!i vhere the "collision hazard index"

i Zh - (4)

:i

)1 is plot:ted in Fie. 6 as a function of altitude and inclinatloi of the mils/on

i! orbit.

B. Collision Hazards

M an example of the collision hazards in low altitude orbits, the

collision hazard for typical Shuttle missions haz been examined via the on-

_i orbit Sasplin8 method. A 278 km altitude circular orb/t was assumed at 28.5 °,
57 °aud 980 inclinations.

-i} A eat of NOaAD catalog objects vhose perigee and apogees bracket the

Shuttle orbit van selected to determine the number and distribution of close

approaches for a typical sissies. The results are e_ua_rized in Table 2 for ....
i

three different inclinations Of the Shuttle orbit. The results reveal Chat

the total number of encounters _T within 200 km range increases as the
mum

inclination increases, the average miss distance RMIN is of the order of i45
ks, and the average relative velocity is about lI ks/set. It can be seen chat

there are generally more encounters than objects (element sets) indicating

that some objects nee encountered more than once duri_ the mission°

The unrealized relative frequency distribution of encounters for the 28.5

de_ inclined orbit is 8hmm in Fig. 7. It can be seen that the relative fre-

quency distribution f(r) can be dpproximated by a straight Line.

it
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__'i =_"

it_: Tho probability of collision for the mteaton 1o

'"" 2

__;_.'_ which t. equivalent Co che probabtlJ.ty of Impact:lng a circular area wRS2within

ilia'!:: [t__ a larger circular area _ NT titlleo durin8 a m168ion ao0um£n_ that the

_:,i. probability of impact£_ tho larger aroa is 1.

_ : For £ " 28.5 des, Rs - 10 m, _ - 200 ks, p(eol/4 days) - 0.168 x 10-6

_<:+,_ or 15.3 x 10"6 per year. The colll,o£on h_ards for the 57 and 96 leg
_,.! inclination orbits are Increased by the ratio of the number of encounters for

i!i_. Chert orbits, They ere 18.0 x 10 -6 and 24,7 x 10-6 per year respectively.

;_ llI. GeosynChronous Orbits

I. popuiaclon

One of the fastest growing satellite groups £s aC or in the vicinity of

'..'i. the geosynchronoua altitude, Ac Chess alcitud_ active sacelltCu maintain

_i fixed longitudinal positions (within a fraction to several degrees) while

inactive spacecraft and debris generally drift around the globe or oscillate

Ii about geopoCencIal stable points. A portion of the total geosynchronous

population £d being tracked by ground stations, while a significant number of

smaller objects cannot be seen by radar or optical sensors. A "snapshot" of

the geoscactonary populaclon (chose which remained v£chin _2 dec of the

,._i nominal longitude between 20 September 1981 and 21 January 1982) is tUue-

_°_::iiJ traced In Fig. 8 and the objects are listed In Table 3, The locations of all "'

._._"i' ocher cracked geosynchronoua objects on 20 September 1981 whose drift rates

varied from O.1 to $ dec per day are given In Fig. 9 and the objects listed In

_' .:_i. Table t_

i_;_ B. D_stributlon of Encounters__,i_• ,,
;_,,:_:;{ Because of the poss/btllty of electromagnetic or physlcal maturer/on the

._ _ geosynchronous orblt (GEO) Is a itmlced resource, For example, nominal poet-

,_.. : t£on and frequency allocations are governed by the prov£s£ons of Radio
_.:_ Regulations of the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) for coomu-

_:_-I _
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nleatlen e_t_111tes. The actual,!ongltudlnal poeltlon_-o_ ouch aateillCe_ are

generally maintained within 31 deg o_ _h_ nominnl pnoicion. Bever_ diE,trent

_, natell_Ceo m_y. hawever, _hn_e th_ eeme g_n_¢nl longitudln_i loCatiOn which

,, can r_ult in periodic oneountoc_ between opac_ernft or between opn_oernfC and

_' varJouo dobri_ ol_Ject_. A procedure recently d_veiop_dby n U.8. government

_ agency (AFSCF)moniroro all close approaeheo between n set of primary

communication 6atelliteo and all other obJecto chat _zy come within 300 km o_

'i" theee oatelliCee, A prediction i0 mode _or all eioec approaches every coven

day8 bnoed on numerAcnl Integration of appropriate orbits. Appropriate uoer

_ agencies are alerted at 50 km separation and increased tracking i8 initiated

:; at 20 km separation. A collision avoldence maneuver Is considered at $ to g km

? separation and is implemented if near Simultaneous tracking of both objects

!i, one Co t_o days before encounter (closest approach) verifies that the

_; predicted positions of the satellites are accurate. However, a major uncer-

_' tainty in this procedure is the orbit determination error resulu_ from

_. inadequate tracking opportunities or other causes. For certain objects the

_ position error can be equal to or greater than the predicted ULt._adistance,

_:_!_ A sample of geosynchronous orbit encounters for 21 satellites, for

_! example, over a period of six months (from July through December 1981) showed ii

....._ that there _ere 120 predicted encounters within a range of 50 km, The mean i

/,_':' distance of closest approach _as 20.68 kmwtth a standard deviation of 13

_. km. Several close approach predictions were In the I-$ km range which have

...... caused a number of collisions avoidance maneuvers to be made.

:_. Table 5, for example, sho_s a distribution of closest approaches for the :+

!_," four geosynchronous satellites with the largest number of eneounter_ ove_a%.
i: period of slx months, it can be seen that several encounters can occur

repeatedly If the satellites remain in close proximity to each other over a-_ _i

-_i period of time. The distribution of the encounters for the four satellites Is

!i__ shown in Fig. 10. A _ample of predicted 8eosynchronous orbit encounters for a
/

_i_I satellite loc_ted at 240_E longitude Is illustrated in Fig. 11, Typical mean
,' relative velocities at encounter are shown An Fig. 12 for satellites at O° and

_"_ 240 ° east longitude as a function of orbital inclination.

!i_ii i!
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it;_- Table 5° Predicted Worac Came l_nco.ntera for Four (leoaynchrono._ _t_r,_llic(_n

i, . _at. #1 gag. 02 ;gIN (km) Dato Tl_ (GHT)

_:, '_ 10669/ 12065/gl_g-A 2.6 23 Jul fit 2305
_ " 6391 120651886..t. 6.2 29 Jul Ol 2220 ,

_ (I00°W) 12005/SB$=A $.6 02 AuE 01 0952
: 1' :'__.-'" 12065/_I}_=& 6.0 03 Aug fl! 0963 'i

i:i: • 3631/Lgg 6 45 31 Aug BI 1032 q
..,. 10953/0OgS-C 31 16 Nov 81 0501

_ 8585/CT$=A 48 23 Nov 81 1849
: 6353/HATO I 28 13 Dec 81 0613
-i!i:' 1206$/SnS-A 6 19 Oec 81 2361

...._- 1206S/888-A 17.9 22 Dec 81 2257
#

_i,'- 12065/88$-A 16 25 00_ 81 2302 _!
"S: 12065/$B$-A 8.5 27 Dec 81 2306 []o.i'i,:
,i';'!':. 6353/NATO I 5.2 06 Jan 82 0248 "

=¢,,._ 10001/ 1960/RB 35 11 Jul 81 2019
_'_' 9438 7544/lNTI_I, SAT 6-F8 15 14 $ep 81 0911

:-i_;¢-:.,_ (175_E) 80277/UNK_Ok_I 14 22 8ep 82 1508 _ii
-:"_::_"" 11436/RB 36 14 Oct 81 0529 ,_
---_:_" 11686/R8 25 21 Oct 81 0_12

9678/HARI_AT-C 2.9 02 Nov 81 2346 il
_ _,_
'_ 9478/HARISA_.-C 10.3 03 Nov 81 2345

-_:'_:_: 8978/HARISAT-C 5.8 07 Nov 81 2326 '
_.?_}:" 9478/HARISAT-C 3.7 07 Nov 81 2366
._,,,_,,_.... 5796/INTELSAT 4-F7 4.0 18 Dec 81 1350 ._'
=_i--_.._ 754_/INTELSAT 4-F8 2.0 09 Jan 82 0029

_::..'_ 8916/ 9885/RB 30 06 Jul 81 1717 i'

__%. 2112 12309/COHSTAR 6.9 31 Jul 81 1668 i
......_.,. (130%4) 12309/COHSTAR 6.4 Ol Aug 81 1611 i
_:_ 11621/9443 13.5 23 Aug 81 1532
_;'',.:._:. 8675/RCA-SATCOH-I 19 05 $ep 81 1437 "

8475/RCA-S^CO. 45 02sep81 1452
:_;_; 11521/9663 14 17 Sep 81 0158

1162119443 14 18 Sep 81 O153 i
_,, 8366/0OES-A 2.8 19 Dec 81 0843 1

8366/GOE_-A 13 20 NoV 81 0846 t
J

_:_"._.., 9785/ 12089/INTI_LSAT 7°7 30 Jul 81 0725
_':_:_. 9364 12089/lNTELSAT 6.3 30 Jul 81 1929

_:_,:,,: (20*W) 12089/INTELSAT-VF-2 3.7 22 Aug 81 1822

11509/5393 36 20 Sep 81 2113
•_,: 11669/6393 33 26 $ep 81 2101
"_ 11659/6393 26 06 Oct 81 2073

5856/RB 41 13 Nov 81 1333

o_. i

i

i
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Frequoncy of enCo_nge_n wn_ comp__4_cedfor n number of 8eo_y_ch_onO_n o_btC

_omm_ntc_ton naco_Igoo (cembalo) n_ aho_ tnT_b1_6.- The read,co were

obtained by numerical oimu_at.to_-of--predLcted eneoua_ero within 500 km of e_eh

.:i O_celliCe for a period of 30 doyo. The coral number of ouch occu_renceo

varied from 160 Co 1. The moan mica dtoCance and relative velocity for all

encoun&ero woo o18o calculated. The encounter frequency, NT0 dtffeco by about

ewe ordero Of magnitude depending on the longicudin_X location of the primary

oatelltC_. Least hazardous orbtto may thus be determined by evaluating NT a6

o function of the orbital p_ramotero of £_tereot.

The verst case probability of collision for satellites in Table 5 vas

-. computed using the fo'cmula ii

col)maxi U e

, ili
* i

where NT is the number of encounters _ithin a given mean miss distance _tlH'

and Rs is the effective collision radius (Eel, 5). Thus, for _S " 6.1 m (20

_ ft) p(col)ma x pe): 1000 days is on the order of 10-5 to 3.5 x 10"$ for the
satellites in Table _ based on the encounters vithin 10 _ of the primary "

object. This represents an increase of about two orders of magnitude over

those for 'typical" geosynchronous satellites based on object density averaged

over all longitudes as given £n &el. _. The effects of longitudinal bunchtn_

of satellites are t_ss very significant and should be fully evaluated In

assessing the _ollision hazards for geosynchronous satellites.

IV, Sugary and Conclusion

A method of analysis has been described which can be used to determine

the collision hazard to satellites from space objects l/seed in the HOPJU)

catalog. A collision hazard index has been derived which indicates the degree

of hazard presented for satellites in low altitude circular orbits at variou_

inclination8 to the equator. The resoles, obtained by sl_ulation, reveal that

: )
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W£gure 12. Geosynchronous RelatLve VelocLty
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r e Radius oF perLpe For short ILved orbLts (re-ent¢y) (an)

PA AtmoSphericdenatt,y (gm/em3)

$ YartLele aoueeeterm (om-3see-1)

u PdurtLeleFlw velocity (om/Oeo)

UL Radeal oo_ponent oF tlov ve_ootty (on/see)

vr RadLaXveloolt) tn Earth-oentered ooordLnatee (em/aee)

vt Transverse veXooLty In Eseth-eentered coordinates (am/see)

vx In-plane oouponentoF transverse veloolty (on/see)

vy Out or plane ee_ponent oF t_aneverae veloe£ty (em/aee) (BVy u 6vr x 6vx)
vo CLranlar veloolty (._7_) (em/eee)

V Center-aromas velocity (em/eee)

va Velocity at aposee (on/see)

Vp Velee/ty at perAdee (am/see)

V1 Voluue (me3)
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ZWfROUUCTION

As Lo booomtng LnOroaetngly eppdront, ttmro eho_ld bo eerLou_ ocneer._ tar mad
made debrL= in Lmwo_rth Orbit (L_O) M,_d the oonduOt or opcrattonolproooduros
which leave debris Ln orbit. DobrLd ddpoeLttonIn an e_aenttnllX LrrovorALbZo
sot vision, under many oLroumotanoes, lonvo_ the debris Ln t_o environment for

." many yearS. Cor.tLnued dopOsitZon thorol'ol, o inorogoeo the population and, with
the larger vel_ieleo and longer times on orbit bole8 dLoouooed for I,BOoperations,

* the probsbll$_y of OOI_LO$OnAbetween sush vohioleo And some member oA_ the debrLs
population beoomoe large. OooauSo the oollioLon8 vLll oonur st very largo rola-
tLve speeder on the order or 0-13 kmlnoo_ o emil% ablest uhLoh would not

:_ nbrmally be eonnldorod a haaard might In Iraot pose n lethal throat to an spar-
.. atLn_ epaoeoraft.

_ One ot the _'aetorS vh_oh has _apeded the Growth Lfl ooneern tar the problem has
been an LnabLILty to provide definitive predtotLOnS or future populetLon ototea_
a fast vhLoh has ariden beoauee future debris depoeLtLon events are expected t_

', b, oLgnLrLoant and the ooeurenoe st au_h events oaanot be predLoted vLth aor-
ta. _y either _n t_e or opstL_l looatLon. Consequently, future debris states

_" must be deduoed from an evaluation oC many models usLn_ a Honte Curio model rot
;". future deposLtLoa events.

-_*: In this paper a model _'or the population evolution will be presented and results
-_: of model oaleulatLons dissuaded. CofltrLbutLonS to the population vhLeh may be
____ expooted to orLee _rom on-orblt soil/alone and explosions are exam/ned Ln some

detail. Itesulte are presented an models for future opaoe usage an an extrapola-
tion o1' usage Ln the pant, for an era or enhanood spaoe usal_e, and for an era Ln

_--_'_ vhi_h antL-eatellLte tests provide a debris oontribut_on.

DISCU_iZON

The future State oF the man-made debris population must. be dLAouaaed Ln probabLl-
_..: Lstie terms. ?hie arises from two restore: (1) oollLslon c_ourrenoes are by
" _.soesSlty probabLILStLo events, and (2) other future debris deposit/on events,

=_'_ which include normal operations, intentional debris depoSit/on, anti-satellite

/_ tents/operations, and aeoLdental expioeLone, viii sloe happen £n a prebabLllotLo
: manner. 1. the latter ease, general ebaraoterLstlee st future deposition events
_ . san be postulated, based on a knowledge oF mLesLon models, pereeLvod trends Ln
' antLeatellLte test programs and the like, but partLeular information oonoernLn_
,_ the time, looatLon, and deposit/on properties or suoh events oaanot be determined

-, berate-hand.

lleeauoe or thLe p_obabLILStle ohareeter Ln future debris orates, tt Le essential
that an evolution model be oohoeived vhioh alloys a rapid oomput_t_on or speeLrLe
future population ota_ee, no that appropriate ensemble averages or ma_y or those

• states ran be ealeulated to produce future population eharaeterLstLoS with ,_
knees statistical reliability and attendant statistical unoertaLnty. A oo_plete
evolutionary model viii ooneLst of the mathemtioal tormalLs_ required to propa-
gate the required population prepertLee, the doris/elan ot the population proper-
tLes VMoh v111 be taken to oharanterlse the future state, and the means st

. evalu_tLn_ these properties and theLr uncertainty.

?he evolutLon model presented here provides o SstLoranl_ory oonoeptual baSLe top
produoLn8 sueh an evolutionary model. In Lee our_ant rare, Lt propaptee the
number density and a oat of _ebrLe dLstrlbutLen ehara_terLetlee euttielent to

, ,;, 103
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For t,hfl on_ dtm(_n_lonnlnphnri_l prohlcQ

whore

V . 14nr2r_ _)r _ the volumedifferential _A _ _ o _oll intorfaoo area _:

Bquatlon 1 with the form of the divorsoneo in gqo _ oan bO tranolotod into a
differonoo equation for numberof obJeoto in the 0oll

ec. A° (_u_) ,!
_'-'_+ Av • S (3) _,

where r,'

At : time dlt'ferenoo
' As • apaOediCferenoe :'i

I,

,j

For an Eulerlan coordinate system .!

(_tn)_V = At H

where !

N -- n&V• number o£ obJeete In volume AV 'i

The diversenee ter2 d_,fferenoes to

where

J rePer_ to the lower boundary of the cell
J • I _efera to the upper boundary of the cell

i The expresslo_ 3 : S&VAtIs the numberof obJeots deposited In ,'or removedfrom)
_: the oell dur!.ng the time interval &t.
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Tho 4Lv_r_noo OXpro_on _ dof_nodto _ke tha dtffeponoln_o_ _n th_
_q, 1 f£nolly d_fforenO_dtO

• + +++I " + n +t �(6)+ Hmk N+k+! + mk-11+ nmh+X ,

whore

at m &K ° tk_1

To ovoldhovLn8t_moatopltmlcotlono_,mpooodby debrLo_nrolzro_oo, o pseudo°
6oBron+lan mpdotln6 oeheme [o mood to o11o+ +ronoport oorooo more thmn a o_n81e
ooll &n a oLn610 t_mo otepo

i
Tho dzotrlDution meOnoape updated In a umnnOrwb$oh$a moat ooolly expreoood by
vlewllt8 Bq, 6 O0 8fl Operator eqmGtioflOP Porm,

il ,+;._-
"'k (?) +!

+" i+
+ p,t

+ So that fop traflsportlhB e qu+ntlt_

+! "tk_1" O'(_t'_l+z) (e)

:u+ whore

. r, r2+ an4 ltr to update _, r"_, mnd'_''1, respectively. That 18
!i

_ " _1_1,¢1+z) /"_k '_(9) _,i
, ]'

Particle %nrall v_a AtmoopherloDrab (7)

The rate at wh£ehan obJeet Lh elroular orbit experiences a loss of altitude as a
result oP ener_Lyloss Promatmospheric drab Is 8_ven by

CDA
._. _,l/_ (_+ h)ll2 _ ..#. (10)

where

A m part£ele area
H • part/ale _',os

For opl_erioal par_loieo or mnlrormdensity, Op, and radius r,

A.--_
H Opt (11)
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,- _'oe oouplod tat,or(lotion= with populotton_ or otzo Ng 8.d Ng'

NK NK_

.,! :['Z l'l

I 1t81;_., _ . . HKNK, '¢' _NKNK,_K rK, + NKNK,

:; : or
.j

'_i °Kit',i

,):I Collision Rules
r)
i_, The rules used to desertbe the aonsequeneesof a Oolltston are _rovlded _o the

_ ::__ model as deeeeit)ed tn the discussion of debris sources. An improvement In the
_ rules or a def£nltlon of dLfferent rules eembe madewith m£nlenl Impart on the

e :_:_ existing Software.

' ...... Debris Sources

1:_.,; Puture L_O debris el_tee may be arltt_ally dependent on future debris deposition
i2_ events. There are levernl _easons for thiS. Fleet, the large Intersection
i-"_ speedsof objects populat,_ these orbits makeseven very Ball objects present a
_. serious threat and the debrLS hazard therefore beeo_es driven by the numberof .
i-..:, obleot$ In orbit, rather than the mass of debr£s In arb£t. Second, collisions
i-_,._ a_d explosions ere events vh_eh oASht generate order of magnitude more objects *n

i a stnGle event than £s believed to presently re_tde tn orbit, so that theooeurrenee Of a f_w events could dramatically alter t,ha sever/ty of the problet0.
Third. ones tits debris Is In the environment It is v_rtually Impossible *,o

i remove; honer unoontrollable souroes Such As collisions may makO the problem..... unmanaseableones they hesln oeeurrlns.

i,, i To place the d_seuseton of debrLs oouroes t_ per_peettve, tlORA_ _s eurrentlytracking about 5000 obJeets_ some of _hteh are at lo_ altitude, someat BeOsyh-

iill t ehror,ou$ ,ltl_udee. ,oughly ,0 percent of these _e spaeeoraft, spent sts,es,

and other objectS; about 60 pereent ere fragments resulting from explosions.

e el
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NOeW,_ Opar_gtona

NOPIQL_Ioperations w_ll _eavo operQt_ satflllItO_ _n Qrb_t alan6 with sopaPatlon
Oo_p_.enta ao_oeIatod wlth 8t_¢n8 op,_rat_on8 i_nd spent _to_oa. UnoePtalntleo In

1 th_ _ture r_te o_ dop_ettlon by thin oouPOO revolve around uncortaInt_fls In
lounoh times and 1ounoh rates, look o_ Anror_tton On mta_on models for _oviot
and U._. _P apace eperatlon_, and unOertatnty in the dobrta Item released
during staslr_. Visaed on an lndLvid!ual baals, _ormnl operatLonO do not _p¢oar
to be a olgnIflOant source, but the combined effeu_ or many launcheS/deployments
_y _ontrIbute o/gal./easily to the popuIut_on _r large objects.

NASA pro=lnunOh reports at objects bcXn8 l_eeted Into orbit during launch o_
expohd_ble vehicles generally tndtOoto _ Or fever ob_ooto large enou_ to be each
by NORADshould be released. _lthO_h thorO Is eo_o Scatter In the number o_
obJoot_ _eon versus the number o_ objects predicted, it will be aeon that In an
era o_ heavy space usage scalPel o_ debrLo released during normal operations _ay i
prove to be necessary.

Intentional Deposition on Orbit

Intentional depoSit/o_ and dispersal a_ debrIs_ as veil as explosive ejection o_ i!

debriS, has occurred In the littering o_ space by the Soviet Soyuz program3, the
dlsnereal o_ bundles of mopper dipole rode by the U.S., end the conduct o_ the
Soviet ASAT test program. The number o_ objects d_apereed by these sources

t varies, but the occurrence o_ a single /_AT test Injecting debrls lhto IOnS-lived _;

orbits would dramatleally IncreaSe the hazard to all spacecraft lh LEO; oertalhly _

this Is the most serious or the controllable debris sources. _

t Clearly, the conduct o_ operations Involving IntentiOnal debris deposition with-

3

out a clear understanding oF the lens-term consequences Is extremely _II-advlSed. _:
The d_brla viii not o_ly present an Immediate hazard to other apaceoratt, but the _i

_! _rasuents prodoeed by collisions InvolVing this debris will present a threat :
vhlch may, In fact, be considerably greater. _,_

Collisions

Collisions betveeen objects on orbit _epreae_ an uneontrellable debrla meuroe
_hloh might prove extremely Important for future debris population states, as
single aolllalon event will produce millions of debrte objects, q Although most
el' these objects will be too mll to pose a cOllisiOn threat to o_her apace- "_
craft, several thousand to several tens o_ thousands might be sufficiently large
to pose such a threat.

_n h£8 discussion at collisions, _eesler 5 dlvldme collision events Into natas-
trophlO events, those leading *_ breakup o_ the larger object Involved In the
eolllalon, and non-catastrophes events, those not resulting In breakup o_ the t
larger object. The mass r_clo or the colliding objects determines the types o_ It
eollLaLon _or hyperveloe_ty Impact and KeSsler finds a mlnlmum mass ratio o_ ]
1:115 to lead to non-catastrophic collisions. In this york we Identified
coupling collision events as non-eatastrophle end melr-_nteraetLon collisions as
eataotrophle.

Non-catastrophic collisions have bee_ mentioned previously as coupling 00111-
alone, that Is collisions between dffterent p_pulatl_ subsets. Per this type or
collision there t8 some experimental data,q and _he dynamics of the debr_
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present8 mAnAml problem--the oontor-of=_++ velocity I+ eo+entIolly the
veloOIty OP the larger ohJeer. The debrlo voloottLo8 relative to the oenter OF
I1_08 vJ.lX be IIoM_Ll (4|00 B/gee) 0o that the debPAo vI_l hove eooefltIo21y the name
orbital propertieo as the. _rBer oroft.

i Zn terms or the model parameters, there VLll be throe typos oP ,on-ontaStrophIo
oollLelone+ those LnvolvLn6 olase I vlth 01088 2 obJeoto (type (281))+ those
Involving o1088 1 vlth oases 3 obJeota (type (3,1))+ end _ho8o InvoZvtnG aloes 2
vith 01080 3 obJeote (type (3,3)), Prom the data In Dose+q the larGeSt FraGments, !
d'011 Into the else 01n68 alp the omoller _mpootlnG obJeot_ with the moss dlotrlbu-

' _ tlon alp moiler obJeot8 foilovinG 0 paver lay relationship Late the miernGrnm
! region,

• i
a partitioning oip ipragments oonsiotent vith the tvo experiments discussed An Hess
vould plaoe S0 fragments In the elan sip the smaller Lmpaot/nG partLole and 2000
IPraements into the 01088 nip next smaller part/ales, 8 distribution 8ho_n In ?able
I. The larger /mpaotlnG obJeot remains Infest. The size distribution oF fras-

.++ ,., :eats vere modelled as the Bean radius size for the larger claSS and one-teflth
., _ that eLSe tPor the smaller class,

I
+ Since the debris velooit/es relative to the veloolty of the larger eollid/nG

' i shiest are sail+ all Oolite/on transonic vere taken to remain In the altitude_' band Ln vhieh the oolllslon ooourred.

_" ! TABLE 1. FRAGH_ SiZE DISTRIHUTIOH FORC0UPLiNOCOLLISIONS

_ Type of Collision Humber of class 2 FraGments Humber of ClaSs 3 Pragments

( 2,1 ) 50 2000
_ (381) -- 50
_*i. (3,2) -- 50 i

_- Catutrephio oolite/one, dLaouased previously am selt-interaetion oollLs/on8, are
muoh mre problematlo. In part this 10 beoauae there 10 no experLment_l data £or

+ hypervelooity OolllaLone between oO:.oarably sized obJeet_ so existent data must ....
be extrapolated. Horeover, the BetLOn of the een_.er of mass is not that or the

-: larger ohJeer and the Geometry of the Interaot/on beoomes Important In deter-
mining the types o1" orbits populated by the trnG_entx. A tormlLam tO analyze

._. thin problem 18 presented In the appendix. One similar/Iv vLth the r:on-
oataetrephin oollLSione i8 that the debris traemants should have a su_Leien,.ly
all velocity relative to the oenter-o_-masa to remain In orbit Only if the

.....;' oenter-o_-maS: veloolty 1a Orbital, and vhether this Ooeurs depends on the angle
_ : or _q_aot, altitude o_ oolllsinn, and ...as ratio, as aho_n In Table A-1 oP the

appendLx.

-+ i One Important requirement In mdelinG oatastrophie moll/stone Is obviously
whether the center or mass 10 orbital or suborbital PoP a partioular event. This

:+. : IO deter'_Lned in part by the angle or L_oaet at the colliding objects. Chobotov1
++ hail studied this problem for the ob_eots in the HORADoatalnG and _inde a typ/eal

collision mnele or 100o for 3 non-sere Lnelinatton orbits. HIs _nalyois iS pre-
, seated in his FL_Jre q, In the lnslya._s An the appendix, a similar conclusion

i i:

' _i II0

++ ii

+ _ r+. J

..... ... 0+ , c_ + + // - o+ ++ +. +, + o + . + + -+ o < <, +o+<+ . o ,: .. _;_ ., n . _ " . , • + +<'<_++, u.... +-_o..... , ..... 0_:- ++ .++ .... ,,,o_ . ._ : , , ........ +,, ° ++ .... .... ° ..... "+ _, j/ , " _ ........ :,°
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18 reaohedfor d_DrtOpopulattn8 randomorbttal please vtth 70° £nolinotLon. IF
_: the aoaumptton $o _ade that the dtotrLbutlon of oolltatofl anttleS san be deduoed

from thL8 tame TOY population, then 8 iloohofl_Ola For ooloulattn8 the collision
a_le or a portlaular event,, uoL_ a Honto Carlo approach0 L_ gval;able.

_' A8 shown £n the appendix, the dlotr£butlon _not£on, B(P), £o
J

6(e) . _1 Sin d 0 S _ S 1_0° i

_/ 2 12o1
_' Sin_ ?O° - lose6- Coo3 ?0°)

i;)_i_ For lnollnltlon ?00. AlthbuSlt 8(0) 1o tul(_eFLned, It hit8 a woll*dol'Lned limit of
ll(w$1n 70"); 8 also _o a pole at as lq0 _.

The oumuZatlve d$etrLbutlon Funo_on £or oolllslon ankle $8 !

O

:_Li 1_,0o " (21)_I:'* H(_¢) 0 _¢ 1_0°
/ Sin(ell)sic)de

_L,
_:_, 0 :,

:_ The integral 18 ahalytLo and the Forin for H 10
_r__

i

_i:!fI. A Hohte Carlo dotermlnatSon or 0o 1i made by troatln8 H as a probability density
_-_' l%lnotlon lind, ploklnll a rimdom vat/able p (m tile Interval 10,11, aolv/ikll

-:,-i. p - H(ec) 1_31

_': rot 80, Th£o_eeomam

( 4, )21_: [1¢ - 2 Sin"1 Sin ?0° - 11 p)2 1_il1
_

,,, t/lth So deteNalnod by gq. 211, the deolslon on re-entry depends upon the miss
: ratio oF the oo21$dln8 obJeots, For a mass distribution In the debrLs populatloh

of *(m), am expreoSLon ,or the expeoted value or the ames rat,o, _2)' 18

_,_ ii

i11
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with the _pOOLQZaaooa a : 0,-I,-2 Lntroduoin6 log_r_thn_Laror_. _or a_-I and
Hb >>H_ 2_+_

IF the dletributLon of olaSS ;_ Gnd 3 objeotn relic)we that rot 6ellis/one Fres-

hets, a : -I,8li'5,and

_ . n.44 (301

-i

Usln_ the rormalia pre-_entedin the appendix, the eritioal mtsles For this mass
_0._ ., .O.4J_,

ratio are presented Ln Table 2 as _ HAX' nLu HAX;, i8 also presented.

**' i I'ABL_2. N4XI_ CO_-LISIOHANOL£ FOR _ICH DI_BAZ8VII.L,
REHAZNIN ORBITAHDTHEPROOABILITYTHATTHIS ANal.r.

_: ,! HZ/_, NOTBE EXCr,EDED,FOB_S I_ATIO$0._I and 0.5
(R£-EHTR¥P£RIO££A_TZTUDE- 100 g34)

_ Coll_s_on .0._ _0._ _0.50 .0.50
Altitude (ira) PHAX H(flHAX) _HAX H(nHAX)

t00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
300 15._ .010 15.0 .010 _:_
500 21.7 .020 21.1 .019

*- 700 26,_ .030 25.8 .029 _
800 20.5 .035 27.8 .033
900 30.3 ,0_0 29.6 ,038

1000 32.1 .0_ 31._ ,Oq2
_0o 33.0 .o,9 33.0 .o,7

_200 35._ .05q 3_.S .05_
1300 36,8 .O50 36,0 ,056

' 1500 39.6 .067 38.7 .06_
2000 _5.7 .089 _q.6 .085
2500 50.8 .110 _9.8 .105
3000 55.3 ._30 5,.o . _
3500 S_.3 . _50 57.0 •__3
_*000 62.9 ,169 61. _ , i60

The re_LnLng issue ls the n-mber and distribution or oolZisLon F_ents. There
18 an important distinction betveeh the type (1,1) eolILeLons and these oF type

! (2,2) or (3,3). the class I objects ere 8enerally complex, multteomponentstruo-
:i turee which lalSht be expected to break Up into many relatively larse frapents as
,: • result of' the severe shook _ropaSated thrOush the etruoture on impact, as well

as s very larse numberoF obJeete created at the Unpaotsite. On the other hand,
elan• 2 and 3 obJeots viii be simple, steele eoupanent Fras:ents eo that the

[

'I

i i

_] 113
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rrupento f_Om a (2,2) collision oASht be e_milar to that of u (2,1) OOllloIon
_nd a (3,3) collision similar to that of a (3,2) collision.

The dietrLbut_on of trnponts ocean8 out st a type (1,1) collision has not, or
_i course, been ezperlaontally tested. Hovover, such a collision rill do,Jhtlessly

ienerate debris fallln& Into OlaSsed 1, 2_ and 3. A distribu_loa uhieh would
i appear plausible In extrapolation or the Bess data vould place 100 rrosuents In

• _ 01aSS 1, _000 _roGsentS Ln class 2, and _0,000 _raGment8 In class 3. The distri-
bution of type (2,2) has t_ioe aS mony class 3 fragments as _er a type (2,1)

_'i:_ _ collision; the d_str_hutLon _or the type (3,3) collision is _he some as for the
- (3,1) or (3,2) collisions.

A smmary Of frapent distributions u_ed In the modelln_ _er self-interactions is
presented In Table 3.

t_aLe 3. FRA_HT SIZ_ OIS_RiBUTION FOR S_LF-INT_RACTION COLLISIOHS

_y_e of Collis£on Class 1Fra_entS Class 2 Fra_ents Clams 3 Frasments

_i_ (_,_) _o0 _ooo _0,ooo
i_,_ (2_2) --- 50 _,000
_'_' (3,3) ..... SO

_ For collislon_ In _hieh the _ragments remained orbltal_ the assumption vas made
!_ that the frasments populated oAly the cell in vhloh the collision occurred (50

:_ percent _enc Into this cell) and the adjacent cells (25 percent _ent Into each).

Znitlal Debris Population

!:_ The objects contained £n the October 1976 satellite Situation Report constitutes
i_i the lnltlal debris population. The density o_ objects as a _Jnetlon o_ altitude

_ 18 shown In Plsure 1. The reduction o_ data to yield this density profile Is
_ described _n hynoldS and Fischer. 6

• ' The collision hazard vh_oh this population predents to various types o_ space°
_ craft Is shorn In F/sure 2. AS can be seen 2n this FIGure, thO hazard the popu-

lation presents to a spacecraft varies considerably over the ranBe Of slsee of
!:: currently operatise spacecraft or projected hey Space systems.

i li: To provide a eonpartson oF results From the models oaloulated, a projection or
_-i the population vlth a uniform annual srovth rate of 5 percent For 20 years Is

818o presented £n FIBure 2.

• i

T .!'_
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Hedel Caloulotieno
i i'

z_i_ Them6de%oaleulations weredeslBnedto she. the arrest oF ner_ nporations and
aooLdentnl explosions on Future dearie dtatoO, The r_rst t_o oases h_d nor_l

! • operations add oolllslons as debris dourooo, tflo first using n 5 peroent annual
Increase Ln the number or laPSe obJeotS, modalise an extension or Future epees

i!i oetivLty as In the past, and the aesond a 10 psroent annual lnoreaSe l_ the lnrBe
/

i?,, obJeots, modalise an era of enhanced epees activity. The third ease oombIneu a, contribution Fro= asoidentnl explosions with 6 5 psroent annual lnorease in lapse
,:,..... obJoots,
+ ,

+

.*+]_" Two hundred solutions veer averaged PoP esoh oF the oases. The information that
i_ YeS extraotod h.am the oaloulatLons yes the population densities as a FunotLan

altitude, population size and eomposLtion+ end tUne, lOaat/nn, and type oP
eol!£slenn.

i +'

i _i+* Case Z. Five Peroent Annual Orowth Rate In Lapse ObJeots

_i!i_ This ease served as the reFerenoe _odel, prow/din& a prediotinn oF the State tOvhIoh the debr/s population will evolve iF there Ls a oontInuatIon of past
• practises and activities and assuming explosions do not play a role.

_+" _ a oo_parLaon OF the Initial populatinn with the population evolved For 30 years

i_ _,'+i Ln this model In presented Ih F/sure 3. OF more Interest In terns at a hazard
_' i analysis iS the translation oF these debris densities Into expected oollIsIon
_*_: _+ Frequencies, whLoh are ehow_ For the same altitudes aS In Figure 2 and presented
___ For the 10, 20, and _O-year population state In Figures q, _ and 6.

The total population size as a Fnnetlon oF time Is presented In PIBure ?. l_
+_' eoll/eInne had not ooourred, the size OF the population would have been about

_ 6700 at the 30 year point.

_;_ In th_ source oF oaleulatLn_ the 200 aolutinns, q96 shillalahs occurred. In some
:_ solutions, no soil/sloes oeourred; one solution had 1_ coil/alone and several had

,-_+' more than 10. OF the q96 collisions, 323 were type (1,1) events+ oF which 16_.+_-
left debris In orbit. The First collision o_ourred In the 15-17 year time Frame.

,'r

; _:._ Case II. Ten PerOent Annual Growth In Large Objects

:_- This ease van desLaned to present the debris situation In an era oF enhanced
;:+'+' opaoe aotLvLty In whioh no eFFort was made to restrLet the debris deposited by
_i_+: normal operations. The result diFFers oonsLderably From Case l_ as the Lnerease
!_!_, 1. density brines oOllLelons In as a dOimLnnntsourer.

The Initial and Final populatlnns are compared by their altitute distribution In
i_::i FLINre 8, With the e_e collision hazard oharts as FiKure _6 5, and 6 beir_ pre-
_ii!_ rented In Figures 90 10, and 11 FOr th_a model. Pleura 12 presents the growth In
!!_ population aL_e as a FunotLon oF tUne.

_:_,: A maple oF 100 oF the solutions yielded a total oF 2,355 collisions+ or an
_'_': expectation OF 2_ oolllslone over a 30 year period. The time to First oollLsinn

was reduced From Case I to about 11 years and by the tUne 30 years yes Peached,
_ several oOllunlons per year were often Found to ooour.
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!

! C_o IIl, rive P_roont Annual Growth R_to _n L_rge

! ObJeotn and Aooldental _xplos_one

The final ease woo run to determine the effect of aoctdontol explosions on the
debris population. Those events have boon observed to huppon on a number of
oouaetona, the Delta second stage boln_ one type oF sp_c_ vehicle For which it
has oeourrod _evoral timer.

" The number oF objects associated with an explosions event vao taken to be 500_ oF
whLoh 150 were lurBo (eZ_s. 1) obJeot8 and 350 were olaae 2 objects, These hum-

, bore are oonsiatont with the number o£ _beerved tra_ents From the Delta explo-
sions.6 The Fra_puents were distributed as halt into the eel1 oF _he explosion
and one-Fourth into e_ch o_ the adjacent cells.

The rate oF explosions was arbitrarily set to be 1 explosion per 5000 large
objects per year, This led to _n average ot 18 explosion events over a 30 year
time period, a number conservative when compared with observed explosions
FrequenoieS.

i
Over the First 5 years oF the calculation, this ease _d a larger population than

i either X Or ZZ. However. at the 5 year point, the _nereaaed deposition oF large
i_ objects in Case II began to have more effect and with the onset oF collisions

• after the 11 year time, the size ot the Case IX population began to set much

_" i lar_er.
_

CONCLUSIONS

A model tor the evolution o_ the man_ade debris environment has been developed.
Future debris sources will deposit objects on orbit in a no,-deterministic
• anner, so that averages of _any solutions for a given case must be taken _o
provide solutions with significant statistical reliability.

Besides providing a capability for predicting future debris states, the model
Introduces two Important analysis capabilities Into the debris problem. First,
the sensitivity oF future debris states to Future deposition events must be
determined, and the model will Facilitate this process. Second, the eFFective-
nesS or practices and procedures to reduce the rlsk to _uture systems can be
teated and evaluated using the model. Both oF these activities will promote the .
understanding or the debris problem as well as providing Insight into the possi-
bilities For keeping It under control.

method For discriminating between debris Injected Into abort- or long-liFe
orbits has been presented and applied to the problem of collisions. For a
plausible set of assumptions on the distribution or debris encounter angles, a
probability distribution for debris being left In orbit has been derived For low
earth orbit collisions; about 5 percent of the collisions between large objects

i will leave debris in long-llte orbits.

i Three eases were run with the model. Conservative assumptions were made In the
z, _ .$mo population (only tracked objects were used) and In the explosion source
r&,e. Henee, the results represent m mlnlmu_ threat to Future a_aee Syatew.
NOvertheless, in all of the oases a severe hazard to large space systems vae

i Found In the altitude r_gime below 1_00 km. For. the low growth rate model, a 5
ii percent annual Increase In large objects and collisions did not begin until the

16-17 year time Frame; e 10 percent annual growth rate reduced this to an 11 year
time Frame.

i

I
ii

i
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APPIINDZX

For the purpoeoaof atudytnBdebrie aourooS:Lnthe dobrie evolUtiOa.modoZ,it le
_port_nt to be able to tdont_fy thosedobpteobJoo&e vhioh are plaoed in rapld-
deoal/ orbits. To do thts_ it tB useful to e;tudy the m_pping of orbito of npqc_-
fled radiue at porSBeo(rp) into 1ooalvoloo:.tyopaoo,

Theexproeelonfor 8pecLftkoenerByof an orDLt i_

2 l�œ�2_..p.2E • vt _ r a (A-I)

whLLo the expressLon for opeoifLo Imlpalar momentum1o
!

.o i_tl , . i=.1%. i_pl=p " _ cA-a) "i

i :./

' ' 12o- 'eli_" Therefore 2 t2 urp

t_t

p__ 2

i-:_;" vt " 2 r2 r " "_

!i_:. Letttr_l c_ : rp/r, so that, _ !l 1, EquatLon (A-3) takes the rope
_ 2 2
-'i vt vr (A-q)

vhere

" 2
K2 2 ua

o " _" (1 - a) " 2 v® 0 (1 -a)
2

2 a
A2 K° ,, 2 V •

:. l-a 2

:' K2
a2 o 2
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Coo 0 •

_mlm2v2

whoro

ml0ma n _npaetin8 el)3eot ,._oos
N • ml '_n2 !_

TrenoletLn8 to d_eno/enlooo notdtLon

Cos 6 - -(( + 1)2_2 " v2 (i;2 �1)(a-T)
21Gvl

_hore

t, • nlt_ s 1

However, _ttn8 to the developmentOF the hyperbolto surfers Ln veloeLty epees,
miserly the requLrenent For the orbLtel/euberb/tel boundary Lo that Q a A, or

m+z (A-B)

80 that

2((+1)2a - ((2+ Z)

Cos 6-' {I + _ ..... (A-9)
2_

The value8 For fJ detormLned For a rant;e 8F mass _rsttos and a811LeLon ait/tudes _e
presented In Table a-1. For the 8peotal a8ee that the t_entry pertsee alt/tude
18 taken to be 100 inn, the 8811LeLonaltitudes ere pr8v/ded explLeLtly. By
ohooein8 euoh 8 lOV 81tLtude For reentry, the reeulttn8 oOIILeLon sn81en may be
peeorded so 8onsorvatLve! that tm, aegis8 vhLoh ar_ somewhat manlier vLZZ reuse
the very Mall debrLa (L.o., that debrLe MvLn8 a ehareoterLetLoally lureer area
to sue retLo) to reentry reptdly.

?o uMeratsnd the t_portanee or the 8nelee presented An Table A-l, the expected
enele of' eellleLena An a debrAa populatton must be detoreLILned. If thee nnele _e
lores eoepared to an entry in tM tablej then an encounter deeorLbedby the table
parameters vOUld very likely preduoe no Ion8 lived erbL_al debrLe; _r the angle
tO small, then the encounter voul4 probably preduoe lena-lived orbital debris.
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TAFIL,_Aot. AHGGRAT I_lX_H TU¢)(:}li41_(_T_lXN (_Xfl(_flLAflDIiI_XTWXL,L t_Ohf.,XD_
AHI_HAV_A C_HTI31i_0F_I'L4,.'3_VI]bO(3XTVWXTIIP_l]Zfl_ AT flI_°_NTflY
ALTXTUfl_(to) A_ A _'LINCI'XOflO_' X,HPA(_TAL'_X?UD_ANDHAt]_
flATXO

: rOlr_ 1.O O,gfl O,gG O,g, O,9_ 0,_O O.0O O,0fl O,O_ O.O_ O,00

mt/m_

1.0 0.0 11.9 15.11 _0.3 23.5 _e.9 19.3 31.0 3".!1 35.? 30.9
0.9 0.0 11.5 16._ S0.3 13.6 16.6 Sg.3 31.9 3_." 36.? 3g.o
0.0 0.0 11.6 i6._ SO._ ;.*3.? 36.? ;_g.g 3S.t 3".g 36.0 39.3
0.? 0.0 11.? 16.? 80.6 _3.9 3?.0 _g.? 33., 3".g 3?.3 39.6
0.6 0.0 t1.9 17.0 _.9 S_.3 aT., 30.3 3_.9 35.5 3?.9 "0.3
01_ 0.0 1_._ 17., _1.5 _3.0 18._ 35.1 33.8 35.5 39.0 _s.,
Oon 0.0 5_.8 i0._ 2_., 16.1 39." 33._ 35." 30.1 ,0.? "3.3
0.3 0.0 13.? 19.5 ;_,ol _6.0 31.6 3_.9 36.0 ,1.0 ,3.8 _5.6
0.2 0.0 15.5 _2.1 2?.3 31.5 35.g 39.6 q3.S ,6.5 _9.9 g3.1
0.1 0.0 20.1 15.5 35.5 _1.6 q?.O $2.1 S?.O 61.? 65.3 ?O.g
O.OS 0.0 27.3 39.2 _8.5 5?.3 55._ ?;_.6 50._ 8?.6 gS.S 103.0
0.o2 0.0 ,2.5 62.0 75.? g_.5 111.? 131.3 163.3 ......
0.01 0.0 61.0 g_.3 12S.3 ..............

: 0.001 0.0 ......................
XoLo_ot
alt_t- 100 232 370 113 6(;3 520 953 1155 13314 1522 1720
rude
t.km)

In _h£d paper, ve preeeh_ results for dearie ooeupy£n_ randomly distributed
orb£tal planes hav£r_ a speolrled lnol£na_£on. The dls_£bu_2on _uno_lon_or the

: Intersection ansXe, _, be_een orb£_al planes £s 8£ven by

8(_) " _ -- Sin e oses2_

i The expected onEXebe_veenorb£tal planes, <5), £s 81van by

Hoverer. the expected an61e or sell,elan mUd_be oaleuinted by t_k£ng £hto
aeooun_ the _ao_ tha_ the relative speed muoL 5e _noludod aS • .e£6htlng
_unet_on. Per 2 obJeots in olroular orb£_ vlth veXoo£ty v and eneeunter£n8 at
_n81e 5, the relative speedt vR, So given by

vR - 2v Sin _12 (A-12)

• !

;'1
..... i
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_noo the oo),XJ,_J,On Fl"OhnhJ,l,t_,p' dopend_ l:l,neaply on t.he vo_,_f,iva _p,_nd, the
oxpeot,ed ooiXtel_on mnB_,, Oo_.', J,n 8J,von by

H(P)

fltn (ill3) 8(0) dO

Values for ¢0_ ofld _Bo> as a fU._tion of tnoltn_glon are provided tn ?able A®_,

TADhB A-_. V:_,.,UB9FOR <6P AJID<d_) _ A PUHCTXON
Ol' ZNCLINATXON(I)lidAl_'_l$)

s e]--ml

i <6_ <6c_

10 le°? IS._
2o 29.3 _1.2
30 37.6 _6.S

50 60,? 79.?
_, 60 ?o._ ee.9
-_' ?o ?9.9 1oo,?

The results tram Table A-2 should be used vlth oars In examlnLn8 Table A-l. The ,i
-- 1 rio t that obJaots ere distributed tn ;nolinatiOn Is veil es tn orbital plnne ,

: orlentatLon viii lnorease the expeoted angle for low lnolLn_tlon sad deereasO the !
:7- Shales for high lnollnattOn. 1_e 6 distribution vtll be given by

1 Stn e __J I t2i. Osi 1 • t2

'('"'")" .°',, '""'

However, sLnOe the 1sol/nat/on dLatrLbutLon vGrles vLth altitude, the expeotstLOn
- values on _requiro a more complex modeZ than has been Lnoorporated at th/a tLme.

:':. RR_ER_HCB3

1. C_obotov, V. A., "AssesSment o_ _atellitO COllLsLon Hasards by $_mulated
_mplln8 In Spaoe", presented at the NASA/Johnson Spaoe Center Orbital _obrLs
Vorkshop, July, 1982.
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" Geo_ynchronoo_SatelIIre'ColIl_ion ,!

Avoidance 8 !, w,,. N 5 " 2 1 1 9 7
rioAFSCF

Sunnywle, AF$, CA

Satellites are a e_souecovital to the support of O. S. ctvt1 andmilitary
operations. H_tntatntng acceptable distance betweensatellites ts
necessary to reduce the probability of physical damageresulting from
collisions with another satellite, acctvo oe inactive, and spacedebris. ,
Satell!te "bunching", the concentration of satellites tn a particular !
orbital region, is an Immediateconcern at geOsynchronousaitttudes where
manysatellite programstend to favor the sameregions of Spacefor
maximizingmission data acquisition andgroundstation access.

!iThe satellite population ts constantly increasing due to the rapid growth _
of space systemswhich support communications,weather forecasting, attack :_:I
warning andother civilian andmilitary needson an international scale, i
The rapid increases in the numberof satellite systems, the growing
dependencyon these systems,and the potentially hazardousconjunctions in
space, dictates careful managementof satelltte positions. ;ii!

The potential for satellite collision increases as more objects are placed il
in orbit. Oneof the fastest growing satellite groups ts near ;_
geosynchronousaltitudes. At these altttude_, active satellites maintain
fixed longitudinal station-keeping control whtle inactive satellites and ii
debris generally drift aroundthe globe or oscillate about two geopotenttal
stable points. Someportion of the total objects in geosynchronousorbit
are currently being trackedby groundstationswhile a significant number
of additional pieces of spacedebris are belteved to regularly pass through i
geosynchronousorbit altitudes. Althoughthe probability of an operational
satellite colliding wtth another s_tellite or a piece of space debris ts _
apparently small at present, it will tncreasewtth the increase tn the i,il
numberof space objects, their sizes, and on-orbtt lifetimes.

It is the responsibility of Inter-,.ange Operations (ROSR)at the AtP Force i
Satellite Control Factlity (AFSCF)to determine potential Spacecollisions
in the geosynchronousbelt andsubsequentlynotify the involved parties, t
Presently ROSRruns 22 primary OOOvehtclesagainst over 200 known _11
satellites Or pieces of debris tracked by the North AmericanAerospace i
DefenseCommand(NORAD). Twoline meanelement sets received by NORADare
run twice a weekon the OCOLAprogram to predict future satellite positions t
and relative distances betweenvehicles for a three weekpePtod. Further
analysis can be performedon vehicles convergingwithin 100 NHof each
other with the DODGEprogram. Predictions are dependentuponthe currency
and accuracyof the NORAOtwo ltne meanelement sets. As our tracktng
technology improves, our collision avoidancepredictions will increase tn
accuracy, thus increasing Our chancesof surviving in a potentially crowdedenvironment.
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i INNSIT. ORBITAL'DEBRISEXPERIMENTCONCEPTS ,

_f 5,,8 "2!108 ,n,.
ABSTRACT

' The feasibllltyof Impl_entl.9the radar,11darand pa_sivooptlcalre_te

_onslngconcopt_formea_url_gspacedebrisfroman earthorbitingplatform

• was Investlgated.Each systemwa_ eofinedin sufficientdetailto pormlta

__ comparlso.Of theirrequlrementson the hostplatform,tholrperformance

" relattvO to the objectives of NASA'sspace debris measurementprogram and the

: estimated cost of developing each concept into a fltght instrument.

The three systemscan all be destgned to provide the desired measurementswithin

the weight and powerbudgets of typical spacecraft payloads, but each technique _

_:. has unique capabilities and disadvantages arising from these basic conceptual +",,

):/_i differences. The radar and ltdar systemsoffer the greatest versatility and
_-"' accuracy since they control the direction, intensity and duration Of the energy

::_- incidenton the targetobject. The penaltypaid for thiscapabilityis In- ()

)::t::_ creased weight, power, cost and complexity. The performanceof the passive t_'
)_ opticalsystemis determinedprimarilyby the capabilityof the detectorand :
.,_-_: to a lessor extent by the baseline separation of the telescopes,, which requires
_::::. the use of an on-orbit deploymentmechanism. The passive optical concept

i_.:: provides the largest total event Pate. and includes significant detections of ,,:i

particle sizes greater than 10 cm to allow correlation with ground based obser-

i__,y, vationsof the largerparticles.The.eventrate for the radarsystemis rel_- i

tlvelyconstantwithparticlesizewhilethe lldarsystemis slightlybiased

" towardthe smallerslice. Theseeventratedifferencesresultfroma combination

; of thedebrisflux sizedlstrlbutlcnand the variationof sensitivedetection

area with particle size for the three concepts.

Ftnal selection.of the flight concept will most probably result from a comparison

_i_ betweenprogramprioritiesand availableresources.If a dedicatedmissioniS
.... not possible, and the spacecraft resources must be shared with other instruments,

thepassiveoptlcalconceptoffersthe mostflexlbilltyfor fittingintoa

"piggy-back" scenario. If a dedicated spacecraft is available, then the concept ;

which most closely fits the objectives of the space debris detection program

".. ;, should be optimized.6,
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BACKGROUNDANDASSUMPTION_

Unre_trlctedutilizationof the noar-_ar_t__spacecnvlronmentby mannedand un-

mannedspacecraftduringthe pasttwenty-flveyearshas resultedIn a space

debris environment which ts approaching the hazard threshold for future long

duration mtgstons. Stnce the advent of Sputnik tn 1957, there has been an

increasing numberof satellites orbiting the Earth. T_ largest are primary
payloads and spent rOCkets. However,manyof these have generated debrts which

havealso becomeEarth satellites. In addition, several of the larger sate111tes

have exploded tn orbtt; generating large numbersof small (<10 cm) debrts par-
ttcles. Although the North AmericanAerospaceDefense Con_nand(NORAD)tracks

and categorizes a large numberof earth orbiting debris objects, the NORAO

system does not track objects less than about 10 cmat 1000 km (4 cm at 400 km),

so that the vast majority of particles remain undetected.

Althoughthe currentpopulatlonof smalldebrisresuitedfromexplosions,Kessier

(Refs.i and Z) has shownthatthemajorfuturesourceof debrismay be frag-

mentationcausedby collisionof largerobjects. Basedon currentprojected

launchrates,associatedcollisionpr_babllltlesand collisionstatistics,a

debrisfluxmodelfo_ the Igg5era,as predictedby Kessler,is shownin

Figure 1.

The present limits on detection of debris coupledwith the increasing hazard as

discussedabove, point out the need for improving the small particle detection

capability. An obvious solution whtch merits considel-atton is to use an Earth

orbtttng sensorsystem to eliminate the interfering and obscuring effects of

the Earth's atmosphere. The objective of thts study was to identify potential
sensor systemsand to evaluate the feasibility, performanceand requirements of

each, so that an opttmumconcept could be selected.

The relattve perfomance of the detection conceptswas evaluated in terms of the

particle detection rate obtained by assumingthe debris fiux model for the 1995

era shownin Figure 1. Assumptionsregarding the debris characteristics and

measurementgoals are specified in Table 1.
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Three remote iHe_surementconceptswere identified as candidates for use tn a

debrts measurementsystem: radar, |tdar and passive optical, A11 three

concepts provtde object detection and measurementby observing and analyzing !

radiation reflected from the objects. The first two conceptsare active tn

that they transmit _nergy pulses and "ltsten" for a return stgnal during the

tnterpulse period° The passive opttcal system is constantly tn the recetve Or

"listen" modeand detects sunltght reflected from the object as it passes ,,

through the system's field-of-view. '
i !

The radar technique has been considered previously (Ref. 3) and st;ownto be a

viable concept provided a spacecraft platform existed to provide the required

_-: power, and support the large mass However,unttl recently, launchesof space- II
!_i craft carrying instruments of Several hundredpoundswere not feasibie. In the _

near future such launcheswtll be routine with the limiting factor nowbecoming ':i_
" il

the systemcost.)

:_ Previousconsiderationof a lidarsystemfor thisapplicationhas beenlimited _i

_- for two reasons: (I)the largeweightand powerrequirements,and (2)the un- _ _

availabiiityof a space-quaiifiedlaser. The secondlimitationstillexists, ) _i

technically, but it is not unreasonable to assumethat space-qualified lasers _

will be available in the near future in view of their increasing importance for
i,

such applications as Satellite-Submarine Communications,atmospheric probes, _....
cross-link satellite con_nunication,etc.

A passive opticai system (Ref. 4) has flown on two spacecraft (Pioneers lO and

11) and proven the feasibility of the concept. The severe weight and power

limitations (6.S lbs., 2 W) imposedon that systemtogether with the available

technology limtted the quality of data and the accuracy of the results. Recent

advancesin detectortechnologycombinedwith greaterweightand powera11owance_

t shouldmarkedlyincreasethe performanceof thepassiveopticalsystem.

Althougheachof theabovesystemsmakesthe samebasicmeasurements,i.e.,

. detectionof reflectedradiation,the implementation,performanceand costcon-

.. sideratton of each concept may indicate a preferred concept for use in monttortn(.

• ._ the spacedebris population.
: .
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Designof any system for measuring space debris requiresconsiderationof two

major area_: functionaloperationand hardware implementation. While the

_ systemfunction_will be driven by the measurementobjectives,the implementatioe
i'

of those functions may be limited by hardware availability and associated costs.

_L: A feasible system requtre_ compatibility between function, hardware and cost.

__ The conceptual design of the candidate debris detection systems emphasized the

_r ' desire to maximize detectionprobability,and hence event rate, for objects in

'" '_ the size range of 0.1 to lO cm. As a result, no restrictions were placed on

the weight and power required other than being reasonable for typical spacecraft

_'_ instrument payloads.

__'_.'.
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i_'-_ _ RADARDETECTIONSYSTEM
|= :, _ ................................

h / - il

i :_; Radar detection of debris particles will be accomplishedby transmitting a
):.:_ i pulse of energy and d_tecttn9 energy reflected from a particle within the
i , _l transmitted penctl beam_idth The object|re of maximizing event rate, and: i./ •_, •

.,.i_ _ henceeffective detection area requires that the transmitted pencil beam

i-__, direction be sequentially scannedthrough a volumeof space consistent with
| ::

_ _ the velocity characteristics of the objects to be detected. Specifically, the
F_: k angular width of the sectortal fan coverage is established from the time re-

i_._i_! qulredto repeatthe coveragewithoutmissingthedetectionOf highvelocity
i:: , debris.
i "/'

._.._::_. In the normal search modethe radar systemwtll continuously operate in a step/

:_!=i'. pulsemodeuntila particleis detected. The steppingfunctionwiil thentern- 'I,
_ _"f _)'" .... porarily stop and a verification pulse will be transmitted. If a secondsignal ':0:
_i,:_ returnis detected,the sy_.temwill continueto transmitat thisbeam position ,.'

-!_ untila returnsignalis not observedand the step/pulsesequencewill then

) ._g,. resume. The system threshold should be adjustable via ground commandto control

=._!_ falsealarmrateand/oreventrate._,_ Whena legitimateeventis verified(twosuccessivesignals),an on-boardmicro-

_J_ • processor/controllercan be used to optimize(decrease)the interpulseperiod,

i!i!_ consistentwith the indicatedrangeof the detectedobject,to maximizethe

H_,_:: numberof "hitS"and improvemeasurementaccuracy.Due to the predictedsparsit3

_"- of detectableobjects,more thanone particleis not expectedin th.=beamat one
._- time.

::;_,. The amplitudecomparisonmonopulsetrackingapproachis recommendedfor the

):j£}, spacedebrisradarsystemfor the advantageslistedbelow:
FL'

)i!_._. I) The angle-offSetsignalcan be extractedfromone pulse. This is

_. importantwhen obserVingobjectswhosereflectioncharacteristics

_" may changefrompulseto pulseas in the caseof irregularlyshaped,
;_. rotatingdebrisparticles.

!j_!::i. 2) Thedirectionof particlemotioncan be trackedwith _heminimum

!_:. numberof pulses, sinceeachpulse updatesthe angle-offsetsignal

i!
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The rapid scan required tO effectively search an appreciable volumeof space

! dictates the use of an eiect_Ll-_y _anned _hased array antenna. The narrow

beamwtdthneededfor accurate angle measurementsrequires a relatively large

antenna aperture. A Z m x-_m-_tze is physically reaitsttc and provides

acceptable _ange deteCtiOn capability, and wasused as the baseline size for

i subsequentperformancecalculations and for estimating weight, powerand cost.'i

A slotted wavegutdetype of construction ustng a f, ertte circulator to allow
one antenna to be usedwith both the transmitter and receiver results tn a

relatively lightweight system.

The baseltne radar spacedebris detection system is characterized by the

fol lowing parameters: ,_

AntennaSize: 2 m x 2 m

Nominal PRF: 20 kHz

Pulse Power: 2000 watts
TransmitterFrequency:15 GHz

MaximumScan Range: ,450
Pulse Width: ZOns

The estimatedparticledetectionrate for thissystemusingthe800 km orbit

fluxshownIn Figure1 is: -'il
%

1301yearfor particlediameter<I cm i
i

and 2601yearfor particlediameter<10 cm .:

The instrumentweightand bus powerrequirementsare estimatedat 380 Ibs.and

155watts,respectively.

i

J
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: LIDAR DETECTIONSYSTEM i

The lldar detectionof debrispartlcleswill be accomplishedby transmittinga

_" very short pulse of opticalenergyand detectingthe energy reflectedfrom the

particleon a mosalc detector. The lidar transmitterwill use a fixed,wide

beam transmitterto illuminatethe detectionvolume. The lldarwlll operate

,, in the 10 micro-meterspectralregionwith a pulsedCO2 laser transmitter. The
Implementation of the system is dictated by the ready availability of laser and

detector technology. At the present time, the state of these technologies will

allow a simple photon detection system to be built and flown in space. The _

growth of these technologies,however,is very rapid,and shortly,in a matter ,I
!

of months,or at most a year or twO, the state-of-the-artwill haveadvanced ,

to the pointwhere a heterodyningsystemwith a mosaic detectorwill be pOssible.
t6

-:', The basic lidar systemconsistsof an opticalsystemof the Schmldtreflecting _i_
_ type with a primarymirror diameterof 1.25 meters. The transmitterand re-

_i,: celvershare the same opticswith field separationby polarizationdifferences _

_ betweenthe outgoingand the refiectedsignals. The outgoingpulse is spread ii

_: by the opticalsystem to cover a 5° cone. The opticalsignalsare reflectedby ,
z_, the debris particleson the basis of their area. This is becausethe wave- i

E_ lengthis smallcomparedwith the diameterof the smallestparticleand it is _ ii

expectedthat the particleswili be rough and irregularand not polishedspheres. _

)
c

i The data processorcontainsthe electronicsrequiredto processthe signalsfrom
C

_ the detectorarray and the laser and to computethe time taken by the pulse to

go from the laser,out to the particleand back to the detector. This is
il

accomplishedby first detectingthe outgoingpulsewith a photodetectorin the _

laserand using it to generatea range count start pulse for the range computer. _I

When the signal returnpulse is detectedby the detectorarray, it is amplified (

_ and the positioninformationof the signalon the array is extracted. The I

signalsfrom the array are then combinedand after appropriateblankingto liq

reduce interferencefrom residualscatteringfrom the transmitpulse,a range
I

count stop pulse is generated. Pulse differentiationis used with zero crossing

detectorsin both start and stop channels. If no range stop pulse is received

for a transmittedpulse within the range gate interval,the telemetrysimply

ignoresthat pulse. Range and positiondata are storedand transmittedonly

when a particleis detectedand a rangecount stop pulse is generated. Velocity

data is generatedby differentiatingthe range to obtain range rate.
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_,(ill_l_:,,:'_,.'_¸,.:_,_,_::_.. _

ii, The baseline ltdar space debris detection system is characterized by the
followtng parameters:

I_i:i: Telescope Area - 1.0 meterz
:,,i Telescope Field-of-View - S"
- i_ Numtnal PRF 2 kHz!/ "

,_ Laser Wavelength - 10.6 _m

_:_ Transmitted Pulse PoWer - _10 watts
i

• i j

.... The estimated particle detection .ate for thts systemusing the 800 kmorbit

,:.: flux showntn Figure i is:
'/i?

_:i 65/year for p_ttcle dtameter <1 cm

_i!;ii 75/yearfor partlciediameter<10 cm
-"i:._ _!
°_ The instrumentweightand bus powerrequirementsare estimatedat 510 Ibs';""I( •

_i_:.i;;;;:i! and 200 watts, respecttve]y

.,-
/" i i

• !

i'

•L, i
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PASSIVEOPTICALDE.TECTIONSYSTEM

,ill:, The passiveoptlcaldebrisdetectionsystemwlll performthe followingfunctions:

I) opticallyview a fixed volumeof space,

_..;,?:;: 2) detectsunlitparticlesas they transitthe fleld-of-view,
-.;_Y

_. 3) track the particlesagalnsta relativelyflxed star background,

-: 4) process the information to provide sparta1 and temporal data

_ rega'rdlngthe partlc1_track throughthe fleld-of-vlew,
z" :

/i,C The baselinesystemutilizesa minimumof two opticalimagingcamerasemploying

,',_ large area detectorarrays in the focal plane. Two imagingopticalsystemsthat

i_ii: can recordthe path of a particleagainsta referencestar fieldbackgroundare

::_: all that Is requiredto determinethe slx orbitalparameters. The mathematics

/-: and accuracieswere analyzedfor the HarvardMeteorProjectwhich used two Baker

_._,_;,. Super Schmidtcamerasto determineorbitsof meteorsin a similarfashion.
,_F

_:_:;._ The two imagingcamerascan be independentlymounted. Only approximateparallelism

:s:_-> of the optic axes is required. The exact pointingof each camerawill be de-

-_._c_ terminedfrom the star fi¢,ldwhich is perlodlcallytransmitted.The mountingto

:ilC_:KC_' _ the spacecraftshould be sufficientlyrigid to keep individualstarswithin an

_!_)!i elementor plxel. For redundancya third camera is recomended. An alternative
._,__):
,_ may be to provideone redundantcamera at each of the two mountingpositionson

_!':/i/ the spacecraftratherthan provideone additionalcamerawith an independent
..... mount.

_L_K

-_::!. The optic axis of each camerais pointedaway from the sun (>30=) and aimed at ....

_.,,), the sky. Informationis collectedat approximatelythe inverseof the framing

:::_?: rate (_I130see.)and then read into stora._e Each frame is subtractedelement

-::_:, by elementfrom the previousframe. If stabilityis maintainedor the starfield
_.!:.
:/_i: motion rate is slow comparedto the exposuretime, this should resultin a null

?_i. signal(exceptfor opticaland electronicnOiSe). However,if a sunlighted

_: particlehas traversedthe field-of-view,there wiil be a streakacross the frame

thatwill not cancel. This streakcan be examinedby a logicalgorlthmto dis-

!;- tinguishit from randompixel noise (e.g.,does it form a straightline,appear

- in both cameras,etc.). Assumingthe logic criteriaare met, the data from both

oo:_ cameraswould be recordedor transmitted. The next framesfrom each camerawould

also be transmittedor recordedin their entirety(withoutsubtraction)so that

_, the referencestarfieldwould be availablefor cameraorientationand parallax

_!iii,.- measurements. 142
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:_ Selection of th_ proper type of array detector system for use tn the opttfal

system is governedto someextent by the requirements tmpo_edon the system tn

., terms of angular resolution and ttmlng _Cfuracy, Haxlmiztn9 the-numberof

pixels at the focal plane was a key design parameter since, In general, in-

creasing th_ numberof detection elements wilT tmprOv_m_surement accuracy.

Over the past decade solid state detector arrays known as charge coupled devices

(CCO's) and charge injection devices (ClO's) have been developed tn array formats 11

compatible with broadcast television. In addition, stltcon detector arrays re-

sponsive in the 300 to 1100 nmspectral range with ptxel formats as large as
800 x 800 have been specifically developed for astronomical imaging applications.

Larger arrays have not been developedbecause they are not neededfor commercial _!;
applications and there are few astronomical imaging applications which would _,_
justify the effort. !'

Another type of high gain photonCounting array detector available in a 1024 x
1024 pixel format is the Multi-Anode Mtcrochannel Array (HAHA)which has been

developedfor use in instruments on both ground-basedand space-borne telescopes
(Ref. 5). The detector system conststs of a tube assembly (sealed or open),

containing an anodearray and a single curved channel microchannel plate (MCP)
with the appropriate spectral responsephotocathodematerial deposited on the

front-face. The spatial location of an event (i.e., an incident photon) is de-

termined by the simultaneous detection of a charge pulse from the MCPby sets of
A,,

two or more of the electrodes in the anodearray, which is mqunted in proximity
focus v'tth the output face of the MCP. The detector resolution elements are

defined by the dimensions of the anodeelectrodes, and the spectral range of the

detector is defined by the photocathodematerial deposited on the MCP. The HCP

provides the h_ghgain (106) and narrow pulse-height distribution required for

photonstatistics noise limited operation. The HAHAdetector appears to offer

significant advantagesover the other detectOr systemand was, therefore, used

for purposesof eva|uattng the capabilities and requirements of a passive opttcal
detection system.

The telescope systemwhich appears most appropriate for the passive optical

concept is the Schmidtdesign since it exhibits uniform imagequality over the

field-of-view (_5°), can be ee:tly shielded from stray light and is lightweight,
compactand inexpensive.
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,!

; _i: A lightweight baomstructure which ha_ been developedfor spacecraft appllcattor

_..' by Astro Research Corporation ts suggested as one methodof dnploytng the tale-

!,: scope systems. The structure ts a !attica structure of fiberglass rod_, shear
stiffenedby dlagonalcables,whichis retractedintoitscamtl_or by forcibly

). twistingit aboutits axis. The straln_inducedare elastic_o thatthestructure

' canbe deployedand retractedin a repeatablemanner. The structure,depioy_by

meansof a motor driven lanyard using the elastic strain energy _tored tn the

i systemIn its stowedconfiguration.The latticestructurecan be deslgnedto

'; providethe requiredmechanicalstrengthand rigidity.
il,

[

!" The baseltn(: passive optical space debris detection system is characterized by

)i:_ the followingparameters:

Optical System - 3Schmtdt telescopes, 30 cm apertures

F.!_ Detectors - 3 Multl-anodemlcrochannelarrays,
,_;' 1024x 1024pixelformat

_: Deployment - 2 Astromast,lightweightboomsto provideup to

_._ i 10 m telescopeseparation.

)}_J The estimatedparticledetectionrate for thissystemusingthe800 km orbit

i-_: fluxShownin FigureI is: ,:
;._ _i!_

_ii 2370/yearfor particlediameters<i cm
_ and 3530/yearfor particlediameters<i0 cm._r
,_ The instrumentweightandbus powerrequirementsare estimatedat 130 Ibs.and

,'_-_ 130 watts,respectively.

: iio

i'

i̧ i
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:i'I COMPARISONOFCANDIDATEDETECTIONSYSTEMS i

_r A greatly expandedandmore thoroughdiscussion of the_e three spacedebcts

_, : detection concepts, their requtrement_ on the ho_t spacecraft and their per-

,i_;:_+"_-+" form_nce ts given tn the ftne[l report for this study (Ref. 6). However,the ,

:+ : key capabilities and characteristics of each are summarizedin Table 2. Also,

! :_: _ tn order to more eastly ftx the InStruments' Size relattve to an existing,
+++ - i

[;:'/ nperatienal space platform_ Ftgures 2, 3 and 4 depict each concept a_ tt would
' '.,

'; r : '* appear on the Multtmtsston Modular Spacecraft (MMS)recently used'for the +'
'_ i Ii.. Landsat-4 Mission.
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TABLE1. DEBRISCHARACTERISTICSANDMEASUREMENTGOALS

o EncounterVeloclty of Oebrts:....,!.!

o,.... Veloclty range 0 to 17 kmlsec

"i:: - Averageveloctty _7 km/Sec
'fr' i

e Debrts Stze of Interest:

:}[: - o.z to lOcmdtametersizerange _;
- Emphasison smaller sizes within thts range

e Characteristics of Debris Hatertal ,I

- Spherical s_ape for caiculatton purposes !

- Hetallic :,
- Totaily reflecting (for radar) "i

- 0.5 reflectionCoefficient{foroptical) i
I:

t

e HeasurementAccuracyGoals _

- Velocitymagnitudeto I percent )
- Velocitycomponentradialto earth to S percent

- Ratio of North-SOuth to East-_est velocity to 1 percent I
(i.e.,directiontO 1°) i,

- Position to 1 percent

- Size to _10 percent

. Hardwareand technology

- Available in mid to late 1980's

- Spacequalified

High probability of 5 year lifetime

,d
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_i_ _/
_, _ Preliminary _eslgnof an Earth - based 'Ii

• Debris Detection SystemUsing Current
IN B5 " £ 1 1 9 9 To h.olo,y..,

....._ .. T, H, Morgan

Since 1958 there has been a slow, but steady, increase of the

population of manmade debriS. Some of this increase reprasonts break up

into many parts of older payloads and rocket bodies which may be in the

future somewhat a]leviated by better payload design and construction as

well as operatlona] manage,ent.An overa]l increase in the use of space by

a11 countries will st111 lead to a non-r_egligibIedebris hazard. Assess-

=_ ment of this hazard requires at least that the population of debris down to

_ mm sizes be determlnad (both for near-Eartl_orbits and near-stationary

_ _ points). It may also be necessary to obtain reasonable orbits for a sta-

_L tistically significant salnpleof the debris population.

_ Several ground-based techniques for detection are available. Radar

_. detection has been used to obtain our existing debris population informa-

_ tion. Another technique which has been discussed in the past is optical

__ detection. A present epoch (1983) discussion of this technique was needed aBd

,_ what follows is a study of the possibilities for optical detection with

_" state-of-the-art instrumentation.

" APPROACH

-- The considerable period of time between Sunset at the surface of the

_. earth and sunset at the altitudes characteristic of orbiting debris provides

a period of several hours both after sunset and before sunrise each night

in which debris can be observed in reflected light. These objects have siq-

niflcant velocities (6 to l km/s) relative to terrestrial observers, so fast

•_ that these objects are not normally detected by astronomical instruments

" Tracking at appropriate rates (0.6-0.8°/sec) and observing repeatedly with

,_._, short exposures will reveal these objects.
.... ' 150
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:. In what follows, a simple instrument based on present..epoch technology

"_:_ for optical detection of orbttal debris which we plan to deploy in the near

_:_ futUreIs descrll_ed.The llm.lt_-ofdetectabllll;yat variousaltitudesand

_//,
, .::. u_der different operating conditions for thts system are assessed. The

!_,,.

__:" ' kinds of lnformctton which can be deduced from tilts data are examined.
_," @

i ,,_ Optimal systems for debris detection are next discussed. Alternative. _- andI

: _:,; possible improvements from new technologies are also considered.
i _,,t

r,.": BASESYSTEMDESCRIPTION

i:_(!, Detectionof faint objectsmoving rapidlyrelativeto the flxed stars

_;: requiresan efficlentarea detectoranO a large-aperture,fastopticalsys-
[:_%,

'_'_rv_'_ "_k_ tern. The acceptable optical bandwidth should include at least the 0.4 nm

:_,_., to 0.7 nm spectral region which Contains the bulk of the solar flux. In

-_: practice, the large quantity of data which must be examined per detectable

_. event requires that equal emphasis be placed on data reduction. Thts In-

cludes highly efficient automated n,odeS of data analysis and high density

; _. storage capabt 1tty.

The heart of the system ts the detector. The untt chosen is a 25mm

,_,_,, square faceplate ]SIT camera. This low 11ght level video camera was orig-

--: inally developed by the QUANTEXCorporation and ts now available from the

_:_,_ SCANCOcompany. This system, already tn use at civilian and military ob-_:' !

, _.,_:• servatorieS, ts a low noise and high quantum efficiency area detector with

_?;: : electronicreadout. The opticalsystem chosen IS a standardnight aerial

o" reconnaissance camera with short focal length, large collecting area, and
i : , :t

!-i/: large field of view. Optics with slightly different characteristics may be

_, scaled from the data below. The characteristics of both the optical system i

• and the detectorare given In Table I.

:!::: i 151
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TABLE I

FOV: 2.4" Aperture: 33.5 cm (co11. area _ 6gB cm2)

F/#: 1,8 Arc sec/ pixe1:16.8 (2,16xi0"5 sq deg.)

Bandpas_: 400-800 nm

Photocathode: S-20 Ave QE: 10%

Transmission: 80% BackgrOund:330 10th magnitude stars

The video data stream will be fed into both a video tape recorder and

a video data processor. The processor will perform a number of functions

both in real-time, and away from the observing period. In essence, this

system provides image-to-image addition and subtraction and slngIe image

enhancement.

LIMITS OF DETECTION

Ideally one should choose the exposure time in order to maximize system

performance in a single frame_ However, there are many practical reasons to

set the exposure time so that the video data conforms to commercial syn-

chronization rates. Here we have chosen the European PAL system which gives

us a frame rate of 25 per second. Now the irradiance due to one lOth magni- .

tude star through a 0.4 tO 0.7 m passband iS 1.31x10 -16 w/cm Z. Thus the

total sky background is 4.32x10"14 w/(cm2 square degrees). Projecting a

single pixel back into the sky gives an irradiance of 2.60 photons/cmZ.s.

Assuming go% sky tra_sparency, we find for the numbers given in Table I that

' J there 130.5 photo_lectronS/pixel and second and 5.22 photoelectrons/pixei

__::i and frame. If _e assume that the tninimumdetectable signal S is given by

°' S =I

2

o :.:!
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Then S is 3.80 photoelectrons/pixel and frame or 6.76 10"19 w/cm2 outside

atmosphere irradiance, Assuming that the image of the object observed falls

equally in 4 pixels,

_ flux _ 2.704 x 10"18 W/cm2

: wnlch roughlycorrespondsto a 14thmagnitudestar. 11
c

RAPID SLEWINGMODE

Slewingrapidlyalong an arc of a great circle passingthroughthe

zenithat a ratematchingthe apparentangularmotion relativeto the ob-
,/!

serverof objectsin clrcularo_blt at a given altitudeeffectivelyfreezes
!-,

the louationof the imagesof these objectswithin any frame and from frame

:_ to frame. For simplicity,supposeboth that one is observingfroma near-E_

)_ equatorialsite and that the slew directionis directlywest to east.
i,

F; Supposethe angular velocity of the Slew is 0.813°/sec which Corresponds tO

:_ the relativeangularvelocityof an object in a circularorbit at an alti-

_F!:ii tude of 500 km above the earth (6870 km from the center of the earth) and

iJ with appnoxlmately0° InCllnatlon.

_ _i An objectat SO0 km and having an inclinationwithin approximately30°
(

of the preferredinclinationwill fall into at most 4 plxelsand most of

thesewlll fall into only 1 in one frame. Particlesat 375 km will move

:_ three pixels forwardduringone frame,and particlesat 850 km with appro-

i priateinclinationswill move backwardthree pixels in one frame. These

two are limitingcases, for a;l altitudesin betweenexperienceless than

three pixelsper frame relativemotion. Our limitingcases will illuminate

• at most IB plxels (Sx?)and generallyonly 4 pixels (4xi).A starwill

:( 111umlnateat most 18 pixels (9x2), it should be noted thet star centers

,; wlll move by almost I plxels from frameto frame,and stars are th_iseasily

• I
)
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,:, _eparated from the debris images u_Ing simple frame to frame-_Kubtrac:io_

and background_ubtractlontechniques, Qne shouldnote here that the_e
{,

' differenceswould be difficultto detectwith an emuIslonba_ed data

Storage_ystem.

: The limiting flux detectable in a single frame for a given altitude

can be determinedby multiplyingthe minimumdetectablesign41by the number

' of pixels illuminated, ThuS, for an ob.iect at 850 km with an acceptable

;. inclination,one finds that the worst case flux is

i -:/_i 6.76 x 10"18 Wlcm2;

"_:_il and the best case flux is

:_' 0-18:____I 2.70 x 1 Wlcln2.
i:!2

)_ The debris particles will be modeled by assuming them to be Lambertian
'._,

!_. spheres of albedo 0.5. For convenience the sun-debris-observer angle will

):_. be 90°, If Io is the solar irradiance over the bandwidth, X is the geo-

!_._' metrical cross section, and R is altitude of the debrls, then the flux is
, L
! ._._

....:! Ix = 0.034Xio

_ RE

i.-:'_ The bandpasschosen includes0.59 of the total solar irradiance(0.14watts

i :T
per cm2), thus

_i.

• - Ix : 2,81 "10"3

_'_" R2

_-_ Using the lii_itingflux value 6.76 x I0-19 w/Cm2, we find on solvingfor

X/Rz that

l
ltZ = Z.4.10-Z

'" 154
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"" where X IS in cm2, for convenience. R is In untt_ of I00 km_-(th,_ R would

:: be 5 for an object 500 km above the Earth). The re_ul-tlng cros_ _ectlons

r_: and diameters for varlou_ altttude_ are given In Table If.

4°

: ' TABLE II

i ,:/
_ :,,:: Altitude Plxels Cross Section Dla.

:',.= I11uminated

800 km l O cm2 4.43 Cm

:'!_ 800 4 6.1 4 Z. 8

500 4 2.40 1.75

500 1 0.60 0.875

400 I0 3.84 2.20

400 4 1.536 1.41

Assuminga 4 arc second image width, the relative number of images filling

1 pixel to all images (thecase 500 km altitude)can be determined--itis

0.3. The same conSiderationSfor the "worst case" altitudesgive for the ....

_, ratio objectsilluminatingtwo pixels to all objects0.3 alsO. As each

.....: objectshouldappear in many frames any partlcledebriswith the limitingo_., J

_-:_,!! cross sectionwill in a few frames illuminatethe minimumnumberof pixels

and, thus, be detectable. Such particles will appear to "blink" in and out

_;,.i throughthe slew. The availablevolume from the region 375 to 850 km tS

) 3.15 x I0*5 km3. The span of inclinationsavailabledependson the criteria
F,

;i'(

',_.' for detection. In one frame the availablenumberof inclinationscomes from
_; ! F

askingwhat portionof the populationhas a velocityalong the scan direction
; ,.,!

;_,:::i sufficientlylarge to maintaina motion of .544 pixels. This is a 10% for

'I 155
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BOO kms and rises to 0.16 far partlclesat a 37B kms, The numberdecreases

_lowly from 500 to 86Q km, For an averagevalue one might take I0%, Thus

th_ number of eventsper scan a_sumlngI0"7 particlesper km3 (d)lcm)

averageover the 375 to 850 km range i_

3.15 x 10+5xO.IxlO*/ _ 3,15xi0°3 Acquisitionfield

The continuedobservationalong the slew directiondoes 11tileto alter

this orobabllity;to improvethe acquisitionrate one must slewmany times
7'

(observemany fields). A continuedobservationalong a slew directiondoes 'i!

providethree advantages. First,the limitingsignal to no_se for objects '
• 1 !

at the design altitudeand inclinationcan be markedly improvedby addition 'i.

of frames (by the square root of N, with N the number of frames);second,

;_ the identificationfor any faint object is more certainby virtue of

observationover many frames;third, the inclinatlonof tne Object can be _
P

•_ determined. In theorydata based on very long slews (90°) could be used to

completelydeterminethe Orbitalparametersof the debris. However,the

:; determinationwould be based on only 2.2% of the orbit. .

Assume that the SystemSlews for periodsof 13 secondsat a time at a

rate of O.813°/secondproducingan effectivearc of 10.4° lengthcentered

on the zenith. Assume 2 secondsreversetime and the next slew In the

oppositedirection. There are then 4 slews a minute. Thus for a 45 minute

observingperiod,the total probabilltyof detectionwith N equal to 10-7

particles/km3 Is

4x45x3.15x10"2 = 0.55 acqulsltlons/evenlng,

The 45 minute period is based on observationsat aa equatorlalsite
:

4 beginningwhen the sun Is 6° below the local horizon. By simplyadjusting

!

.....• _iI
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!,

i the rate the _y_tem could be used there after maximized for succe_s;vely

larger altitudes, An observing plan _o designed might expect to double the

number of acqul_ltiona• One should therefore expectI
i

i. 1.1 acquisitiOn/Evening
i

One can of course, repeat these obsorvatlon_ in the _.arly morning hours

"_ using successively larger slew rates as morning com._s•

One should note here that the capabilities of the video data system

=:': enter into the discussion above only for particle Identification and deter-'' '!)I

' i'i
mlnatlonof approximateorbitalcharacteristics. The considerablegains _

,_ possiblein thresholddetectionfrom summationof frameshave not been

=_-, consideredin the thresholdcalculationor in the acquisitionrate

determination•

_. STATICOPERATIONS

_,_ Supposethat the instrumentis pointedupward towardthe local zenith

_, and fixed. In one 0.04 sec exposure the image of an object at 400 km moves

:: g pixelsbut the image of one at 1600 km moves only 3 plxelS--thestar_ are

ii_ effectivelyfrozenmoving only 1 pixel after 28/frames The simplestcri

_, terion possiblemay be used for detection(one easilyaccomplishedwith

" modern video image proccesSors);namely,whetheran image "moves"from

_'_ frame tO frame. I_ addition,the debris imageswill be elongated• An

" object in a circularorbit at 400kinaltitudewill cover at most 22 plxels

(11x2),and in some frames,only g; at 500km, this becomes18, and in some

_ frames 7; at 1600kin, one finds 8, and in some frames 2. All possible

..... inclinationsare included.

' The volume of space accessed in one exposure has the figure of a

...._ truncatedpyramidwhose bases are areas on the surfaceof a spherebounded

= .., 157
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E :: '_

i+,,_ by four area ,'ggreat clrclegwith _ch are of equal length. The 5pherea

+ :!: are centered on the obgerver and tho radii-are the limiting _ltttud_ given

above. A sImpl_ differential volume element of the observinq volume Is a

,_ section of a spherical shell of radius z and thickness dz bounded by 4 _rcs C

[So,:, of great circles each %zkms tn length where _o ts the field of vtew tn

L:_ radlans. The number of particlesper unlt tlme passingthroughthe small
i=+%:;:

_i; volume element of thickness dZ and length on a side of z ts:
:_° Y+

_ii'ri! nV(o_z)dz

-_+,?_:.. where V is the "circular"velocityof the debris, ro the radiusof the

_ii. earth, the FOV in radtans, z the height above the earth, and n the particle
_+ density per (km)3.

_. In a tlme t the numberof particleswhich enter the slab element is

_',_? nV t (_oZ)dz
E i:" _:"

_ Note that V Is Just

_-=\'+ V = Vo/ rn_}_. ro+z

i=_i': where V0 tS 7.91 km/s.

i_!:i,:i For all the particies observed then one has
!2_i ;:

i+ _:_;. N = n Vo _o T zdz

i '!_i ro +z
i _• Zl

++:.+ Where T is the total observingtime (takento be 3600 seconds)with a change

[ i_+.,

+++:_i; of variableto the distancefrom the centerof the Earth to the regionof
i r

!_;; Integration (simply r 0 + z), one finds51+.

-__. ;
.+;+,
+ .
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. i:i.'(

++ 1+..+_++ g Y- ro "_ g )
+_+-_+.. N _n vodo (% - hl ) + I% -hl

• . Over a region+trmtchlngfrom 6770 km to 7970 km this give+

-_i.i+;.?+ N ++,2.89 x 10 +9n

-:.,:_: For n equal to 10-9/km3 _.I,ls ts

.++_ 2.89
++:
",+!;: detect i ons.

While the minimum detectable diameters in a single frame has been

increased by a factor of 2.6 at 500km to 2.31 cm, tt has not increased

;: appreciably for larger altitudes. Further, more sophisticated multi-frame

analysis techniques can be expected to recover muchor' the lost sensitivity.

=_, On the average, a particle in a circular orbit at 500 kmwill be imaged 56

_.++.+. timeS. Thus 4 or 5 marginal detections along a straight ltne may be suf-

-- _! :_+%:.•

_i_.: ficient for a positive tdenttfic:tton.
_-: One should note that meteor trails will be clearly unlike debriS. A
2+_';+

:++_++, 20km/s meteor at 100 kmwould produce a 135 pixel trail on a stngle frame
+++,:+

+__+P+ ,.

-;+i_'+_+_+ LIMITS OF OPTICALOETECTI3N

_:_++,_ An idealoptical systemmust:
.--;++,_+,--

i 1, Have sufficient collecting area and transmission to allow

__:' detectionof the desiredlimit in one frame (heretaken to be

+:++. 0.04 secondS),

_:+++.}i.- 2, Be sufficientlyfast to optimize the conflictingrequirements

of large f_eld of view and effective ptxel stze when projected

,_ onto the sky,.C
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,, 3. Have a flat field over the field of view,

We shall for thts discu_.t.n a_um_ a detector which pravides 20 ptxeis p_r

mm and an averagequantumofficiencyof 10 percent. We _hall further

assumeLambertlanscatteringfroma sphericalparticleof dl_meterd with

albedo0.5, distantR from the Eartl_'_surfacewith a _un_o_Ject_ob_ervation

angle of 90°. The Sky backgroundas before is 330 10th magnitudestars per

square degree. The first conditionabove controlstelescopediameter;the
]

SecOnd,the f-number. ,_

Under the assumptionsabove one finds that

lobs + Z.171 x I0"17 2 in W

_: where as befored is the diameterof the debrisand R is altitudein units

-_ of I00 km. If one assumesthat the productof collectingarea as a percent

_i of the geometricalcollectingarea, the instrumenttransmission,the sky

transmission,and the quantumefficiencyto be 0.0576,one has
3" i

/ Flux producingphotoelectrons= O.0452DZ[obs

where Dts the telescope diameter. Thus,

Numberof photoelectrons = 0.1098 d2D2
pixeland frame

R2

For d = I cm and R - I0 (I000 km)

,,: Numberof photoe!ectrons = I.o98 x 10-3D2
' l plxel and frame,i
i,I
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_, Qn_ must now determin_ the minimum detectabl_ siQnal in phoLQ_l_ctronc p.r

_- pix_l and frame, For purpn_ of ar_ut_nt l_ u_ _t _hi_ number _ 5

; which _Fmuld b_ valid for an_ do_o_or _%_m undor cOn_i_mr_ti_n. Th_n,

D _ 67°5 cm

Thisre_ul_may bo u_oda_ a ,_',',alofactorforcomparisonI;oother_y._t,em_,

The practical limit to tele_COplr, detactiOn from t,he 9round i_ abou_ __mma_

lO00km altitude, To go to Imm would require a collecting area _llgI_tly

more than 6 meters in diameter. Two caveats are nece,s_ary. First, imag_.

_ processing of multlframe data could push dow, the detection limit by low,r- :_

:- ing the single frame signal required. Second, multimirror designs for

___ large telescopes which give large effective collecting areas are under (

i_'. investigation by _t least three groups In this country, i'

_, The backgrouhd present in an individual detector element is controlled

_._:. by the focal length. If we require that _

S =I

,i:" _/S+ ZB

where S is the Signal, then B can be as large as 10 photoelectrons/pixel
I

and frame. Using 4.32 x 10-14 wat_._per cm2 per square degree and remem- !

bering that the sky subtended by one plxel iS 8.208 x lO-2/(f-number x D)2, il
; I

we find that the minimum value is I

f-number = 1.30

• One should remember that a larger f-number improves the noise per pixel at
! - .

the expense of fleld of view.

_ Instruments of half=meter diameter with f=number as small as 1.3 and

• ' !i
_,,_ _p'-2-_'_ _ ; . ,
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POSSIBLEOBSERVINGSITES

I_:.i_. Maximumutilizationof rapid slewinginstrumentsover any one night
_ '__',"

;-"_:_::i:_(" requiresthat meaSurement._continueas long as a portionof the {,oservable

-.._._. sky volumeis in sunlight, in short,one needs a site which has dark sky
_,,

_:_-.., to horizons. Remarkablyfew developedobservingsites in the continental

;.,,: United Statesmeet this requirement. For example,the Kttt Peak and :

!;:_::i_" Universityof Arizonaobservatoriesboth suffer from the growingproblem

o: the T_cson light dome. Nor do there appear to be any developedsites

in California which are dark to the horizon. There are developed sites in

:" : West Texas, New Mexico,and Wyomingwith very dark skyS, howeverall three

_';_'_i suffer from the WesternU.S, weatherpatternswhich limit the number of
i

usable nights per year, The best sites for tl_iswork availableto U.S.

observersare t_e obsevatorieson Maul (USAF& UH) and on Hawaii ([RTF,UH).
C,

;!

C

%;; ' il
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iI

i:i_:. FUTUREIMPROVEMENTSIN DETECTOR5

#

,:?;_'_ The low light level televl_l-on sygtem Is a mature technology It would_ti" " '

-_,__(_.. appear to be difficult to push these camera.s to larger effective areas. Two

_j.. developing d_tectorswhlch couid provide larger effective at.,as are charge

_%: coupled devices (CCf_)and multi-anode mtCrochannel array_ (MAMA) The_, _- o

_i_:, _ laegest commercially available CCDis an 800x800 array. However, there are

_i;;i ongoingeffortsat GbFLto construct"mosaics" of the arrays to give vary

-j._!_) large detector areaS, These devtces have already been used both for astronomical

-__. and military observations, The MAMAsystems are now approaching 1024xlOZ4

._._/ and militaryapplications. At presentthese systemshave approximatelythe

same number of pixelS per cm as the low light level cameras. Thus they

offer the advantage of larger effective field_ of view. The present indica-

tions are that the MAMAtechnologywill producethe greatestsensitivity.
F:,

:i

_-_i,\

:J/,

!
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i:' Use of Ground Rada_ to Detect Reentering Oebr|_
a,anneL.e Crews

- NASA/Johnson Space Center
/'b" . .

N 5"21200
i

Ourtng $T$-3, a VHF phased array radar was _et up at JSC. The radar was
i':.: operated tn conjunction with the electron beam experiment Onboard STS-3. The
_-_: dimensions of the radar antenna array are shown in Figure 1.
i - T_e radiation patterns for the radar are Shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3.
i_ The 30" elevation angle was chosen to optimize toe ionospheric measurements.
i": The wavelength of t_is radar is 6 meters, which makes it very sensitive
i,i:.:, to ionization tratls produced by high speed particles pntertng the atmosphere.
_ I m.... These trails show up clearly on the radar dtsplay scope.
_ _:._ ' During the observations of the Shuttle, it was noted that the frequency
!--_!:. of these Ionization trails (events) increased near the time the Shutt,le
_; crossed the radar beam. A representative example is shown in Figure 4. The
_ arrow representsthe actual time the Shuttle was acquiredby the radar.
i::;:, Figure 4 shows an increase of event frequency approximately 4 minutes
_L after acquisition of Shuttle (AOS). Someof the data runs have the peak event

l frequencyoccurringprior to AOS but in a11 cases it occurred within _v _ 5
_: minutes of AOS._ :i,_._
°"_," To identify the type of particles producing the ionization trails[ .,/-_f.
)_t;_: (meteoroid or orbital), the velocity of the particle iS required. Meteor

_ science has develOped a method of approximating the velocity of a meteor fromradar data. This method requires the time between the spacings of the Fresnel
; _ interference fringes, the range to the ionization trail, and the wavelength of
__:, the radar system. Figure S shows a plot of the radar echo versus time from

which an approximate velocity of 7km/sec was calculated. This velocity is
)::;;_ indicativeof an orbitingparticlereentering the atmosphere.

i_:_ Since the frequencyof events increases near AOS, are the particles in: _, some way associated with the Shuttle? A partial answer to this question
_-_
,_ involve_ evaluating the orbital mechanics of the problem; that is, if the

);_ particlesoriginatewith the Shuttle, will orbitalmechanics substantiatethe
)-:!': relative position of the particles (as they reenter the atmosphere)with the
::;_' positionof the Shuttle(in orblt))
;:' A program for determiningspacecraft orbital decay due to perturbations
):'_ (primarily drag) was uttltzed for a preliminary evaluation of the orbital_)',,
)E. mechanicsof the problem.
_;}::i Many aSsu:mttons concerning the size, shape, density, etc. of the
_:_" particles were necessary for the preliminary evaluation. These assumptions
P?_,. are shown in Figure 6. The particleswere each started at a position in the
)_:!i Shuttle orbit and allowed to decay to an altitudeof 100km (this attitudewas
]-:' chosen as a representatlve reentry altitude; a lower value may be more
i !; realisticand will be evaluated).
)::/ The results of this prOgramare shown in Figure 7. The orbital 11fetlme
=_: {?
)_, of the three particles is short enough that they essentially remain in the
,_ Shuttle orbital plane.

The differencein argument of latitude (_U^) shows the anqular (or time)
_';- difference (in the orbital plane) between the _artlcles at reentry (to) and ,
_. the Shuttle'sorbitalposition at t .

ii_ !; These results, althouqh preliminary do not negate the possibility that_: the events being observed by the radar may be reenterinqpartlclesorlginatln_
_,. from the Shuttle.

k:i! ®
' o:T'_ ,, . ....... _'-_-'_-_'--'_'"-_ _"_--_'v : / _;_

! oo o _ ,. _...... o ..... _- ° " " ,:,; K'T..... '_7:_:"°:', -:_ _ " .... ° ° , ° °,°°",,;:: ":::'_ °" _' t ,,,,, _° ,'_ ' o .,, %° _ :., _' .... ' .... - °.
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%:1 _ i

._:i'::,: A dedicated radar wtll he built to further investigate the reentering
debr|_ problem, It wi11 have a more powerful transm|tter and a htgher pulse

,:, rate th_n the present radar, This radar will be operated during the upcoming
,....._ Shuttlemissions and the data will be Correlatedwith Onhoard events to try tO
_,,:_i,'_ identify the ortgtn of the particles.

A rigorous orbttal decay analysts w111 he made for very small oarttcles
,. : with various sizes, shapes_and densities to provide a theoretical mode1 with

-__'_ whtch to aSseSs the radar data,
t_, Comparison of the $huttle debris data wtll be made by observing other
:o spacecraft with the radar.
_:i_,i,i The results of this study wlii be Incorporated into the orbital debris
'i::_: math model,

/
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i., PARTiCt E_IZE, NUMBER, COMPOSITION AND VELOCITY FROH SOLID ROCKET MOTOR5
.

By

N8 5" I g m.o,.,.o,,o,,,
NASA Johnson _pfloe Center

/+, D ¢l ,'e-+ _,

+ Ho._lon, Tales

I BACKGROUNI3

• ; NA_A/Jg(3 bo¢_mo tnvolvod in thi6 i_tJ0 bog_u_o o( the damogo potential to the _po(]o _huttlo

Orbiter cogoed by th0 high velocity particle0 conlalnod In the exhaust plume of an upper slags, Initial

= :: oollmaloo of the damage requited In Orbiter uppOrstage _oporatlOndiolaecoo of 80 nautloal ratios
!,_,

• (worst ¢a_)o),To acholvothis _op_tation required a &V of 80 ft/ooa which could r0progent a payload

=: pon_lty of 3,500 Ibm,Flgute_ 2 through S Illustrate the analysis and Impact of these partlcleo on the

m_ separation maneuvQr.This inform0tion Is furnished a_background, The Items of Interest to thl6report

__: are, more specifically, the particle size distribution _nd Composition,the velocity of the particles and

_; the expectedcontribution from Shuttle launcl_edupperstages,

+_ PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION

::_.', The original estimateswere basedon historicaldata forthe At203 particles andconservativeestimates

_ for the carbon particles (ie all carbon in eachof eight large size**slots")(seeflgure6) Subsequent to

=_ the original estimates, test measurements wets made in the plume of actual upper stage motors

_i_ during performance testing at the Arnold Engineering and Development Center (AEDC),

....+i_- Thetestresultsweredifferentthan theoriginalassumptions.The carbon particles were very small ,--..5.

in diameter and the AI203 was more sharply peaked (see figure 7) All test measurement techniques

+ _ are sizeselective, therefore, it is risky Is saythat theAEDC test resultsare anaccurate representation

::_ of the actual particle distribution JSCs best Judgment;Is tha_the actual distribution Is somewhere

_! - between figure 6 and figure 7 except for the carbon particles. Since the equipment demonstrated its

_++ ability to collect larger particles (i.e., AI203) it is very unlikely that there are carbon particles larger

_+i+ than 5.

--:!" PARTICLE VELOCITY

Figure 8 shows the particle velocities aq determined by the best available plume computational

technlqu _ The figure demonstrates the difference between the original distribution and the AEOC

_ disiributlon This figure and figure 7 show that meal of the particles havea v_lOcltyof 10,000-12,000

): fVsec with respecl to the upper stage To determine absolute velocities refer tO figure 10 where it IS
+ "i/

+ noted that upper-stages will be launched from 160 n mt circular orbits This gives an initial upper-+
+ siege velocity of 25,300 fVsec and the upper stage ourri will be poslgrade with the particles being

-_ ,+, retrograde. The upper-_tage &V will be 8,000 fVsec for a burn to geosync, and figure g shows the

_; angular distribution of the particles In summary, all this adds up to the fact that many particles will

_+ ...... reenter:however, a substantialnumber wiil remain in orbit and contribute to a growing population.

-iil .+,+_' !

P J
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• ii

:: • PROJECTEDAVERAGE LAUNCH. RATE AND EJECTED A_2 03 LBS

MISSION MODEL SUSS-A SUSS-D- IUS TOTAL
i , • i i _

LO - 24 FLTS/YR 9,560 20,735 24,708 55,002

NOM - 40 FLTS/YR 15,934 34,558 41,163 91,645

HI = 60 FL'I'S/YR 23,901 51,836 61,770 137,607

= TOTAL YEARLY CONTRIBUTION
i ii

• 137 KLBS Att203

• INCLINATION 28.5°

• ORBITAL ALTITUDE 160 NM

.ii

Figure10.=Projection for future.

i NASA/JSC IS PURSUING A 2 PHASE EXPERIMENT TO MEASURE UPPERSTAGE
PARTICULATES

• PHASE I - PASSIVE

- EXPOSE4 SQ.FT OF WITNESS SAMPLESTO UPPERSTAGE PLUME ;
- EVALUATE WITH SEM
- YIELD "- PARTICLE ENERGY

• PHASE il - ACTIVE

- COOPERATIVE EXPERIMENT WITH MAX PLAI_CK INSTITUTE, HEIDELBERG.
FRG

- MEASURE

ENERGY
VELOCITY
DEDUCE MASSAND SIZE

" • STATUS:

• PRELIMINARY PLANNING
• SOME FUNDS MAY BE AVAILABLr IN FY 83
• LETTER OF COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT ON WAY TO NASA HEADQUARTERS

i

i Figure1t.-Propoted experiment.
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Hypervelocity impacts on Skylab IV/Apo9o windows

Uel S, Clanton,' Herbert A. Zook, t and Richard A. Schultz=

*Geol08yBranch,NASAJohnsonSpaceCenter,Houston,Texas770_t8
=LunarandPlanetaryInstitute,Houston,Texas77058

Abstraet--.ThethreelargestSkylabIV CommandModulewindowsthatwereexposedfor84daysto
spacewereopticallyscannedforimpactfeaturesassmallas 30_m indiameter.Thisscanningeffort,

'_" whichwascarriedout atanopticalmagnificationof 35x, detectedfeaturesapproximatelythreetimes
_ smallerthanwerefoundin theoriginalSx scanningeflbrt overtheentirewindowsurfaceby Cour-
=_ Palais(1979).Some289featureswererecordedfromthe35x scanfor laterdetailedanalyses.Sixty

of thelargestandmoStpromisingfeatureswerecoredfromthewindowsforSEM andEDS analysis.
,i_ii_ Twenty-sixof the corescontainedcraterswkh glassypits, andof these,fourteenwerefoundto
_ containstrikinglyobviouslinerscoatingtheinteriorof theglassypit.The six largestfeaturescored

-_: fromthewindowsdonothaveacentralglassypitwhichleavestheirpreviouslyreportedhypervelocity
-_. originin somedoubt.
_ The remainingtwenty-eightfeaturesthatwerecoredfromthe windowsshownoclearevidencefor
_"_ a hypervelocityoriginandevidenceavailableat thistimeis insuf6cientto identityanorigininearth
_" orbitor asgrounddamage.EDS analysisof sixof thesevenlinersthat havebeenexaminedshow

_ detectablealuminuminthelineror lip of theglassypit. The sourceof aluminumismostprobablyan
-:_ earthorbitingpopulationof aluminumoxide spherules,exhausteffluentfromsolidrocketmotors°

._%.

INTRODUCTION
_"ii/

_¢ The role of microparticleimpactsin spaceand on planetarybodieswithout an
atmospherehasbeenthe focusof considerableresearchin supportof the space

_ program.Laboratorystudiesand analysisof lunar samplesprovidethe bulk of
_: referencedata. This researchoutlinessome new and uniqueobservationsof

_ crater morphologyon the Skylab iV/Apollo windows, features that have not
_: beenobservedpreviously.Theseunusualdata haverenewedinterestand resur-
.i:" rected certain questionsabout the natureand origin of someof the impacting

materialsin space.Our preliminaryresultsare presentedin supportof this re-
_ newedinterest.

The Command Module (CM) windows of the Skylab Ill and IV missions
recorded the near-earthimpactingmeteoroidflux for periodsof 59-1/2 and 84

. i! days, respectively. Cour-Palais (1979) examined these windows for meteoroid
i impact cratersand obtainedan impactflux in very satisfactoryagreementwith
_ his previous analyses of windows front the earlier Apollo missions.

I. 177
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i:_ These data havesever-alimportant applications including: (I) obtainingabsolute
_ lunar regolith evolution rates; (2,)establishing the current absolute erosion rates

ii_'i_ of lunar._cks; (3) establishing the surface exposure duration for certain !unar

i rOcksstill m crater production (iFthe ¢ratering rate is assume(!constant in time);
,/ (4) provzdmg a Foundationfor deducing the space.survival ume of meteoroids

against the collisional destruction of other meteoroids. However, qu.estionshad
arisen about the. or].ginof'the impacting flux. These questionswere derwed largely

i :_:l Fromthe mvestzgatmnsof Hallgren and Hemenway,(1976) and Nagel et al. (1976)

!iI who detected abundant aluminum in some of the impact craters analyzed from

Skyi.abexperiment (S-149). Hallgren and Haman.way showed Fromfield-of-view

conszderatmnsthat someof the craters with aluminum were produced by hyper-i// velocity impacts and were not derived Fromsecondary ejecta From the adjacent

i _i!if orbital workshop. As thereare no expectationsof'meteoroids with only aluminum• and no other elements (with Z> I l and thereby detectable by energy dispersive

!ii!iil. ,h.°r.,o...a.°r,.o,o.,o.,o,ooo.o.r,, o,ood
of' debris.

The above considerations, in part,, prompted us to undertake a careful reex-
amination of the $kylab IV CM windows Formeteoroid impacts. We rescanned
thesewindows optically at a magnification of 35x. This compareswith the orig-
inal $x scanof the entire window surface and a 20x scanof 224 cme of surface
area (Cour-Palais, 1979). With our detection threshold set for a 30/zm impact
sp_alidiameter which correspondsto a pit diameter of about 7/zm, we had hoped
to detect the inflection point (where the graphcurvature changesfrom convex to
concave) in the cumulative pit diameter distribution seenby Morrison and Zinner
(1977) in lunar data. With the increase in meteoroid impact velocity largely due i

:i_- to the gravitational field of the earth, we anticipated that this inflection point
_!) should move to about 10/_m assuming the fused silica windows reacted similarly

i!!i1 to lunar materials. We should, therefore, have had some chance of detecting this ....

'< inflection point with our improved optical resolution.

ii:i,, WINDOW EXAMINATION AND CORINGL.?-.-..,

_,:_I The spacecraft windows are held in place by a gasket and a frame that restricts
the area of exposure. The exposed area of each window was determined by
cutting out sheets of paper to fit snugly into the recessed area of the window
frame and then me_.suring the areas of these paper sheets with a planimeter. We
measured areas of 940 cm s each for the right and left windows and 685 ¢mz for
the hatch window. The last number differs somewhat from Cour-Palais' (1979)
determination of 740 cm t for the hatch window. We believe our procedure yieklcd
a more precise result (±1% error)than did his approximate procedure. We then
scribed the outline of these exposed areas on the Skylab IV CM windows with
a diamond point pen in order to minimize the amount of area we needed to search
for hypervelocity impact craters.

After cleaning the surfaces with a detergent (Alconox), the windows were
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(_ptically sclmned for candid_lteimp_ct.craler,_l_Ia magniflc_!ti(mo1'3._×, A ,_m_dl
are11of about 30cm'_w_lsscannedat 50x, We fecI Ulat we Wel'Cable, at 35x, to
de.teetandexanlineessentiallyall c,'ater_with4| sp_lldiameter htq]er than 40,_m.
Our thre,,d_oldwas set at 30 p.m'but it is probablethat we tidied to detectsome-
thing like 10%of the crater population_t that threshold.For the 50x scan--wc-_et
a thresholdof 15/zm,

To do the optical scanningwe useda System C-7200 COSCAN optical corn=
paratormade by Optronics International (Chelmsford, Mass.), This systemhas
an optically transparenttable ridingon an air bearinBwith 25cmof travel in both
x and y directions. We used it with transmittedlight so that the craters would
showup as shadowsin an otherwiseclear view. The table was motor driven with
a logarithmicx-y controller and proved to be very satisfactoryfor our purposes.

Each window was scribed into four quadrantswhich were then scannedsep-
arately. When a crater was fouhd, we searchedit for features(suchas a glassy
pit) that would indicatea possiblehypervelocity impactorigin for it. The optical
comparatorhada 2x zoomcapability that was usefm for more detailedviewing.

-_ All those craters that were consideredto be of possiblehypervelocity impact
origin were then recordedby a pencileddot on a sheetof white paperprecisely

! positionedby retainingtabsgluedon'the sidesof the window. Each suchdot was
numberedfor later reference.We recorded25 craterson the hatch window, 140
on the right window and 124on the left window for a total of 289 craters. Ap-
proximately two hundredother features were dismissedduring the optical scan-
ningas pits clearly resultingfrom glasspolishingprocessesor from someother
non-hYi_erveloci;tYimpact origin.

The sixty crater_ that were optically judged to be the best candidatesfor a
hypervelocityoriginwere then cored from the three windows, 25 from the right

-: window, 22 from the left window and i3 from the hatch window. Four other
craterswere accidentallydestroyedduring the coring process.A one millimeter
thick wafer containingthe crater was then sawedfrom each core and ultrasoni-
cally cleanedin acetone,methonal, liquid t'reon,andoccasionally,triply distilled
water. Sampleswere then sputtercoated with about 25,_ of Au40:Pd60 alloy to
produce an artifact fre: 'rface using the technique of Morrison and Clanton
(1979). The coated samples were examined with a JEOL SEM-100CX TEM-
SCAN which is capable of better than 30,_ resolution point-to-point at 100,000x

., in the SEM mode. Chemical analysis data were obtained with a Princeton
: : Gamma-Tech 1000EDS.

i:

i CRATER MORPttOLOGY AND CHEMISTRY

Although all of the cores contained features whoseorigin was suspectedto be
; from hypervelocity impacts, the magnification, resolutionand depth of field of
:i the optical microscopewas inadequate to characterizeor classify the features.
!i Based on SEM studies, the impact features can be grouped into three major
i! types:(I) Glassypit craters,microcraterswith a centralglasslinedpit ._urrounded
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1 hy a rai_cd lip of impact.fluidized glassy material, (2) pitle_;;craters, microcraters
wilhoul a central glass-lined pit and =,usedlip but with well developed zones of

-_ radialandconcentric fracture, (]1 damagecraters, shallow fealu reswithout fiuidizod
t

| ¢ • ,_,lasshut wi'h po,wly d,.'veloped ='==dialand concenlrm fracttre.

Glassy pil =:r_ters

_. _ Twenlyosix examples of hypervelocity impacts that produced impact°fluidized
glassy pits and raised rims have been documented, The morpholosy in general

i: is similar to features observedon lunar samplesbut the spall zones often appear
to be more shallow (Fig. 1). However, twelve of the glassy pit craters, unlike

o,

?' .,, ..

- £

:,?:.;

)' Sp * 2 pm

__ - Fig. I. SEM micrograph ofa hypcrvelocity impact pit of probable microme=eorite origin.
Fractures radiate from the glassy rim that surrounds the deep central pit. Most of the

_. original surface near the point of impact has spalled away leaviag conchoidal fracture
• scars. Fqar of =he radial fractures extend beyond the conchoidal spall zone. A small
i'. portion of the original surface extends out over the glassy rim and serves to illustrate

how the impact feature forms below the original surface, Surrounding the spall area is
:' a thin white line that marks the edge of the magnesium flour=de ant=reflection coating on

_,. the window that has been torn away by the impact event.

:' Fig. 2. SEM micrograph of a liner co_,=ing the interior of a hypervelocity impact pit,

_. Based on the morphological relationships of the liner and the pit, a scenario during
• formation can be outlined. Some rather restricted conditions for the impact event are

• indicated and in particular, low impact velocities 1< 10 kmlsec) are required because of
the large amount of projectile material that survives the impact,

: Initially, sufficient impact energy is available to form the classic glassy pit which chills

=:" rapidly. The projectile which is shock melted is sufficiently plastic to deform to the
_', shape of the host pi= yet not so fluid as to mix with and become an integral part of the

glassy pil wall. The liner cools and contracts forming a cast of the pit wall. The sepa-
- ration of liner front Ihe pit wall suggests materials with differing physical and chemical

• properlies.
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::,' ORIGINAL PAG£ t_l_
_ i OF POOR QU/_LIT_,

s

, i

,!

,.i i
, i

q_

t_

i l;il Fig. 3. SEM microgr._ph of a hypervelocity impact crater wlth two liners coating the
i: i! interior of the glassy pit. Both the liners, although now incomplete and broken, appear
_t to conform to the irregular interior of the pit yet are clearly separate from the wall and i

eachother.Theoueerlineriscrossedby severaltensioncracks;dropletsanddebris '_
'_}:iil partiallycovertheexposed_urface.The innerliner,exposedwheretheouterlinerhas

:'_i'!_,, brokenaway,isgenerallysmoothwitha surfacethatisalmosttotallyfreenf debris.

.;_!i Fig. 4. A higher magnification view of the broken edges of the double liner shown in

:_i_! Fig.3. Someof thecluesof thedynamicsof craterandlinerformationare illustrated
,; in thisSEN micrograph.The twolayersweresufficientlyplasticduringemplacement

todeformandcoattheinteriorof thepitbutbecauseofphysicalorchemicaldifferences,
:+_:i the layers do not mix with and become an integral part of the glassy wall. Further

_;i_;i! coolingandcontractiontendsto accentuatetheseparationof the linersfromthehost i;-_ :. pit. The liners appear to have a fairly uniform thickness; the top liner is about 21_A

i :;;_:; andthebottomlinerisabout3000Athick, i

:_ lunar samples, show clear evidence of a glassy liner in the pit (Fig. 2). Addition- "_::iili _
,: ally, two other examples have been found that have a double liner (Figs. 3 and ,!

4). Six elongate craters have also been documented and two of these .ave partially iI
developed liners (Fig. 5). One crater which has a pit within a pit was also found

:_:i:! (Fig. 6). [

...._ Pitless craters
_-,

......: This group contains the six largest features of possible hypervelocity impact
_ origin obscrved on the windows (Fig; 7). One has a spall dimension of over

_::_i I mm. The crater morphology is ch.'-,.'acterized by four distinct and concentric
_°i zones, (I) a large outer shallow spall, (2)a deeper spall with well developed radial
ii_,i fractures, (3) a depressed shatter zone of radial and concentric fractures and (41
:,I... a deep central shatter pit with well' developed radial and concentric fractures.

;:: There is, however, no clear evidence impact-fluidized melt and no central pit of
melted glass.
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Fig. S. Elongatehypervelocityimpactcraterson lunarsamplesarerare. Thi_,crater on
the SL.4 windowis not only elongatebut alsohasa linerthat is partiallydevelopedin
the central pit. Although EDX analysisof the chemistryof the impact products is
incomplete,Si and a small amountof Ti are the only elements detectedin the rim
materialso£thi,_crater.

Fig. 6. The SEM micrographillustratesa hypervelocityimpact pit of possiblemicro-
meteoriteorigin.Alhmughthegeneralmorphologyresembleswhathasnow come to be
expectedfrom a hypervelocity impacton the lunar surface,the interior morphologyof
the glassypit is unusual.The normallyconcavefloor is penetratedby a deeperand
nearlyconcentricpit. An irregularlyshapedprojectilemay explain the origin of the

doublepit. i'i

!1

Damage craters

These features have some morphologicalfeature that suggesta hypervelocity
impactorigin whenviewed undera binocularmicroscope.Further study with the _
SEM, however, dictates a low-velocity impact origin The variety of fracture, _i
shatterand spall morphologyindicatesthat a wide rangeof particle sizes,dens- I

ities and veiocities contributed to the window damage. Figure 8 illustratesthe ,Ii
damagefrom a low-velocity directional impact, t

A higherenergyorigin for some of the damage craters may be arguedon the
basis of deep conchoidal spalls and well developed radial fractures. Some of these
craters have what appears to be a fused aggregate of particles a few hundred
angstroms in diameter that partially cover selected areas within the spall zone.
These "popcorn" like features (Fig. 9) may represent incipient melting of pro-

-:.... jectile or target material, or perhaps some form of contamination that was not
: removed during the cleaning processes. Studies to date have not yet clearly iden.

tiffed an origin for these features.
i :-_ Only a limited amount of chemistry has been attempted on the samples at this
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lime. The d_tit ar_ limite_dto _omequalitative i_DS anaiy_i_andWDS _n==ly_i_of
_omeof' the _!a_y pi[craters with liners,The Skylab iVIApollo window material
is ==rloptical grade of fo_d qua_t_ and impgritie_ do not exceed_ few part_ p_r
thousand, The _urface of the window i_ c.oated with about 2(_ an_trom_ of
m_n0_inm florida, an antireflectlon coating, I_D8 analy_i_of area,'_on the .n-
dnma_od window easily detect_ the Mgorich _urface. In the _pall _rea_, $i i_
typically the only element that can be detected. Six of the seven lined p;la_y pit
crr_ter_that have been analyzed by ED$ show detectablealuminum in the liner
or rim material (FIB, 10). Additionally Ti has beendetectedin the rim of one of
the elongateand lined 81assypit craters(Fi_, 5).

Becausemuchof the BDS analysismust be doneon submicronthick fe=,tures,
considerableeffort will be required to obtain more quantativedata. The glassy
pit cratershownin FiB, 2 was alsosubjectedto extensiveanaly,_ison a CambridBe

! ,

2Opm , ,:

i

Fig. I. The pitlesscratersare the largestdamageFeatureson the $L-4 windowsanddo .:I
not h'avea clear hyl_,rvelocityorigin--no glassycentralpit _mains. There is evidence

_- basedon somelaboratorytests,however,that the glassypit may be dislodgedby th,:
violenceof the impactevent.

The damagetypically forms four distinctzones(I) an outer very shallowspell about
I mm in diameter,(2) a deeperspallabout$00/_m in diameterthat is characterizedby
largewell developedradial fractures, (3) a depressedshatter zone about 230p,m in
diameterof smallerradialandconcentricfractures,and(4) a deepshatterpit about I_0
/_m in diamter with well developedradialand concentricfractures,

Fig. 8. A numberof features too smallto be clearlycharacterizedwith anoptical mi-
; croseopeproved under SEM analysisnot to have a hypervelocityimpact origin; no
, centralglassypit had beendeveloped.The varietyof fracture, spali and shatterforms
I_ indicatea rangein particlessizesor densitiesor velocitiesmay havecontributedto the
_, wiitdowdamage.
i A zoneof shattermarksthe impactpointof the projectile.The conchoidalspellsare

a 'i unequallydevelopedand symmetrzcallyarranged.An originfrom a low-velocity direc.
:;::. ;: tion=dimpactis indicated,
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_ Fig. 9. Some of the craters in the Skylab IV/Apollo windows have patchesof what
; appear to be individu_l particles, son_e400 to 600A itsdiameter, that appear to have
r:_ been fused togetherto form a "popcorn" morphology.This material may represent

', targetmaterial that hasbeen partially si:tteredor may representsome form of c0ntam-
_:; ination that was not removedduring the cleaningprocess.Boa analysisof submicron
_" particles is dimcult and a del_nitccompositionh_s not yet beenobtained.

!_,_ Fig. 10. EDS spectrafrom the rim of a glassypit Crater.The verttcle axis is count rate,
,._, the horizontal is energy (KeV). The dominant peak is silicon from the fund quartz!:'*L
i_:,_,_: window. The aluminumoccursonly in the glassy r,:mmaterial. The sourceof the alu-
ms" minum is thought to be from aluminum oxide spherules,exhaustefltuent from solid fuel
r_:- rocket motors.

i!: _ SEM equipped with wave length dispersivespectrometers (WDS). This WDS
:_::!! study confirmed the earlier EDS analysis; AI was the only foreign element that .
._:. could be detected in the glassy pit/liner.

_ Crater morphology from hypervelocity impactson lunar sampleshas been ex-
i:_2 tensivelydocumentedsince the return of the Apollo I1 samples (e.g., Carter and
__ McGregor, 1970; Frondel el al., 1970; Goldstein el al., 1970; McKay et al.,
i:;. 1970). Later, several researchgroups(e.g., HOrz el al., 1971,and Fechtig el al.,
=_: _ 1976) carried out exhaustive surveys of microcratering on lunar rock surfaces.
i-:!__ An extensive bibliographyand review of the cratering literature is given by Ash-
;:,. ji worth (1978). Additionally, the work of Morrison and Clanton (1979) documents
;; ....i details of craters less than 1000A in diameter on lunar samples.
, Experimental studiesof hypervelocity impactsundercontrolled laboratory con-
_-::;._ ditions (e.g,, Roy et al., 1972; Roy and Slattery, 1973; Mandeville and Vedder,
F' i. 197i; Vedder, 1971, 1976) provides an additional insight into such variables as
_"/_: projectile velocity, density, angle of incidence and the role of different target

i _2. materials. A review of the equipment and the various techniques that have been
_._ used to produce hypervelocity impacts under laboratory conditions is given by
F:_o._. Fechtig (,t ol. (1978). Additionally, a brief description of the micrometeoroid
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"..... _ det=ctor,_that have been flown in t_paceis providedal_nl_with _ome of the pr_h-
i ,.. lems a,_ocizttedwith cro_se_tlibrationnf equipment/¢xperimont,_,
::",• The hi'er;lturo on lumw _iample_nnd lahortllory simulation,,/i_lil_to doeun_eul
_ proviou_oh_rv_ltion_ o,_liner morphology _lmih_rto lho,_ooccurrinp,on th_ Sky°
,=_ Inh IV/Apollo wmdow,_.The, literature doe_, however, provide n precedentI'or

hyporvolocity crPtor_with high aluininum. Hall_ren and Homonway (1976) _m.o
ly_d 18_;rator_found on the $ol49 Skyl_b cxp_rimont u_inB_tS_M with I_DS

,. capability and observed that mo_t of the craters had high aluminum contents,
- The highaluminum contents are inconsistentwith the o,bservation_of Anders et

, _' .I, (1973) for the compo_ilionof meteorites in _'anar_oil_, ,a.(hou_h l"'_JBel_'tal,
(1976)and Halll_renandHemenway(1976)couldrelate mostof the hypervelocity

, pits to primary or secondarytntpacts from spa¢_d_bris, somecraters appeared
. to Imve a true microm_teorite origin.

_, Our detectionof hil_haluminum in sixof the _levenillassy pit craterswith liners
' :, supportsthe findingsof Halll_renand Hemenway (1976)and Nagel (,t al. (1976).

i __ A sourcefor the aluminum may be inferred from indirectevidence;Brownlee et
al. (1976)comment that 90 percentof the collectedstratosphericparticles_.nthe

_:: 3 to 8 /_m range are aluminum oxide spherules.Sampling flights throug_ the
!_:i!T exhaust plumes of Titan Ill rockets identified the source of these particles_s
_' exhausteffluentof so}idrocket motors (Ferry and Lem, 1974).The review I._
::)_

_! Brownlee (1978)of stratopshericmicroparticlecollect,onarid anal,,,'_ . disc_,_'.:the basisfor identifyingcosmicdustparticlesin thisbackp,,ro'.mJo_"_,_c_,etexhau,;t
_:_,.
._. effluent, terrestrialcontaminationand other man-indu_c_,spaced_bris (tit;miunt

i :%',:

.:'J_i_'_: b_,sedpaint flakes).
_ ::'_' :r Our original go_']was to determinethe micrometeoriteflux in nearearth orbit.
J!.,!:_: Our study has presentedus with a much more complex problem than was first

_ anticipated. We now find that we must separate _ natural flux from a man-induced
,(._ flux. At this time, th_ origin for two of the crater morphologies is not totally

=::,. clear. The literature fails to provide a previous example of glassy liners in glassy
_'" pit craters in glass targets. However, Cour-Palais (pets. comm.} has observed an
:;_>_ example of aluminum from a metallic projectile lining a hypervelocity pit in a
_ copper target.
::: Additionally, the largest craters on the window do not have a clear hypervel-

:i__;,': petty origin. The radial and concentric fracture pattern of these featm_s is char.
!:.... acteristically associated with hyperveiocity craters with glassy pits, yet no clear
!_i_ trace of a glassy pit remains. Some basis for arguing that the glassy central p;t
_ " may have spalled from the surface can be developed. Cour-Palais (pers. comm.)
•_'_, has carried out a number of hypervelocity impact experiments that resulted in
i:> the ejection o/' the glass-lined pits from the fused silicate targets. These expert.
_ ments were done with a light gas gun with projectile velocities ia the range of 7
_ .... to 8 km/s. Also Carter and McKay (1971) noted an example of a pit that had
_ . nearly left its parent crater in a heated (750°C) fused silic_ target, The impact
!;: il velocity in this case was 7.2 km/s. Notwithstanding these observations, however,
! i_ we cannot yet I,e sure that the six largest craters did not result from processes

occurring during manufacture, checkout or recovery of the Apollo spacecraft,
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: CRATEI{ SIZE DISTI{iBUTION
+

Cumulative cr.t_r size dihtribul,lonbasedon SEM studiesobtained I'rm. ]2 eft'
• the 60 Skyl.b IV/Apollo window cores•are shown in Fig, II, The six hirgest
+;. _ features, the pitless tearers, are plotted as closed symbol,_;the 26 ghls,,+ypit
', craters comprise the remainingplot ot"data, The 28 damagecraters are not in.

eluded. The i4 craters that have a liner whichcoats the centralglassypit are, in
_. addition, replotted separately to the lower left in Fig. ii. ,In eachcase the total ,,
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• i: Fig. II. Cumuhttive crater number versus crater pit diameter in micrometers for the i
• i three Apollo Command Module windows from the 84-day $kylab I V mission. Excepl
" for the six largest critters shown =is filled symbols, only thot_ maters were chosen that i

_._ have It remelted Sh',ss-linedpit strongly indicative of hypervelocity impact, The data t

_:.. points to the upper rigilt constitute a I_lotof all the lar_er candidate hypervelocity craters }
:;; from the three windows, while the d,ta points Io the lower lab ,re a sub,_etin which the i

. Glass.lined pit ha._n separate inner liner of apparently foreil_n material. Morrison and
Zinner's (1977) plot (renormalized to equal 7.._ .t it 40 p.m pit diameter) of impact pits

+ + On luitar rock i20.';4 i,_shown for comp.rison,,J.,
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! t I_number of craters with a pit diameter I_rgcr than some chosen dlamete, arc
plotted versus that diameter. Both axesare scaled logarithmically,

i Pit diameter wa_ measuredon SEM micrograph_from rim cen¢erto rim center
i as presented by Morrison and Zinner (1977) but unlike Cour-Pal_is (1979) who
I measuredthe dtamete'r of the interiorof the rim. This differencein measurement

becomes incroasinBlyimportant in the smaller craters where the rim width is
. comparable to the rim diameter.

The shapeof the cumulativecurve formedby the 32Skylab W/Apollo datum
• points does not resemblethe lunar impact pit size distributioncurve obtainedby
• Morrison and Zinner (197'1)on lunar rock 12054,shownas a solid line on Fig.

" II (renormalized for easier comparison).These observationsraise questionsas
to the origin of either the lunar impact pit data or the window impact pit data.
One possiblesolutioncould be that neither the pitlesscraters nor the glassypit

• craterswith linersare due to meteoroidimpact. A curveexcludingboththe pitless
=;: craters and the glassy pit craters with liners does give rise to a curve nearly
_'_: parallel to the Morrison and Zinner (1977) lunar rock data. Another possible
_;_:_ solutionis to presumethat manyof the smatler lunar impact craters are formed

"C• by hypervelocity secondaryeje ta. This latter solutionseemslessprobable,how.
!_-_ ever, becauseone would then also expect to see numerouslow velocity impact

features;but lunarsamplesare dominatedby the glassypit craters.
!_i Becauseof our uncertaintyas to the actual fraction of the impactcraters that

_:_ were due to meteoroid impacts,a flux vs. sizecurve is not now presented.How-
i_: ,,ver, to make a flux calculation in numbers of impacts per cm= per year, one

::_. merely divides the observed number of craters down to somechosen limiting
i_/_.- diameter by 215, The number 215 is derived by reducingthe window area (2565 1
_-, cm=) to _ effective area that sees 2_rsteradiansof space after accountingfor
_::: Skylab and ATM shielding,window insetshieldingandearthshielding(see Cour.

i_!' Palais, 1979for details) and then multiplyingthat effective area by the exposure i
,:_ duration in years (84 days = 0.23 years) of the windows. If one subtractsboth
;:_: the pitiess craters and the glassy pit craters with liners from the data, a flux _

: approximately2.5 times lower than that givenby Cour-Palais (1979) is obtained.

". SUMMARY

_ _ Although more work clearly needsto be done to fully understandthe originand
: distributionof the microcraterson the Skylab iV/Apollo windows, the following
, observationsseempertinent:

I. Aluminum is detected as the only foreign componentin six of the seven
lined glassy pit craters so far examined by EDS analysis. The most probable

_" source is from aluminum oxide spherules,exhaust effluent of solid fuel rocket
-- ,_ motors.The seventhcrater containstitanium which may havebeenderived from
: '_i an impact of a chip of thermal paint.

ii 2. The sizedistributionof the lined glassypit cratersappearsto be compatible
i'_ with an origin by hypervelocity impacts of aluminum oxide spherules. If the
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t aluminum oxide spherulesarc in earth orbit, impact velocitieslargely in the range
_':_'__ of 7 to 10 km/s should be expected, Thus. the impact velocities are well below

,..: those expected for most tmpacts by mtcrometeorttes and these lower veloctttes
_:: may be si_niltcantin the developmentof the linedglassypit craters.

r 3. The documentationo£hypervelocityimpactson SkylabIV/Apollo windows
that containaluminumsupportthe observationsof Hallgren and Hemenway

i:: , (1976) and Nagle ¢,1,I. (1976) and strongly indicate that there is a significant
'__ populationof man-inducedmic:o.debris in earth orbit.
...... 4. The six largest craters observed on the windows are pitless craters. No
:: ; impact fluidized glassis in evidenceandan originhasnot beenclearly established.

However. tl_: conchoidaland radial fracture pattern of the pitiess craters more
:_*: - closely resemblesthat observedwith hypervelocity impacts than damagecaused
=_,:i during polishing,window installation, ground operations, recovery, etc.

_ 5. The shapeof the curve of the Skylab IV/Apollo cumulative number versus

i:i:!i, pit diameter plot compares favorably with the Morrison and Zinner (1977) lunar
,:_,: curve only when the pitlesscraters and the lined glassypit craters are excluded.
,.:_: We have not yet seen the inflection point expected at -'-I0 p.m pit diameter.

_;i'}:
....:_ Aeknowledgluents_We are deeply indebted to Fred Pearce of the Flight Equipment Section of
_, NASA-JSC for the use of' his laboratory facilities. His patience and understanding during the three

_.:_;_,.. month period while we used the optical comparator is sincerley appreciated.
-:_':_' A portion of this research was done while R. Schultz was an undergraduate Summer Intern at the
=o_.. Lunar and Pla,'=,tary Institute, which is operated by the Universities Space Research Association

==-_-•_ under Contract No. NAS 9-.1310 with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. This
_::: paper constitutes Lunar and Planetary Institute Contribution No. 419.
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Surveyof ProbableMicrometer-SizedEarth-OrbltalDebrisFragmentsin the

:_i:_i_:i_ _ : NASA-JSCCosmicDust SampleCollectiOn

e5-P.2os o.s. oooo,,o
: NASA- JohnsOnSpaceCenter, HoustonTX 77058

•, _ Introduction

'::_ A limited effort to collect extraterrestrial dust samplesfrom the stratosphere using
: impactorsmountedon NASAU-2 aircraft was initiated at NASA-AmesResearchCenter in

1974 (1). In order to provide a greater availability of these samplesto the scientific
:i:;: community,NASA-JohnsonSpaceCenter (JSC) beganin Mayof 1981 a programdedicated to

the systematic collection and curatton of cosmicdust for scientific investigation.
--_ Collections are madeat altitudes of 18 to 20 kmby meansof collectors mountedunder

the wings of a WB-57Faircraft. Whenthe atrceaft reaches operating altitude, the
_-i collection plates are deployed Into the lamtnar airstream. Collection surfaces are

i coatedwith a thin fllm of high-vlscosltyslIiconeoii to preventpartlclesfrom
i bouncingfree. The impactorsareretractedand sealedincleancanistersto minimize

::.... contaminationwhen not collecting.

!_ An ultra-clean(Class-t00)facilityatJSC isusedforpre-andpost-flighthandlingof
i!_, the collectors and the curatton of collected particles. Individual particles in the
:_: sizerangeof 3 to 35micrometersareremovedfromthesiliconeoilon theimpactorsand

placedon a NucleoporeSubstratethatisbondedto a graphitemount. Completemounts
_._ of 16 particleseacharewashedwithhex_neto removethesiliconeoil. Theparticles
_ arenot stuckto thesubstrateandcanbe removedfromthemountfor furtheranalysis
_-_: at any laterdate.

_::_! Preliminary examination of the particles indicates that they represent not only
_i_: extraterrestrialmaterlal,butsomefractionof terrestrialcontaminationfrom both
•._ natural and manmadesources. This examination involves a combination of optical

'; .... microscopy, scanningelectronmtcroScopy (SEM)andqualttattve bulk elemental analysis
_* usingan energy-disperslvex,-rayspectrometer(EOS)to characterizeeachparticle.

._

_:i The preliminary examination data from Our research are compiled into loose-leaf

¢:_t catalogs with all of the In,formation for oneparticle on a single page. Each pagehas

observations (500X) and an qualitative EOSelemental analysis are included. The
catalogsare intendedonly to informinvestigatorsas to the typesof particles
availableforresearchandshouldnotbe consideredas anythingmore thanpreliminary
datawhicharesubjecttorevisionandupdate.Theprimedataareexpectedtocomefrom
the investigatorswho requestthe particlesforresearch.

Studies(e.g.,I-9)haveclearlyestablishedanextraterrestrialoriginforsomeofthe
material. However,the coIlectlonsurfacesalsocontainsome particlesof natural
terrestrialorigin(terrestrialcontaminationnatural,TCN)andsomeexoticmaterials.
The exoticparticlesincludealuminumoxide spheres(AOS),metallicspherulesor
Irregularfragmentsrich In titaniumorcopper,andspheres(mostcommonly)of a high-
Iron alloy containinglesseramountsof chromium,nickel,magnesium,vanadium,
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aluminumand silicon. The non-AOSexotic particles are prov|ston@11yclassified as
man-madecontaminants (terrestrial contamination artt_4Ctal, TCA). The "contamt-
nation"-term is used primarily to indicate a non-cosmicorigin.

Natural contaminants (TCN particles) include fragments of quartz, feldspar, clay,
carbonatemtnerals andvolcantc ash. Prior to flight, both wing andpylon surfaces are

wet-wiped to removeadhering particles. However,a Cawparticles from the. runwayorfrom the lower atmospheremay tomporartly cling to wing or pylon surfaces Someof
these particles mayblow free w_n the collectors are deployed in the stratosphere and
be caught by the collectors, in contrast, volcantc ashcan be collected dtrect|y from
the stratosphere after major eruptions. For example,the March/April 1982eruptions of
E1Chichontn Mextcoinjected a large volumeof ash into the stratOsphere_sameof which
wascollected during two separate missions flown in April/Hay andJuly/August of 1982.

Thealuminumoxide spheres(AOS)are rocket exhausteffluent producedby the oxidation
of aluminumpowderthat is usedas a fuel additive in solid-fuel boosters. Collections
(10) madewith a U-2 aircraft flown through the exhaust plume of a Titan launch
documentedtwo of the eight spheremorphologiesthat we see in the present collection
(11-12). The reasons for the different spheremorphologiesand the s|ight chemical
variations revealed by our studies are pot well understoodandpresent an opportunity
for additional research.

Becausethe primary purposeof our programis to collect andcurate cosmicdust, very
1title effort has been devoted to the exotic spherules andmetal fragments. Someof

i these particles maycomefrom the operations of the aircraft but the alloy spheresare
! most probablyablationproductscreatedby orbitaldebrisre-enterln9the Earth's
i atmosphere.
!

Surveyof Possible Orbital Debris Samples

It is beyondthe scopeof this paper to discuss the fu11 implications of the various
particle types in the JSCCosmicDust Collection. However,a brief review of someof
the particles in the collection will illustrate the types of micrometer-sized matertal
that might damagea spacecraft. Accordingly, wehavecompileddata pagesfor particles
representing the natural "cosmic" andman-madepopulations, respectively. Eachdata
page includes an SEMsecondary-electron imageanda whole-particle, raster-scanned EOS
spectrum. In addition, other observable properties are summarizedas follows:

Size !micrometers): two principal dimensionsas seen in SENimage.Shape. E (equidimensional), I (irregular), S (spherical).
Transparency: 0 (opaque), T (transparent!, TL (translucent).
Color: self-explanatory; Ok (dark), Lt(11ght).
Luster: 0 (dull), M (metallic), SM(submetallic), SV (subvttreous),

V (vitreous).
Type: AOS (alumin.m oxidesphere),C (cosmicdust),TCA (terrestrial

contamination,artificial),TCN (terrestrialcontamination,natural).

it shouldbe notedthat insomeof theEDSspectra,thepeak labeled"CU"may include
contributions from both sampleand instrument. During analysis, stray electrons induce
copper x-radiation from someSEMinternal parts tO produce a "CU" artifact peak.
However, someTCAparticles yield EDSspectra with suchintense "CU" peaks that copper

t indigenous to the sampleparticles is strongly indicated.
/!
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Figures I through 4 provide examplesof four dffferent types of cosmtcdust p_rttcles.
Figures 5 through 11 Illustrate someof the shapesand surfaces observedon alumtnum

_ oxide spheres co]iected from the atmosphere. Figure 12 ts a size-frequency histogram
of the AOS. The 5 micrometer data ts biased toward |ow abundancesboth by aircraft
collector eff|ctency andby the analyst Selectively ptck]ng larger part]cles from the
collection surface for analys|s. Cons|daring this b|as, the plots of catalog data
Indtcate that some17 precent of the AOScOllect]on is twtce the d|ameter, henceetght
times the mass, as prev]ously reported for alumtnumox|de Spheres(10).

Figures 13 through 25 Illustrate someof the particles we cons]dec to be Terrestrial
ContaminationArtificial (TCA)particles. Theseparticles haveelemental compositions
that are different from cosm|c dust and "natural contaminants". They most 11kely
represent atrcraft or spacecraft debr]s; someof the spheres probably represent
explosion debrts or ablation products from largermasses reentering the atmosphere.
Addit|onally, the elemental compositionsof someof the TCAparticles mayprey|de clues
to the compositionsof hardwareor alloys used]n somespacecraft. Figure 26 ts a stze
frequency histogram of the TCAparticles. The 9reatest abundanceof particles is,
again, in the 5 to 15 micrometer size range, but it is _9ntficant to note that

:- individual particles up to 35 micrometers havebeencollected in the stratosphere and
:.. maybe expected to occur tn Earth orbit.

i_ Conclusions

Th_ JSCcosmicdust collection contains samplesof at least three classes of material
i_, thatmay presentsome hazardto extendedspacecraftoperationsin near-Earthorbit:

(1) micrometeorites/cosmtc dust, (2) aluminumoxide spheres (AOS), and (3) alloy _I
i:I

:. spherules and fragments (TCA).

!_ A morecompleteanalysis of the types and sizes of cosmicdust particles mayprovide a
better understanding of the natural particulate environment. In addition, further

ij

_ analyses of AOSand TCAsamplesmayprovide additional information on the manmade
- Earth-orbital debris pOpulatiOn.

!,

!_ i _

!
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,i Figure I - SampleH101/B3. Type:Cosmic

:_ Thts parttcle ts classified as cosmtc because of Its merphology and elemental
• composition.Theparttcle ts composedof a fragtle aggregateof t'oufldedgratnsranging

tn size from a few hundred angstroms to several micrometers t_ dtamter that ere
r combtned to form an open and porous mass. EOS ana1_sts of selected areas tndtcate that

_ the larger greths are pyroxenes. The "AU" and "PD" peaks tn the EOS spectrum are

_ .! artifacts of the gold-palladium coattng applted to the perttcle prtor to SEN analysts.
, t
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Ftgure 3 - SampleW?OITA6. Tvn_ Cosm4c

This particle is classtf,. _smtc based on its content ?¢ Fe, Hi, and S. Its
morphologyt_ attributable , ,, _ltion from a larger mass. Hor_ detailed analysisof
similar particlesindicates that the surface of the sphere shoul_ be magnetite (Fe304)
which mantles an 1ran-sulfur-rich core.
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, Figure 4 - 5ampl_W7017C2, Type: Cosmic

. ))i Thts particle is classified as cosmic based on the EOSelemental _nalysis, and to a• ii

_,. lesser degree, morphology. Although the elemental composition is not a goodmatch to
i; our usual mineral standards_ a high-calcium pyroxene ts the most probable source

.... ,, material. The spherical shape indicates a previous molten state, perhaps as an
_ i ablationdropletfrom a largermass.
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{ ,'.' Ftgure 5 - Sample W7017_9. Type: Alumtnum Oxtde Sphere (AOS)

. The classification as an AOS is based on morphology and the dominant aluminum peak in
, , the EDSspectrum, The EDStechnique does not identify elements lighter than sodium so
.... the composition as an oxide, carbide, nitrtde, etc., is incompletely known from the
• ., preliminary examinattol_ data. Some 14 percent of the AOS analyzed to date have the

,- " ;I concentric-circular ("target") morphology exhibited here. The feature is probably
formed by bunched growth lines or "growth steps" on the surface of the sphere during

' .i:i crystallization..Theconditionsnecessaryto formthis surfacemorphologyarenotwell
", :i understood at this time.
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o,.... : Ftgure 6 - $_ple _7017C12, Type' AlumtnumO_tde Sphere(AOS) !

) _) Thls classification ts basedon the spheremorphologyandthe tntense aluminumpeak tn
_',!!i'i.?i the IEDSspectrum. As shownhere° not all AOSparticles have perl_ect spherical shapes; i

_: i somehave beenquench(_dwith somedistortion of shape. This specimenappearsto be two
particles that stuck together whtle both were sttll plastic; the groove marks the
collision boundary. The "target" patterns (see Ftg. 51 terminate at the groove

_ ' _ _ r'' } boundary;the flat area mayrepresent the partial developmentof a crystal face. About
_:' ;i 14 percent ot the AOScollection appears to con._tst of such multiple-component
._i" i part, tcles.
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11 1

i.:,: Figure 7 - Sample H/OIlDS. Type: AluminumOxide Sphere (AOS)

!i Thts classification is based on the particle morphology and the intense aluminum peak
.... in the EDS spectrum. Approxlmately25 percentof the AOS particlesanalyzed to date

have a varl_.tlonnf the "brain" texture exhibited here, Approxlmate_y [l
_i percentof the collectlonhas the coarse "brain"texturepicturedhere whereas some 8

' perc,,nt of the collection has a much finer "brain" texture. The origin and conditions
_ necessary for thts forr,_ation are not understood at this time. The "brain" texture is

1 _ sugge_tlveof multicrysta]lineinteriors.
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Ftgure 8 - Sample I_/OXTFI. Type: Aluminum Ox|de Sphere (AOS)

_., Tne AOSclassification ts based on the spherical shape and elemental composition of the
'_' p_rttcle. Smooth spheres represent the most common morphology among the AOS's,

___/ comprising some29 percent of the col lection analyzed to date. An additional 26 percentof theAOS'shavea sl|ght surface roughness. Thlsparticle is unique in the collection
- _, i ex_tned to date and provtdes an indication of the lower end of the A05 size _ange. The

. i; protuberance is formed by a sphere about 1.5 micrometers in diameter that stuck on the
, s_de of the larger sphere. Both particles were sufficiently plasttc to fuse together

_. ii but rigid enough to mostly retain their spherical shapes,

i:. :'
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'i:I'I° ii Ftgure 9 - 5ampleN;tO2,E3. Type: AtumtnumOx,de Sphere (AOS)

°,' _ Identification ts based on morphologyand the dominant alumtnumpeak in the EDS
_"¢_, ! spectrum. ThemostcommonAOSshapets the spherebut 5 percent of the AOScollection

_. _ ts composedof prelate ellipsoids. Mhenthts shape is observed the most common
,;_. _!_ attendant surface morphologyts the coarse "brain" texture showntn Figure 7.
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Ftgure 10 - SalnpleWlOZgG12. i'ype: AlumtnumOxide Sphere(AOS)

C1assiflcationis basedon morphologyand the dominantalumlnumpeak in the EDS
: _ spectrum. The most commonAOS shapeIs the sphere,which Is consistentwith the
"" oxldatlvemelt_ngofalumlnumpartlciesIntheexhaustof thesoildfuelrockets.This

AO5ts the only parttcle foundto date that ts neither a basic spherenor a rare prolate
ellipsoid. This particle mayrepresent two particles that _artially fused together or
a spherethatwas chippedandthenpartlallyremelted.

ii
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":* i Figure 12

_".' :: Size distribution of aluminumoxide spheresremovedfrom cosmicdust collection flags
_-i.._ g7017 and W7029. Eachflag contains several times the numberof spheres represented

_" _ here. The flags were flown on separate WB-57Fmtsstonsover Central andNorth America
_-_..... at an altttude of 60,000 feet. 97017 accumulated45 hours exposure from July 7 to
_X_ i September15, 1981 whereasW7029accumulated35 hours fromSeptember15 to December2,

:' :i 1981,
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:! Figure 13 - Sample W701?og. Type: Terrestrial Contamination Artificial (TCA) i

_) The TCA classification is based on the non-cosmic (and unlikely mineralogical)
elemental compositionof the particle. The copper peak is probably stray x-radlatlon i

i_ from the instrument,the gold peak isfrom the Au-Pd coatingthat was sputteredonto the
SEM mount to preventcharging. The particle has a rough, somewhatporous surfacemade

! up of smallerroundedparticles. The dark color and dull lustercould be used to argue
• "'! for its identificationas a corrosion or rust fragment

:i
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Figure 14 - Sample NiOlTBtl. Type: TCA/AOS/AI'/?

The classification as TCA/AOS is suggested by the elemental composition but the
combinedmorphology/composition does not fit either class well. Someparticles rich in
alumtnum have minor amounts of other elements present (e.g., Hg, St, S, Ca, Tt, Fe, Nt
and Cu). Such particles have been called AI.prtme (Al') particles by some investi-
gators to differentiate them from alumtnum oxide spheres. Controversy stillexists as
to the cosmic or contamination origin of these particles. The height of the copper peak
cannot be totally attributed to stray x-radtatio,t so that somecopper is probably

; <'" indigenous to the particle. The rough grainy surface does not appear to be porous.
F:
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RBI
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i .i.

=,'_ Ftgure 15 . Sample W701708. Type: Terrestrial Contam|natton Artificial (TCA)

; The TCA classification ts based on parttcle morphology and compostt_on. The rough !,
.',+ s,,rface, irregular shape, and opacity prohtb_t an AOScla'_,stftcatton even though the _'

i 'i:i -ompos_tton is correct. The black color and submetalltc to metallic luster of the

! ._i_ particle would tndtcate a fragment of alumtnum metal, perhaps debrts from an atrcreft
i i or a parttcle of unburned rocket solid-fuel additive.
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Figure 16 - Sample W/OI/EI2. Type: TCAITCNIA]'/?

The amblgiousclassificationis caused by the unusualcompositionand color. The high
aluminum abundance and the sphericalshape would argue for an AOS classificationbut
the presence of Si, Ca, Cr, Mn, Fe and perhapsCu make this categoryunacceptable. The
combinationof AI, Si, _nd Ca woutd suggestperhaps a TCN originbut the Cr, Mn, Fe, and
Ti abundancesmore favorablymatch thoseof ametal alloy. Althoughthe sphericalshape
ismost easilyexplainedby anablatlonorigin,the rough surfacecou;d be used to argue
for an abrasion origin.
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81ack D/SM

Figure 17 - Sample WTOtTGB. Type: Terrestrta| Contamination Art4flc|al (TCA)?

The spherical shape can be explained as an ablation product although the composition is
best explained as an altered or oxidized stainless steel. The surface of the sphere is
rough but the individual particles on the surface appear to be rounded. A|though the

__.... i surface is rough the part|cle does not appear to be porous.
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Ftguro 10 - SampleH/OITGIO. Type: TePrestrtel Contamination Artificial (TCA)?

The composition is best explained as an alteration or ablation product of stainless
_teel mixed with aluminum. The parttcle morphologycould be interpreted as a small
_phere fused to a larger sphere. The surfoce Is f'oughandpitted but porosity doesnot

!: ii appear to extend to any significant depth.
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Figure 19 - Sample W/O29A[5, Type: TerrestrialContaml_atlonArtlflclal (TCA)

...." The compositionof the particle is best understoodas that of an aircraftcomponent.
-_".:i The particle ismainlycopperwith minor amountsof Zn, SI, and AI. The black color and
I. sub_talllc luster argues for a metal fragment and not an oxide. Additionally,the i

particle appears to be sheared or pulled but without evidence of melting.
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Figure ZO - Sample NTO29BT. Type: Terrestrial Contamination Artificial (TCA)?

The unusual compositionindicates a man-made originalthough it might also be explained
,.: as futile (TiO?), a rare accessory mineral in some meteorites. The spherical shape
i sugge,_ts an earlier molten state, perhaps formed by ablation. The shape combined with
! the titanium composition can be Interpreted as material eroded from a solid rocl_et fuel

liner or as ablation material from a re-enterlng spacecraft.
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' Figure 2_ - Sample HTozgGI3, Type: Terrestrial Contamtnat]on Artificial (TCA)

,,i : The composition of the particle suggests a man-made alloy, The spltertcal shape ts

). perhaps best explained as an ablatior_ product, The surface is cracked and it appea_s
that a bubble has broken through to the surface of the sphere in one area,

[= _..!

r I :i
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' : Figure 23 - SampleHTOZgH6 Type: Terrestr4al ContaminationArttft¢tlll (TCA)
. t .

i This classification ts chosenbecauseof the composition. _htch Is stmtlar to some
; _i:!:i_ i: stainless steels, and becauseof the l_ck of commonmeteorite mtnerals wtth th_s
_.;_:,_ _ composition. The spherical shape tncltcates an Initially molten phase. The black
..... i' color, meta111c luster and rough surface are coflsistent w'ith sn ablatton ortg_n.
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Figure 24 - SampleW7029J3. Type: Terrestr|al ContaminationArtificial (TCA)? !

The TCA classification is selected because of the unusual copper-rich composttiOh and
large size of the particle. Onecould select some of the lower intensity peaks from the
EDS spectrum and argue for a partial cosmic component; the presence of both a !

i translucent and an opaque phase would support such a argument. However, the high copper
content forces the TCA classification at the present level of characterization.
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i Figure 25 - Sample H7028A5, Type: Terrestrial Contam4natton Art_ftC|al (TCA)?

lhe TCA classification was chosen because of th_ unusual sulfur-rich composition of the
• particle. The full significance of the particle cannot be evaluated until some

" additional work h_s bee,t completed, This particle was broken from a larger curved,
• opaque and metallic particle that remains on the collection surface unanalyzed at this

time, However, the origin of a metal particle with beads of sulfur on its surface Is
"_ difficult to explain,
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i Impacts on Explorer 46 from an garth Orbiting Population

DonaldJ. Kessler

• NASA/JOhnsonSpaceCenter

Abstract

:: Explorer46 was launchedIntoEarthorbitIn August 19711to evaluatethe
: effectivenessof usingdouble-wallstructuresto protectagainstmeteoroids.
" This paper reex_mlnesthe data from the MeteorOidBumper Exper ment on
:lit Explorer46 and concludesthat most of the impactsorglnatedfrom an Earth

=_::'. orbitingpopulation.The probablesourceof thls orbitingpopulationiS solid
-L;; rocketmotorsfiredIn Earthorbit.
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Introduction

It has long been known that meteoroid damage to spacecraft could be
reduced by using a double-wall _tructure tnstOad of a _ingle°wall. However,
because of the difficulty of reproducing the htgh meteocoid velocities in the
laboratory, the exact efficiency of the double-wall stcucturo wa_ not known.
The Heteoroid Bumper Experiment, flown On Explorer 46, was designed to
determine this efficiency by comparing the penetration rate on its double=wall
structure to the penetration rate on earlier, stngle.-,wall _pacocraft sensors.

Thts paper will reexamine the data obtained from the Meteoroid Bumper 'q
:t Experiment. It wtll show that the distribution of sensors which were

penetrated is totally consistent with an Earth orbiting population, whereas
the probability of interplanetary meteOrOids causing this distribution is
extrenely small. In addition, manyof the impacts occurred Just after a solid
rocket motor was fired tn space, suggesting this may be the primary source of
these impacts.

Description of Experiment

' An excellent description of the Meteoroid Bumper Experiment and the data• i

tt obtained is given by Humes (1981), The description is sufficiently
':-' detailed to allow an independent evaluation of the data. For convenience,

someof that description will be reproduced here. Explorer 46 was launched _n
August 13, 1972 tnto an orbit of 490 km by 815 km with an inclination of 38_.
Figure 1 shows the satellite as it was deployed tn orbit. The bumper
experiment consisted of g6 pressurized cells. Once a cell was penetrated, the
pressure loss was recorded and it was no longer Sensitive to penetration.
Each cell had a wall thickness of 50 pm, and was "protected" by a 25 _m thick il
bumper, as shown tn figure 2. Figure 3 shews the rate that these cells were
penetratedafter launch. Humes comparesthe resuitingaverage flux in figure _I

_, 4 with the rate obtained by previous stngle wall Satellite experiments. He ili
concludesthat the meteoroidbumper provides as much protectionas a single- 'i

wa]] structurewhich iS 6.9 times thicker than the total thickness of the _il
, double-wall ....

Description of a So td Rocket Motor Exhaust Product

Solid rOcket motors have been studied by NASA for the purpose of
: improving engine performance, determining the effects on the stratosphere, and l!

detemintng the safe ignition distance from the Space Shuttle. However, no li
detailed analysis has ever been performed on the effects of these rockets on
near-Earth orbital space. It is known that 34_ of the rocket's exhaust I
products are Ai203 particulates. Most of these particulates are between O.1 I
and IO um in diameter. However, particles larger than IO0 pm have been i
observed from some rockets, it is likely that particles of this stze and I

larger only originate from older, cooler burning engines, where A1203 slag has
been Observed to condense on the rocket motor nozzel. Late in the burn this
slag could chip off, producing the larger particles.

Solid rocket motors fired tn space and used in the early lgiO's consisted
; of the Delta 3rd stage and the Scout 4th stage. The Delta 3rd stage produces i

350 kgm of A1203, and the Scout 4th stage produces 93 kgm. Sometimes smaller
solid rocket motors were attached to payloads and used to place that payinad
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i_ in its final orbit. L_rg_r solid rocket motors _re now being rele_ed by the
Space Shuttle and u_ed to place Shuttle payload_ into higher orb|ts.

L

A f{r_t-approximatton would lead One to conclude that mo_t, ff not _11,
of the AI _ would have non-orbital trajectories since tt t_ ejected from the
rocket tn the opposite direction as the rocket moVo_. HowovOr, thorO are
frequently condltton_ where much, tf not most, of the AI_O_ would eematn In
orbtt. This Ls especially true for the larger particulates, which are ejected
at lOWer velocities and are lo_S affected by atmospheric drag, ¢ondttion_
which would leave a larger percentage of particulates tn orbit er'o: ([) the
rocket ;s required to dtssipoto energy by an out-ofoplane burn. $tnco _olld

,, rocket motors cannot be shut down until the fuel ts exhausted, such a burn is
frequently required in order to place the payload in the correct orbit. (2)
The Pocket is required to perform a plane change. (3) The rocket _a{|_. The
most commonfailure causes the rocket to tumble. (4) The payload is placed fn
a high orbit. Toward the end of such a burn, the ejected particles wt11
9o into Eartn orbit.

Possible Interaction of Soltd Rocket Hotor Particulates to Explorer 46 Data _

i:.: i The Heteorofd Bumper Experiment was calibrated in th_ laboratory by Humes
• : (1981) at velocities between 2 km/sec and 7 kndsec. Between velocities 4

km/sec and 7 km/sec, the projectile mass, wht_n Just penetrated the structure 'i
,_ was about 9 x 10 -7 gm, or a 75. m diameter A1203 particle. KesSler (1978) Ii

calculated an average collision veloctty for orbiting objects of 10 km/sec, u
i_ However, relative to a spacecraft with a 38" Inclination, the average veloctty d

would be closer to 7 km/sec, so that the laboratory calibrations have a direct /:_ application to orbiting objects, i,,!
,,im

Since little is knownabout the numberof particles of this size produced
by the rockets used during this period, it Is Impossible to model wtth

i:__ precision the effect of Soltd rockets on the experiment. The possibility that
there may be an effect ts suggested by the following: (1) Only 5 kgm of A1203
particles, 75 _m Jn diameter and distributed between 490 and 815 km altttude
ts required to account for the average Surface area flux of 5 x 10_ /m2-sec i
measured by the experiment. (See Kessler, 1981 for calculattonal technique).
This represents between 1% and 6% of the A1203 produced by a stngle rocket
firtng. (2) Ourtng the 900-day data period, 20 solid rocket motors were fired i
in low Earth orbit. (3) The orbttal lifetime of particles which pass through _
the altitude range of Explorer 46 ts a function of various parttcle orbttal }

. parameters, solar activity conditions, and geomagnetic conditions. However, {
the ltfetlme of 75 .m particles tn ctrcuiar orbit during average conditions
range f_om about a week (at 490 km) to a year (at 8i5 km).

There is evidence to suggest that other experiments, designed to detect
meteoroids, also sampled particulates from solid rocket motorS. A meteoroid
impact expertment_ deployed out of the anti-solar a|r lock and on the Apollo
telescope mount on Skylab, was returned to Earth for examination (See Hallgren
eL al., [976). In addition, the Apollo windows from Skylab 4 were removed and
examined for meteoroid impacts. (See Clanton, eL ale 1980). In both cases,
the hypervelocity pits were examined under a scanning electron microscope, and
discovered to contain a large amount of aluminum. Hht|e aluminum is a common

:.: element, it has never been found to be the on!y detectable element In
meteoroids as was observed tn these pits. in addition, the ptts on the

(
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wlndQws showed the un.sual chacac[eP of cantalntno an "alum3aum 1tear". Such
liner h_s no_ h_-n observed in meL_oPQidpiL_ re, rid on P_t,rned lun_P pock_.

_oOx_In_t.ton of fIP,t_orold i].m_r Experiment Oot_a

Th_ first bt_t thor l;ho oxperlmo_nl;may have m(_a,_urod_emothlaO other I;h_n
meteoroid_ ts _oon In figun_ 3, whore ,_overal large increa_e_tn flux can be
observed around 25, 45, ')40, and 500 days after launch. Table I contains a

, ltst of solid rocket motors ftrod during this period. Throe of th_ flux
:: Increases Immediately follow solid rocket f_r|ngs. However, tf there tS a

cause and ef'l_ect relationship, then the average flux measured for some
arbitrary ttme after each solid rocket motor firing should be higher than the
average flux when there has boon no soltd rocket firing. To test this

", possibility, the number of penetrations occurring 20 days after a solid rocket
• i!'

,_, firing were counted and thts flux wag then compared to the flux resulting
_ from penetrations which occurred more than 20 days after a solid rocket

,i.I firing. The 20-day period was arbttrar,tly chosen to satisfy the following
_ criteria:(1) The IntervalIs long enough to a11ow for orbit plane pr,ocesslons

orbits. (2) The Interval Is short'enough that there are sufficient periods of
remaining time of "no solid rocket firings".

During the 900 days of Explorer' 46 data taking, there were 331 days which__,
=__ were within 20 days after a solid rocket motor ftrtn9 In space. Outing these

331 days, 24 penetrations were recorded, for an event rate of O.073/day. The

95_ confidence Interval event rate would lte between O.047/day and O,106/day.The remaining 569 days represent a period which Ghould be less affected by
solid rocket motor firings. There were 27 penetrations during this period,

-M leadtng to an event rate o_ O.047/day, with 95_ confidence between O.03I/day/',

-<< and O.06g/day. Since the event rate Just after solid rocket ftrtngs ts
higher, and since the measL,_redrate of one group ts at, or Just outside of,

_' the 95_ confidence rate of the other group, one can conclude that there ts a
95% probability that the larger event rate was due to solid rocket motor
firings Hhile this probability may not be impressive, It ts highly ,,
suggestive of a solid rocket motor origin for these Impacts.

If this is true, then why are thet, e no large flux Increases after day 600
tnto the mission-espec|ally when nearly half of the solid r,Ocket motor firings

7 '"

- take place during this period? One possibility ts that either new operating
procedures or new rocket motor designs ejected fewer large particulates tnto
the altitude range of Explorer 46. Nhtle this may be a contributing
possibility, a closer examination of the data not only reveals another cause,
it also reveals a stronger argument that the ExplOrer 46 penetrations were
mostly Earth orbiting objects. The additional cause, as will be discussed
below, ts that nearly 70_ of the penetration cells which were sensitive to an
orbiting population were penetrated by day 600 of the mission.

Direction of Impacts

_ Explorer 46 was placed into orbit with no preferred orientation, nor withI

_, any sensors to determine its orientation. If the spacecraft were randomly
_ ii tumbling, then any sensor on the spacecraft would have the same probability
i:
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::_ per unit.ar_a Qf pen_Lratlon. Th_ flux on any _et of identical_onsor__hould

_; then ht_.th_ _ame, regardle_ Qf the directionof the impactingpartlcle_,

_iI' Another pO_ibillty i_ that any initialt.mbllng wa_ ,_uffi_lently_mall
_ that it wa._qulcklydamped o.t, The on1_,stable orlerltatlonof the ,_l_a_¢raft
_) would h_ wit:hro_peGt to the Earth, becomln_l61ravlty-9radlent_tahillzedand not

ii the more ma._siw, centralaxis of the _pacocraftpolntln9toward the center ofEarth. The velocity vector of any objlect_orbltln9 at thi_ altitude_lustbe
in a plane which i_ nearly parallel to the Earth'_ _urfac(_,or ol_e they weald
run into the Earth. Therefore, E_rth orbiting obJ_ct_ would most likely
tmpac_ surface_ perpendicular to the Earth's surface, and not impact surface,_
paralle1 to the Earth's surface. Meteoroids, on the other hand, as part of
the interplanetary environment, impact the surface of the Earth at all angles.
Even a htghly directional me_eOroid Stream, when averaged ever the entire
surface of the Earth, shows random impact angles. Therefore, any sensor
moving above the Earth's surface and keeping the same orientation with respect
to the Earth, wlll also experlence a _ear random dlrectionality from
meteoroids. The oniy directionfrom which meteoroidscannot originate is from
the Earth. The effect of this Earth shielding is to reduce the number of
impacts by about 1/2 for both parallel and perpendicular surfaces to the
Earth'ssurface.

A look at the detailed data _iven by Hume reveals that certain Sets of
sensors experienceda much higher flux than others,making it highly unlikely
that the spacecraftwas randomlytumbling. In fact, of the 51 impacts,43 of
them were on surfacesmost sensitiveto orbiting objectson a gravity-gradient
stabilized spacecraft. A reason that there is not as strong a time
correlationwith solid rocketmotor firing after 600 days then becomesclear -
the spacecraft sensor area for orbiting particles had been significantly
reduced from 13.3 square meters at the beginningof the data taking to only
4.7 square meters at the end. The correspondingarea loss on the.sensors
perpendicularto these sensorswas from 5.9 sq. meters to 4.1 sq. meterS.

The significantlyhigher flux measured by the Sensors perpendicularto
the Earth's surfacecompared to those in parallel orientationis clearlyshown
in figure 5. To obtain figure 5, the flux was calculated from 3 consecutive -,

_.i impacts (i.e. 2 consecutivetime intervals)on the twO sets of sensors. Thus,

I "J _ll ' _ the flux for penetrationpoint "n" iS Fn = 21An (tn+l -tn-I ) where An is

_,_ the area exposed at time t , and t n_ - t n+l is the time interval between:x, penetrationpoint n-I and n+_. This ux was plotted as a functionof time in
)i':',) figure 5. Notice that during the first 50 da_s of the mission, both sets of
_-i:i sensors measured a flux in excess of I x 10"_ impacts/mZ-day. However, for
_'_:, the next 850 days, the flux levels are dramaticallydifferent. The flux on
:....=_ the perpendicularsurfaces are alwa_(slarger than the flux on the parallel
i; surfaces, averaging about 5 x10"_ impacts/m_ -day, compared to IxIO"'_
_;: impacts/m_ day for the parallel surfaces. While the large increasesin flux
! ;_

i ,.;;_ do appear to have some time correlationwith the solid rocket firing also
IL !. shown in figure 5, random variationscan be expected to cause similar flux
_° ;_ increasesbased on only 3 data points. Therefore, the differences in the
i"i_" averageflux is much more significantthan the large flux increases.

i: iii
_ ' An additionaldirectionalityfeature for the flux measured by Explorer46Y (i

V' "T'!
! ";i was pointed out by Humes ([98[) and is shown in figure 6. Humes noted that
Y_,'. "for long periods of time during the experiment, ...penetrationsoccurred
,i il

! _:t_:_.....
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_Imost exclu_lwly In elthep the f_lly deployed wings or the partially
deployed wing_, .,, However, attempts to dt_cover the orbit distribution of
the meteoroids that woulA have produced the observed Pesu]t_ have been
dnsuccessfu1." %f [xplOPer 46 wore gPav|ty-oradtent stabtllXed and not
sp;nnln9 op _plnntng Very slowly, around the axts pointtnO toward the Earth,

an [arth erbittnO popu|ation flux ¢0,Id wil) be directional around this axt_.Thi_ d|rectionality t_ mostly a function of tile tmpactin9 partt¢l_5* oebttal
Inclination and the--point of lnter_ectlon of tt_ orbtt wtth [xplor_P 4G, Most
of the expected tmpatt directions would be nearly perpendicular tO the
[xploror 46 velocity v_ctor. Thus, regardless of whether the detected
particles were from a stn91e rocket ftrtno a few days earller (i.e. octtng
ltke a meteor' stream), oP were from several firings months earlier (i.e., p_rt
of an Earth orblti.n9 background flux), the resulting flux would also be htghly
directional around the axts pointed toward Earth as Humesobserved.

ProbabtlttEMthat Hoasurements Resulted from RandOmVariation
i

It is useful to explore the possibility that Explorer 46 detected only a ,i
natural meteoroid envirOnment, and that all of the observed variations from
the "average meteoroid flux" were the result of random variations from that _
average. If so, then one can ask what ts the probability that the observed i+
variation would randomly occur. Or, to state It another way, given some

,: average meteoroid flux, how many Explorer 46 satellites would one have to fly
before one of them would show both a ttme correlatiOn and a directionality at

: least as great as that measured by Explorer 46. Although an accurate answer
is vefy difficult, a few conservative assumptions leads tO the conclusiOn that
this probability ts very low, and that the observed variations are not the
result of randomvariations.

To compute this probability, let P i be the probability that meteoroid
random flux increases would occur Just after soltd rocket motor firings, P2 be
the probability that the sensors beiteved to be perpendicular to the Earth'S
surface would be penetrated mope often than the sensors parallel to the
Earth's surface, and P 3 be the probability that penetrations would occur
almost exclusively tn either the fully deployed or partially deployed wtng_
for long periods to time. Then the probability of all three of these events
occurring iS P = PIP2P3.

An accurate calculation of P I would include a determination of which
rocket firings were most likely to cause a flux increase, and take into
account the very large flux observed after some firings. However, one can
conservatively assume that all are equaliy Itkelyo and compare the flux Just
after a ftHng to the flux when there were no firings, as was done earlier in

.. this paper. The result of this analysis is that Pl = 0.05.

P2 ts essentially the probability of measuring 43 or more penetrations on
the perpendicular surfaces, and 8 or less penetrations on the parallel
surfaces, Assuming a potsson distribution gtv_ thts probability, tf the
average flux ts known. Since the average flux ts unknown, the conservative

.. assumption ts made that this flux ts such to gtve the maximumprobability for
P2. A small computer program was written to calculate P_ under various
assu_ed values for the average flux. It was found that a flux rate Of 3.8
penetrattons/m_-900 days gave a maximumP_ = 3.2 x lO"_ . Any other average

flux gives even smaller values of P2"
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: The value ef P3 ts difficult to calculate correctly. However, by making
c_n_ervatlve assumptions, a maximumvalue can be obtained. A look at fiqure 6

_;_., shOw_ that there are G periods of time when either the partially deployed or
.... fully deployed _ltngs were impacted at least 6 consecutive times. A Monte-
> Carlo model wa,_ constructed to Took for similar patterns in a data set of 51
, impacts. Out of 104 runs, none came close to having this pattern. However,

it was co_cluded that there ts a 0.03 probability of having 3 periods of
at least 6 consecutive tmpacts or a O.IG probability of having 2 periods of

: . at least 6 coflse(:uttve impacts. Thus, the probability of fi periods must be
below 0.0045. The value of P3 would be far below O.O04G if tt were required
that the periods of consecutive impacts be periodic and alternate between the
partially deployed and fully deployed wings an they do tn figure G. However,

_ to be conservative, I w111 adopt P3 = 4.5 x 10TM .

- : The value of P ts the product of PI P2 and P_., or then 7 x 10"8; that is
_ one would have to fly at least 14 x 106 Explorer 46 spacecraft before random

variations of meteoroid impacts would produce the time and directional
, distributions that one would expect to see on an average spacecraft which was ,_

_ sensitive to particulates from solid rocket motors fired in space.

_iIII! ] structuresimplicatt°nSagalnstt°ExplorerMeteorolds46Objective: Effectiveness of ustn 9 Double-Wal1
! If only a few of the penetrations measured by Explorer 46 were due to

:,_-ii meteoroids,then its double-wall structure must have been much more effective
_ _', tn protecting a9atnst meteoroids than Humesconcluded. Figure 4 illustrates
_ the technique used by NumeS to obtain the "effeCtive thickness" of his

; experiment. However, from the analysis presented here, the actual meteoroid
__ flux is most accuratelyrepresentedby the 4 impactson the surfaces parallel

to the Earth's surface between 50 and 900 days after launch. This measured
;_ flux is about 1.2 x 10-8 /m2-sec. Consequently, the effective single sheet
__i; thickness ts about doubled from Hume's analysis, or about 13 times the
_: combtned thickness of the double-walled structure. These results clearly only

_,_ _ apply to the high meteoroid velocitles. At the lower velocities of Earth
,.: orbiting objects (approx. 7 km/sec) laboratorytests have shown double-walls
:._ to be much less effective.
?

-_ Comparisonof EXpllOrer 48 Debris Data with Proposed DeSi.gnCriteria

i_ It is instructive to compare this measured debris flux with debris
predictionS. The number of impactson the perpendicularsurfaces is 43. The

_i_ surfaceaverage area on these surfaceswas 9 met2 , and exposurewas 900 days,
-,c_ leadlngto an average surface area flux of l.g impactsper m2-yr. If these

surface areas were oriented In directionsmost sensitiveto orbiting debris,
_:.... their cross-sectlonaland surface areas are about the same. However, aS is
- concludedfrom figure 6, about I/2 of the time a particularset of sensors is
i not oriented in the most sensitive direction. Consequently, the average flux

_: on a cros_- sectional area is about double this, or 3.8 impacts per
cross-section mZ-yr. This compares tO the predicted flux of 0.0075 cm deb¢is

i particles in 1995 of ot_ly 0.I per cross-sectlona_ m_-yr at 800 km, as
-:_,._ presented in the earlier paper "Proposed Design rlteria". Obviously
:_ _' unmodelled sources can be very important
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TAflLE ! i

SOLID ROCKETMOTORSFIRED IN SPACEOUR|NGTHE EXPLOREI_46 MISSION

i %:

Ttme from International Rocket Final Orbit of Rocket

Launch Designat|nn peP_gee,km apogee,km it_cl, de9.

O 1972-61B Scout* 490 815 38

_:'i 20 1972-698 Scout 738 843 90.1 _t,,

_ 41 1972-73C Oelta 246 247125 28.8 il

-" '_: 94 1912-918 _cOut 430 594 1.9

:'_ : L01 1972-928 Scout 244 1168 9). 1

_:i_ 125 1972-1008 Scout 224 859 96.9

_:_: 251 1973-23C De! ta 215 36508 29.5

_._: 302 1913-39B Oel_.a 182 390244 29.1

_ 439 1973-78D Oelta 197 228809 28.8 _;

_ 555 1974-98 Scout 233 889 2.g )!:
=:,__ 574 1974-138 Scout 713 917 97.8 i

:-_ i 609 1974-22C DelLa 202 36143 24.7 [

638 1974-13D Delta 182 32950 24.5 :

_ 660 1974-408 Scout 337 794 _,?.7 ,_ '

•:-; 703 1974-r_58 Scout 220 872 g7.4 _ i

748 1914-70B S('out 25g 117! 98.0
• I

789 !914- 75C De1t a 227 36313 24.8 1
I

194 !974-778 Scout 504 550 2,9 ]

833 1914-94E OeI t:a 176 36854 24.5 ,

• 859 1974-101G Delta 40q 38204 12.8

: * tl_ed to put I_xplorer 46 into orbit.

• ,. j
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Detail

II

T
18mm

l

".; 1_IL" U $O'_,m m_ wall

i _- ZSqmtbumper

?i Pigure 2.- Drawing of panel with bumpers Showing double-wall structure
tested on ExpIOrer 46. All material was 21-6-9 stainless steel.

;. so

_i 80

• 1

U_ _. $.t4x tO'8m'_i"i
• (using I_ cell Mel of O.|04 m |)

so

b•

0 100 |00 300 400 _O0 600 700 BOO 900

': Tomefromlaunch,dlys

Pigure 3.- Time hi,_tory o_ penetration of cell_ on Explorer 46

i meteoroid bumper experiment.
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10. 0

. C! Single wall,
Explorer 23
Double wall,

O Explorer 46

10"6 (ref. 14)
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_' Thickness of stainless steel, /_m

:_-. Ftqure 4.- Peno_rattoh glux for single stainless-steel wails and
_ Explore¢ 46 double-wall stainless-steel structure, with

90-percent eon£idence limits.
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Figure 6 - Time history of cell penetration oh F.xpLorer 46
meteoroid bumper experiment showing tendency for pene-
trations Co occur in either partially deployed wings or
£ully deployed wings _or extended periods.
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In-Situ Detection of Micron-Sized DUBt Partlclcs in Hear-Earth Space

_. E. GRUH

'- Max-Planck-Instltut fur Kernphyslk_ 6900 Heidelberg, F.R.G.

_ and H.A. ZOOK

-_,.. NASA Johnson Space Center, Houston, TX 77058, U.S.A.

'_ Abstract:

_ In-situ detectors for mlcron-slzed dust particles based on the

_ measurement of impact ionization have been flown on several space

_ missions (Pioneer 8/9, HEOS-2 and Helios I/2). Previous measure-

._ ments of small dust particles in Near-Earth space are reviewed. An

_ instrument is proposed for the measurement of micron-sized meteor-

_ oids and space debris such as solid rocket exhaust particles from

on board an Earth orbiting satellite. The instrument will measure

._:' the mass, speed, flight direction and electrical charge of Indl-

Vidually impacting debris and meteoritic particles. It is a multi-

'_ coincidence detector of 1000 cm z sensitive area and measures par-

._ title masses in the range _rom 10"14 g to 10 -8 g at an impact speed

'X of 10 km/s. The instrument is lightweight 15 kg), consumes little

_ power 14 watts|, and requires a data samplinq rate of about 100 blts

_ per second.
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_ I. Introduction
o.

:'= In the 1960_ apace experi.tenta were performe¢l to atudy the pattie-
: - I

uZate environment o£ the Earth and to explore apace hazard due to
: q

meteoroidQ. Penetration dettectors like pressurized cells and ca-

: pacitor-type detectors determined reliably the near-Earth flux of

0-9_ I g (cf. Nauman 19661 Early: mlcrometeoroids with masse_s m ,,

="::; measurements of mlcron-slsed particles with simple microphone de- "1

:,,,:.;'i teeters were not reliable because of a high noise background. Only ,i

i:i:!i recently more sophisticated instruments produced reliable measure- ii

.:_;_.. mentS on the small particle population in the Earth's neighbour- i

_':i::_ ;:_od MOst successful war{: detectors which used the effect of impact
i

'_'_ " ill

,_,::'_ ionization to observe mic:_on- s i zed particles. In the next section _i1

:i__ we will review previous measurements of small dust particles in '

_i_i near-Earth space and in the flnal section we descri be a system which !i!could be used to measure micron-sized meteoroids and space debris .

?i_: from on board an Earth orbiting satellite. ,,!i!

_I'=_' If. Near-Earth dust measurements

J_:_:'" The most extensive measurements of the near-Earth dust environ-

?_, ment have been done by the dust experiment on board the HEOS 2 sa- I
o" telllte. The experiment was a dual coincidence impact plasma sensor

:?::'i. of about 100 cm _ sensitive area (for detailed description of the I
i_il experiment see Dietzel et al. 1973 and Hoffmann et al. 19751. The

=,:::: experiment was active during the period between February 7, 1972

_; and August 2, 1974. The satellite had a highl:."eccentric orbit with

,_;_, a perigee between 350 and 3 000 km altitude and an apogee o_ about

244 000 km. The instrument was mounted in the spin agls of the

:,_,, satellite and could be pointed to four principal directions: ecliptic

=_......' north (EN), Earth*s apex (A)_ ecliptic south (ES} and Earth's anti-
_:ii:!

°, "i
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apex (AA). During its lifo-time the duet experiment recorded Lm-

puree of 43i pacticlo_ and determined Choir ma_o an_ speed, Two main

cffecc_ r_lewnC to thJs paper have been _oUnd: 1. The count rate

wa6 _Ccongly enhanced close to the Earth (_.e. tnside about 60 000 km

altitude) and 2. the impact rate showed peaks which were up to 4

orders o£ magnitude higher than average.

The time-averaged fluxes observed by the HEOS-2 dust experiment both

in interplanetary spac_ (i.e. altitude > 60 000 km) and in the

"perigee region" (altitude < 60 000 km) are shown in Table I. it oan

be seen that the fluxes in the p_rlgee region are a factor 10 to 80

_' higher than in interplanetary space (for a more complete description

of the rest,its see Fechtlg et al., 1979).

!_ Table I: Average cumulative fluxes measured by the HEOS-2 dust

; experiment

threshold mass interplanetary space perigee region

(altitude > 60 000 km) (altitude < 60 000 km)

(g) (m'2s "1 ) (m-2s -1 )
IH , , Ill IJ,. ,-- Ill. , .11 II I •

10-14 1.8 X 10.4 3,1 X 10.3

. 10-13 5.4 X 10"5 2.5 X 10"3

10-12 3.0 X 10"5 2.3 X 10"3

_ 10"11 1.1 X 10-5 4.1 X 10-4

10"10 E_ x 10.6 6.1 X 10.5
!

,l
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1
I

i Most of th_ flux in th_ p_rig_ reglon In conatltut_d out of bursts

of particlca which correspond to fluxes _lgnific_n_ly higher thal_ the

I av_ragn flux. _n interplanetary _paco, only the flux of the nm_l],c_tparticl_s (10 -t4 _) is made half part out of burst related part_le_.
Tab. 2 shows the measured parameters of the recorded bursts. The

:.i duration of these bursts last_ from a few minutOs to several hour_
-i

i during which the fluxes are _evezal order_ of magnitude hlgh_ than
the tlme-avera_d fluxes. Most of the high flux bursts have been

observed in thm perigee region b_low an altitude of 60 000 km.

Feehtlg et al. (i979) interpret these data as due to the following

effects. Gravitational enhancement can account only for a factor of

-_ 2 higher flux of interplanetary meteoroids in the perigee region.

1 Therefore an extra source for the observed particles is required
there. Also the observed bursts of' particle impacts cannot be explained 'i

__, by a random occurence of meteoroid impacts but a local source is re- _,

!_I gulfed. During the time intervals of several low-flux bursts occurlng

_ in interplanetary space, the Moon was in the field-of-view
of the

_!ii sensor (cf. Tab. 2). Therefore, at least, during these times direct
_ trajectories from the Moon to the sensor are possible. Fechtig et

i_;:_ al. (1979) suggest that these bursts and some other recorded in the _i

i_ perigee region are caused by ejecta particles which originate from

_ , impacts on the Moon.

: The hlgh-flux bursts observed in the perigee region are interpreted _

_" by the same authors as being due to fragmentation of larger meteor-

_. oids (10 to i0 6 g mass) in the Earth's magnetosphere• The fragmen-

;_ tation process proposed is that of electrostatic disruption of meteor-

_ oids of low structural strength in the dense high energy plasma re-

:_ glens of the magnetosphere HoWever, an additional source like solid

rocket motor exhaust plumes is not excluded by their analysis.

!!
; ,_iL
' _ 236
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Tab. 3- Enhanced impact fluxes observed by the MTS-Explorer 46 solid-

i :_.! state capacitor detector over 6 days centered On the indi-
i,:i'_ii cated date (only fluxes in excess of the background flux
_ +_ are shown).

, ,, Sensor dielectric thickness 0 4 _m 1.0 _m
_' 'i

_ :,_ date flux )

_':_ 0-4_ ! Oct. 21, 1974 7.8 X 1 -

¢_.: Nov. 4, 1974 2.7 x I0 "3 5.7 X 10 "'4

i_:'!iI Nov. 17, 1974 1.0 x 10 -3 7.1 x 10-4
_'_ Dec. 14, 1974 - 5.6 X 1

"_ 0_ 3 0-4_,_ Dec. 22, 1974 1.0 x 1 2.2 x 1

!:!

ii ®
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I!I. Detection system for mlcronTslzed partlcles

,,_ The most versatile _d r_llable detectors for micron-and sub-

: micron particles are impact plasma detectors. ThOy have been used

on a number of space mlgslons llke Pioneer 8 and 9 (BOrg and

Richardaon, 1969_ Grgn ot al., 19731, HROS-2 (Dietzel et al.; Hell-

:: mann ot al., 19751 and Hellos (Dietzel et al_ 1973; Grin et al.,

,. 19801 and are in pEeparatlon for the Galileo, ISPM and Giotto mls-

•: 81OnS.

It is proposed to use a detector similar to those which are in pre-

_' paratlon for the Galileo mission and ISPM for the measurement of

: small meteoroids and space debris from on board an Earth orbiting

-_! satellite. In the following such an instrument is described, i

The experiment will detect individual particles impacting on the

_!::_ sensor and will measure their mass, impact speed, electric charge and

-_: determine the impact direction. The instrument consists of an impact

_ plasma sensor and the appropriate electronics. The modifications to

_i the previous HEOS-2 experiment are: 1. increase of the sensitive

area from _ 10 -2 m2 to i0 -1 m*; 2. introduction of a measurement

channel for the electrlcal charge of dust particles and 3. installa-

:_:_-: tion of an electron multiplCer in order to obtain an additional inde-
ed'
, pendent sigral of dust particle impacts. In Fig. I the basic sensor

-_ is shown. Positively or negatively charged particles entering the

.i_" :,: sensor are first detected by the charge which they induce when fly-

-:i:_: ing through the entrance grid. The grids adjacent to the charge

_ pick-up grid are kept at the same potential in order to minimize

::i.. the susceptibility of the charge measurement to mechanical noise.

_:" This charge signal will only be evaluated if there is a subsequent
II!'

_' impact recorded by the impact plasma detector. Dust particles -

_!,: charged or uncharged - are detected by the plasma produced during

i

:_.. 239
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i_̧ _'-_ri

: / a_L,

::/_ the impact on the hemispherical impact _ensor. Affter separation by._i(:

;': an electric field, the ions and electrons of the plasma are accu-
i

E<,. mulated by charge sensitive amplifiers, thus delivering two coin-
i 'f'

i_.i:i ciding pulses of opposite polarlty. The heights and rise-times of
!-,;}_i" these two pulses depend on the mass and speed of the impacting
i -o,

i_:.'.; particle. The rise-time, which is independent of the particle mass,
!....... decreases with increasing particle speed. From both the pulse

'_:_: heights and rlse-times, the mass (m) and impact speed Iv) of the
io:_;
_; dust particle are derived, using empirical correlations between
,_._r

i,,_;,:,:' these four quantities•

_-_: Preliminary calibration of such an instrument has been performed
: _,_"

_'_:!_:_. using the Heidelberg 2MV electrostatic dust accelerator. For this

preliminary calibration iron particles have been used in the mass ii

range i0 -14 g to i0 -9 g and speed range I km/s to 50 km/s. The pos- _i

itive charge yield Qi/m 0"9 and the rise-time of the negative charge }
pulse tE versus the impact speed are shown in Fig. 2 and 3, respec- ii

tively. The impact charge Q can be described by the empirical law _!

_.;;.... tool V 8
_i:':"_ Q = C

<_i. where m is given in g, v in km/s and O in Coulombs with the ;

_ following conz_ants for the positive charge QI: C = I 0 x 10 -5
_; - 5

_,..... _ = 0.9, 8 = 3.0 and for the negative charge QE: C = 5.0 x 10
=:_', _ = 0.94, 8 = 3.1.

=i_,!;. The preliminary mass sensitivity threshold of the impact charge
=:_. measurement is shown in Table 4

g_,

! oilil_'

i;
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Table 4" Mass sensitivity of th_ Impact plasma dust experiment

Speed (km/s) 2 5 10I

_ _ Threshold (g) 1.0 x i0 "11 4.7 x 10 "i3 4.7 x 10 "14

! _ Speed (km/s) 20 40

Threshold (g) 4.6 x 10 "15 4.6 x 10 "16

; i

• /

_: _ The measurement range for particle masses is 6 decades above the

• ,"_, threshold values.

_;,_.i,i'"__ A further independent signal of a particle impact originates from

-I of the which is detected and amplifiedpart positive impact charge

_! i.: (approX. X 100) by an electron multiplier (channeltron). This signal

i_ serves as a control for the identification of dust impacts. Because
!3 this multiplier has a low dark current at the required amplification

_ even during peak radiation fluxes in the Earth's radiation belts,

i_: its threshold will correspond to less than 10 C impact charge. The

output signal will be measured within a dynamic range of a factor

_" 04=., of 1 . By measuring the output signal of the channeltron and de-

_ • riving coincidence signals between both charge signals and the chan-

neltron signal one has an unambiguous method to distinguish noise

;_ from impact events. Gain loss of the channeltron will be counter-

:_ acted by commanded changes of the channeltron voltage. The ampll-

_-_- tude of the positive and negative charge pulses, the channeltron

, signal, and the corresponding rise-tlmes are redundant measures of

the mass and impact speed of the dust particle. This redundancy gives

a further check on the identification of an impact event and in-

:: creases the accuracy of the measurement considerably.



C__-_ , _, ,,,:__; !, . _,,.,J

' The experiment parameters and performance criteria are:

- weight: 5 kg

_- power consumption: 4 Watts

volume: Sensor: cylindrical 442 mm diam., 301 mm length

_,': Electronics box: 283 x 100 x 100 mm

-!"" data rate: about 100 bits/S

-",',_ fleld-of-view: 140 a cone

,,_'.i thermal requirements: -i0 "C to +40 aC operating

_ impact rate: I0-6s -I to I02s -I__,.

iii_i!_ particle mass: 5 x 10"16 g < m < 5 x I0-I0 g at 40 km/s
5 x I0"13 g < m < 5 x 10-7 g at 5 km/s_.'

-a_. impact speed: I km/s < v <_ 50 km/s

'_:), particle charge: i0 14 C to I0 I0 C negative

_-i_':i__ 10 -14 C to 10-12 C positive

___iI. ':

== y..

i I' .
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[NVEST[GAT[ONS AND Mt;TI:'OROll)ilYPERVELOCITY[MPACI

:I Burton (;.(_,.'.PaIai,_

I.o iNLR_oIJuCLioj

- :,I It seems that man most inevitably rediscover the wheel. That
FC/ technological progress tends to be a spiral; a lot of linear movement, but

_,i! with periodic returns to some principle or invention left on the shelf. This
is what is happening today in the need for protecting a new generation of

:::": spacecraft against uncontrollable, unavoidable, very energetic impacts. Some
_ • twenty years after the Apollo designers had to contend with the then unknown

_:_ consequences of meteoroid impact damage, there are similar concerns. A sense
-:':_:'_:,. of complacency seemed to have pervaded those who planned new space operations
::._ after Skylab survived sO well for so long in the near Earth meteoroid
- _' environment. Now. however_ the specter of man-made orbiting debris has been ,_

:_"::: raised and a whole new ball game has begun. The observed debris population
_:!i:_i, and the aSsOciated predictable unseen objects, pose an additional threat to _,i
_.:,_i:_ future large area, long duration missions in near Earth space. Depending upon _"I

_/_:_ orbital characteristics, either meteoroids or debris can be the predominant :i
/_!!:i shielding design driver or they can complement each other. The average i........ dynamic impact properties of me_._.oroids( o = 0.5 g/cc; V = 20 kmlsec) and i_
_:ii_:_(_ orbital debris ( p = 2.78 g/cc; V = I0 km/sec), are similar in their effect '
_,_ ,!

_!,_! upon spacecraft components, i:i

7;_!_:i_'_i_ This paper has been included in the Orbital Debris Workshop to shed some _

/_, light on what is available to the spacecraft designer in the basic principles :_Of hypervelocity impact protection. It is primarily focussed on what was done i:
,_,_.__ during the Apollo era because it was a forcing program. A considerable amount _

_ ;, _:1:_:.:.,, of time and money was spent in In-houSe and contracted research effort during
{_:_7 the sixties and early Seventies. Most of it Is relevant today, and it is
"_": hoped that the material presented in this paper, and the references cited will

,--!i_i:! be helpful. It iS also recognized that similar work was and iS being
_ performed by OOO for their purposes and may also be available to some of you.
_:_?_ A bibliography of some of the relevant reports Is included for those who would
--o]._, like to pursue thiS subject in greater dotal1.

L_:,I::,- Thls paper is divided into two sectionslgenerichypervelocity impact
:*_"-_,_.:. related topics, and specific Apollo/Skylab related investigations. Impacts at
_:; the low speed end of the spectrum are posslble for orbltal debris, but not for
-:_:_:::*" meteoroids and should be considered. Although the Apollo program had to

_i,!_.... contend with low Speed lunar ejecta, and hence did Some research in this area,
_ .... it is not discussed in this paper.

_,' 2.0 GENERIC HYPERVELOCITY IMPACT RELATED TOPICS

:_;' The three classic cratering regions associated with impacts into thick
targets are well illustrated in figure I from reference I, and this particular

% ..... combination of lead targets and tungsten-carblde projectiles was chosen to
_:)::,' emphasize the damage effects. The ordinate in the figure represents the
_:_,-. deepest penetration (p) In particle diameters (d) and the abscissa is a
-/_:_ parameter involving the impact velocity (V) the sound speed (c) In the target

-_.:_,_ material, and the mass densities of the projectile (pp.) and target (Pt)
=_,_'_ materials. By combining the data trends with cross-sections ot the craters
_ _ one has a graphic illustration of three distinctive cratering mechanisms and
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physical relationships. It is al_o very obvi_u_ that any extrapolation acros_
the boundaries in either direction could lead to serious errors. The xelated
phenomena illustrated in figure I may be explained as follows. At low

. i velocities, the strength of the projectile matertal is greater than the
dynamic pressure at impact and th_ sphere penetrates the target as an

.i underformed projectile. The cavity is deep and narrow and the penetration
depth is proportlonalto the 4/3 power of the veloclty, glth increasing
velocity, the tmpact pressure eventually becomes sufficient to cause the
projectile to break into a number of large pieces. Thts is the beginning of
the transitionregion of impact. As the veloclty increases,the fragmentation
of the projectilebecomes more pronouncedand the total penetrationdecreases
for a while before it rises again. The decreasefor other combinationsis not
always as pronouncedas it is for the lead data. Eventuallya veloclty is
reached at which the dynamic impact pressure is greater than the target
material strength. At thiS stage, a typical fluid impact crater Is formed

T which is characterizedby a near hemisphericalshape and a 11pped ring If the
i target material is ductile. If the material is brittle, the lip is missing
; but is replacedby an annular fracturezone. The depth of penetrationin the
_ transition region is unpredictable,and no clear relationshipwlth velocity

_" can be established until the fluid impact boundary iS crossed, Once in the
: _ fluid region, the penetration depth varies as the 2/3 power of velocity but
= tends to reach an equilibrium velocity index of 0.58 at about twice the target

sound speed. This is discussed more fully later.

_, The boundaries between the regionsshown in figure I are only appllcable
to the specific combinationof projectileand target materialsgiven. Their
location for other combinations, depends upon the projectile and target

"--i material physical and mechanical properties,as well as the impact velocity.
J This paper deals with the effectS of impactsat hyperveloclty,i.e. only those

that fall within the fluid dynamic regionof figure I.

The need to simulate the size and energy level of the meteoroids most
likely to be encounteredduring the Apollo missions led to the capabilityof
launchingsub-millimeterparticlesat hypervelocitles. It was soon discovered
that the parameter p/d as a function of velocity was not constant over the
projectilesize range available. Figure 2 is a plot of this parameteras a
function of velocity for aluminum into aluminum impacts, for spheres ranging
from 50 um to 1.37 cm diameter. If it were not for the 5Oum partlcles,one

• _ could have said that the variationwas within experimentallimits. However,
" ) figure 3 shows what happens if a moderate diameter dependenceis incorporatedI

= into the expression for the p/d to velocityrelationship. The 50pm diameter
result has been brought into line _ith the rest of the data, which in
themselves,are a lot closer together. The size scaling factor of II18 was
experimentallydetermined at the Johnson Space Center and the Ames Research
Center almost simultaneously. It was later shown to be relatedto the rupture

. stress and mean deformation strength of the target material by Gault and
Moore, reference 2. The exponent of d varies between 0.2 for very brittle
materlals (rock and glass) to nearly zero for a very ductilematerial such as

,I

the aluminum alloy IIOO-O. A subsequent analytical shady by Rosenblatt,
: reference 3, showed that this non-llnsarscaling phenomenonwas accountedfor
I by the inclusion of material strain rate effects, end inciplen*melting, in

i his numerical code description of the impact process. Diameter scaltng

i u8
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f'_llldin_ _ln important discovery, bec_luse it permits the extrapolation of
laboratory test results over a 6;tgnific6lnt size range.

The strength and ductillty of the target inaterlalalso Ir_luence_ th_
fln_l dlm_nsion of the crater in a semioinfinltetarget. In fioure 4, the
penetrationto diameter ratio with size scaling is plotted as a function of
velocity for a very soft (1100-0; H = 27) and a hard (2024oT3; H _ 145)
aluminum alloy, where H is the Brine11 hardness number. The data was obtaineds

;' from two different laboratories and the empirical equation to the curves
" :,i through the data includes a material hardness term. The difference in the

: penetration depth to projectile diameter ratio for the two alloys is quite
pronounced and the reason iS we11 understood, (References 4,5). As mentioned
previously, during the tnttial phase of the impact process, the shock pressure
is high enough to cause the target matertal to behave as a fluid. Crater

:i:I growth during this phase tS identical for the hard and soft aluminum alloys,
il because their material Strength properties are not in control, AS the shock
:}i pressure decays, and the material properties dominate again, the craterdimensionsare eventually "frozen"at differenttimes for the two alloyS. To
::i1 illustrate this, the 1100-0 alloy has a yield strength of 6.4 million psi and

an ultimate strength of 13 million psi, whereas the comparablevalues for the

i:i! 2024-T3 alloy are 36 million psi and 48 million psi respectively. For a given
i initial impact shock pressure and similar decay characteristics,the 2024-T3

.:_ crater will stop grOwingbefore the 1100-0 crater. Accordingto reference5,

_i the 2024-T3 crater growth limitation begins at 21 _sec after impact, whereas
,--:, the 1100-0 crater continues to grow fop another i6 _ sac. The same reference
_ also states that the final crater dimensions for the 1100-0 case can be aS
_) much as ISICless than the maximum achieved during the impact process. Fhis
i:_:,_ rebound effect is probably more noticeable for the ductile metals, and is a
_::_._ transientevent that can only be detectedby x-radiography.

' _ Several empirical hypervelocity impact equations, describing crater
_:i:: formation in semi-infinitemetallic targetS, were derived during the Apollo ....
_:.,, program. They are applicable only when the target is thick enough to prevent

spallation from the free Surfaces surrounding the crater. Also, they are
valid only up to a few kilometers per second beyond the limits of the=-=:.

/- hypervelocitytest facilities. Extrapolationto meteoroid or orbital debris
..; impact velocities, (2 to 3 times test speeds), depended on the results

obtained from mathematicalmodels of the impact process such as reference6.

:_-.i::: There was an initial disagreement between the analysts aS to whether the
::_, crater depth would be proportionalto the cube-root of impact momentum or
_':: energy However, there was an eventual concensus that the velocity exponent?+": o

approached a value of 0.58 above an impact speed of 30 km/sec. The
: relationship between test data and the principal analytical impact

relationships is illustrated by Figure 5. Experimental results, even at the
_ _ highest speeds attained in laboratory tests, (lO km/sec for 0.32 cm and 1_ to
i 15 km/sec for 50 pm glass projectiles), favored a velocity exponent of 2/3.
:: It was decided that the penetration equations specified for Apollo would
-., maintain the Z13 dependence up to the 20 km/sec average meteoroid impact
_ velocity prescribed, and that the exponent gradually decrease until it reached
',:. 0.58 at 30 km/sec. The specific penetration equations for impact into

i ': metallic targets used by JSC and the Contractor (Rockwell) for their Apollo
!
.._ meteoroid hazard assessments are given in Figure 6. As previously staled,

::_,,i,,_i 249
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both re,taine.d the velocity exp(}nent of P-l_, which _lave a 51ight mar_in of
:';_' safety when used with the average meteoroid impact velocity of 20 km/_ec,

: Although the two _quation5 differ _omewhat in the target material factor5

i!:. considered, as well a_ the coefficient of proportionality, the rp,_ulting
,,_- crater depth for a _peclflc materlal 15 within ],0%,

• We have been dealing with crater formation in semiolnflnlte metallic
targets up to this point. If the target i_ made progressively thinner, and

- the projectile and velocity are kept constant, a plece of the rear surface in
Ilne with the lmoact will eventually be thrown off as spall. The _ize and

ii ' cohesiveness of tae spallatlon depends upon the material properties as well as
' the strength of the shock when it reaches the free surface of the block. Upon
.... further reduction in thickness, the crater and spallatlon e4entually meet and
....; the target is perforated. The basic penetration equations, such as those

,,i_ given in Figure 6, define the depth of a crater in a metalllc target that is
..... much thicker than the spallation limit• As it is often necessary to assess
_,_ the penetration resistance of thin targets, such as might form the outer shell

of a space vehicle, finite thickness equations were derived. Most often, they
_" are defined in terms of a multiple of the penetration depth equation, i.e.,
;: t : k.p where t is the finite sheet thickness required k is the factor

=;:>:.- depending upon the failure criteria considered, and p is the depth of the':_i.
:_, crater in a semi-infinite target In a series of tests conducted by GMDRL

_:;i_ (reference 8) targets made from aluminum 2024-T3 alloy were impacted by I/8
__,. inch diameter _luminum at a constant velocity of approximately 7.4 km/sec. As
--_<'_%. the targets were reduced in thicknesS, the value of the factor k was
-Ci Ì�Œfor several important failure modes as follows:

,,
!;_: (a) The onset of spallation or semi-infinite limit; k = 3.0 il

::=i_ (b) Spall break away; k : 2.2 l:,i
_:'"_"._:_._ (c) Perforation; k : 1.8

_:"i';:} Although these factors have been determined for a specific alloy, they were ;
_,:. used interchangeably for any of the other structural aluminum alloys. The JSC :
;:'. and Rockwell preferred values for the finite thickness factor are given in
:.., Figure 6. Both are intended to prevent perforation, and to allow some measure

of spallation, for weight saving reasons.

-_,:. Although there are many instances in which space structures can be adequately
_:._>. protected by a single thickness of material against hypervelocity impact,

-:_: weight considerations usually mitigate against it The principal of placing
=+ ' another sheet of material some distance ahead of the main structural shell of
:_.-.i: a spacecraft was first advocated by Dr. Fred Whipple, the well known
_> astro-physicist. He foresaw that an outer sheet was required to fragment or
:' : vaporize the meteoroid or debris particle, which would allow the spacecraft

wall to deal with the debris fairly easily. The resulting combination of a
.:o..: double wall would be llghter than a single one. When tested in a

, hypervelocity impact laboratory, the principle was verified and the "Whipple
_!. bumper" has become more or less standard procedure for space applications.

Initielly, the thickness of a double sheet combination was compared with the :
_c-: equivalent single thickness using a "ballistic limit" criterion. This usually ,_,,'\!e

; meant that for the double sheet configuration there were no perforation holes
in the second sheet which would allow any loss of pressure, and for the single
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_ , sheet, qQ spoliation off the rear surface. VarlQ,s dQuble sheet cQmhinettons
_:_ wer_ te_ted, and empirical standard factors determ_rmd for ._e wtth _tngle

thickness _quation_, The calculated total _htelding thickneG_ w_uld then be
"h" II!_n_"

:, _q.all_ dtvid_d between th_ . p.,o _nd th_ _tructuP_ W_II, I._., 2t t _ K t,
t _ finite ,_'ln,ql_ thtckno,_,_ to provo_t _pall_tton

''__ t t _ t_divld._l _l_m_flt_of do0blo flhOot protection to prevent
- performer t on

• K o emplrlc_llydortv_d f_ctor_

_. Examples of _omeof these, double sheet factor_ are o_ follow_:
....', a) Double _heet; empty _pe¢_ In between:

,_: K o 0.5 for 1" spactng,

%_:' K o 0.2 for 2" Spacing
'.1//

,,_ b) Double sheet; low denstty, porous foam tn between
_!-.___;_
.::i/-T!.°,._, K = 0.33 for 1" spactng,

'::_ K = 0.14 for _-"spactng

% c) Oouble sheet ; honeycombcore tn between:

::ii:f:_.i K = 0.67 for 2" sport,,9,

._.,,, K _, 0.25 for 2" spacing.

__,_:_ This technique for sizing the elements of a muitt-element meteoroid shteld on
_-:?,i_ a gross basis was later replaced by a phenomenologtcal approach, which dealt

seperately wtth the elements involved. AS the "bumper*' or outer wall of the
i!_::_ protective structure is the key to the success of the succeeding elements, let
-_i;i,._ us take a look at the impact process that takes place. Figure 7 depicts the
-::::_ classical interaction between a projectile and a "bumper" at two Instances
_:_, after initial contact, wtLh the shock or Compression waves (St, S 2), and the

_.!_:: release or tensile waves (R_to R_) moving through the projectile and target.
_'_.::, As previously mentioned, when a metalltc target subjected to hyperveloctty

tmpact is made progressively thtnner to the potnt at whtch complete
.::v:...: penetration occurs, an expanding cloud of projectile and. shield fragments ts
_:::_ generated. This cloud can consist of solid, ltqutd or vapori_ed matertal or a

__. combination of all three, depending upon the tnttfal impact pressure, The
:,': �tntttalpressure for a 10 km/sec aluminum to alumlnum tmpact is of the order
:x of 1.4 megabars, which |s about 20 million pst. A debrts cloud resulting from

a glass sphere impacting an aluminum bumper at about 7 kin/sac ts shown in
'_i, Ftgure 8. lhe upper photograph is a stde view of a disc-shaped grouping Of
._,, projectile and bumper hole particulate material tn fltght, some ttme after
:.., penetrat]on, The front vtew of thts same debris cloud, taken through the

="_:: transparent second sheet of the target, shows that there ts a dtsttnct annu!ar
_::- region without any material. Thls Is the separationbetween the projectile
_i°:" i
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' and "hOle" debris, and the purely bumper material from the edge of the hole.
°" Thts vtew a!so shows some ftJamentary material in the debris Indicating that

_ _om_ degree of melttn9 ha_ taken place, In the third photograph in Ftgure 8,
which shows th_ damag_ pattern on the second sheet, there ts an evident

i_. correspondence with the 1rooming debris cloud. Thus there is tntense damage
_: tn the central zone, consistent with the mainly projectile debris, and a more

i_i wtdely dispersed damage structure outside this zone caused by. the

i:_ii: predominantly bumper material. Figures 9 and 10 (reference 9) arereproductions of computer generated mass parttcle plots representing
': projectile-bumper interactions at two instances after impact. At 0.158.secs
!_!_::_' after impact, the debris cloud has started to expand out from the bumper and

the projectile ts nearly consumed. Note the eJecta leaving the front surface
i ii of the plate against the direction of motion, In the later stage of
_ development shown in Figure g, the hole matertal has expanded and is running
!_, ahead of the projectile debris. The annular separation between the two
,+++ sources shown in the photograph discussed earlter Is evident. In this case
_ however, there is considerable development of late, slower bumper material in
_ the cloud. The value of these numerical techniques in studying
i/_!ii_ bumper-proJectile interactions ts apparent, and they were used extensively as
_i'__ a complement to laboratory hypervelcctty testing.
_i The impact of the debris cioud on the second sheet of the protective_ structure can result in various forms of damage. This is apparent from the
_:__°_ photographs in Figure 8 and some of these damage patterns are shown in the
_i_ views collected tn Figures 11 and 12. The phystcal and matertal properties

that control the resistance to hypervelocity penetration for dual sheet

i:_ structures are as follows:

i:_; a! Bumperthlckness to projectile |ength ratio
:_ b) Bumperto projectile mass density ratio
_: c) Impactvelocity
_-_ d) Spacing between the bumper and second sheet
i-_,_ e) The presenceor absenceof materialin the space

:_ f) Thickness of the second sheet
_" g) Material properties Of the second sheet, e.g. Brine11 hardness, yteld_'.
_, strength,etc.

_,i Figure i3 shows the parametric variationof the total thickness requiredto
preventpenetrationas a functionof shield thickness. The ratio of the sum

!_i'_ of shield (bumper) thickness, t s , a_d back-up or second sheet thickness, t b

i_ _ to particle length, d, iS plotted agatnst _s over d for 7075-T6 aluminumi_i alloy, 7.4 km/sec veloctty and a 5.08 cm ( tn) spacing. The point at t s
i_! over d equal to zero represents a back-up sheet and no shield. Hence, the
_ value of the total thickness parameter is equal to the thickness of a finite
_," sheet at the spallatton threshold. As t s over d increases, the total
_i_i: thickness to projectile length ratio decreases until a minimum ts reached.

!L Further increase in the ratio of _hteld thickness to particle length is
• acccmpanted by an increase in total thickness. The large values of ts to d

i of 1.0 through 4.0 are characterized by cratertng and spa11 detachment from
.... the rear surface of the shteld. A point ts reached when the shield by itself

_;i is thick enough to prevent spa11 detachment from its rear surface. Nowwe are
i: back to single sheet protection and the back-up sheet ts redundant. In



_,.. w_..:,_,, _-m_._:_ -_r_¸'_" --:

/i

r

practice, optlmum dual sheet protectlon design necessltatesworkir_gin the
reglonbetweents to d values of 0.I to 0.25.

... The baCk-up_sheet thickness ts determined by the particulate debris and the
" Impulsive loadtng associated wtth the debris cloud off the shield. The
:., .. equatton used by JSC for the Apollo-Skylab hazard assessments (reference 10),
" was as follows:
.... 0.5 0.5

. tb ° O.075mO.333V.S" (7o,ooo) ; cm,
,,, oy

where m is the mass (gm) of the impacting particle, V (km/sec) tS tts
_ _' velocity, S(cm) ts the spacing and ov (pst) ts the allowable yield strength

-,:. of the material. The constant tn thdequatton is applicable to a 2024-T3 or
-:, stmtlar alumtnum alloy. The famtly of curves tn Figure 14 represents the
_:_ variationof tb wlth the ,_tlo _ tO d for a number of ts values in the
,: optimum range prevlouslymentioned.

r The investigation into dual wall shielding was extended to Include
-_',_i.':",_ several variations Of the basic principles outltned above. This research
:::i _ncluded the use of multiple thin sheets in place of the single back-up,

=_:_ multi-layer super Insulation in front of and also behind the backup, the use
-:_::_'!i of honeycombcores bonded to the shield and back-up sheet, obiique impacts,
_:_.i: and the effect on non-spherical projectiles, espectally thin rods of L/D_3
:_., and flat plates, (reference 10).

_i 3.0 SPECIFIC APOLLO& SKYLABSTRUCI'URALCOMPONENTINVESTIGATIONS i
:::,: The hazard analyses performed for the Apollo and Skylab missions
_::_i" necessitated knowledge of the penetration resistance and failure mode of each
_:"-.... component exposed to the meteoroid environment. Figure 15 shows four of the
.,_ elements for which the "ballistic 1trait" on failure mode 1trait was obtained;

the Service Module honeycombstructure; the CommandModule heat-shield; the ;,
_"':: CommandModule outer wtndov:s; and the Extra-vehicular (EVA) suit. Someof the ,
_:/- results obtained are shownon the next few figures. :

::_;:: The penetration equations dertved for the Apollo windows, made from
99% pure fused silica (Corntng 7940), are given in Figure 16. In addition to

:_,-,: a crater depth equation, criteria to prevent spallatlon, energy induced
_!'_ cracking, and combtned thermal-meteoroid impact tnduced fracture ts Included.
:._ The Apollo CommandModule heat shteld was a nylon phenoltc honeycomb core
_* impregnated with an ablattve matertal (Avcoat 5026), bonded to a stainless
_::i steel honeycombshe11. The fatlure modefor this componentwas no penetration
_:._ into the stainless steei surface which is well illustrated tn Figure 15.
:_ Figure 17 shows the results of hypervelocity impact tests tn the ablative
_:: material reinforced wtth the nylon honeycomb, ustng several different
_- projectiles of van_tng mass densities. It ts evident that the volume of the

craters formed in tests up to 8 km/sec correlate well wtth impact energy. The
;'_ resulting crater depth equations are comparedwith the dat_ in Figure 18. It

_-,':., ts notlceable that the fit to the nylon data requires modificationof the
:-, coefficient, t.e, the density term in the equation ts not sufficient to

,:_:, generalize it for widely varying projectile materials. The equation relating

,:?,
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,_ to the copper proJect|les (p - 8,9 g/cc) was excluded from FtgUre 18 because
_-_':i tt was not relevant to the meteoroid case. ( p -, 1•0 g/cc)• However, the
i i!z_ copper tests established the ballistic limtt of the ablator and stainless
ilji_ steel combJnatton. The equivalent meteoroid ktnettc energy level required to

penetrate It, a catastrophic fatlure, was beyond the possibility of encounter

i _!_!:i for etther the Apollo or Sk_'lab missions•
i

i-_ The criterion for fatlure Of the EVA sutt was a leak rate tn the
_ . pressurized bladder layer greater than the capability of the portable ltfe

_ support system• The lay up of the EVA sutt was such that the bladder was
i_,, nearest the astronaut's body, and the layer that functioned as the "bumper"
;_ was the woven beta cloth Outer garmet pictured tn Ftgure ZS Hyperveloctty
..... Impact tests established the ballistic 11mtt as the parttcle ktnettc energy
_:_!_ per untt cross-sectional area to Just cause the prescribed leak rate tn the
_i_i_iii bladder layer,

Other Ap011o spacecraft components required experimentally determined
balltsttc 11mits based on prescribed fatlure modes• These tncluded the fuel
and oxydtzer tanks Inside the Service Module Shell, the dual-loop radiator
system, the Service Nodule engine nozzle, Lunar Nodule wtndows and thermal-
meteoroid shield, astronaut's visor, gloves, boots and the Portable Ltfe
SuppOrt System. Figure 19 shows the front face of a scaled t|tanium Service
Nodule tank which was hyperveioctty Impact tested whtie under tnternal
pressure, A bumper, simulating the effect of the Service Nodule she11 was
placed tn front Of the test tank. The Inside Surface of the tank wall, shOwn
tn Figure 20, has spalled, a condition which was not permissible for the real
case. Tests such as thts Set the allowable tmpact criteria for the
pressurized Apollo tanks. In the case of the Service Nodule engine nozzle, i!l

._';'_'i
_,_ the fatlure mode was a maximumhole size to prevent a burn through from the il
_.;_ lnstde, Hyperveloctty Impact tests established an equatton to predtct the _
i=<i_, dtameter of a hole as a function of projectile diameter, veloctty and mass ,
i;_ denstty for the specific nozzle material. _

k::: The hazard analyses for the Apollo and Skylab missions consisted of ..... _i
! ::,i_F calculating the crtttcal damage probability for each structural component, ii
i :_. based on the ltmtttng meterotd dtameter for the spectftc fatiure mode i!
i_, considered. The Individual componentprobability numbers were combtned tnto
!:_iI an overall "mission success" figure. In the case of the Apollo lunar landtng I

missions, there was the added rtSk of low speed Impacts from secondary eJecta,
_i As mentioned ._rller tn thts paper, and Illustrated tn Ftgure 1, thts ts _
_i i very different Impact region. Shielding designed by the hyperveloctty Impact 1
i_i regime, relytng as tt does on projectile break-up by a thtn outer shield, ts
..... eas11_ penetrated by a slow movtng parttcie. Thts was especially true for

_i.i lunar surface eJecta matertal of mass density between 2 and 3 g/cc. The LunarNodule and EVA components had to be hardened agatnst low speed tn addttton to
_:_! meettng the basic, meterotd Impact case• Empirical design curves were derived
• for the particular combinations of materials and exposure times Involved.

These low speed curves wtll not be covered tn thts report•

4.0 CONCLUSIONS i

Where are we wtth regards to the knowledge required to design long
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duration, large area space structures that wtll be safe for mannedoperations
In space?

MOst of the basic know1_dgerelatlng to hyperveloclty Impacts and the
.... equat|ons necessary tO perform hazard analyses of extsttng structures or

design approprlate shleld|ng Is in existence, _hat Is requ1_ed Is knowlng
what Is avallable, confidence that 15 to 20 year 01d Infomatlon is st111
valld, and an effort to present It In a 1og|cal manner to the current
generatlon of potentlal users, Thls paper marks the beglnnlng of such an
effort. However, tt should be potnted out that there wtl1 be a need for more
hyperveloctty tmpact research activity, but tt wt11 not be on the scale _
prevalent during the Apol|o era. There are new combinationsof materials and
structural applications, different attitudes towards fatlure modes, and
]atger, longer duration space structures, These wtll need someadditional
Investigative effort no doubt, Onesuch area, Involving a hyperveloctty test
program for the composite materials currently being considered for space
applications, has been initiated by the JohnsonSpaceCenter. By and large,

: the information generated during the design phase Of the Apollo, provides a
_, soltd backgroundfor any foreseeable future requirements for hyperveloctty

il impact protection. It iS hopedthat the bibliography wtli be of use to those
:_ii whomay needto pursuethts subject tn greater depth, il

-: ii
5 il

!:
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2.9 IIYPERVELOCITYIMPACTOATAFORCRATERINGSTUDIES, How_11, W.G. and
- Wittrock, E.P., Report No. 661]._494-F, October 1966, Denver R_earch
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2,10 HYPERVELOCITYIMPACTDAMAGE IN ALUMINUMTARGETS,FINAL REPORT,Tang,
.... R.N., Report No. DAC-59816,March 1968, DouglasAircraftCompany,

._ Missile and Space System_Division,Santa Monlca,California.

2,11 THEEFFECTSOF HYPERVELOCITYIMPACTONSTRUCTURESREPRESENTATIVEOF THE
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;_, Report AFML-TR-70-295,December 1970. Air Force MaterialsLaboratory,
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i_!; 3.0 HYPERVELOCITYIMPACTSHIELDINGTOPICS
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-, APOLLO PENETRATION EQUATION
i_,i COMPARED WITH EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCEi ,:"
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_-_i" APOLLO PENETRATION EQUATIONS
(SINGLE THICKNESS METALLIC TARGETS)
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: i '_' MASS PARTICLEPLOT OF PROJECTILE-SHIELDCONFIGURATION
AT 0.158p SEC AFTER INITIAL IMPACT
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=_,,:_ HYPERVELOCITY SHIELDING SPECTRUM
-_;_,_,, FORALUMINUM 7075-T6 AT V=7.4 kmiSEC
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APOLLO WINDOW EQUATIONS
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4

_. f)e_;l9ZL_Be_q,lrement_

o Soltd Parttclo IntoUr_l Fluence

Ma_ [ntevplanotp,ey tnorbtt .a HtQolon o

XO"12 4.0xlO3 ?.9X;O$ 1.2x104 !
i

,_, 10"10 1.6xlO3 3o2X103 4.OxlO:3 _i

lO"8 2. OxlOz 4. OxlO2 G.OxlO_
IO"6 8.2 1.GxXO1 2.4xXO! ii

10-4 3. XxlO"z S,gxlO-2 9.0X10-2 _i
10-2 I ix10"4 2.2x10.4 3°3x10.4 ,i

:',_' TO0 4'3X10"7 8"3x10"7 1'3x10"6 i!

,_i; 0 Provide Soltd Particles Impact Protection foe Interplanetary
_.: Transfer and at Least 5 Orbit lnorbtt Operation !l,

_r: o 0.95 Probability of No Soltd Parttcle Produced$ystma Fatlvt'e i!:_

_;:?,, 3. ComponentFatlure i
'1

o ExcludesAcceptableDegradation '}
_._

-_..... o Penetration of electronics i

:_ - Parttcle andSLteld Oebrts $ubdtvlde i

o Portlons of TankageandW|rIng DediCatedto Protection
5,'

o Penetration Basedon Literature i

4. Shteld Oestgn

o Double Surface Protection U,less Functionally ImposSible

_ o ComponentProtection Wetght
i

- Proportional to Contrlbut,lon to SystemRtsk t
\

i\ - Proportionality Dependson Redundancyand Shape
• i

- %

- Dependson Preexlstonce
J

I

_ : 2';
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o I,_v _ of Protection
I

Level

Stn91e Surface O.ISS" o,_ 6061 T6 Alumtnum

Double Surface T = 0.037" of Alumtnumat
(Dedicated) J = Z.3" from

1'_ -0.033" of 6061 T6 Aluelnum i

Oouble Surface T = 0.006i" of Aluminumat (i
(Second Preexisting) _; = 2.3" from 'i

T2 = 0.054" of 6061 T6 Alumtnum r!

These values are multtplled by 0.82 for 11near elements, i
0.8=_ for componentsnot mtsston crtttcal after Juptter _!
orbtt insertion, and 0.60 for sctence Instruments due to i!

• redundancy. The can also be sealed for S not equal to _i
• zeroo not equa_ and not equal one.one, _,

i

i
t

i
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SPACEOEBR'SPROT_CTXONFO_A 8 i_CUSA,LEO_ITALT,A,SF_,VE,'CL_5 "2 1_ 08o ,, ', •

:_ EldonE. Oavts
, _ RaySperber

ABSTRACT
Thls paper presents the results of the spacedebrls protectlo, analysls

1i

_ perfomed under i_SA Contract I_S1-16088. Thematertal presented ts
taken dtrectly from the ftnal report---NASACR3536.

In sualr._ry,protection against mamadedebrts and meteoroids was deter- J

mtned for reusable groundand spacebasedorbttal transfer vehtcles (OTV's). i

_i!_,- For the mtsston betweenLEO-GEO-LEO,both vehtcles requtred a shteiding

thickness of 0.6_m (24 m_ls) equivalent alu_tnumwhenusing a gooddou_
!_:_. _all destgn andproviding a probability of no tank tmpact of 0.995. The
• _: space basedOTVwould also _equ_rean additional 0.43mm(18 m_is) of shteld-i _'

_-_,_ trig durtng _ts on-orbit storage ttme betweenflights The _atter require-i_

i_, ment, however,wassatisfied by placing the OTV_na hangarat the lo_ earth
:-_ orbit space base thereby e11mJnatfnga flight perfomance penalty.

_. 3.3.6 SpaceI)ebrts PrOtectiOn

A majorconsideration tn the developmentof a reusable systemis

to ensure tts Structural tntegr|ty Including protection agatnst space debris

_- tn the fom Of meteoroids andmanmadeobjects. Th_s section presents
, pert|nent backgroundtnfomat|on, the analysts leadtng to the reqUt'red

shteld thickness, the destgnconcept to be used, and the unresolved tssues.

' 3.3.6.1 Background
_ Considerableeffort was expendedtn th|s area tn the 1960's and

!_: early 1970's. The major focus wason mannedhabttats associated w_th

space stattons and noncycllc pressure tanks. A revtew of these data

_! 279
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,it'_

for al_lJc_b,l_ tO the operstlon Of a reusab|e OTV tot the post.l_)_ time frame

: Indicated tl_ need for further Investigation. This conclusionwas the r_ult of s

_ combinationOf _ foUowlnt5t_tors relative tO the 1971MSFC tub studies,

: _ h Larger veNcle m'es

.. 2. LanDerexposuretimes i

:,! 3. Permanent spaceI_lnll not considered ,_
-=_ 4 Manm_le debris not considered

_. J. Difforent viewpoint re_rding sensitivityof propellant tanks tOspacedebris demasei::!

',_ The larger vehicle area is the result of the FOTY systemscontalnins approximately '_

"_:"• 32t of propellant as comparedwith 2Jt for the tus. The longestmission time was Ere&ter "'
!;!

_ 18 versus$ days), as was the average duration 15versus I days), An additional factor for i_'
_ the" SB OTV _ that it was to remain on orbit (permanent space basin&)and thus

2::, considerably increase its total exposure time. Prior s,:udlesconcernin8 space, debris I_

_ protection ordy consideredmeteoroids. NORAD data now indicate a considerablenumber 'i__._,: of marumadeobjectsalso exist in orb|is that may impact an OTV. A different viewpoint is ;i
°:_ !i:_o_,. also Sugxestedregarding the sens_tLvttyof propellant '£anlcsto meteoroid/debris damN;e. _:

"_!. Thiz viewpoint is summarizedin table 3,_l._;-l. in summary, the tank waft thicknessshould :i

_,:_:.- T41_e3.3.6-1 Propellant Tank Debr_ Protectfan Phflo_oid_ _'

_" 4t NASACRITERIA FORTANKS(NASA SP-6042, RAYISTO):

..1.. • ALLOWSPENETRATIONUP TO 2SSOF WALLTHICKNESS(INTENDED
FORTANKSHAVINGA NON-CYCLESERVICELIFE REQUIRF,J_ENT)

_-_,.

- '":. 41 CURRENTBOEINGPOSITION ON DAMAGETO TANKSHAVINGA CYCL|C i
-_.:_i SERVICE LIFE REGUIREHENT !

_!:i, • CONSERVAT|VEAPISROACNOF ALLOHINGNO DAMAGE(NO.FLAIlS OTHER I
;: .... T.AN.OSEX0N.ATTIHEOF CCEPTANCETESTING

i:!i!:.. TEST AND IEAK TESTI)
_:_;,. • INSUFFICIENT DATABASEFORCORRELATINGNON-PENETRATING

DEBRIS OAHAGETO REMAININGSERVICE LIFE VIA FRACTURED
' MECHANICSAPPROACH

::: • |_: A TANKDESIGNEDFORNO OAIqAGEIS EAMAGED,IT _UST BE SUDdEn:TED
_, TO HEH ACCEPTANCETESTINGDESIGNEDTO GUARANTEE_AS A RINIHUHJ
:..:_ ITS REGUIRE_)REPIAININGSERVICE LIFE,

...... not contribute to the required shieJdtNcknesS. Fm'thermore, U a tank iS damNled, it is

--_ .... ;. StronEJysusgestedthat new acceptance testing be conducted to guarantee its required
i=' J remaining service life.

:I,::-, 2_eo
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3.3.6,2 Shieldin8 4n_dysis

Guidelinesand A_umptim_-The guidelinesand_l,qsumpclmsusedto Conducttl_ space
debrisanalysesare pr_ented in mb|e3.).6-2, Thetankareausedwas:hat establishedby

T_io 3.3.8o2 SpaceDeb,CmAnaly_eOuNelineaandA_munpKau

O011Vrlkille
• EXPOSUREARF._ SIDEPROJECTIONOFTANKS

08 ANDSS011/• 35SQM I_
• EXPOSURETIME:

• MISSIONONLY(BOTHOBANDS8 011/) 'i
• TOTAL1:1.10141'AVO• 5.3 DAYS(DESIGNPOINT) :i
• MANNEDFLIOHTANDUNMANNEDSERVICINGAVO• 7,2 DAYS

• BASINGATLEOBETWEENMISSIONS _,i
• GBOTV"- | DAY il
• SB011/"-" 2; DAYS _i

• ALLOWA8L(TANKPENETRATION:ZERO
• PROBABILITYOFNOTANKIMPACTP(ol: 0._ :

(REQUIREDTOSATISFYVEHICLEMISSIONSUCCESSCRIT_IA) i_

• KEYEQUATIONS: (_(Oi) .27l ,_
• METEOROIDS:,• 0.162 IN N LLIIqETERSALL_INU,',I *i

• MANMADE:'{'• O.M9 IN I'IILLIMETERSAL_IN_ :!
• DEBRISMOO;I. KESSLERANDCOUR-PALAIS,JGRVOLiB MEROROIDS _!

DOMINATETRANSFERTRACTORY;MANMADEDEBRIS DOMINATELEO ii

[]::> DESIGNPT. L_UTFINALDESIGNINDICATEDSB• 3qSQM i!
08 • 38.9 SQM '!

side projectionrather than wetted. As ind;catedearlier, the analysiswasconducted li
without the tank w&" contributing_othe rerdired shieldthickness. The Criteria are
expressedasprobabiJltyof notankimpactrat;_lerthanpenetration.

The indicated value Of PEG)u O._.r_is that which,when Consideredwith the
predicted Subsystemreliability, gives the requiredmissionsuccessgoalot 0.97. The
sNeldthickness(T)equationshavedifferent constantsendexponentsbecausemeteoroids

..... end rearm•de debrishave different velodties, demity, sl_e, and flux. Bothequstiofls
reflect useot a double-wn"designwithits gener_characteristicsbeingone.thirdof mass
in the ixu_per andThe remainderIn the b4ckwall. Spacingbetweenwalls wouldbe

approximately30part_ciediameters, it shouldbe notedthat a ,;nile-wall shield_uld
havea massapproximatelytour times_eater thanthat _ a doublewall.
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. ..,__ . I,_,,_,
• I I
* . wloailjl_lll I

_;,'. • IIllI.LlOOY!_'--_ I

• • _kc_o_a_oeo_,V

• INItd,gl_ ,,.. • ,, ,, ,, ,, . . ,.. •ltlalo
,i

,, ' _liM_ lllJ-# D*_J'¢I/l_!ql_l_il(_ql|qpqll'Ol__ii_ll I'M_II/I

::;, any, test data reK_rcEn8 Its debris protection qual|ties. In the case of NL.I only for

_:. protection, there Is the uncertainty as to whether a multllayer design would _ctua"y

=ii: provide more protection than its mass equivalence. Three-I_yer (walls) sh!-dds have been

_g Indicated to Improve the protec'don. Uncertainty also exists in the desiSn criteria for the

_;_ propellant stora_,e tard_ at SOC in terms <2 debris protection. These tanks have fewer

POol% pressureCycleSthan an OTV; however, their exixcure time ls Ionller. Use c_ a such

---_ as 0.90,qwould result in a _ as large as 2.$ ram; however_since each tank Lsorgy Launched

-__ once, the Long-termImpact may not be ino dgniflcant._!_.

: _J.K._ UnresolvedIssues

:,:;. Alv_oush it workable deSl&napproach has been defined for space debris protection o_

! advanced OTVq, It is recognized thitt th_'e is ¢ons_de_ab/ework rem_/nln_ before an
Z_ optimum desl&nIs achieved, Unresolvedissues Identified at this time are Listedbelow:

: I. Value of sandwichor honeycombshell as bumper

2. Protection characteristlo of _raphite.epoxy structure
3. Value_ three-layer shield

MFj,"

_. True benefit of MLI only for $B OTV

$. Proper viewpoint re&arding P(o) and exposure tim_ for propellant storage tanks at
$OC

" Of forernest Importance Is the need _o eStablish the shieidln_ characteristics of

/ 8rapl_te-epoxy or composite structure as single sheets or In honeycomb or sandwich

: deslSns. The Importance is indicated by the fact _at this material is used extemively

throughout the veNde becauseit reducesweisht; but at this tIme, there is very little, At
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-i_:_' PARAHETRICAHALYglS; SOCHETEONOI)ANDI)FJ)RIb-PRO_[:TIOH '

:. , 6y= Robert Kowalakl

{i:_:" NASA-JohnsonSpac_C_nt_nr

•.... It Is knownthat debris and motoorlods In spacecould be hasardouoto_t _ ..

spacevehicles, Thisstudy Investigated the meteorqld and man-madespace
,;:_ dobrts environmentsof an earth-orbital mannedsac (_pace operations _
°'::'- center), Protective shielding thickness and des|on configurations for
,_:',', providing glven 1ovals of no-penetration probability were also calcuated.

":}; There are approximately 4,600 tracked objects In LEO(low earth orbit),
;'- with sizes greater than 10 era, AnOtherlS,O00 to 20,000 are also

....._. estimated to be tn LEO, but are too small tO be tracked. Appl_xlmately
_'": 54 percent of the tr_cked andmostof the untracked debris can be
;i:ii_.:_ attributed to hypergolt¢ rOcket stage explosions, or collisions between
__ debr|s and expendedpayloadsor rocket bodies.

._",., S.OCmeteoroid/debris protection consists of a radiator/shield thickness
j.Z,I"_. (Ts), which ts actualiy an outer skin, separated from the pressure wall, _i
_,_ thickness (Tb) by a distance (S), An Ideal shield thickness, w_li, upon ij
__ Impact with a particle, cause both the part|cle and shield to vaporize,,__"..0_,: allo_n9 a minimumamcuntof debrts to Impact the pressure _all ttself.

A shield which ts too thlck will crater on the outside, and release I

_] SPALL(small part|ales of shteld) from the tnslde causing damageto the ,ipressure _all. Inversely, if the shield ts too thin, tt _|11 afford no
_"_" protection, and the backupmustprovide all necessary protection.

"_"_'-_ Referencing meteoroid/debris flux charts, and the equation N = FAT, It
_" Is possible to calculate th.enumberof Impacts (N) sustained on a sur-

_,::!_;: face area (A) during t_me (T) In a flux field.IF), b_,a particle of
-_:' " mass(_t). The probab|lIty of no penetration {Po) Is given by Po = 1-N.

__,_ Oncea specific particle size (O) and level of no-penetration probability
_: has been decided upon, the optimumshield thickness can be calculated

_ using Ts = .2S O. The e_uatton used to relate pressure wail thickness
-o_.... to separation dtstance ts

_i_?ii: .Ob(Pm'PT)1/6__ __ }41/3 V '70,OOOl112_1, Tb = SI/Z -

o ), ,

_. :/

....,:',i, _-87

_____)
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,;_i M -_partlclomaQ_,(]ram_
'_" V - impaclvelocity; _0 kmlgecfor_meteeroid_and
,: 10 km/,_ecfordebrt_
i _,

;'_:!:' Pm" particle density; .5 9/cm.a for met,eortod_ end
:_._!_i_. 2,2 9/cm_ for debris

....:" PT " pressure wall density; 91cm3

ay _ pressure wall material yield streGg allowable 1b/in s

.;,,:" Consideringdesign andweight constraints, tt ts poss|ble to design for
_:_o"_,__._ a numberof combinationsof pressure wall thicknessesand separation
;_i_ dtstances.

_._,.s.; In conclusion, haZardS from meteoroids anddebris pose a real threat to
.:__...:;i spacevehicles, and protection design must be considered. The SOC
':; employsa double wall concept which ts effective tn protecting tt from

_.:°'_,:, particles that may Impact its surface.

' .:i2
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_: THE INVESTIGATIONOF METEOROIDAND MAN-MADESPACE
_:_; DEBRISENVIRONMENTSOF AN EARTH-ORBITAL,MANNED
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_ PROVIDINGGIVENLEVELSOF NO-PENETRATIONPROBABILITY.
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, Space heat Rejection Radiators: Meteoroid/Debris Consideration
, by J. Gary Ranktn, NASA-dohnson Space Center

_:_ _ INTRODUCTION
f This-p_r--_ddresses (tn a qualitative fashion) the effect of the

meteoroid�space debris environment on the design and evolution of
spacecraft waste heat rejection radtator systems. Thts discuss/on '

1 appltes to "acttve" radtator systems; t.e. systems tn which waste
' heat ts collected from the various heat sources wIthtn a

_::- ; spacecraft and delivered to the radtator system by a heat
transport loop. The heat ts then distributed over the radiator
area and thus rejected to space.

PRESENT SYSTEHS
_ All acttve r adlator systems on manned fltght veh|cles to date have

used pumped fluid radiators for heat rejection. Zn other words,
:: the heat transport fluid Is distributed via a manifold tnto
:- Individual small tubes attached to the rad|atJng Surface, as '_

Illustrated In Figure 1. The waste heat ts transferred to the
walls of the Individual tubes by convection, through the tube

_:i:i_. walls and along the radiating surface by conduction, and finallyto space by radiation. Wtth this type of desI'gn, the puncture of
_:,' any Jndtvtduai radtator fluid tube would result In the loss of all
_ flutd from the entire heat transport loop. For thts and other

reliability reasons, multtple transport loops are used to provide
_o_- either redundant or at least fractional capability tf one loop is
_ lost.

='__ No meteoroid/debris punctures of acttve radtator tubes have been
_ experienced. However, tt should be noted that fluid tube wall i
_:_" thicknesses have been driven by structural considerations other
_:" than the meteoroid penetration criteria. Thts has been due to
:-,:/ factors such as reiatIvely short ltfe requirements and small
_ exposed flutd areas. Therefore launch vibration .and ccousttc
_ environments, or other general pressure vessel safety criteria
_!!-" have stzed the tube thickness over and above what would be
_: requtred for meteoroid protection based on current mOdels.

: The Shuttle Orbiter radiator panel construction (Illustrated tn
_ Ftgure 2) represents the largest ( _300 ft') and most recent
" example of a pumped fiu.td radtator destgn. These panels constst
• of small alumtnum tubes beneath thin alumtnum face sheets bonded
_:: tO a lightweight alumtnum honeycomb core material. Although the

honeycomb panel design resulted from the structural requirements
_. Imposed by the launch environment, It shouid be noted that tt does

provide Some Inherent meteoroid protection to the fluid fluw
tubes. The honeycomb and the facesheet on the stde opposite a

.-,. tube provtde a "bumperIng" effect, while Immediately above each
tube there ts an "armoring" effect of the adjacent face sheet.

.-

FUTUR£ SYSTEHS
Future systems, however, must meet requirements that are qutte a
bit different from those for current systems. The most Important

- new requirement wtll be a long lifetime, wtth space platforms or

_i_ _ 295
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Space Stations having a design 1tie of ten years and probably
actual life of much longer than that. The next major new
requirement wtll be one of size. We are expecting electrical
power levels on the order of several hundred kilowatts, So we
would probably have about ten times the radiator area of the
Orbiter radiator system. This size, however, ts for a fully
mature Space Station configuration. For a variety of technical ".
and programmatic reasons, any future Space Station w111 evolve

"1 through a phased approach to its ftnal size, Thts establishes
a,;other unique requirement for future radiator systems: the
abf!tty to be "grow," tn orbit over a period of months or years i
from a relatively modest stze to a very large size. Ntth these (_
different requirements tn mind, our advanced program studtes have i
shown benefits of radiators which Incorporate heat pipes rather
than individual fluid tubes to distribute heat to the radiating _)
surface itself. Heat wtil still be collected from various

locations around the vehicle wtth a pumped flutd loop (or some jl
even more advanced designs utilizing a two-phase system) but thtscentral transport loop would not flow through tubes on the
radiating area that ts exposed to the meteoroid or debris !i
env t ronment. !i

i 1

The heat pipe, Illustrated tn Ftgure 3, is a self-contained system
that transfers heat by bOfltng a fluid at one point and condensing li

it at another; the liquid is transferred back to the boiling area I
by capillary action through a wick structure. It ts the use ofthe capillary action that is the unique characteristic of the heat
pipe, Provided that the pressure gradient tn the vapor is kept ii
small, the axtal temperature grad|ent along the heat pipe can be _
small, resulting In a device of a very high thermal conductivity. _
The effective thermal conductivity of the device can be more than _i
1,000 times that of a solid copper rod of similar dimensions.

Host heat pipes proposed for use tn spacecraft radiators are made
of aiumtnum, with ammonia as the heat pipe working fluid, in this
application, heat would be transferred from the heat transport
loop flowing through a central manifold to one end Of each heat
pipe (the evaporator). Each separate, individually charged and _
sealed heat ptpe wouid then transport tts portion of the heat to
its condensor section, which is cooled by the attached radiating
fln surface, The internal wlcklng structure of the plpe would
return the condensed liquid to the evaporator seotlon, and the
-),clewould be repeated as iong as the heat load Is maintained.

Figure 4 111ustrates some of the benefits of the heat pipe
radiator over a conventional pumped fluid type. Controls are !
stmpler and pumping requirements are less due to the stmpler fluid
flow arrangement resulting from the elimination of the Individual
radiator flow tubes. The biggest stngle advantaqe, however, ts
that a heat ptpe system reduces the radiator's sensitivity to the
meteoroid/debris environment. As discussed earlier, the puncture
of any single tube would cause the loss of all radiator area

; associated wtth the same fluid flow system. ,tth the use of heat
_: pipes, the puncture of any single exposed heat pipe would only
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_'"o:_ cause the loss of that pipe's workln9 fluld charge. With a
,,_.... , continuous radiator fln, the reduction In radiator performance
_!',: would be less than l/N, (where N-total number of heat pipes)
i:i_,• _ because the heat pipes adjacent to the damaged one would continue
_,,_ , to provide heat to the damaged pipe's fin area. Wtth a longer

_,:_-,_ effective fin !ength, that area wou]d _tmply operate at a lower
_':i/ ftn efficiency. This response to meteoroid damage has been

described as providing "graceful degradation" Of radiator
.... performance over a long ltfe.

i_:_ '; Heat pipes, wtth their working fluid charge and wtcktng material,
:_ are heavier than stmple tubes. A]so, the temperature difference
_'_i!iI,_ between the buik transport loop fluid and the radiator fin ls
o_: greater wtth a heat ptpe radiator than with a pumped flutd
_i__ radiator. Thus, for a given fluid temperature, a heat pipe
:_'_?SI _ radiator wt11 operate at a lower radiating temperature than a
_i_ pumped flutd radiator and wtll therefore require more radiator
!_ii;_ area for a given heat load. Both these factors tend to increase
_i_ the weight of heat ptpe radiators over pumped flutd radiators tf
_o;_ meteoroid damage ts not considered, Therefore, fop short
, i lifetimes or small radiator areas (and thus a minimum exposure to
_,:_,, the threat of puncture) the meteoroid design requirement wlll

robably be minimal (as In the prevIous!y discussed case of therbfter radiator design) and a pumped fluid radiator will be the
desired t_pe. However, aS radiator size or design lifetimes
Increase, the threat of puncture a]sO Increases, and measures must
be taken to protect a pumped fluid system. All these measures,
whether armoring, bumpertn9, or providing redundant systems, will
cause an increase tn radiator system weight. At some point, the
initial wetght penalty of a heat ptpe design ts overcome, and a
heat ptpe system becomes the preferred type of radiator. Ftgure 5
ts an example of the results of an analysis to compare applicable

_ ranges of the two types of systems. Thts analysts was done
_,_ considering only the current NASA meteoroid mOdel. In general, tf

_ you have a stringent requirement to avoid a puncture, (therefore,
_ a low probability of penetration), then that drives you Into the
_ region where you want heat pipes. If you can accept a large

=_:!_ probability of penetration, then of course the pumped fluid
:_'_o radiators wtn out because they are lighter to start with. But as

_:_ your mission length Increases the break pOint moves down with
_:_. respect to the vehicle heat load (and therefore, radiator size).

For the case where we have a heat rejection load of several
hundred ktiowatts and _ :_ne percent probability of penetration tn

_:_ aftve to ten year mts_ton, this analysis |ndtcates that heat
_i_o_ ptpes are preferred over the pumped flutd system.

; i, il !

_ Because of the potential benefits of heat pipe radiator's discussed
!_? above, development of heat ptpe radiator technOlogy has been
o,: _ underway at JSC for several years. The most recent concept under

_ ,_ development ts called a Space Constructable Radiator (SCR) System.
.......' The concept, Illustrated tn Figure 6, utilizes as tts primary
°iiii:_i, .i building block a single "lkw element consisting of a large, htgh
°_ capacity heat ptpe wtth Its attached radiating ftn. _tth
ioi,i/ I' dimensions of 1-2 feet in width and 50 feet in length, these
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stngle elements can be combined to form the various combinations
, illustrated In the ftgure. Full scale prototype elements of the
:!. SCR system are scheduled to be te_ted tn a thermal vacuum
: environment by the end of 19i]'3.

EFFECT OF ORBITAL DEOR[$ ON RADIATOR DESIGN
' A_-_-n___-T-_t_-6-T_r-_O_-fi-__t_-_-fT_t of the debt1 s

environment on radiator design can only be addressed qualitatively
: i at thts time. NO analyses ttave been done to assess the debris
,: Impact, so reference must be made to results such as presented tn
, Ftgure S which refiect only the current meteoroid model,

Currently, efforts are underway to more accurately define the
debris model. If the debris model ts found to override the
meteoroid mode1, It should stmply shtft the tradeoff points where

• the spacecraft designer would choose heat ptpe radiators rather
: than pumped fluid radiators. In other words, heat pipes would

become desirable at even shorter lifetimes or lower heat loads

i:.:_!i, then reflected in the figure.
i:; However, even tf the debris model ts deemed less severe than the
_' meteoroid model, the meteoroid model alone has provided enough
i::": , justification for proposing heat ptpe radiators as the "baseline"
_, design concept for future large, long-life spacecraft heat
i_.. rejection Systems_,_

_,_

! '
_.'

! .

[
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:;_:_. ; SATELLITE SgP,VICEfl AND ORBITAL RETRIEVAL

-:_, i by

_,:!;i" Rudolph j. Adarnato

" Grummart Aerospa¢_ CePperatlon, Bethpago, N.Y.

_ :.. Ovor the past two years, Grumman Aerospace has born working with
:: i_°,

NASA/JSC in the development of S,_tellite Services. Satellite Services is on _

_!:J extension of the Space Transportation System (STS) which will provide '1
?:':,• i
:_:; on-orbit services and operational capabilities that exploit the uniqueness of
:i '!,: [

_:;_.. the STS (vs. expendable launch vehicles), and the advantages of human ,!
presence on-orbit. Within the capabilities of the SpaCe Shuttle Orbiter, a i!

_;::::: broad range of services can be made available to the satellite user community !:

;_,_ as summarized in Fig. I i e, payload deployment, close proximity retrieval,

:,_ and a number of other mission related functions. This presentation will focus ,,

__,:_::. on close proximity retrieval and retrieval of payloads in higher energy LEO _I

orbits.
y,_;}:- ,'

_i'_: • PAYLOAD DEPLOYMENT !!

.,_ • CLOSEPROXIMITY RETRIEVAL }

%L,i
-° • ON-ORBIT SERVICING

ii
-_'_' • BACKUP/CONTINGENCY

;_,' • DELIVERY/RETRIEVAL OF HI ENERGY PAYLOADS [i
.....•.__;.., (LEO/PROPULSIONCLASS) , i

t
..:,.i_ • EARTH RETURN

_- • OPTIONAL SERVICES

;" Pig.1 SatelliteServiceOperatiOns

.'. :
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i: Figwre 2 identifle_ th___varioge _atellite classes with which the Orbiter i

will b_ required ta interface, They include;

• Direct Delivnry/Sorvlcln9 than_ natelliten eapabln of dirA,ct d{_liv_ry
; t_ _)rbit and/¢_r fl¢_rvi_In,qby thn Orbiter

• LEO/Prop_lolon o tho_e _t_lllto_ who_e LEO operational _ltitudo i_

{ibovo the Orbitnr'_ nominal doltvory altitude

• GEO $ot(}lllte_ - tho_o _tol!itn,_ do,tined for GEO that are deployed in

' LEO by the Orbiter

• Planotary/Other_ ,. Sp_¢ecraft do_tinod for planetary mi_sion_ that are
I

deployed by the Orbiter. Also considered in this class are

undefinable satellites/payloads that mi9ht be carried as reflight op=

portunitlos in the STS manifest ,!
• Sorties/DaD = Sortie missions such as e.g., Spacelab flights and DolE) _i

;

, Orbiter TII_'1rt1IS. ,_,

--< I

f' f

i

_ _/_ _!._.,,,..,,._,._. ',

//.. "/ (,GEO,__SATELLITES_.__ I "_ _,

• _m -- .....--.. LEoTO_ooo___..__t-f--_-- --. ""

ORBITER

(_-_._ _ -_-___--_.......-.__._L_-_..__---___ DELY ORBIT

Fig. 2 Satellite Classes i

The satellite classes con,_idered for retrieval with the Shuttle Orbiter

include Direct Delivery/Servicin9 and LEO/Propulsion. ',

!" _00

i'
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Figure 3 summarize_ the _atellite retrieval _pport_nltle_ which m_y be-

: come available to the dec_de c_mm_r/ng in 19_3. Tl_s_ are grouped _

" function of th_ fl_tnlllte m_fl b_c_u__ it t_ _n important parameter which

r_late_ to rotriowl te_hniqu(_, and th_ number of _pportqnitl_ within that

...... grouping are _hown. Of importan_o i_ the year In which the ftr_t
0

, opportunity tony exist; o.9.; within the _at(_llito m_ 9rogpln_ of up t_ 1000
kg, there are 12 rotriowl opport,r, ltl_ pr_jnct_d, the first occgrrin9 in

• 1986.

=._,_ ............ u =_:==:==¢Jm

SATELLITES DIRECTLY REACHABLE BY ORBITER

SATELLITE NUMBER OF EARLIEST
._. MASS (KG) RETRIEVAL EVENTS TIME FRAME,,,

UP TO i000 KG 12 1986

i 1000. 2600 KG 9 1983

i: 2600. 6000 KG 18 1985

6000.11,000 KG 15 1987

-_: > 11,000 KG 19 1987

SATELLITES WITH LEO PROPULSION

=_'- UP TO 1000 KG 8 1986

::i 1000. 2500 KG 38 1986

_:,_ 2500. S000 KG 33 1984

i_: *APPROVED OR PLANNED SATELLITE PROGRAMS ONLY

=_ " Fig,3 SatelliteRetrievalOpportunityModel (t983-1993)

Also noted, for the satellite mass grouping of 1000 to 2500 k9, the first

, retrieval Opportunity may exist as eaHy as 1983. That date was based on

"_ earlier information which first expected Solar Max Mission retrieval and repair

_ in 1983, but which has now been rescheduled for STS Flight 13 in April 1984.

: All told, opportunities may exist for retrieving more than 150 active satellites
through the year 1993, for purposes of on-orbit refurbishment or for theiri i

, return to the ground for subsequent launchings.

i

All satellites to be retrieved within these indicated opportunities will be

for active satellites launched by the Shuttle and nominally operating. Figure

4 summarizes, however, the types of satellite retrieval conditions which may
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,!
be called upon when considering both planned an contingency retrieval sit_

; uations, Stabill_ed satellites Include both actively and passively stabilized

_ateltltes such as 9rav!ty 9radtont stabilized or satellites whose control system
i

ha_ b_en Znhlbited so as not to interfere with orbiter retrieval operations.

Removal of partially disabled satellites which may bo rotating at low rates and

retrieval of highly unstabilized tn.¢tive satellites and debris may also be

' roqui0'ed,

i li i ] i I _

• RETRIEVAL OF ACTIVELY STABILIZED SATELLITES

• RETRIEVAL OF PASSIVELYSTABILIZED SATELLITES

- GRAVITY GRADIENT STAB:L,IZED

- PARTIALLY DISABLED (ROTATING AT LOW RATES)

• RETRIEVAL OF INACTIVE SATELLITES/DEBRIS

i n i |lml i i i |

Fill.4 Typeoof $itelllteRewleval

Figure 5 .-elates the retrieval modes which are applicable to the Orbiter

Direct and LEO Propulsion Class satellites. Satellites directly reachable by

the Orbiter can be retrieved by the Orbiter's Remote Manipulator System

(RMS) or with the assistance of Proximity Operations Modules (POM).

Satellites in the LEO propulsion class are captured and brought back to the

Orbiter with a Versatile Service Stage (VSS) also referred to as the

Teleoperator Maneuvering System. These retrieval modes will be further

explained in' subsequent discussions.

i i i - j

• ORBITER DIRECT (SATELLITES REACHABLEBY ORBITER)

- RETRIEVAL WiTH RMS

- RETRIEVAL WITH ASSISTANCEOF PROXIMITY OPERATIONS
MODULE (POM)

• LEO PROPULSIONCLASS(SATELLITES NOT DIRECTLY
REACHABLEBY ORBITER)

- RETRIEVAL WITH VERSATILE SERVICE STAGE
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_ Figure 6 shows a rendering of the Orbiter equipped with an RMS for a
baseline retrieval op_ratlon. In this sequence, the Orbiter, after completing

rendezvous with the satellite to a range of up to a few thousand ft, would

then approach the satellite to within the RMS reach of about 35 ft. Figure 6

i illustrates the grapple fitting mounted to the satellite and the snare end,

t effector which is attached to the end of the RMS and used to capture the sat-

ellite's grapple fitting. This is presently considered to he the nominal re-
trieval mode for stabilized satellites.

Fig. 6 DeplOyment/Retdeval with tho Remote Menipuletor Systom=

. Figure 7 summarizes the highly stringent requirements and capabilities

i for RM$ retrieval of payloads. Actively stabilized satellites, for example, re-

!i quire an attitude deadband limit to be within -'0.1 deg/sec about all axes.

_,_: These limits reflect a grapple point motion of less than _3 inches. For the

passively stabilized satellites, such as gravity gradient stabilized satellites,
Yi the grapple point motion must be contained within ±15 in. and have attitude:!

:! rates about all axes to be less than 0.5 in./sec. To employ the RMS retrieval

_: _!_ mode the satellite is required to be stabilized to rather tight tolerances
"i throughout the Orbiter/RMS retrieval operations.'t

1
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• SPIN-STABILIZEDPAYLOADSMUSTBE DE-SPUN I
i: I

_. • PASSIVELY.STABILIZEDPAYLOADSMUSTHAVE GRAPPL.EPOINT MOTION

LESSTHAN _ 15 INCHESAND LESSTHAN0.05 INCHES/SECOND i

• ACTIVELY-STABILIZEDPAYLOADSMust HAVE
- ATTITUDE DEAD.BANDLESSTHAN _.1 DEGREEABOUTALL AXES

ANGULARRATELIMIT LESSTHAN0,1 DEG/SECABOUTALL AXES
= MAXIMUMGRAPPLEPOINTMOTIONLESSTHAN _ 3 INCHES

: • MAXIMUMALLOWABLERELATIVEVELOCITYOF PAYLOADANDORBITER li

AT CAPTURELESSTHAN0.1 FT/SEC _

• PAYLOADSHOULDHAVESUFFICIENTCONTROLAUTHORITY TO DAMPOUT
AND RETURNTO LOCALVERTICAL/HORIZONTAL(LVLH) ATTITUDE '
WITHIN 2 MINUTESAFTER DIRECT RCSPLUMEIMPINGEMENTAT 35 FEET J
FROMTHRUSTER _::

:": i Fig. 7 RMS Capabilities for Payload Retrieval !_

:_:1.i, Figure 8 relates other factors which must be considered for Orbiter RMS

!_:_ retrieval, and which in some applications may make it impractical; e.g. the _i_

_, exhaust plume impingement resulting from the Orbiter RCS Z-axis braking ma- il,j
neuvers may cause both attitude and translation disturbances to the satellite f

which could preclude retrieval using the RMS. Low Z-axis braking maneuvers i
i'

!_' ! reduce impingement effects considerably but utilize a significant increase in :,;
i-_ ! '_'

_..: RCS propellant. _i

; !:

• POTENTIAL ATTITUDE/TRANSLATIONAL DISTURBANCESDUE
:_ " TO EXHAUST PLUME IMPINGEMENT EFFECTS ....

;_ • LARGE ORBITER RCSPROPELLANTCONSUMPTION DURING
CLOSEPROXIMITY OPERATIONS

• POTENTIAL CONTAMINATION TO SATELLITE/EXPERIMENTS
FROM ORBITER RCSEXHAUST PARTICLE DEPOSITION

Fig. 8 RMS Retrieval - Other Cohsiderations

Still another factor to be contended with is the potential contamination to

the satellite and/or experiments which result from RCS exhaust particle depo-

: sition. This is of particular concern to large optical satellite systems operat-

' ii ing in the infra-red and visible light spectrums which are highly sensitive to i• !!
_,, molecular and particulate deposition. These satellites would then require re-

_ trieval using contaminate sensitive retrieval systems.

_'i 304 '=
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'_ = Illustrated in Fig, 9 is a concept for a contaminate sensitive retrieval :i

system known as the Proximity Op_rations Vehicle (POV). It consists of a

• _ 4 small free flyer vehicle dispatched from the Orbiter payload bay and flown to

_ the satellite which is station-keeping at a range up to 3000 ft The free fly __) , . !

er is flown using remote commands issued by a crewman in the Orbiter aft

• i:_ flight deck. POV is flown to capture the satellite by its grapple fitting and

-._ tow it to within the Orbiter RMS reach distance. It then releases the satellite

in a highly stabilized attitude mode for capture with the RMS. A key feature

' of the POV is its non-contaminating cold gas propulsion system which is used _i
Ii

to perform both attitude and tran._lation maneuvers.
'! : !i

i D - ' }

_ ? 0 '

i=;i

: .,_' Fi;, 9 MTV/Proximlty Opefatiom Module - Satellite Capture _

o i) 1
_ Figure 10 illustrates the flight control concept selected and baselined for

:,. maneuvering and controlling the POV to and from a satellite station-keeping ;

!' within close proximity of the Orbiter. The concept involves a crewman sta- i

tioned in the Orbiter aft flight deck equipped with hancl controllers and dis-

: plays flying the POM to a satellite by remote attitude and translation corn- i
• _ mands. The procedure requires the crewman to maintai¢,' the POM in inertial, ) !

attitude hold during approach to the satellite and controlling inertial LOS

rates with Y-. and Z-axis t_'anslational thrust. This flight technique was de-
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veloped during the Apollo program for manual terminal rendezvous and dock-

ing of LM to the C_;M. Man-In-the-loop simulations have shown that near

minimum delta-V penalties are incur-red when controlling inertial LOS rates tO

low rates (±0.2 mrad/sec) during approach. An additional factor which im-

pacts the selection of guidance system components needed to implement this

technique is the non-stringent inertial sensor requirements. The impact of

gyro drift occurring within approximately 15 minutes of flight time have little _

effect on the inertial attitude reference accuracy. _

T i

Y

ii

_- v_Oeo

• CONTROL RANGE RATE WITH X.AXIS THRUSTING i}

!

COMMAND DISPLAYS I
Fig, 10 Flight Control Concept

As can be noted from the illustration, the POV configuration is designed

in modular sections, comprised of an aft section containin_ the propulsion

system, propellant and tankage, and a forward section or core module con-

taining the electronic components and all other operating systems.

_' Figure 11 illustrates the overall design and general equipment arrange-

_.i ment developed for the core module. Major subsystems were organized into
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_; t'_l_'_'_Zk_l_K "_.-T'_,_:_-_n_,_z_'_r _'_'_¸'- d_u
f_

. i '

_:'_!' component groupings for ease in maintenance and refurbishment. For

:_i_ _ example, one side wall contained the power supply and distribution system-

:_ with art area provided for a second 40 amp_:hr battery. Tt" top panel was

-_::_,,_ , used to mount the communications system components. The .,_cond side wall

-_,;_ housed the G_,C components. The bottom panel incorporat_d the passive

-i}ii_;, ,i berthing docking mechanisms while the front face housed the TV system

-_'_'_ Additional room was provided for the extendable mast and stow cannister.

},:,: These components are to be interfaced with the TV system in accordance with

_!_i,_. prescribed dimensions.

t; 5" r

_.! RUNNING LIGHT TRANSMITTER 121

.... GRAPPLE ANTENNA 121< ,.

:_£ ': DIPLEXER (2)

COMMUNICATION
PANEL RANGE RATE RADAR

LIGHT

i-

POWER

TVCAMERA

-. '-_,

o._,.__:°. ,BERTHING FITTING (3)
BATTERY (2)

=N_b'.

_,_, FIR. il MTV-Core Module

i<"_ i' i_i! ;

-:_:;i:;i- As illustrated in Fig. 12 the propulsion kit which contains two 28 in. di-

=I_2P- ameter spherical tanks is capable of providing about 175 Ib of useable GN2
/i,{),," propellant. Also contained within the module is an aft facing TV camera used

<:;, ,_o_:_ to navigate the POV to the Orbiter when towing the satellite. F_ur 101 in. _,
=_;0i;. deployable thruster booms, each carrying a thruster quad mounted to the

i:ii_' end, provide the attitude and translation control authority required for satel-

:_- _ lite towing. The boom length was sized to minimize thrust loss due to
.... °' i

_/_ . _, impingement on satellites as large as 15 ft in diameter.}:_i _

;°i.i!,' :! 307
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! Also incorporated is the snare and effector, which is attached to an ex-

_, tendible boom and used for satellite grappling. Overall size of this config-
uration measures 76 in. W x 29 in. H x (_6 in. L and is estimated at 1110 lb.

This configuration is used to retrieve satellites up to 5000 kg at a range of

up to 1 kin. It could also be used for larger payload sortie missions provid-

ing a delta-V of 100 ft/sec for 1000 kg experiment packages.

i • ii,,

QUAD (4)
28" DIA GN2 TANK (2)

THRUSTER 8OOM DEPLOYED TV CAMERA

KIT 3 - ENTENDABLE MAST

i' _ STOW/DEPLOYCANNISTER

. ,,-

_ _'_

%

I)

_e

:' THRUSTER BOOM II
:_ POSITION(4 PLACES) KIT 3- SNARE END
•. EFFECTOR ....
_ . RUNNING LIGHTS (21

_ BOOMDOWN LOCK (4)

"_ Fi0. 12 MTV-POM Kit 2 - Satellite (5000 kg) Retrieval

" Figure 13 illustrates how 'a manipulator system can be integrated with the

core and propulsion modules., The manipulator arms, each 5 ft in length are

..: mounted to the front face of the core module, and can be used to capture

_ spinning satellites. The arms store along the core module side panels within

s the thruster boom stowage envelope. The system also includes a tilt and pan

TV system with two additional lights mounted to the front face. The POV is

spun-up to match the rotating velocit_ of a spinning satellite and the manip-

ulator arms are extended to capture the satellite. After capture, the POV is

_: ;'_ despun to bring the rotational velocity of the satellite to near zero.

-i!
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_':, EXTENDABLE STABILIZER "%-_ _,_'_"

eN0eFFeCTOR ,i
' _ END eFF ECTOR_'/_. ,_

_' MANIPULATOR ARM / _._ j. _ .-.

_ _=Jf

_:'"_: LIGHTS
" . ROTATION JOINT 'J

'_._' Fig. 13 MTV-POM Kit 4 - Manipuletor

:!_i Retrieval of satellites within a 100-ft separation distance of the Orbiter

_:_; can also be accomplished by a manned Proximity Operations Module (POM) as L

;_'__,._, illustrated in Fig. 14 and 15. The POM is an adaptation of the Work Re-

_:_" straint Unit (WRU) and can be used in conjunction with a Manned Maneuver- !:

ing Unit (MMU) to retrieve moderate-size satellites in the Multimission Modular

_:i:" Spacecraft class (2500 kg).

¥ _:

=_ The POM is equipped with an extendible mast and an RMS end-effector

:-s mounted to a support structure to allow the astronaut to fly with the snare

_-:_:_".:, end-effector in a forward position during satellite engagement, and in an aft li

!_ position during satellite towing operations. As astronaut would fly the 1

_' manned POM to the satellite, capture it via the satellite's RMS-compatible t

_ grapple fixture, and tow it to within the reach distance of the RMS. i

' Figure 14 shows the Manned POM "flying-in" the end effector to engage '., . !

_: .... the satellite's grapple fixture. As illustrated in Fig. 15 the manned Proximity

Operations Module (POM) tows a spacecraft to the Orbiter. Via flight control i
. : !

i:: capabilities of the MMU the astronaut would stabilize/position the satellite

3O9
i_: .
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within the reach distance of the Orbiter's RMS arm. The POM would then de-

tach itself from the satellit_s's 9rapp!e fixture and allow the Orbiter RMS to

capture the satellite. Following c_pture, the RMS places the satellite on to a

handling and positioning aid or tilt table to enable on-orbit oervicin9. Since

most of the major hardware elements of this concept exist or are in late

_ _ stages of development, the manned POM could be a move readily available ap-

=ii;'_I preach to near-term satellite retrieval missions.

Fig. 14 Manned Proximity OPerations Module - Satellite Capture

: i_:_'_i Fig. 16 Manned Proxlm:JtyOperations Module - Satellite Retrieval

2 _
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Figure 16 shows a schematic of the baseline work restraint unit or core
work station and the additional attachments for satellite retrieval, Included

i
_,, _ in the figure are th_ cradle a_sombly with a snare end offoctor and a battery

+_ _ powered extendible mast. An additional control panel pr_vides the astronaut

, with manual control of the extendible mast and a capability to rotate the

cradle as=embly into position for satellite towing. Without the cradle assembly

but with a stabilizer add-on kit the WRU can be used as a work station for

_ repairing satellites or equipments within the Orbiter payload bay. Figure 17

:_"i" depicts a crewman repairing a satellite appendage hang-up prior to its
deployment from the payload bay. After attaching himself to the work site

. with a stabilizer unit, the crewman releases himself from the MMU and steps

- into the foot restraint for retention. This design provides the crewman with

' unobstructed access to the work zone within his immediate surrounding.

i-;/
':' " i i i ill

CONTROL PANEL

[COREWORSTAT,ON]

cG : EXTENDABLE MAST
! =_ STOW/DEPLOYCANNISTER

i-

-".' SNARE END
_ EFFECTOR

i :

• CRADLE PIVOT
i . ATTACHMENT

! ,

_ ' I CRADLE ASSYI
' I I I I III I ;11 ii ii iii iii i I II1 ii I i iii " IBIIBII I

FiO, 16 Work Station - Satellite Retrlevld
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'.-_i Fill. 17 MMU_/ork Station - Backupfor Satellite AppendageHanllups

x:::_! For the LEO/Propulsion satellite class, (satellites in Low earth orbit
%
::_!; which cannot be reached directly by the Oribiter) satellite retrieval is accom-
,_, plished with the use of a Versatile Service Stage (VSS) or T_leoperator Ma-

:::_- neuvering System (TMS). As presented in Fig. 18 the VSS is equipped with '
_:_ a snare end effector on an extendible mast as it approaches an uncooperative

__.?, satellite rotating at low altitude rates. This mechanism is used to capture the i
-_,: satellite and reduce its rotational rates so +hat a hard docking can be affected t::3" !
_:_ to transfer the satellite back to the Orbiter. :

::,:. Figure 19 illustrates the VSS equipped with dexterous manipulators for

::, retrieving inactive satellites and/or Orbital debris. The illustration depicts
=:_. the VSS capturing an OAO satellite which is tumbling about one axis at rates

" ', up to 10 rpm. Capture is achieved by spinning up the manipulator arms at a

_: rata which is synchronized with the satellite's tumbling rate and then engag-

_:_.__ ing the satellite. After engagement the satellite i._ despun via a clutch

-_:' mechanism that transfers the rotational energy to the VS$ which in turn dis-

_ sipates the energy with the VSS reaction control jets. After nulling the

__ satellite's rotational rate, the manipulators are then used to hard dock the

:- satellite to the VSS for transferring the satellite to the Orbiter.

®,
= ,.oy -_,:_ o_'_,_:__. o _ _ _':._ _ ........ o.... ,: o. _i" :'i:_::':'_:: :' : "-_": _"_ . . ,. ," o,o , _ _:;' _ ,, ' -' ,_ ' '_ '_'
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; ...... Figure 20 nhow_ the crewmar_-in the Orbiter aft flight deck commanding

::i_-:_::_,." _hn VSS via remote manuaJ commarid_ to brillg the satellite to within Orbiter

,; RM$ reach Manual r_mote command_ are uBBd to fly the VSS when within

_' :_ I '' clo_o proximity of the Orbttor, After tho--s_llito _ brought to within

• _ Orbiter RMS roach, the Orbiter cap,urea the satolllto and pieces it Into the
_),

'," payload bay either for onoorbit r_pair/rofurbiohment or for earth return,:q! : .....

v:., •

N

_:': Fig. 20 Ver_atile Service Stage - CIo_e Proximity Flight Control

-o .i .
_:'_ _,

......• In conclusion and as summarized in Fig 21, the POV has wide use for
.,_, a number of applications.

_°_:I_I::, • It offers non contaminating retrieval of satellites

_:_.,.!, • it will minimize Orbiter RCS propellant usage
......:_,.

• it will expand the capture envelope of satellite attitude conditions,
--_<_ and

_,_ • can maneuver payloads and experiment packages about the Orbiter.

":.:_i... used as a work station which will attach to an assortment of work sites. It

_• can be used to transport small payloads to the various work sites, as well as
o_,._::..-- to stabilize/retrieve satellites in close proximity to the Orbiter. It will also

serve as back-up to the RMS for satellite deployment.

_ ._--"_

_-_ ..................
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OMTV/PflOXIMITY OPERATIONI9MODULi_OFFERI]TH_ FOLLOWINGBENI_FIT8
! _ NON°CONTAMINATIN_RETRIEVAL

MINIMUMORBITER tiCSUSAGEFORCLO0_PROXIMITYOPERATION8
' ,-- i_XPAND8SATELLITECAPTURE.POTENTIAL01_YONDRMSCAPABILITIES

SORTIEEXPERIMENTMINION AI)PLICATION_

_ • MMUIWORKSTATIONOFFERSTH_ FOLLOWINGCAPABILITIES
_, FORNOMINALANDCONTINGENCYOPERATIONS

= WORKSTATIONADAPTABLETOVARIOUSSITES
= TRANSPORTEROFSMALL PAYLOADMODULESTOWORK81TP8
- PROXIMITYOPERATIONSMODULEFORSATELLITECAPTURE

ANDRETRIEVAL .....SATELLITESTABILIZATION
- RMSBACKUPFORSATELLITEDEPLOYMENT

• DEVELOPMENTOF MANNEDANDUNMANNEDPOM'SAREBOTHTECHNICALLY i
: AND ECONOMICALLYATTRACTIVE !_

- CANBEDEVELOPEDWITHIN CURRENTTECHNOLOGYBASEUSING _
OFF.THE.SHELFEQUIPMENTS r

- MINIMIZESDEVELOPMENTCOSTS
- OFFERSAFFORDARLEGROWTH

i
Fill.21 Condu_ioM ,t

Considering these applications and the design concepts developed, :

manned and unmanned POM's are both technically and economically attractive. !

-:- More importantly they can be developed within the current technology base

and at reasonable cost. BeCause they satisfy many potential mission needs !

--: and can be used as a standard mode for satellite retrieval, early system de-

velopment and flight demonstration is strongly recommended (Fig. 22). r

i i i i i

• BECAUSERETRIEVAL WITH PROXIMITY OPERATIONS I
MODULESCAN SATISFY ALL POTENTIAL MISSION NEEU$, t
IT SHOULD BECONSIDERED AS A STANDARD MODE FOR
SAT¢:LLII'E RETRIEVAL

I

• EARLY SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT LEADING TO FLIGHT
DEMONSTRATION IN 1985 IS RECOMMENDED.

Fig.22 Reeommondetlono
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N85-21212
" A 'REMOTELY CONTROLLFD OROITING RETRII?VER °

MarMmll H. Kaplen'*
Spacetech= Inc.

State College, PA

Summary

A preliminary design effort was recently carried out to

investigate methods of removing a certain olass of Space objects

from Shuttle-type orbits. Specifically, expired satellites0 upper

stages, and ether objects of potential danger to the Shuttle are

the targets of this study. The Trash Remover arid Satellite

Hauler (TRASH-I) design effort was broken into several discip-

lines: miSSion analysis, systems engineering, dynamics and con.

trol, power, thermal, and propulsion.

A basic requirement is that TRASH-I go up in the Shuttle.

it must be reusable and capable of disposing of more than one

item per mission /or cost effectiveness. These requirements

imply TRASH-I should use current technology, be modular in

des=an, and be relatively maneuverable. In ordm to maximize .,

utility, it should be able to both capture and deorbit obiec;ts.

The design was a basic bus witlt attachable modules whicl_

ca. either capture or deOrbit, depending on the module, rhe

bus is divided into two parts, a front section with shelves and

thermal control for equipment such as commu_Icatiolt_, c,:omp,_tt.,f

('oftltol, ere-., and a rear section wlticlt houses the main k,rl,

motor and some of the attitude contlols, (:or collrlnltltticatlt,ttr,,

" Wc_tk repotted hero is based on a study carried gul nl ehe
Pennsylw.'.a State University under th=: a.thortu direct--,.

"" I_lesido.t
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the bus ts ,)quipped with II l,_cking and (:)[_._-i:_,._lay _atell',te

:;v.stem ('IDR,SS) l,nk package, Al,_o, o rO,rwtt_ alto w'_, tlD(lu,.t(,d

to cut any appendagesfr,_ma spacecraftuhuuld it bo r_£'ce_:_;_ry

for capture. Shuttle attachment paints are located on lhu bus.

A "strawman °' scenario was developed in which the satellite,

050-6, would be retrieved. In addition, an extensive h._t at

possible retrieval candldates was compiled to assist in developing

design criteria. I



r

21'.,i• Spacecraft flequiremerlte and Co,wtralnta

_ Time r.l_mn ,S clea01y one of marteuvu_ing to, re..(I,,tvc.j,,mq

• w0th, d0ckil_g with, arid elmdnattng objects frnm future Shuttle

orbits. Use of the ST'S Iml_osel many ConstrOlnts, The cal!lo

_ _: bay limits the diameter to 4.57m (15 ft.) and lengtlt to 18.3rn

: ":..... 160 ft.). A limiting dry mass of 14,515 kg (32,000 Ibs.) ,s imposed

P"* for 1_8rth return. To provide adequate clearance for appendages,

::_ a diameter of 3.65m 111.9 ft.) was selected. The length is

_:;- limited to 6.0m (19.7 ft.). The lift-off mass became 9,525 kg

_: (21,000 IbS.).

!:_j TRASH-I must withstand all launch and landing loads.

i;_ Load factors that the Spacecraft was desigllod fOr cotre,pO,d

_!':,_ to ult,mate g loads encOuntered during a Return-To-Launch-Site

,_,.i_'_ (RTLS) abort and for a hard landing. ,

i:_!_.-._,, A coSt-effective approach was vital to the philosophy of; :. I

a retrmval mission. Thus, "[RASH.-I IS assumed reusable tll_(Jugh

!_- _e, iodic _efu_biShme.t and the use Of 8 modular desi,qn. T'h_

!::': _¢)_[..effective aspects dictated multiple retrievals per mis_mn,!%,

i _. The rRASH.I velticle J.,;unusual m mo|_y rtl,,lp_,¢'.ts. I! ,:,

:_.. not designed for a single specific missio., but for a vat,ely of

i_: ta_s lulated to coll_._ting ;,I)dC@ trash. Th/5 ,lissl()l, r',:q,.res

!i:i'.' that the vel_icle be flP_Ible m ,ts maneuverability a.d attitude

COr_trul. It is _t_sumt_l th,t (:;_h missio_ v,,ll *hwllv,, rr.l_,!_,_vr_u'.

z_ell, ill l_clSt |hrt*e talo(._|s . Normollily, P,Ir:h |argc:l'v Orbzl _','HI
L *:e..

_: i diffo, ill ils(_t,lll.|inl_ rqlt|t. _ |)l.tSllllln, Illl, llll,i|lllfl. ;.11111 ',r,.,;.mnior'h

! • _ _4,11,. R(..tzd,,/vou._ will1 tl_z, lil',;t tarqa,,I w011 |)(_ _l/(,:(_01,loo(_al,l|l'd

-_ ! fly th_ l.:._Un,ll vellicle. IRASII-I I11!lSl lhl,ll, complel(_ II_i,+

."I 318
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V !

:/! _cecroft D_Ign

ft_e rnalOf de_Ign a._pects constdetod h_,_. me ._;teu,,tu,al, p,o

p_dutor_, dynami¢_ arid COIItrOI, power, thqlll_UI, Rind _;Orllll'tgll, lGgtlOItf_.

lo begin, the structural design was divided into several ,._l:tton._. i

r'irst, there is tl_e bus, the part de,signed to hotJ,_ethe proptJl,,,ion,

.. communication, computers, and all of the Other equipment necessary

: for a general rn_osion. It is furtlle¢ comp:)rtmentalized irtt('J a fear

'_(_'{'tlO|_ fOI thP IIli.lin kick thruMel 3,)(f a foiward ',;Or,ion f()l all
!_

":' of tl,L? equipment. The otltor Structufai area i._ the capture and

--_- d¢orOit module,_. These will attach on the fro.t Of the bus.
=i!....

_;:. Ihe bu._ external structure iS cylindrical, but the side:_ ore

_-_.'.. ._llghtly flattened to accommodate the :iular ll;mel:i. Sill(.u Ii,r:

t,eglrti=infl, several appeltdages have been added for various ia'.;k_;.

==_ f_,qu_e_ I :.rod 2 :,how the final de.sign of the I.qASH-I _,_pare¢=aft.. ,1:

--_i" Plttced ;._ut, td Ih(: e.xtert,ol uu_fa_;e of tl,t, ._p;jc.t_,t_ll ,=tr. ,'._ttHuHe

ll:,_:,ters. A total of twelve attitude thrusters were clio.sen to

-_'. t'.,_ rne,_teO about the bus. 1we Ihrz._ste,,_ Ih;lt fir(, aft thr._ I:_v=l,vr.

. _ d,,i..rtlol, arE, ca, ted tilt 30 dogre(;s. Ihi_,, wil.,_IIOflp St) tl.._, t,xlt,u:A
J' i •

of tl_(,se tw(] thctist(.*rs would not u:tucfele du¢lr,g ro,_ch._tvo_=,, ,,_ith

u,_ {_biect. 1o p_ov_de a pure couple during p_tch mane_vt,_r._,twoJ

_: tt_=t=:,te,s ti_mg m the heartily,' x direction were plsced at the: othe_

/ ,,,,,(! c:,f tl_e sr)nrecraft.

C)n the t_Onl Of the Sp_cr*rlall ,P a ro,m,:.i I_hrl f)li_le ,_$ed

.,. t.o SUl]Ply powul to tl_e s',,ptt_re n,_t(|tll_, lot iI'_ _,t_ldr, I,rlhtS ¢.|tt*_t:(I

1 ) _ *rC U*_ TM (CC_TV), _t,,_ t._lh(,r luhctloh,_ pPrlatl,,_(! to It,., _;aptule

5@rlt_¢-llCe, "rh(_ C_:l)ll(,cl,l',_l plate will I'lClt I)e u,_t;,cJ I,)l tl,u deorbit
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:i? moduLe_, aince they have their Own internal power source. There

are four attachment points on the f_ the _pacecraft for u_o

' in eecurlng the ¢apture/deorbit modulem, The attachment polnt_

/' cant on ¢ommand_ release the module, depending on the planned

.j_.. mission.

Connected to One side of the spacecraft Is e remote manipulator

!;i arm. This arm Is 5.S meters long and slx degrees of freedom.

:_/:. i_ On the end of the arm is a cutting tool used to remove any long

; _ appendages that would interfere with the capture Sequence. inside

o_' the arm Is a pteuure tank and a valve to vary the amount of pressure

_i_ _ i: applied by the tool so it can grab and hold or cut appendages.

_ The TDRS$ antenna Is to be mounted to the rear of the space-

i_ craft sO it will not Interfere with the capture sequence and to

__..... keep it tway from thruster exhaust. During launch end reentry,

£_' the antenna will fold down, face first, to prevent damage to the

_ reflector. The mast of the antenna was designed to be 3.5 meters

-_i."- (11.5 ft) long so that the spacecraft would not ln_.erfere with the

_' transmission and reception of data from the TDRSS satellites.

....,, 322



The fir,t took in developing mid,ion profile, for TRASH_I

o_ 18 to identify thO_e object_ which pre_ent a potentliJl hazai'd to
1i. ',

:iii!_ ST$ operations. A computer progr0m woo developed, u_lng input
Ji::!"

;;?:it parameter8 nuch as catalog number, a numerical code specifying

=:i _::=i nationality (i.e. 1 for USA, 2 for USSR, etc.), orbital period in

o;_/ minutes, Inclination in degrees, apogee and perigee in kilometers,

and node line :n degrees. This program was designed to scan each

set of Input parameters and to calculate the semi-major axis of

each orbit, rejecting any satellite with a semi-major axis falling

outside the range of the Shuttle operating envelope which is

approximately 650 kin. Those pieces of debris with semi-major

axes falling within this range were further sorted, by inclination,

into two arrayS. The first array cuntains information on satellites

with inclinations between 28.5 = and 57.0 = reachable by launching

from the Kennedy Space Center. The second array includes those

_,_.,, objects that have inclinations between 57.0 ° and 104.0 = and can

iii_i_!ii! be reached from Vandenburg Air Force Base. Finally, both of

- ¢> :
these arrays were generated to provloe an up-to-date, comorehensive

list of target satellites for each launch site. Final output data

-::_i In¢,ude launcil site, catalog ,,umber, nationality code numoer, per,ocJ

_: _: m minutes, semi-meier axi,_ in kilometers, and node line in degrees.

°,,,

-°_'. For this report. ¢t1_ 28 February 1981 NASA Satellite ,";_tuutio,_-- ,,t,,

Report was uuea as me data base for the target selection I_ogram.

_:.i A_ _,! that _iate, there were 4539 objects in o,I)it, el these, _lDDrox.

;_ ,m_telv 300 _ece8 of debris occupied orhils within the, _l_ operr=t,_,, i

OOOOOO04-TSE09



_,:, i̧

_'_" erlvolopa and, therefore, constituted a potarttiol hazard to Shuttle

_"°- operations. In addition, there war_) approximately 50 place_l of

'ii;_ ;: dobrlo with orbit= cros01ng the altitude rang_ Qf _00 to 400 kllo-

:k':' - meters whore the majority of Shuttle missions will take place (sea

_!_1::. Table 1 for 8 partial Iist).

_¢!"!:-. TRASH-i will be capable of performing several types of removal
._'1"'.

.._ :: missions. These include retrieval of _mall objects, deorbit of several

small satellites and upper stages, end boosting of nuclear powered

_ ! satellites. The various mission combinations require IndopenrJent

":_i_?; ! maneuvering from a low Shuttle orbit to rendezvous with the target
, . ,"P_ c

-_ followed by return to the Shuttle orbit, It is envisioned that TRASH-
- i__

•_'_ I will be capable of performing one capture and one o_ more deorbits

:_i per mission.

-:;;#;)_ The decision to deorblt or capture a particular target depends

_" on its masS, size, and shape. However there are other factors

_;;;_;!i:' revolved, such as the possibility of a nuclear device on board. 1o

_i, _. verity the presence of a nuclear device, TRASH-I is equipped wzth

a rad_atmn sensor. If the target is radioactive, it cannot be deolblted

%_ or _.:aptufed; it I111JSt be boosted to a higher orbit This s,tuatmn

;_i=:_: is related to the problem of deorbiting or capturing a target owrled

_F' _ ' _ "__" ' ( _ r'_ _ " by a _tation other than the United States. For example, the USSR

_: t_as ,3 lodge nlimber of objects m the Shuttle Olmraling ran.q.r, whic.h

"_::_ Shoul¢_ I=e rum0vttd Thu,=¢, IIIlI=IIIIIIIIIIHII c()r._pc'ratIon will Ill; I,_l;_h.._!

_.', f_ _lv;.lltt J)fliilh,lJ r_[)llf_;uS,_lOnb. |eat this bltl(ly, 11|13:_1()11'_ WE;Ill} ')eJt=.A.]|_.0(|
," _v

,o,i_,.,.,:, _OI_'IT On tt.. t)a.';is _)1 i)O_iti,_n m O_blt ar=(I ._ize and m_._:, el tl,_:

::_ .... ,d)l,,Cl._, T'hr; I()tlowznq _.; a btti.'f descripti()_ of thr, Vr_rl,_U._ f-I,,,_Ot,
,L,

o .
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_-="=_'=:_"'"_'__._,:L_ ,_ _ :_'_ ...... _ li

• ecen_rlos and aSsoclBt_d conflgura_tton8 for TRASH_I,

,':_ " (a) The multiple deorbit and _lnglo capture ml_,_lon I_ designed

tO rclmove up to three objects orbiting In v0fy close plano,_

_, but with different (_ltttude_ and pefiodg. The Capture/

:i; Containment module la fitted with up to two detachable
_ retro modules, allowing up to two satelllte_ to be _Je_rblted, _:

" After rendezvous is completed with a satellite, a r0tro _,

°';: " module i¢ _lttached. Oeorblt of the first satellite cleats

:' the Capture/Containment module so the same task can be

: performed on s second satellite. A third satellite is then

_2_: captured and returned to the Shuttle for transport ba_k 'I
- ,S'

:=_:"i (b) The large vehicle deorbtt/slngle-capture mission is designed

_"'::i tO remove two spacecraft from almost co-planar orbits.-:_!il"_i The major difference between this mission and (a) is that

:f!i_i_i':' the Capture/Containment Module contains a single deorb_t
'_,: ' module which has many characteristics of an Inertial Upper

_ Stage. The reaion for this rather sophisticated deorbit

_}_ module Is that large satellites and booster stages will requite

;;": attitude and stabilization control before deorbit. Further,

:% a larger quantity of propellant will be needed to deorb_t i
._ such large spacecraft. The capture segment of this mission _.

::i_ Is the same es in (a). i

(C) To complete the nuclear satellite boost/single-capture mission,

the boost module is attached to the radioactive target and is

_iii boo_ted to a higher orbit, using two velocity changes. The

....._, capture part of this mission is the same as in (a).

f'o_ the example mission to retrieve OSO. 6, the O_b_te_ ar_ce_ds_.,

to ,. _b0km c.i=cular orbit with an inclination of 33 degrees, TftASl-t-I

system._ are _ctivated just prior to release and a check is madt_ or_

::._ all upacoc,ult systems. Tile STS crew w_ll use the Re.,uto l_an=pulutor
, i'::

•, .el
!'.'! System to deploy TRASH-I at a safe distance before autivat_ng it.

':: ' i }
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®:l
The Orbiter is then "backed" away from the _pacecraft to _void

i_, Interfererlce as It be(:omes active,

; : The first step In the power-up _eqUence t8 to deploy the TRASH-

" I eoler panels on command from the ground. Once eloctrlcel power

_ le ac_ured_ the TRASH-I Is ready for e system8 check lndoper_dent

_,'1"_/_' .

:?;. of the $T$, This involves activating the TV cameras, sons0(=, and

,:i ' propulsion system, and rechecking all other systems to insure g

., successful mission. The Orbiter may now continua on with deployment
_',r

_,_ of any other payloads, or it n,ey begin pr=paratlons for reentry.
i. t

:: An interesting aspect of the power-up sequence is that TRASH-

_:i : I can focus on the $TS as an object while checking its floodlights, :

_ :i:_ TV system, and _hOrt range sensors. 1

iii_ Since the Orbiter can m_tch both the inclination and node

_i'_I_' line position of the OSO-6 satellite, the rendezvous maneuvers for

_f} TRASH-I breakdown into several _;Imple coplanar transfers. During

°_% this mission, TRASH-I will travel in several different orbits to reach

-:_' 050-6. The first is the initial circular orbit at 250 kin, with a211!!

4:!;_ period of 89.50 minutes. It then executes a Hohmann transfer •

with a half period of 45.39 minute,% The period of the OSO-6

-_ Orbit is 92.261 minutes while the period of a circular orbit at 375

_i:.i km is 92.046 minutes. BeCause these two periods are nearly equal,

relc_tive posltlons of Chase end target vehicles must be specified

:ill at each phase of the flight. Accurate navigation and guidance

5:,
,._ important. Throughout its approach fllgl_t TRASH-I will be g_Ining

_:; _n the target due tO OSO-6's graat_r period. A sequence ()f simple
= % :

:'i ! m_.euverS brin0s TRASH-I to the final rendetv¢lus from a ._tation-keepmg

•:_i 326
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=_i_;_ !

%_,!,_ po_Itton-with OBO_GI the ftlll_l (;Ioiluro end (;IJpturo sequence _an take

=i! ', place _t _ny time. I"hi8 sequence beg!ns with o re_powor_ul_ of

_!,'i _ the flood light and comers system, After ropowering, 0roun_ con-

,iI trollers (:on guido TRASH-I within a few foot of gag-6, uQlng,_ sensors end TV feOdbock and then oerefully menOuver It eo that
N

_!-_ it can engulf the arbitrarily eptnnlng 080-(] and deepitl end secure

_!o. it. This i8 followed by 8 return to the Shuttle orbit vla e Gtandsrd

Hohmann transfer. TRASH°I may then enter a dormant state for

o:%o:; up to three months, awaiting 8 Shuttle launch for pick up.

::i;_,,:, Conclusions

....:_;' To achieve a COst-effective method of retrieving lOw-orbiting
/

Objects, a remotely controlled, modular spacecraft is recommended.

Two key 8_pects of this goal ere reuseebility and multiple pick-

up. The TRASH-I can be launched on 8 shared flight end retrieved

as part of a return trip for an Orbiter. A unique feature i, the

...._ _ ability to attach retro (or boost) packs to objects, avoiding handling

=;'_!,_" by the Shuttle directly and allowing up to three retrieval Operation_ "

_. _;.'_, pet mission.

i/ i
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_ -_'*- Introduction

!,_: _!: The NASA -qP4ce Transport4tlon _ystem (_T_e) ot_ers ne, economies for

_' pl_cLn_ p_ylOads Into orbit, New oppor_unltIe_ are open to orq_nL_a-

::__ tlons tot operating their devices In _Pace, There _L.LL be a much wider_o_.

,::_ : Utilization of space as a resource for applications,

_i_ At the same tLme_ ho_ever, the l,creaslng numl_er o_ satelLlt.es _LLL

:_':_::,: Increase the possibilities o_ collision In space, In tlle past, most

_,,,..... satellites ,ere In near earth orbit, where air drag eventually

_ "..... removed them trom orbit,,. Now many satellites will be placed Into a

!,_,!::_:."_'_ geosynchronous orbItCG_O) using some upper stage, Curing the ten year

,::., Period 19eo-lggO, there are i64 planned GrO missions using the S¢6

,Space Shuttle(l), For each satellite placed Into G[O, one or more

upper stages will be L_.tt In the transfer Orblt, AS time Progresses
i

¢_e GEO satellites also become non-operational and coast freely

In G£O space,

The spent upper stages and non-operational GEO Satellites beco,_e

_: nothing _ore than hazardous space _unk and the question arises as

to what should I_e done about It. Does this Junk represent a true

collision hazard ano I_ so are there any e_tectLve means for Its

i:_:!_*:;_" removaL, _hese end other questions may not be ans,ered without a

r._._:_.- a general _no,ledge of the long _erm dynamics of the r,EO orbit and

i-_:_:: Its transfer orbit.
!- :-'_;_ .

_:_,, _wO studlese one on the lifetimes o£ the GEO transfer and the

'
_:_:,,_:_ other on the stability ot the G_.O, have been carried out tO more

£ULIV understand the Long term behaviour, Since It _as desirable to

,_,::,. define the dynamics over some one hundred years, each study round

_,_--,o.',.: It necessary to develop computatIonally e_tlclent semi-analytical

_ _"".. techniques to predict the behaviour. The results ot the studies

i _',_:i_,'. may be found In more detail In Graf and Hueller (2) and In MueLIer(3).
i °'-::i*
i-:_",_:, : A brief dlScussIo, of t.he results will be presented here.

i ®
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_ _ bttetlmes o_ the G£O Transfer Orbit !ii
, !

,,,_ Due to the geometry ot the transeer orbit rather _mall chanqes In

the eccentricity can drastically raise or lower perloee. AlthoUgh

the lun and moon qraVitatlonaL perturbation8 are sealle they can

-i::'_: siqnliicantly chanqe the periqee altitude and _n 8o doln_ have

_ a tremendous ettect o. the llteglme. Ll/etlmes range /tom under

SIX months to several hundred years aeCOzdlng to the time oe

: year oi the launcnlposLtion of sUnlw the inertial orientation

o_ the orbital plane and t,e £nclinatlon of the orbit. Trans£er

.: Orbits wit, lncllnttlons ot over 4S degrees sho, remarkable

/L InstabilitieS, Figure I Shows the perigee evolution o£ such an ;

i orbit with the Initial Inclination of 65 de,tees. 2he smooth

_Z_!:_+ line £S the evolution pred|cted by OSTROB,the sent-analytical

_. technique.while the trlanole and dots are the actual observations

_: trom Class¥[4l. it Is the sun and moonwnot drag. which actually

_ deterelnes the lifetime. _ransfer orbits below 45 degrees do not
;:_i. exhibit such lnstab£21tes but variations of over 100 km In perigee

i,_ r

:: altitude Is not uncommon,

:, A series O_ parameter scans was carried out to determine il_etlme

;_ as • functlon of the (tee parametersof the problem. Initialvalues
i__I

_ ot the semL-ma_or axis and the eccentrlcLty ace specified by the

_ mission Objectives. It w112 be required that the perigee oe near

_ the equator because o_ delta-v considerations and that the lnclln-

- ation _e near 2_.e degrees because o_ the launch site. _e remainin_
L,

:i_ Parameters are then the initial [ong£tude ot the ascendln_ node and

the epoch o£ the iauncn. _he time ot day ot launch can be related to
!!

_ the longitude ot the node while the time o_ year of launch can be

_., related to the right ascension o_ the s_n. The parameter scans ,ere

" done by computin_ 36 one year trajectories ot the GEO transfer
" 334
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i,_i_. satellite, For eac_ trajectory, the minLmu_ perigee in one year was

, :. determined. The anoular Parameter was Inerer_ented _y i0 degrees over

_,_:/: the 3Go degree range. Drag was not considered In these scans but _t

_s assumed that LSeperigee drops below lOOl(mreentry is expected.

-+++: Figure 2 Plot8 the minimum perigee aS a tuncclon ot the LnitlaX note+

i :..':+:: tot an initial perigee of 215Km. _ra:)ectories .ere lnitLal_zea at lout ,
o+_,+

;_ '
:,. dll_erenl tl_es o£ yea_, _o tralec_orles tall _elo_ the lOOl_ ll_lt

although e vlncee tra]ecCory vl_h lnlt/ai node o_ near 200 degrees _t

"'_:" _eLl aver t40 Km, Z_ the lnLtlai per/gee Is dropped to leSkm _hen

;,y a large _Lndow o_ opportUn/_les OCCUr _or reentry as seentn Ft_uee 3.

}-ii!i_fli_-_:_{:... The tl_.,e Ot the year parameCer was _elen to be the dl_erence

_!),!:_i _e_een the sun's right ascension at launch and the /n/tlal node.
':_:_ Figure 4 plots the m/n/_.Ue perigee _lth respect to _hls parmeter.
_,_..
_:_•!_. £or a given Initial node of leO degrees and Initial perigee o£ 105

_ii_"_,.: kS. Oppor_ufll_les £or reentry extst for all t|mes of year for such

o:_,::'_" a _nlglal bode placement. _lth the Initial node set to 0 degrees

_,_,_ the Scan _o_s that reentry opportunities e_JSt_henthe sun be_tns

!_!_'i_ 90 or 210 degrees ahead o_ the Ln/tlal node as seen in Figure 5.

_:-:_:*_,: _he launch strategy tar early upper stage reentry _ouid be to

-°:;:?,; select perigee altitude to be moderately lo_11eS-23t_) i£ no

_ sir/co _lsslon requirements On the transfer ar_lt initial node

_:_, ex/st then select the node to _e near 100 degrees end launch con

_i!;: occur any ti.e of t.e year. [, constraints re,ulre an Initial node
_:_"_' other than 100 degrees then select the tire o_ year O_ launch so

!_:_:_ that the sun ls 90 or 2?0 degrees ahead 0£ the constrained node.

:_ :,j
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_ " Stability ot t_e Geo_yncnronous Orbit

,_. The predominate DertutlDatlons on G_Q gre due to the oblate e_rth

':;'" and the gravitational mass _ the sun and _,oon, For satellite{} _Ith

:._., _ large surtace areas relative to their weights, solar radiation

pressure can be ot equal Importance. Although dl_ is three order_. ;

:_i": _ magnitude 6maiSer than d&, It too can contribute a signi_Icaht

_.,,:" perturbation i_ at the exact resonance wltl_ the rotating earth, All

":;:.:'::: perturbations are periodic bUt,ln t_e case o£ the long period

"_iiii! resonances,the periodic variation may become quite large. Since

,_:-: solar pressure does not contribute a long period variation and a_ Is

important only at the exact G[O altitude these ter_s are neglected

in the analys_s, _he equations o£ motion have been averaged to

eliminate the short periOdCdally) and intermediate periods o_ the

sun and moon. This alZo_s _or much larger step sizes(one year) _hen

numerically integrating the averaged equations, No Ion9 period

2::' i variations occur in the semi-major axis so that any radial

......._ instabilities _lll be due to the variations in the eccentricity,
=: %'
•:_,_::'_..... Several numerical experiments over a _roaa range o£ G_.O instiaI

:;,!:_,!_ conditions _ere conducted. Geostationary (zero inclination) orbits

;_i__ shO_ no radial instabilities as seen in the eccentricity time history

.:;'_:'..,: o£ _'Igure Ga, _'Igure 6b sho_s Chat the inclination can grow to about

-__:}: IS degrees, _ith the assumption o_ small inclination and eccentricity,

_.:"/ Gra_(5;6] gives a simple analytical solution to the geostatlonary

,}i_:-,, orbit Including solar radiation pressure. One can s_ow that the

_-' ..... eccentricity Ot SUCh an orbit can never grow larger than

C_:: =

e < %, n,N -t r(

:_' 336
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where
i

.... A • Cross-sect:Lena1 Area In square Meters
i f

M : Mass _n KLlograMs

-_ eo = Initial Mean eccentricity ,!

i.:: With eo i O.OOt and A/M = O,OS one £1nds

_ e < 0,0024 'L_

i-.i," ii
i ,.:, which implies Chat a non-operational _leostatlonary satellite May be _,i
i ! !_!

_;i:_ removed t!roM GEO space for alI times simply by placing £t a _ew

':-_a hundred _IloMeCers above or below GeO altitude,

i:_. As the Initial inclination increases, the variations In the

,:_ eccentricity t_ecoMe mo_e pronounced, For an Initial Inclination

_,_ o_ 45 degrees and an initial node chosen so that the Inclination

":_':_ ranges above 45 degrees, the eccentricity increases _ar_edly i_

i;i as seen In Figure ?a. The inclination history ts sho_n In

ii._. Figure 7b. i

___: For even higher lnclInat£ons the instability becomes quite
L-::

,ii_4._ pronounced suggesting a POSSible Means _or disposing such a
!

'_ satellite, With a slight increase in the eccen_rlcity say to • = .0.05

! i_i. and with the proper initial node, the eccentrtctCy can be forced

) to grow dramatically as seen in Figure 6. In this case reentry is

predicted _Ithin tO0 years. This Is not conclusive,however, since

the averaging theory breaks down at very high eccentricities,

i_ti; : 337 I
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''_' :_ .... _t _t'_'I
.....,i -'? ,--, '

::. [ILIIRISIN IHEGEUSIAII(INAI_YDI_BIIRING
,ij •

_:i:,:

,' "THEENIILESN_Ii(.}{)TINGGALLERY"

r'ar

. ,,

THENECESSITYFORA DISNSALNLiCY
T_" ,

DAVIDH.SUDDETH
:!:]i:!' i

"_'::,-_ PURPOSEOF,PAPER

N:_:_: o NASAISCf.)NSI_I_INGESTABLISHINGA POLICYFORTHELIMITATIONOF [HE
°:',!_: PHYSICALCRUWDIN_OF THEGEOSTATIONARYORBIT.THiSPAPERWASREQUESIEDBY

::::1:,_j. THEDIRECTOR,,CUN_IUNICAI'IONANDDATASYSTEMSDIVISION,CODETS,NASAHQ.

:' °_"' IT IS T(J:

:"":",, o DEALONLYWITHGEOSTATIUNARYALTITUDES
,_::;,

• 0 ILLUSTRATETHEUNIQUEVALUEANDUSEFULNESSOFTHEGEOSTAIIONARYORBITRING

_:o,_:.+.

-:,:,i_5:" 0 DESCI.(I_THEORBITALDYNAI'IICSAS SIMPLYAS POSSIBLE
o ,;'"

_,,_.,.,, 0 DESCRIBEIHECURRENTSPACECRAFTANDDEHRISSITUATION

:,,,, o BRIEFLY_VIEWCURRENTINDUSIRYANDAGENCYPOLICIES

_°_:;_.i o PROJECTFUTUHF..TRENDSOF PHYSICALCROWDINGWITHTIIEPRESENTNON-POLICY

:_i :' ; 0 PROPOSE SULUI IONS THAI CAN BE IMPLEMENTED IN "[HE NEAR FU[URE

:_"i__ o USEPREVIOUSWO_gASMUC,_AS DESIRABLE

' ! 349
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i •

i

___fiEOSIA11ONA_I(_Y OHm!T,_SLN_(FIG, 1)

0 THISIS ASPECIAL,SINGULARONEOFALL.THEGEOSYNCHRONOUSORBITS.

o ITSEXACTALTITUDEABOVETHEEAI_THIS }5,787t_ (19,323NAUTICALHIES),

!' 0 ITIS EXACTLYCIRCULAR,OVEXEARTit'SEOUATOR,

i"i o THEOKBITALPERIODIS 1,q36.2HINUTES11 OAY,_LATIVETOTHESTARS).

i ;_.. o THEVELOCITYOFOBJECTSIN THEORBITIS 3,07q.8_TERS/SEC15,977.0HPH).

_; O IT IS PE_ENT" OBJECTS PLACED AT THIS _TITU[1E, ESSENTIALLY STAY THERE"

_; THEY _CAY 1 KILOI_TEI_ EVEFtY THOUSAND YEARS"

0 GI_AVI[YFOEESOF1HEEAKTH,HUONANDSUNCONTINUOUSLYACTTOHIJDULATETHE,,J

_:: HOTIONUFUNCONTROLLEDOBJECTS[N THEGEOSrATIONARYORBITRING.
:_..,

, "_ o TOSTAYIN THEGEOSTATIONARYRINGIEgU[_SCP=TINUALROCKETCORRECTIONOF
;:= SPACECRAFTPOSITIONIN BO'fHTHEEAST-_STANDTHENORTH-SOUTHDIRECTIONS.

i?: o THEEP,_T-_STROCKET[_PULSEEgUIHEOTOHAINTA[NPOSITIONIS AHAXiHU_IOF
i:' 2,1 _TERS/SECPERYEAR.THEFUELHASSNEEDEDI$ 0.07 I TO0.] _ OFTHE
'; :_" SPACECI_AF [ _, EACH YEAR'

_ 0 THENOK1H-SOUTHHOCKE1IP1PULSEKEgUItEI)TOI'IAINTAINPOSITIONATTHEEOUATOR
! IS ABOUT5__[ERS/SECPERYEAR.THEFUELHASSREI_IJI_EDIS ABOUT1.8 1 TO

_i: 2._ l OFTHESPttCECRAFTIqASS,EACHYEAR.

i-

[
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,, 0 SPACECRAFTIN CIRCULARORBITOVERTHEEQUATOR,ATTHEEXACTALTITUDE,MOVE
:" ATEXACTLYTHESANEANGULAr(RATEASTHEEARTHBENEATHTHF_.

i " 0 WHENVIEWEDFR_ EARTHTHESESPACECRAFTHAVENOAPPARENTMOTION.
[

....:_':. 0 ANTENNASONTHEGROUNDCANBENON-MOVING,_ALL,LOWCUSIANDHIGH-GAIN.
'u_;-

% THISALLOWSMILLIONSOFDIRECTUSERS,WHOCANl_:_TAFFORDTRACKINGANTENNAS.

o ANIENNASONTHESPACECRAFTCAN_ NEARLYNON-MOVING,SMALL,LIGHTAND
_i_ EASILYHOLDA TIGHT-FOCUSSEDBEAMONSMALLAREASOFTHEEARTH.
%

...... o THISORBITISUNIQUE.ONLYTHISPARTICULARCIRCULARALTITUDEOVERTHE

!_'_ EQUATORHASTHESECHARACTERISTICS.

_!:_ 0 UESPIIETHEAPPARENT"INFINITYOFSPACE"THEGEOSTATIONAR_RINGITSELFIS
i-'- A STRICTLYLIMITED,VALUABLETERRITORYONLY264,9)0KILOMETERSLONG.
._ , r

_ 0 THEfiEOSTPIIIJ_ARYORBITRING,ESPECIALLYATTHESTABLEPOINTSAT107° WEST
" _-- AND/6° El!STLONGITUDE,ISANUNIQUELYVALUABLENATURAl.RESOURCE.
._ ITWILLBECOMEUTTERLYWORTHLESSANDUNUSABLEIF FURTHERSERIOUSLY

_ LITTEREDWiTHMOVINOTRASH.
_C

i--

!-- i
-_-

i "
! .

_-_

i_F.

..)
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t!:: ;!

i:i I iAIIII(L  Cr_AFT!_N _EpEO. £LOIIAILY (FIG.2)
0 ,,

i,',' 0 31COPdVlERCIALCOi_UNICATIOHSPACECRAFT

:::_ o IIWEATHEr-WATCHIHGSPACECRAFT
, i

i',i, 0 I ORBITINBASTRONOMICAL.TELESCOPE

_:,:i o 46GOVERN_NTND MILITARYSPACECRAFT(U.S.ANDOTHEr)
,5:,,"i'

i _,:! o 25 RUSSIANSPACECRAFT

__"_;"_ o TUTAL,120(INCLUDINBECCENTRICURBII'S)

,....... _l(_EOSIATIONARYSPACECRAFTArEOPEBATINEiN_T].]E_WF,,SNHNHEMLSPHEHE,
• g .:

_:: o CURRENTTHENL)SINI)ICAIETIIENuM_rffOPERATINGSPACECRAFTWILl.! 2 7_'

F2o{!:II:,,:: DUUBLE';'VERYFiVEYEARS.
L _?,,

__..,_; o THEESSENTIALVALUEOFTHESESPACECRAFTISINCREASING_PIDLY:
_<, CORPORATIONSAREDEPENDINGONTHEMFORPROCESSCONTROL_
_: THENATIONIS DEPENDINGUNTHEMFORDEFENSECO_UNICATION_
i _':_i'):,
V:,_oo'C.__;_J:_::' NASAWIlt. BE_PENDINBONTHETDRSSFORSPACECRAHCONTROL.

-xi!

i] ! i_- ,,
! °:]

i % i: :i:_!

:;,,_, 352
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i-'*C',:V'_̧ _

_;,:' 0 ANINFINITEVARIETY_ ORBIIBCANALLI_ (_OBYNCHRONOUB.
ii ,

-_i: ' 0 ALLHA_ ORBITALPEHIODOF1936.2MINUT!_S1| DAY,R_IoATIVI!TOTHESTARg)
!,"_.,'p

_!;,,: 0 ALLHAVEIItE SAtV_AVEHAGEALII'flJflEAS[HEGEOSTATIONARYRING.
, o

_2_'._i 0 THEYMAYHAVEANYINCLINATIONTOEQUATOR,ANDHAYNOTBECIRCULAR.

o ALLOBJECTSIN THESEINCLINEDORBITSCROSSTHEEQUATORTWICEEACHDAYWITH
-_i;,, ANAVERAGEORBITALVELOCITYOF3,025H/SEC.THEYMAYCROSSATTHE
<:._,. GEOSTATIONARYRINGAt.TIIULIE.

;_-:,'.,_.: o THEEIlUAIUrIALCROSSINGPOINTOFAllOBJECTWILLSLOWLYB(IFTCYCLICALLY
_ ALONGTHEEQUATORDUETUUNBALANCEDEARTHGRAVITYATTRACTION.

,_:,_ o WHENCOHRECTIONALROCKETTH_USI"IS_MOVEDFROMANYSPACECRAFTINTHE
_Y)? GEOS1ATIONARYRING,ITSORBITWII.LII_MED!ATELYBEGININCLINING.

_-4g_,.i; 0 ALLOBJECTSINTHESEURgITSAREA_PEHHANEN'fASINTHEGEOSTATIONARYrING.

i =o j'4. '_;:_ o ROCKETTHRUSTISREQUIREDTO_"-_IOVEOBJECTSFROMTHiSALTITUDE.

',_or '

.;v !

i:/

. , y! .,

?°/_i:
i

• j' ,
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_L._ :.

,_ DRIFTFON(_ES.EA_i,.T,,AH_HEST(FIG. 31

"_ 0 THEEARTHSEQUATOkIS ELLIPTICBYABOUI70METERS.THEHIGHPOINTSOF
(3RAVITYATTRACTIONARE;

i!

NEARlOP WEST,OVERTHEPACIFICOCEAN(SOUTHOFDENVER)j i
.C

;3 ANDNEAH76° EAST,OVERTHEINDIANOCEAN(SOUTHOFBOMBAY).

_ o ANYOBJECTTHATCROSSESTHEEQUATORATTHESESTABLEPOINTSWITHEXACTLY
!_,_ AVERAGEGEOSTATIONARYVELOCITY,WILLCONTINUETOCROSSATTHESEPOINTS.

_:_! 0 ANYOBJECTTHATAVERA_S_OSYNCHI_ONUUSVELOCITYWHENCROSSINGTHEEQUATOR
_i ATA NON-STABLEPOINT,FENDSTO_EATTRACTEDBYTHENEARESTSTABLEPOINT,
;_ ITWILLCONTINUETO_VE ITSEQUATURIALCROSSINGSSLOWLYALONGTHEEQUATOR,

_! INANEAST-WESTDIRECTION,OSCILLATINGCONSTANTLYACROSSTHESTABLEPOINT.

i_I o ITWILLGOABOUTTWICEASMANY_G_ES OFLONGITUDEINEACHCYCLEOF

!_ OSCILLATIONASITSORIGINALDISTANCEFROMTHESTABLEPOINT.
_

_iI 0 THEPERIODOFEACH_CILIATIONALONGTHEEQUAIOR IS820DAYSURMORE.
)

1 o THEOSCILLATIONPASTTHESTABLEPOINTWILLCONTINUEFOREVER,SINCETHERE

i_l AHENODAMPINGFORCESTOSLOWOBJECISINTHISEAST-WESTOSCILLATION.

=
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: +
! Pi
,:_ _ o THF:G_VITATIUNALATTRACTIONOFTHE{lOONANDSUNCHANGESTHEINCLINATIONOF
: ' ALLGEOSYNCHRONOIJSORBITS,

L "--°

" 0 DUETUTHISAfIRACIION,A SPACECRAF[THAILOSESITSllUCKETTHRUST,ORANY
_ OTHEROBJECTORIGINALLYINGEOSYNCHI_ONOUSEQUATORIALORBIT,WiLL ,

:: I_I)IATELYSTAH[INCLINAIIUNff ITSUHBIIA[AN [NITIALHATEOFABOUT 'I
:_.. 0.86o PERYEAR. 'I

':;' [i

':- o N_XIMUMINCLINATIONOFNEARLY15° WILLBEACHIEVEDINABOUT27YEARS,IHEN
INCLINATIONWILLDECREASETOZEROINANOTHER27YEARS• _i: fl

:.... A FULLCYCLEIS54YEARS. _.
i_7, ,, ![

r,<i_ _ INEHSECTING GEOSTATIONARY RING IWICE DglLY (el_ 5) '

<<_;c_:. o ATLEAST26DEADSPACECRAFT:SYNCOM-I,-2,-3_ EARLYBIRD_INTELSAT2 !!

_!i)_ -F2,-F},-Fq_196881-A,-B,-C,-D_ INTELSAT3 -F3,-Fl_SKYNETA; ii
NATOI_ 1969-I)A;NATO2_ 1971-21A;1973-I00A,-IOOB_MOLNYIYAIS_

:_;_' SMSi; SYMPHONIEB_ 1975-118A;CTS;

:_',_:- o ATLEAST25CENTAURUPPERSTAGES.

o ATLEASTIUEJECTEOAPOGEEKICKMOTORSTHATARENOTTRACKED• _;

Z:_::_:_, o ATLEAST15TRANSTAGEUPPERSTAGES,SOMEOFWHICHMAYHAVE.EXPLODED.

!_:.: . (THEONLYTRANS'[AGELAUNCHEOTOA I00KI_ALTITUDEBLEWUP,PRODUCING

ii::_'; q65TRACKABLEPIECES.VERYFEWOFTHEPIECESFROMSUCHANEXPLOSIONAT
_ i GEOSYNCHHONO_SALTITUDEWOULDBETRACKABLE)

-=: i

: : 0 45OFTHESEMAJORITEMSAREINTHEWESTERNHEMISPHERE•

_i: o THREEYEARSAGOTHEREWERE200OBJECISLARGERTHANI METER[HATCOULDBE
_, i TRACKED.THEREARENOWMORETHANqo0TRACKABLEOBJECTS.

.... !

-' i, 0 THEHEAREALSUANESTIMATED1600SI4ALLErOBJECTSWHICHCANNOTBETHACKED
-i _" " ' ( BASED ON TESTS AT LOWER ALT [ TUDE )"

_,:'i !_ 355
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]HESCANNINGUPUEHrlSACROSSAND_ (rIGS.6,7 AND8)
• I

' 0 THEFORCESIHATHAVEBEENDEFINEDCONSTRAINALLDEBRISATGEOSYNCHRONOUS '

ALTITUL)ETOCONTINUEI0_CANACROSSANDALONGTHEGEOSI'ATIONARYRINGj ,;
RANDOMLY,FREQUENTLY,ANDENDLESSLY. .i

i,
f

0 ANOBJECTINEUSYNCHRONOUSORBITCROSSESTHEEQUATORTWICEEACHDAY.

ITSAVERAGEORBITALVELOCITYISABOUT1,075MISEC. ,i

THENORTH-SOUTHCOMPONENTOFITS.ORBITALVELOCITYIS: _
107 I_TERS/NC,FORA 2o INCLINATION1208MILES/HR) _'

_i 196METErS/SEC,FORA 15° INCLINATION11,547MILES/HR) i
1,467METERS/SEC,FORA 28.5° INCLINATION(2,852MILESIHR) 1

0 PErlURBATIUNSUFTHEORBITSOFGEOSYNCHHDNOUSDEBRISCANCEL,IN THELUNG
RUN.EVENTttUUGHALMOSTALLEQUATORIALCROSSINGSAEENOTTHROUGHTHE
GEOSIATIONARYURBITRING;THESTATISTICSTENDtoMAXIMIZEEQUATORIAL

- CHOSSINGSATTHATALTITUDE.

0 THEEt_UATOrIALCRUSSINGPOINTSOFEOSYNCHRONUUSDEBRISDRIFTSLOWLY;
E_T,WEST,THENEASTAGAIN,CROSSINGATA DIFFERENTPOINTEACHTIME.

o CULLI:_IONWILLOCCURIF DEBRISANDANOPERATINGGEOSTATIONARYSPACECRAFT
INTERSECTATTHESAMEALTITUDE.

o THEWRECKAGEOFTHECOLLISIONPRODUCESMANYI'IOREEBRISPARTICLES,WHICH
WILLTHENALSOINTERSECTTHEC£USTATION_YRING.

o INEFFECT,THEIJEBRIS_KESTHEORBITRINGANENDLESSSHOOTINGGALLERY.

i:
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THECHANCESANDEFFECISOFCOLLISION
SOURCE=IX)NALDKESSLEROFNASA/JSC

o RIGHTNOW,THECHANCESOFCOLLISIONBETWEENANYTWOOBJECTSIN '_i
GEOSYNCHRONOUSORBITISCALCULATEDTOBE0.002% (20INA MILLION)PERYEAR. 'i

i

!
0 ATTHECURRENTRATEOFINCREASEOFOBJECTSINGEOSYNCHRONOUSORBIT, _i

i THECHANCESOFCOLLISIONTHEREAREABOUTq % INTHENEXT10YEARS. !]
_: INTHEYEAR2000ITWILLBE5 % PERYEAR. _;i'

,Ii

:_:_ o NURADISNOTTRACKINGSYNCHRONOUSORBITINGOBJECTSSMALLERTHANIMETEROR

_i:I PLACEDPRIORTO1970.THEREARE5 ORMOREOBJECTSINGEOSYNCHRONOUSORBIT
_; FOREVERYONETHATISTRACKED.

-:_, o EACHCOLLISIUNWILLPRODUCEDEBRISTHAIWILLENTERNEW,UNPREDICTABLE _,,i

_ i ORBITSANDWILLPRODUCEFURTHERCOLLISIONS. i!,

o 3 MILLIONPARTICLESLARERTHAN1 _VlA_ID14,000PARTICLESLARGERTHANICM !
" CANBEPRODUCEDBYA COLLISIONWITHA HAJOROBJECT. .=

THE_ENEWPARTICLESWILLTHENPRODUCEMORECOLLISIONS.

o A I L.JtOBJECTINA 15° INCLINEDORBITCANHITANOBJECTINGEOSIATIONARY
ORBITAT80UMETERSPERSECOND(THESPEEDOFA RIFLEBULLET).

THISPRODUCESENOUGHFORCETOVAPORIZEA HOLETHROUGHMORETHAN1 CMOF
ALUMINUMORI/8INCHOFSTEEL.

-'i_._'_! 351
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i_E_VAL _LIC[ES OF SOME ORGANIZATIONs

_J

o THE_IRITTENPOLLCYOFTHEINTELSATBOARDOF_VEKHOKSNUI_IS;

: ._ "DESYNCHRONIZEUNUSABLESPACECP,AFTUPWARD,qOTO50 KH."

_,_ o THE_RIITENP[JLICYOFNOAA'SNATIONALENVIKONM£NTALSATELLITESEKVICEIS,
_, "L)ESYNCHRONIZESUPWARDATLEAST300KH."

_'- 0 RUSSIADUESNOTC]I_flLARI.YDESYNCHI(OHIZE,BUTHASFIKEDTONONCELAI_GE
i:_ ECCENTRICITY,WHICHREDUCE5THECHANCESOFCROSSINGONTHERING,

! _.; o THEAIX FOI_EESPACECOI_V4ANDPOLICY[S ILl CONSIDEKREMOVALTOSAFEPOSITION.

!_! o SEVERALGROUPSCONTACTEDPREVIOUSLYHADNOTEVENCONSIDEEEDREHL)VAL.

IN THEYFELl I_.I',ETUKNOI:FIS ADEOUATE.

!:2s o THE5EUSY_ICHKONOUSEgUAIORI_LOllBITIS "CKOgDEO"NEAK107" I_.ST,ANt)gILL
.:,._ UECOHEHOPESO. SOHEGROUPSPLANTOOPEKATETHERE.OTHERSPLANTOUUHP
_:_ THEII_ UNUSABLESPACECIOJ:r1HERE.

_ o THOSEglTHLEA_TLI_KATIUIIALEXPEXIENCETENDILl TAKEA "WHAT?HEI#JI_RYI"

;_: AIrlTUOE. THOSEWITHTHEMOSTEXPERIENCEARECONCERNEDABOUTTHECOLLISION
:.-_ PI_UI_BILITIES_U HAVEAIAIPTEOPOLICIESTOOESYNCHI_ONIZEUPWARD.

,/

t
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L

,: o THEREARElIVER400(BJECIS[NTER_ECTINGTHEGEOSTATIONARYRINGANDTHE

N:"_-:.' NUMBERIS GROWINGRAPIILY.

':" 0 THEGEUSTATIONARYORBITRINGISANUNIQUE,VALUABLETERRITORY•

L' ,. i I'

-._.

',:. 0 GEOSYNCHRONUUSORBITOCCURSAROUNDTHEEARTHAT35,787KILOMETERSAVERAGE
:" • ":'i ALTITUDEA fiEOSYNCHRONOUSOBJECTCANHAVEANYINCLINATIONANDWILLCROSS ,_i
_,o;i A PARTICULAREQUATORIALPOINTTWICEEACHDAY. "

_: o THISCHOSSINGPOINTMOVESSLOWLYANDCONTINUOUSLYALUNGTHEEQUITORIAL
,_;iil _ii
,,,_ RING,PRODUCINGCONCENTRATEDCOLLISIONHAZARD. _

_._.. o FORANYOBJECTININCLINEDUHBII,THENORTH-SOUTHCOMP-ONENTOFVELOCITYAT i
i::4e EQUATORIALCROSSINGISHIGHANDDANGEROUSTOGEOSTATIONARYSPACECRAFT

0 SAFEANDADEQUATEDESYNCHHONIZATIONtANBEDONEBYCHANGINGSPACECRAFT
:'_;'_' ALTITUDEUPWARDI00_ ORMORE•THISCANBEACHIEVEDWITHFUELEQUALTO

'_'_' LESSIHAN0.2% OFSPACECRAFTMASS1A I-MONTHAMOUNTOFEAST-WESTFUEL•

'::_? o OEORBITINGTOEARTHISNOTREQUIRED•THISWOULDREQUIREA FUELNOUNT

;ii NEARLY50PERCENTOFIHEREMAININGSPACECRAFTMASS.

_._:. 0 SINCECUI_'IERCIALPRESSURESREQUIREEACHCOMMERCIALUSERTUREMAININ

;P: GEUSYNCHRUNOUSgRBlTASLUNGASPOSSLBI.E,TOSQUEEZETHELASTDRUPOF
_i REVENUEgUI If THEFUELTANKS,THEYARERELUCTNTTODESYNCHRONIZE,

UNLESSA RULEFORCESTHEMTO.

d
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RECO_NDATIONSFOP,.ACT[ON "

DUETOTHECOLLISIUNHAZARD,NASAPOLICYSHOULDBE: ,'"

I. THELASTFIR[NG,REQUIREDTO[NSERTA SPACECRAFTINTOSYNCHRONOUS ,:
ORBIT,MUSTBEDONEBYA PROPULSIONSYSIEMTHATREMAINSAITACHEDTOTHE _

SPACECRAFT. _,I_
'i

2. NOOBJECTSSHALLBERELEASEDINTOSYNCHRONOUSORBITFROMSPACECRAFT.
_i i!,,

3. DESYNCHRONIZEGEOSYNC_iRONOUSSPACECRAFTASFARASPOSSIBLEAITHEEND
UFTHEIRUSEFULLIFE,FUEL_ST BEHETAINEDFURTHISPUHNSE. b

C

, _,

-_I q. MOVF.i_f.NTINTOA HIGHER(WESTWARDDRIFTING)ORBITSHALLBEUSED,IF I
POSSIBLE,TOAVOIDCOM_IUNICAIiUI_INTERRUPTIONANDIMPEllINGLATERAHRIVALS. _

5. TdERESHOULDBEGOVERNMENTALAGREEMENTREQUIRINGALLGEOSYNCHRONOUS
ORBITUSER',"'_DESYNCHRONIZEBEFORETHEIRFUELHUNSOUT.

6. NASAANDTHEU.S.SHOULDSTRIVETOESTABLISHA WORLD-WIDEPOLICYFOR
REMOVAL,BINDINGONALLUSERSUFTHEGEUSYNCHRUNUUSORBIT.

/. ULTIMA'iELY,NASASHOULDPLANANDCARRYOUTA PROCEDUREFORCLEARING
DEAD,'iPACECRAFIANDDEBRISFROMIHEEOSYNCHRUNOU_ORBIT.

! 3co
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GEOSTATIONARY ORBIT RING

. GEOSTATIONARYORBIT
. !

' _ • )P,787K_ ABOVETHEEARTH
-_ • DRAWINGIS TOSCALE

_, _ RANSFERORBIT
• ALTITUDEDECAYIS ! KmPERI, O00YEARS ',

" V2
' • ORBITALVELOCITY),014._mlse¢ _

• " Vl • CIRCULAR.,OVEREQUATOR ,!
e ORBITPERIOD:I. 4)6.2MINUTESI l SIDERIALDAYI

EARTH • SPACECRAFTMOVESEXACTLYATEARTH'SANGULARROTATIONRATE !

/
i-'" _ • VI, HORIZONALVELOCITYFROMEARTHTOTRANSFER
_. ! TOOEOSTATIONARYALTITUDE• ]0.2_5mlsec _'_

_!i_ I • V2 VELOCITYFROMBOOSTROCKETtO iNSERTiNTO _=
_,, . *: GEOSTATIONARYORBIT•!,826mlsec, r

, _ 3,014.5mlse¢ ,i

_ Figurei

:%.'

i:_. '. 51 OPERATINGSPACECRAFT, i i_
i;:_.: 1982 WESTERN HEMISPHERE POSITIONS i t
,--'-".i "THE GALLERY" _
i_.: _o",, _
, i f'

} :
!:_! ! i

r, : i I

i "°'

! / )

i
: :I

i .°,. - 1
_1 0 O I .... _ ........ I

, _!

:,;_f Figure2
:!
' _ 361
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i

_ 51 OPEFIATING _PACECRAFT, i
:" 1t31_' WEgTERN HEMISPHERE POSITION9 ;

o "THI_ _HOOTING GALLERY"
_N

0 i

0 a
0

0

11

', I/

i'

liO I, }'

tW v iIS to Is o _J

-_ _um'1 !i
]

,i
L

:i ORBITALINTERSECTION i
• ?
+ • SPACECRAFTANDOEBRISAT24HRALTITUOE ;

:_ DESRIS INCLINATION15o _i
• IMPACTVELOCITY196mlsec( I. 500MilesperhourI

L_°

_ ...._____.. / \ _.....i- _,

..-"_.,_toltec
3, ul" _ i

+

Figur_8
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,qUMMAIIY INTIIODU_ION

I *_ _ 'l'h_ pre_ellCe_1"III,qll_lil_td(,,_de.hrt_ill _fhit _h_ut the ettflh Altlloutdl Iht0 ii_nllrlll nl_leOroJd_nvirollln011ltl_41ihpl_fl
i : _ pre_lll_ _ It_s._rdto _p_per_ft _pgraliilflhi IhllI envlrmllnenI, ¢oit_ideredill the do_i_tl_el_ p_l and c_i_lhl_ _pace_r_i(I,
; Theh,vplof Iio_.mrdto _ _ivett_l.m+o+rafldop+ndmOil the fll+O futnfe _imtollttedcflil_nmttmy haw to t_k+ mc_uultt,+f _lZm_e
!- '(_+ of |h_ Hll_O_r_ft, the nqmh_r_lndflt/._of dohrl_fr_t_ln_nlsin dehri_in_lddtllOllI(.z-Illei!_tturid_nvlromll_,nt,

!t_ Opor_ltin_cnvlro;imenl, mid lhc IcnL_ihof time Ihc Mtu|,nl_dO_p_¢0dohrh dlffe,r_ from nal_ral i,oteorold_
. spacecraftronl_in_off orbit, _ffort_ to providea definitive behooveIt 1_1_|perrn_netllearth orbitduring its Ilfeilntcandi_
_: 8_ses_meiliof this problem Itavg been dlrectod toward not tran_ient tlirouah tile reaioitsof In|erect, A_ a lone

' ail_lyv,ln_4the ha_,ardlevel pre_entedby particular debris sequence,a givenmassof malarialpresentsa t_reaterproblem
: popul_ttiOrm0,nd predicting how this ha_._rd level will ¢liange in tile design and operdtiOll of space, raft because of theex,

'_ with time, Much Ios_effortIresboonall'actedtowardsatellite tendedtimeperiodOver,_hieb_beteisacollisionrisk,
.... delian and s|Totgale_In minimize the shortoterm8lid Ion8. Pail deg_,_pracli¢c_,an_"dellheraleand inadvertentaxe
-,,, termeffectsof debrl_depo_ltlon, plOsionsin spacehovecreated,qslanlficantdehrispopulation
. :. A keyaspectof theonoorbitdebrishazard isthai it isself. in operationallylntportaal,orbits. Thed_btls¢o_slslsof spent
_ perpetuating, This arises from three falters; (I) a sin81e spaeeeral_and vodketstages, s,;paratlondevices, und ex-

sp0_ecraft launch can be responsiblefor a multitude of plosionproducts,M_ch of this debris is residentat altitudes "I
;' ha_.ardousobjectsIn space;(2) orbital debristendsto disperse o1'considerableoperational Imerest,Productslarger than 10 "
._ randomly,producinghighintern,eerier,velocitiesand making cmz in low orbits canbeobserveddirectly,Theexistenceof a _,
: avold_nceextrdmelydifficult; and O) objectsaccumulatein substantiallylarger population of small fragmentscan be _
. eartlt orbitratherthanpassingthroughthe_ar earthspacein inferred from terrestrial tests in which the particle :

_ : the fi_annerel meteoroids,Impact protection may not be distributionsfrom explosionshavebeen:_ssayeeLFrom these
i %: feasiblein mo:t _,asesbeeauseof the likelihoodof very hioh testsit is reasonablein infer small l._._rti¢lenu_:_ers,of t_e
_-:'::._li' approachvelocities,'_ndthe fact tlm_certain protuberan,."es, order of 10 thousandfor eachIow.i_t,_nsityeH_;_,_ionand 10
:_; especiallythoseof telativeb' lar8e area suchas solararrays millionre,'hiL_,h.intensityexplosions.
!_,/_ andantennae,cannoteasilybe permanentlyshielded,Evasive Two typesofspacedebris_re of cou.e_-' _)_rge obj.:is

:,, maneuveringtechniquesmay redu¢ethepresentprobabilttyof whosepopulation, while _,_I in a; _,!, :, ;,elms, iS large
"_i_ collisionfor _pe¢iI'icsatellitesincertaincircumstances,butdo teMtiveto tile i,,opulriqor ", 'pillarmass,.'_ ,nthena_draiflu"
:_:. not providda practical long-term solut!on. (by a facto,'el abner IO_:4; u_;d(2) a large_ numberof smalle:,

, The only natural mechanismopposingdebrisbuildup is objects ,.,..,:._e size rqstribution approximates natural
:_ removalby atmosphericdrag. However,thisprocesscan take meteoroid: The _nteractionof thesetwo classeso("objects,

a very long time, especiallyfrom high altitudes,andcauses combinedwi_ntheir longresidualtimesin orbit, leadsto the
_. debristo migrate from higher to lower altitudes, Another further concern that inevitably there will be collisions

__, mechanism, collection by a swcecrafl ("orbital garbage producing additional Fragments and causing the total
::,, truck") would be extremely difficult and expensive, populationto gz'owrapidly,
i _ Preventionof debris formatio, is the most effective ap-

--_ ' preach.
_::i" At the presemtime, the colli._ionhazard iS real but not PROBLEM DEFINITION
_. severe, However, continuation of present policies and

_,:' practicesensuresthat the probability of collision will even- The spacedebrispopulationconsistsmostlyof explosion

i_::: tually reach unacceptablelevels, perhapswithin a decade, fragments, but also includes operating and expended
Futureprobtemscan be Fore,tailedby initiating studiesand satellites;mission-relatedobjectsSuchas shrouds,clamps,

i.:;::, implementingtheir resultsin five major areas:it) education, and separationcomponents;and spentpropulsiveelements,
_'i;: (2) technology,(3)satelliteandvehicledesign,(4) operational The largerof thesecan be tracked by the North American
!.__., proceduresand practices,and($) nationaland international AerospaceDefenseConlnland (NORAD), but the smaller
i_. space pollciesandtreatles, ones cannot. In addition to the problem of future orbit
i ..... Thereis presentlyno coordinatednational or international prediction,thoseobjectsthat can be trackedare d_fficultto
i ._ concernforspaceusemanagement,TireNatiOnalAaron,,utica trackwiththeprecisionrequiredto preventcollisions,
_: and Space Administration (NASA), the Department of Analysis has identified three areas or concern: (I) the
:ii,; Defense(DoD), andother organizationsusingthe near.earth hazard from t,e trackedpopulation,(2) the hazardfrom the
!: space¢nvironmcnlshouldperforma combinedand detailed untrackedpopulation, and (]l the hazard from the future

evaluation of debris CO:ltrol, including both designand population. The._eare manifestedin both low earth orbit
F__ . operationspractices_tndpolicies,I11addition,adialogshould (below2000kin) and geostatlonnryorbit,

.!,. beinitiatedassoonas possibleto involveoiliercountriesand Tr_ckedPopulation
: _ the United Nations in developing practical design and NORAD is presentlytracki,tg more thalt _000objectsin

-. operating standards and regulatory policies. Tile impdct of space, Moil appear to be larger than about i0 eat in diatneler,
:_ programandpoiicydecislon_relcvanlIn thedepositionoFob. are lit low earth orbit, and originatefront explosions- either

! : • jeersin orb;I _.ltouldbeunderstoodby all spaceusersfor both U.S. spentDeltastagesor USSRmdi-satellitetests,Over the
;: intlnedlateandfuture spaceoperations, last I0 yrsthis fmpulationhasBrownat a ruleoFabout 10%

'I:!:" 366
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ALTikml

._uurte' Ad_pted From: Chobotov, V. A., "Collision Hazard in Splice," The Acrospac0 Corporallon Reporl
TK.0081(67901.I, February 1981

I"IG. l (_,bservedfipaee ObJeel l)ensll_, v,. Altitude

_; pet year. FigureI showsIlow the averagenumt_erdensityol' betweencollisions(ETBC), whichisinverselyproportionalto _:
*_: obje¢ls varies wffh altitude for the observed(tracked) thespatialdensitygivenin Figure I, _nddependson the size _i
i_: populationof objects.The greatestconcentrationis between of theobjectand thealtitudeat whichit isoperating.Thesizes !'

! :._ altitudesof 500 km and II00 kin. Maximum densityoccurs of typical spacecraft,actual as well as projected,are also _
near 830km. Figure2 providesa graphicalrepresentationof indicatedinFigure2. i}

i-_ilI; the hazard levelspresentedby tracked debris tot several The probabilityof collisionfor the spaceshuttleorbiter is
i_.. altitudes. This hazard is characterizedby the expectedtime only4 x 10'_for a typical?-dayflight. However,theprobabil-
i:J"

_ TYPICAL LARGESPACE
i_ FREE-FLYER UNMANNED SPACE STRUCTURES ,_
i_/' PACKAGES PAYLOADS SHUTTLE L._
:_ ._ L_

_-*_" IO/V

• -_" 11

o IK LEGEND:

_: _o I" I16 nm 1 325 kml
• ::. _ II 2 ' 446 nm I 825 kml3' 680 nm tlZl5 kml

_) 4, 7q1 nm I1475 kml 2
::?.__ 5 • 1061nm l!975 kml

.. u,., I b " 1601nm IZ915kml
,_ ? • _141nm 13915kml
:3

u O. I0 !00 IK IOK lOOK IM

-' COLLISIONCROSS.SECIIONImelers_l

Sm_rcY:Adapled front: Reynolds, Robert C., and Donald S. EdEecombe. "Status of the On-Orbil Debris
;*. Problem for Spacecraft in Low Earlh Orbit," Battelle Orleftn8 Notes, 13 Febru!ry 1981

! FIlL 2 Time Ilelween Colll._nns is _ f'U#clinn _f Cullidon Crn_s.,_e_linn ind Altitude for the Current l'ri_ked
Ilehrh I'¢lpuhllhm

:i
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o_ !,

-I
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" I_,_'_' _ _ I LEGEND: I",
,,__ .., I • 160 n_ ( 296 _,m_ ._'
,, z.
_-= 3,3_Onm(649km)

,:. _-"_ _i
,:" 5" 600 nm (I112kml

i-_:;! COLLISION eROS S-SECTION Imetersz) _j

._o.r¢_:Kessler,D. J.,"Soutce_,ofOrbitalDebrisa.d theProje¢ledEnvirom.c.ll'orl:ulurc._pacc'cral'l," !i
i__-_r Pre._eltied-_!AIAA hllerl|alio.al Meelin8 and Te¢lmologyDisplay,AIAA.R().O,_5._.6.14May IY/40 i

i:'_,. I"I(A 3 Time IlelweenCollisi||nsIs a Functionof Colli_hmCross.Se¢li(mumllAliil||th, fc_rIhe (.'twre.i
!:--'-_," I|ackgrm,ttd I)ebrisPl_pul,,lhmI,urgvrIh'-,n4 em
[_

• _ iiyof collisionI'ora large_O.ntdiameietspacecraftillone be eSlimaled.'Fh¢collisionI)rObabilhyoI :__O-llldiamcllcr

.=_ year is aboul O.O._lat SO0km and 0,003 at 8$Okm. For geosta, spacccra('llwith the 4-_m altd larger p(tl_ulati(_, ill otte y_ar is
tionary sallellilles, tile probabilities of" collision with other ¢slimalled IIo be 0,007 all 500 kill alld 0.016 a! 850 kin. TIl_:Sc

;_ " tracked objects in one year are between 2 x 10'e and 2 x I0 "-_. rates are characterized ill I:i£.ure ._by _howiug llh¢ ETBC as a
: However, only objeclls larger than approximately I m diam- funcllio, oF spacecral'll cross.se¢llio,. Tile prob:d)ililies oF

it. clot are deflectedat Ihis altitude, and the numbers may ao collision arc surely higher I'ront t'ragntcttll.s_ntall¢[ titan 4 ont,
lually begrealler, bul llh¢ dala which cxisl arc' inadcqllallc IIo _¢lpporl del'iuilive

I_lallned sl)acecrafl cover many orders of magnitude in size; esllintaleS.
debris dcusillies vary by several orders oF magnitude. The

i- results ill ETBCs will vary I'rom days Io millions of years. F,m,re I)opldulm_
'-_:; Alllhouglt all presem llhe shuttle orbiter and smaller spacecraft Ir p;tst llrcuds ¢Oltlliuue, the IluUlbcr of Ilackcd ebjcclS ill
: all 850 klli alld below do noll Face a $ignificanll collision space is prediclledllo htcreasc by a I'acllur of 2 llo 8 (depending

problem, Future large-area spacecrafll at llhesealllltudes could oll llit¢ ralle ol" I'ullurc explosious) willhill lllle ii_xI 20 years,
be seriouslycndallll_ered, sigilificalllly ilicr_asill_ Ihe prtlbilbililie_ of coIlisiOll. Fur-

Ihcrntore, llllcre lilly bl_ sul'l'icicul obj¢clls ill ,_lt:lee st) llllall
! Untruck¢,d Populntion collisious could be cxpeclud bclwcui1 nOll-Ollcralliollal objeclls

An Ulllracked populalliOll or objecis is kllown IIo exist ill low earllh orbil. Jusl ,me of lllle_,ecolli_,iOll_ could produce

b_.'¢au,_¢(I)more llItan 60 explosions Izave occurred ill space, 1.4 x 10_ I)arllicl¢_ I;irger llll;111Icm, alld ._,5 x 10" I'|arlliclc.',
i uildoubledly producili 8 malty objeclls Ioo slilall to be tracked; larger Ih:ut I Inllt. A I-¢nl obj¢cll ill I¢_weallh orbit c_|lld
r, aud (_) obj¢clS app:irellllly as small as 4 tilt ill dialtieller ate p¢llellrillll¢a _-_.'Ilt Ilzicknc_s of solid :lllzitliltlillt, File c_tllisioIz

.... ; Ireqlo¢nlllydcllCcledjtisll prior llo rcenllry. Objeclls or this _iz¢, I'requelley bcllwe_.,lla 50.111dia|ll¢llel _,lt:Zcecral'l;rod lilt I.cnt

!i 0lolldellecllableall Iliglier allilllldcs, Call be deflected whcu their IIopul;llllio01ill llhey_.';lr1995 Co[lld h_.'alttlliI {I.().ll._/yl ill 500 kilt
i (Irbils decay to al3OUll 400 kilt, jUSt beFore reentry. Based oil aud 0.ZS/yr at XS(I kilt. llle illcrea.'_cdIlultlbcr o1'_,mall fr;tg.

, . i lllle observed uuluber ol' these objects all 400 kilt and llhe size IilellllS could 'dgllil'icalllly reduce llhc reliabililly o1 evcll mnall
;; dlsl¢ittution chara¢terislic_ of particles gettcrated ht low- strut3ur_.s, lit ;p.tdillittlt, this Ilitdz heqv,e_wy ¢tt' _.'_.tllisioltwill

i :_." i! iullelP,ily explosb,_li_tin llh¢ grOulid, collision prohabilillies Call Itropag;tl¢ all irrevci,,lhlr I-',¢_wllhm l'raBi11e111II¢tltlll;lli_lll. For

! :. ; 368
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_'"'" COLLISIONCROSS-see1ION Imeler,?0

',' L

_-_. _. ._.un'e.'Ba._edo,z I)al_ From: Ke_let, D, J. a.d B, (i, Cour.Palais, "Collisioq I"requ_m:yof Arlil'icial
..i_.',+i Salellil¢_,:The(.'real|onor ;t I)ehris I1¢11,"J. (;eophysicalRes,,Vol, 8), No, A6. I June 1971_,;,t_dKessler,I),
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illu_tr_timt, the ETLIC._I'rom deh[i_equal to or larger than I inunedi_ltely,with the ultimate Itoal of forming a centrM i
cm _ud I mm ht diameter ar_ ._lmwnin I:igur¢_4 and 9, group to comdin_te and elt¢our_gere_earch_nd to recolno
r_spe¢lively,for the yem 1_)95. ntetldpolicy,Smileof the l'uildam0mMpolicyand pro¢:ed,ral

Periodically over the ¢ou(se o1' th_ _¢_lar fiuuspot elevetl._----que_ttonsth_l treed to beaddre,_edare:
year cycle, th_ e_rllt'_ atmosphere is excited _nd flse_ • Sho.ldapollo, beedOl_tedrhat requiresallspacecraft io
silAnifteantlyabove its medinn altitude, Durifl[_these periods, be boosted out of Reoslatio,ar, v orbit at the omdof usef id life_
drag cffect_ caus_ particles to nliBratc to lower altitudes, Thi,_wouldallevlateaspecific,veryimportantproblem,
Eventuallysttclta processiscleansing,but it isextremelySlow • Shouldepolio? beedopted to ret_ulatewhichobjects map
mid i._inadequateto deMwill1 past or presentrmesof debris beleft In long.life orbit,_?The reductionin hazardimpliedby
SOber.lion, tileadoptionof dlis typeof policy will haveto be tradedoff

a$.lnst the penalty in deliverablei_ylo_d, On.orbit debris
modelingwill providea quamitative assessmerltof sucha

WIIAT IS BI",ING DONE? policy. UnlessthisquestioniSaddressed,certainregionsinthenear.earthenvironmentmaybecomeunusable.
• If the on.orbit debris ha_.ardbecomes significant, will the

There is al presentno strong national or international useof collision ovoidat_ces2s/emsrelieve the problem? The
concern for space debris management, although individual velocity of a Spacecraft relative to the debris objects will
investigator,_are studying the problem and operation_ll typicallybe Ontheorderof 10km/sec,Hence,objectswlfich
satellP,e program offices have expressed,concernabout the are quite small (and whichwill be the mostnumerous)m_y
safetyof their own satellites.Questionson the subjecthave causeconsiderabledamageif a collisionoccurs.The smallsize
beenposedby the StrifeDepartment,theUnitedNations,the of theseobjectswill probablyrequiresophisticateddetection
NationalAeronauticsandSpaceAdministradon(NASA), the equipment on the spacecraft.The added mass for the

' Office of the Under Secretaryof DefenSefor Researchand detectionsystemandpropellantneededto performtheevasive
Engineering,and representativesOf a number of foreign maneuverswillredueeusefulpayload.

! countries. However, there is no central organization to • If the on.orbit debris hazard becomesSi&nificant, will the
:I coordinate and implement theactions which may be required, employment of import protection (bumpers) relieve the

' In general,reclamationor disposalof spaceobjectsit, not problem? The major considerationsin answering thisperceivedby theusercommunityasbeingeconomicalor even questioncome from the field of fracture mechanicsunder
i important, For this reason,there is a tendencyto view the hypervelocityimpactconditions.Bumperswill haveto beable

collision problem only as it impacts the economic toss Of a to Stopparticlesmoving at velocitieson the order of I0
specific satellite or in terms of the legal liability of the kin/see, while themselttes producing a minimunt number of

: responsible agency, The issue of space debris control needs to debris particles. Although bumpers of any size will reduce the ibe dealt with not in this parochial fashion, but as a common useful payload that can becarried, decision,_ on the ntaximum
problem shared by all st)aceusers, particle size to be protected against and tile parts of the

Funded work is being carried out by the NASA Johnson spacecraft which are critical and must be protected (and,
;_ Space Center (NASA/JSC), the U.S. Air Force Space therefore, ou theanlount of bumper material required) will be

Division, The Aerospace Corporation, Battelle Columbus
guided by a definitive knowledge of tile debris population andLaboratories, and the European Space Agency. Studies are its kinematic properties.

continuing to better define and predict tire threat of collision. _ Whut are Hie implicatio,s of anti.satellite operotio,s? _ ..... ,
Devicesto track smaller objects and to improve tire accuracy There areseveral militaryspace activities which leave debris in
of tracking are being tested,NASA/JSC is attemptingto
evaluate the magnitude of the problem and the effectiveness orbit, The consequences of such actions must be understood ,
of various methods to minin)ize the propagation of debris, before they are underlaken, and even if such actions areessentialto natioualsecurity,theyshodldbecarriedoutwith a
Operational procedures are being modified to reduce the clear understanding of the consequences. An analysis of the
probability of collision,and the probabilityof collision is

debrisproductionwill not only provide information on thebeing considered in selecting orbital parameters for new short.term and long-term effects, but also suggest strategies
satellites. The problem of space debris Itas already been
shown to be controllable to some degree when sound planning and procedures for minimizingtheir impact.Comprehensive documents should be produced wltich
decisitms are made. specify operational attd procedural techniques for minintizing

debris in critical areas, In the Ioltg term, the isstle nrusl be
faced cooperatively by all space users, and international

WIIAT SIIOULI) lie DONE? agreements should be drawn up to baitor restrict to low orbit
the explosionof satellites, llt the interim, the United States

Before any potential "solutions" become policy, it is ex. space contntunity should intmediately institute a progrant for
tremdy ilnportant to understand fully tile probletns generated evaluating actions to ntininti/.e Ihe collision problem for all
by orbital debris, the alternatives for debris control, and the users. Consideration should be give. to:

: el'ft.¢tivcncss el" the proposed controls, Consequently, it is • Erli¢¢'dlion
imperative thai the formal and informal interchange of in- --Education of the Iol;il space.ttscr conlntuility on the

, forulation at all levels (national and international) begin critical natureoftheprohlenl
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/. _Educatioa of ._p_cesystem dc_i_,nerson the ueed fc,
• litter.free syslents CONCI,LlfilONS AND IIECOMMI'_NI)ATIONS
" a Tvchnololty

.1 , --Advanced I_roundand space.based detection lecllriique_ The AIAA hdieve_ that the space debris issue i_ real, that
i _COlllprdtenslve nlodds of the carlh._paeeenvi.ronnteiiI action to resolve it i5 inlperatlve, and Iltat no obvious, s.n_

i. , --I.)esign and operation of a debris nlonitoritl_ syrian1 pli.,iti_ resolution i5 cvidenl, The AIAA p_)sltlon can be
_l.)cslgll nnd operation of a dehri_ collection system sun)ntari_ed a_ follows:

i o Space Vehicle DO,_litn * At the present linle, tile collision hazard posed by _,pace
_Litter.f.r.ec syslenl_ debrisis real hutnot severe.However, continuation of present
=Space systemdisposal by (I) retrieval, (2) earth reentry, dcsi,_nand operational practicesend proceduresensuresthai

(J) earth escape,and (4) transfer to selected"dump" regions the probability olLeollision will increaseand will eventually
, or less.frequentedorbits r'Jaehunacceptablelevels,perhapswithin a decade. I.
,_ --Addition of Shieldingto cnllaneesurvival after collisions • The spacedebris issueshould be facedby all, spaceusers,

with small debris and coordlna!.-d action should be taken immediately if the
--Rocket designs which limit the likelihood of accidemal fu_.u_euseof spaceis not to be seriouslyrestricted,

explosions * Desil_nto tolerate debris impact (bumpers) or to provide
--Design,'; that decentralizeor minimize critically sen,_;tive evasive capability may provide a measureof protection lo

:: areas particular satellites, but the most effective approach is to
• Operational Procedures and Pra('lices eliminate the need for such action by constraining the

• !. --Safe spacing of satellites generation of further debris. _f

--Avoidance of crowdidg specific orbit locations e The space debris problem can he forestalled by immediate
--Limitation of explosions to low altiludes so thai action infivemajorareas:

,,._ fragmentsreenterquickly --Education t_

!-: i=! --Planning of launch trajectories for early reentryof spent --Technology

i' rocketstagesanddead payloads --Sp_ce vehicledesign ::,SpacePolieiegaud Treaties --Operational proceduresand practices
{ --Identification within each agency of responsible groups --National and intel"national space policies and treatie-% ii'!

il for recommending and implementing required actions * There is an immediate need for aft international dialog In ,._tI
--Initiation of conferences at the internatiOnal level to be initiated on the space debris issue, with the goal of formihg .,]i

developpolicyand agreements responsiblegroups to coordinate researchand recommend
i,-. --Identification of national and international groups policy, [

.. responsible for coordinating research, establishing standards * Corrective action must begin now to forestall the '!
and policy, and enforcing agreements development of a serious problem in the future. '!:

:-_' AIAA TECHNICAL COMMITTEE ON !

'-, _ SPACE SYSTEMS

CHAIRMAN: Mr, Richard L, Kline
- Grumman Aerospace Corporation i

i Mr. Lewis S. Beers Mr. Hubert I_, Davis Mr, W. Ray Hook Mr. Sloven Myers
', General Electric Co.. Space Division Eagle Engln_oring Inc. NASA Langley Research Center Western Laboratorie=;

Mr. Ivan Bekey Mr. Douglas O, Owyre Dr. Wlli_an'_I_. Hubbsrth Mr. OevRJJ. Rohrbeugh
, NASA Hqs, FO "_Aerospace IBM Eloein(_ Aerospace Co,

& _mmunlcatlOns Cotp,

i Mr, James R. Blankenshlp Dr. M, ;hell Keplett MsJ. Steinley G, Rosen

, RCA Corp.. Astro.Elecironics Dr, M, Edmund EIIIon Dept. el Aerospace E_lgineering USAF
Hughes A_rcraft Co. Pennsylvania Slate University

; Dr, Robert M, Bowman Mel, Call C, Schede
General Dynamics I Convair Mr. John A, Enckson Mr, _'aul Lane, Jr. United States Air Force Academy

Honeywell Avionics Oiv, Aerospace Vehicle Branch
Mr. Fred E. Bradley Wright,Patterson AFD Mr. Peter B, Toots
McOonnell Douglas Astronaultc9 Co Mr, Norman Fischer Martin Marietta Corporation

Space Systems and Apphcations Mr. J. Preston Loyton
Dr, Oarrell 8ranscomo Battelle Columbus Laboralor_es Consullant Dr. Fred Totes
HOUSe Committee on Science & NASA I Lewis Research Center

_, Technology M_. Jerry J, Florey Mr. Bonn Mertln
: Rockwelt International Jet Propulsion Laboratory Mr, H, Robert Warren

Dr, RobeN F. nrodsky Space Applications
TRW Delense and Space Mr. Robert J, Gunkel Mr, Etheslo R, Martin Department el Communications
Systems Group McDonnell Douglas Aslronauhcs COMSAT General CoporaUon Government of Canada

• i: Company

i! Mr. Morton H. Cohen Mr. Wilfred J. Mellore Mr. Peter O. Wilhelm
_ Fairchild Space & Electronics Co Mr, E. Larry Hancock European Space Agency Naval Research Lab
ii NOAA I National Er,..'ronmonlal

. !i Dr. Rovln C, Oaly Satelhte Service Mr, 8. O, Morels Dr. Malcolm G. Wolle
Charles Stark Draper Lockheed Missties & Space The Aerospace Corporation

;)
;_...!; Laboratory, fnc Mr, William D, Hlbbsrd Company, Inc

f NASA Goddard Space Flight Cente_
• ',[
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NASA's PARTICIPATION IN THE ITU

NASA's participation in uh_ ITU is largely focosed on _he

Plenipo_entiary Conferences, t,he World hdmints_rative Radio

Conferencds (WARC), the International Consu1_a_Ive Committee for

.... Radio (CClR), and _he CCIR Study Groups.

The Plenipotentiary Conference has the authority to amend the

guiding document of the ZTU. The last conference was in 1973,

the next will begin September 28, 1982.

The WARC's have the authority to amend parts or all, depending
._ on the scope o£ the conference, of the Radio Regulations which

i: , contain the allocations of frequencies to the different services.

", in the two-session 1985-87 Space Services WARC, the ITU will

,__, consider the method of allocating the orbit-spectrum resource

to the services and countries which utilize the geostationary orbit.

The CCIR and i_s study groups provide the technical basis for the

decisions made in the above mentioned conferences. The U.S. has

an organization which parallels the CCIR in structure, and NASA

provides strong support including several study group chairmen.

THE ITU WITHIN THE UN SYSTEM

The International Telecommunications Union (ITU) is the

autonomous specialized agency within the United Nations system,

with the responsibility of promoting international cooperation

in the use of telecommunications. With its predecessor dating

back to 1865, the ITU is the oldest of the international

organizations.
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i_: UNISPACE 'I_2AND THE ITU
l

_ The Untied Nations Canferenee an ghe g_p_orstton and Peace£ul

l_o_ Use Of Outer Space (IJNIgPAGI_ '82) Is I_he secoftd such cou£erenee,
! t "

_. the £trst beLng tn 1968. NASA's Admtnistral;;or _tli head the

,,, "': U.S. delegatton to the UNISPACI_ Con£erence.
_ f

,_. The ITU and UNISPACg '82 are gormally related wLthLn the UN system; ,,
'_ however, UNISPACE '82 is much less _cructured and wLll be much

,,+ more pol_tIcal than ITU conferences.

":k"'.' r

ITU AND UNISPACE
RELATIONSH|P

"_ '&_' "I II ql I I l ITII I III
=;:,_:_......

_ GENERALASSEMBLY 'J

1 \\\

SECRETARIAT ECONOMICAND
_o:!_.. /// SOCIALCOUNCIL ,'

'-*' OUTERSPACEAFFAIRS
i

i:_ DIVISIONI

-_'....' I AUTONOMOUS,
_t':_ STANOINGCOMMITTEES I SPECIALIZ|OAGENCIES ,

i_]:?I: COMMITTEEONPEACEFUIL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
_:" USESOFOUTERSPACE UNION
" _'_ ICOPUOSI IITUI
)? _ • , ..........
b_. [ ]OIISERVER,STATUS

:] UNISPACE'O| CONFERENCE

!' :{]i;- _
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FUTURE RADIO CONFERENCES

UNISPACB 'B2 will have no £ormal J,mp_c_ on the ITU, but _he

activities durlng, and _he outputs of, the Conference will

'! influence the 1,nCerna_iona_ poIi_£cal enviro_enC and may

: prejudge ITU conferences on several important Issues. Many I

o£ the parClclpan_s a_ the conEQrences will be the same, and i.

positions chat are £ormed ac UNISP_.CE '82 will carry over to
the ITU PlenlpoCentiary ConEerence, which will in turn

inEluence the 1985 Space Services WARe.

I

FUTURE RADIO CONFERENCES
I" il I 1 I ..... II 1 I

SPECiALIZEOCONFERENCES
............ ' BROADCAST.....

I HFMOBILE SATELLITE BROADCAST

i "1983 J "198,1 "1984
I

: .1988 I {REGION21 .1986
, --___ , J ,, , ,,

!

! i

} !
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ORBITAL DEBRIS IN THE UNISPACE t82 CONTEXT !

i

:: The orbt_l dobrIo t_Boe t_ ltkoly Uo arise tn dt_cu_ton_

re_rdtn8 _h_ fo[lowtf_ _wo _opte area_, w_htn _he UNIflPAC_ _8_
conCex_:

A number of leBse_ developed countries (LOCts) have pushed [or i
. language in _he UNISPAC£ _82 documen_ which calls on the "space" ,,

u_ilizlng countr[es to vacate _he orbit-spec_rum cha_ is used i

for fixed poln_-_o-po_n_ sa_ell¢_e communications (e.g., _elephone) i

or _o a_ leas_ reserve portions for _he LOt's future use. There

is a perceptlon on the LDC's par_ ChaC cro_dlng in _he preferred !_

:, orbital locations and frequency bands _111 preclude _he_r use by i!
_ LDC_s _hen _hey are ready. The LDC's claim _hey have a right _o i

_:,_,, exploit these resources Just as the developed countries have ii
I,

done and that developed coun_ries can afford _o move into the ii
:_._. more expensive technologies (e.g. 30/20 GHz and inclined orbits), _
:_ _ Orbl_ai debris will arise in this context because it is seen

!

as another element of the crowding problem_ making _he use of
_he preferred orbit-spectrum more difficult. ;_ '"_

i t'

: Here directly, concern exists over the possible degradation of :
__ the spece environment. This includes launch vehicle em£ssfons_ '
"' experimentation, electromagnetic effects and orbital debris. _'

Though focused on _he near earth orbital space_ reference is _"

made to the possibillt_ of collisions in _he geosta_ionary orbit.
i

: ORBITAL DEBRIS IN THE ITU CONTEXT

It is expected tha_ the orbital debris issue will come up within
the ITU context in relation to the orblt-spectrum allocation issue, i
An example o£ this relationship is _n article in the New Delhi

PATRIOT (in English, Apr_l I, 1982, page 4) which states that _i
!

"India is for _naking _he removal of "spent" satellites from
• !

I
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; parkinfi slo_s m_nda_ry, _ _In ch_ s_mo. _rcicl_ _ is also p_

/ forth _h_ "_ndia l_ therefore, s_kirIg revts_=_ af l:he pr_senl:

:, aLlocaClon _hOdo[ogy, mak!nR _.h_ p_a_nl: _nd future n_eds of a

country _n esse, n_al _riCec_on tf_ _ new dispo_ns_c£on, r_t_her Chin

'_ the pr_nC method whl,ch onl_y accounC_ for a coun_ry(s ahtt_y
: _;o occupy a sto_ In t_ho0_0."

The linkage of these _wo issues (orbit=spoc_um access and
i" orbital debris), though technically noc ro_ated, is inevi_ab[_
,, ovor the [on_ term a_ LDC's search for leveragd Co achieve

i !, i guaranteed access to the orbit-spectrum resource. This Linkage
_, adds a political element to the GSOcomponent of the orbital
_ • debris issue which sets it apart from the near-earth orbit
, _ considerations ,,,[ _il e

_ A U.S. STATEMENT AT UNISPACE '82

i_!:_. O£ the 155 countries that are members of the ITU, most are LDC'_

_._ whose perspectives on the orbit-spectrum access issue do not

,_: parallel the U.S.'s perspective. Therefore, given the positive
I-",

i_ nature of current U.S. action on the ort_tal debris issue

i_,: (de-orbltlng satellites when practical and funding programs to

ii"__ better understand the problem) the U.S. will make a statement

i_ at UNISPACE '82 which underscores O.S. concern for future users

!_!i of the geostationary orbit. All orbit-spectrum resource crowding:e

L_ problems can be allevia_ed through the development and application

of technology, and taking action to preserve the usability of the

geostationacy orbit is a concrete example

i_,: FOR THE FUTURE
! ,

_ The geosCationary orbital debris issue is receiving growing

i; attention in international fora. Thus, there Is a need for the

_. U.S. to continue funding research examining options for dealing
_"_ with orbital debris and improving the understanding of the

implications of implementing those options, SO that the U.S.

i '_i will be ready by the 1985 Space Services WARC to propose

' ' _ positiVe actions which indicate U.S. consideration for the

_" I future users of the gdostatlonary orbit.
i 378
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TIIANSMISSION ANI)OPJ_ITAL CONSTRAINTS IN SPACE-R|'_LAII,I)""" PROGRAH_:
BRIEF[N(; SUMHARY

, 1. t NTHO_UCTION

The United States Air Force ha_ a leadership role in the

developmen_ aud operation of space systems for _he Department of

: Defense. Planning for future space-related programs needs to include

anticipated growth in number of space systems, including ground ,!;

networks, large multifunction satellites, increased data-transmission
!,

_ rates, and effects on future requirements for spectrum allocations and

_;,. orbital positions. _i

-'_, A study project, _. sponsored by the Air Force, was initiated to

_--_ develop a capability for predicting and analyzing the spectrum/orbital

___ geometry requirements of current and projected U.S. and international

space-related systems, Essential components of the project include

_:_" development of a comprehensive space environment data base and computer

analysis programs. This capability will provide a re.=ource for

evaluating engineering and architectural designs, identifying and

-:i analyzing, the impact of intentional and unintentional electromagnetic

(E.H_ interference, and predictin_ probable sar.uration conditions in

spectrum usage ,_nd satellite/orbital positions. Assessments of means

for accommodating the anticipated growth are also an important part of

the study project,

.- The Directorate of Space Systems and Command, Control,

• : Commullicati_its (AF/RDS), lleadquarters, United States Air Force is

providing support for this project witl_in tl_eAir Force througl_ the

i "....._--A-_-i-,-_ll-i-e[_e-==taild A. F. Brewer, Transmission and Orbital Con-

str0_uts in Space-Related Pro/_i.ams: !_rg_JectOescriptio!), The Rand Cor-
_: potation, N-1536-AF, August 1980.

," i
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?" ' Program Hanagam0nt Diracr.ive (PHD) of the Advanced Sp_Lee Communlc_tions

Pr.ogrem (PK634431F), AF/RDS Is _he OEfi,e of PLimary Respon.lbillty _'

(OPR) for the Rand e_forc and will assist in requesLing the support and

, participation of other DoD organizations, thQ FCC, NASA, NTIA, and :,
!L '

' space-related industries. Rand's work will be coordinated with these _'

agencies. The project will be structured for a continuing analysis ,

program chat will comply with technical criteria, rules and regulaCions,

: i
and coordination procedures established by the national and

_i'_ international spectrum management agencies. As projected, the analysis

program will be designed to be accessible to the space community as

;-_i_:i*' operational capabilities are acquired.

i-2.

:2.
!_'

[: ,

-. ;:

, i?
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,,, _ !I. PROJECT OI}JECTIVES

• Projected a_,vances in the use of space by the military and other

'i organizations for communications, navigation, surveillance, and ocher

: mission capabillties--coupl@d _Ith the prospect o£ substantlal increases :

i ;_ in launch rates by U.S. military, intelligence, and civil agencies, as

well as by international agencies--will add substantially to data link

;', traffic and data-process ing requirements in ground-to-sate I I fie,

:_:: Satellite-to-Satell£te, and satellite-to-ground communications and relay

_:; systems. Data transmission requirements could expand by several orders

'_-_ of magnitude as new and larger spacecraft are developed; LANDSAT-D, for

_ example, proposed that _esolution be increased from 1.2 acres to 0.2

!_" acre (4850 H2 to 810 H2) and that the IR data rate be increased from
_-_

=_,,__"-_," 1000 to 1,000,000 bits/sec. Such expansion could severely tax the

i-_j: data-handling capacities of current equipment and affect the frequency

:::- spectrum allocations and orbit assignments of satellite -_ystems.

::_ AVailable spectrum, and the useful orbital positions as defined by

_:: _ today's capabilities, may be inadequate. This could negate the

_?!,_ i operational advantage of the increased sensing capabilities now being

_ sought in spacecraft, and the increased demand in time of crisis couldi

result in disruption of critical data transmission.

The future growth in both commercial and military space syste_Is

o_,_ i will be constrained by technical problems associated with the frequency

spectrum, orbital congestion, and costs stemming from proliferated

: terminals. The seriousness of these constraints is shown in an

- assessment cf the useful areas and coverage of the geostationary

,i r
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circle;* these area_ are essentially full a_ curr_n_ assignments with

communications satellites at C-band and are expected to reach saturation

at X sad Ku-bands in the future. The military UHF and SHF frequency

bands are also almost saturated because large portions of them are

shared with terrestrial links.

Future deep-space-based exploration systems may also be ,!

characterized by hlgh-data-rate-mission sensors and thus will create i

additional problems in the use of the frequency spectrum and in data _:

transmission The hlgh data rates are based on the demand for timely Iii • !i

F

and accurate sensor information covering wide spatial areas and are
'i

generated by fast detectors with high sensitivity and resolution. _i

Deep-space exploration sensors are expected to exhibit data rates that

will exceed the data transmission capacity of the currently planned !:
tl

communication links and ground-processing equipment. '_

This briefing outlines the project objectives and tasks required to

develop a continuing program for predicting and analyzing the spectrum

and orbital requirements of current and future space-related systems, ....

and for predicting potential saturation conditions.

* The FCC has acknowledged that additional steps must be taken to

meet the continued demand for satellite capacity and to provide for new

entry. To address this matter, the FCC has issued a "Notice of Inquiry
and Proposed Rulemaking," Docket No. 81-704, November 18, 1981, on the

"Licensing of Space Stations in the Domestic Fixed-Satellite Service and
Related Revisions of Part 25 of the Rules and Regulations." A reduction

in the geostationary orbital space from 4 degrees to 2 degrees between
satellites operating in the 4/6 Gllz bands, and in spacing from 3 degrees
to 2 degrees between satellites operating in the 12/14 Gllz bands, is
proposed. A 3-dB improvement in earth station antenna sidelobe gain

': standards and a lO-dB cross-polarizatlon isolation standard for small

ti off-axis angles are also proposed. These changes should provide spacing
for 37 U.S. satellites in etch of the bands listed. !

I
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The p_oJoeC obJe¢¢tVeo are to do.ig, and develop a capability for

o Predicting and analyzing spectr.m/orbital requtrement_ o_

current and projected U.S. and lnternatlonal space-related

programS.

o &valuating engineering and architectural designs. _i2'

o Identifying and analy_lng intentional/unintentional EHl.

o Predicting saturation £n spectrum usage/o_bttal positions.
,!i

o Assessing means tO accommodate growth.

-": o Supporting preparations for space servlces--WARC. !"

i},
12_:' }1

i.

',i!

:i

!-!

F_

!fl 4
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[_;_' ili. TECIINICALREQUIREMENTS

• To accomplish the project objectives, it wili be necessary to

: design and develop a comprehensive Space Environment Data Base and

: Analysis Codey and Computer Programs.

/

SPACE ENVIRONMENT DATA BASE

• _-! The proposed Space _-nvironment Data Base should consist of a file ,i

°ii', on electromagnetic and operational characteristics and a file on the

:;:.... deployment status of currently active and projected U.S. and
:i,!

i,_":_:_ international space systems, related earth segments, and network
!_ ,

_, systems. The Electromagnetic and Operagional Characteristics File
[_'_'" i !

!_, should include three levels of information:

i-_L-i I, Level I - minimum data. i I

'_': 2. Level 2 - nominal and expanded data. i

i= 3 Documentation, reports measured data. ,_

! " The Deployment Status File should Include four time-related information

i categories :

l. Current and active-deployed systems.

• 2. Approved-for-launch systems and scheduled dates.
i "/ i

3. Firm and funded development space system programs.

• _: 4. Future development plans and schedules.

i;_ii

"!
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!_ /':Ni__Y_ _'-_''_"_¸_'_:_ _ _........ _ 7

i (,

A proposed data collection format has been designed by Rand and

:::,. _ ECAC/IITRI and is intended for use ifl developing the Electromagnetic and

;,- Operational Characteristics File on Level I. _ The data will support

_"_,:_i preliminary interference analyses and will provide indications of the

• ": !' _ operational usage of systems. The format applies to communications,
:ii:_° _i

_ ; navigation, relay, sensor satellites, space transportation systems, ,i

_"" their related earth Segments, launch operations, and TT C operations.

_:_:_;. Technical characteristics of the hardware involved and operational _i

: ' characteristics of the system are to be reported. Other types of _i

_:_:h_: _: satellites, such as radar and solar poeer satelliteS, require additional

I,

_;i_:._. data to describe the system adequately. Formats to accommodate these

_::_'_:_F systems are being designed and will be published at a later date._.

_!__..:, The data collection format (Appendix A) proposed by Rand and ECAC :_

_ was designed to accommodate current and active deployed systems. The !

same format should be used to report known or projected data on systems
,' "_]

,_ in other categories of the Deployment Status File. Estimates of }

_:'. projections should be identified as such.

,-_--,.,.i The proposed format is currently being tested and evaluated on Air

ii?' ,! Force space systems in cooperation _ith the Air Force Space Division ,

r_,_i-_i::'';,_ Program Offices and the Communications Electronics Support Office i

__-',: (CSD/DC). it will be reviewed with NTIA, the FCC, Frequency Management i

_ :: i Offices of the Department of Defense, and participants in the 1

,i,_,,,, conference.

[

/i i

°_"_ _'_Appendix A: SPACE SYSTEMS DATA RECORD--Electromagnetic Charac-
:_:i. i, teristics and Operational Information for Space Systems and Related

_ Earth Segments. Not included in this report.

_ i i
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I)e,_ig. and modification of the Space F..viro.m_nt Data B_e _hould

be _onduct.ed as a contim_Lng Joint effoc_ by The Rand Corporation, th_

Dog Electromagnetic Coapatibltity AnalySia CanCel (ECAC), th_ DoD

Frequency Hanagement AgencieS, NTIA_ FCC, and other participating

agencies. Responsibility for constructing and maintaining the Data Baae

; and developing an anatysLs capability for space-systemS pl0nning has

been assigned to the ECAC at Annapolis, Haryland. w ECAC already has ,!

the necessary romp.tar and data-processing equipment, the trained !

personnel, and a substantial portion of the required space-environment _I_

• data and associated analysis codes and programs. Additional facilities _;

'_ may be needed to process highly classified and proprietary data.

ECAC also maintains an extenslve and active data base on the _'

electromagnetic and operational characteristics of terrestrial and earth

environment equipment that may affect some of the space-related

programs. ,_
!,

::. Preliminary discussions have been initiated with NORAD, ADCOH i

(SPADOC), and other agencies about the acquisition and processing of

needed data on the operational condition and status of space systems ...... '

Since these data will be at various levels of security and in some cases

will include proprietary information, appropriate means for processing

proprietary and classified information will need to be developed and

approved by the cognizant agencies. A preliminary list of agencies and

contacts was published in the Rand Report mentioned earlier and is being
i

i updated as the project develops.

': _', Hemorandum: "Electromagnetic Compatibility Analysis Center
Support for Space Systems Planning," 25 June 1981, Office of the Under

. Secretary of Defense, Research and Engineerittg, Assistant Deputy Under

. Secretary (Technical Policy and Operations).

ii

tI
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i "•J

:_ _ The Dat_ Base should he made av_£1ahle_as needed, and _nd_r

appropriate security procedures--to Rand spacn fltudL_s, to DoD, and to

Government agencies and sponsored contractors conducting _nalysos _n the

'_ subject areas.* The Data Base 9hould be updated for satellite

launches/decays and changes in space systems development plans to
ql

provide a continuing source of information [or analyzing current and

future space systems.

:: Prediction and analysis of probability of spacecraft collision

; _ and/or physical impact with space objects will not be addressed £n this [!

project. However, the Data Base Should provid6 useful information on

[_: the ephemerides of current and future satellites, which is essential to 'i,
I

i4_ such investigations. !!

},

[_" ANALYSIS CODES AND COMPUTER PROGRAMS ;i

___". The objectives are to devise analytic codes and computer programs _

i,:_ for interrogating the Space Environment Data Base so that current and _:

i_,_ projected usage/saturation levels and impact o_ EM interference can be ,i

,_ determined for the spectrum allocation, orbital positions of space

systems, and related earth segments.

It may be necessary to develop new analysis techniques and
12:

usage/saturation criteria for each type of space communications,L,-

navigation relay, or sensor service. Since the results depend on space,
i,

! time, frequency, message length, and scenario, usage and saturation

_'_"Accessibility to the Data Base" will be discussed by J. Atkin-

il son of ECAC in a separate briefing, and will be published in The
Proceedings of the Conference.

_' 387
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l_v_la will haw ta b_ determined for _ach _lem_ntal space wlum. of the

system _t var!o_ _im_ and frnquancl_, at moan mes_aSa !_ngths, and

under di_er_nt _aenarios fo_ d_fferent l_wlu of usage. 8pace, _vmt

useful partiona of spaaa, Is a very large volume. Conditions prevailing

in one portion (or elemental volume) tend _o be different from these (

prevailing in another.

For each authorized £roquenty band and/or channel, completely

defined emissions, partially defined emissions (random in space or

time), and undefined emissions (random in space and time) will have to _::,

be statistically combined and compared with receiver sensitivity_ i

antenna gain, and system losses in order to derive a measure of band _'i

_ usage. ,,tl

This correlation will provide a basis for projecting future demands

_i on each allocated band in terms of the anticipated increase for users or

IiI frequency of use. After "saturation" is defined for each type of i!:_ service, it should be possible to determine which usage rates are i
L

-_ approaching saturation in an assigned frequency band and orbital

position and how soon this is likely to occur.

Limits of orbital spacing are based on beamwidths of the earth

station/terminal (may include mobile) antennas, _lectroma_netic

interference criteria, and adherence to the ITU Radio Regulations.

Hence, intentional and unintentional interference situations and their

impact on usage/saturation levels should be assessed. Analysis of

system vulnerability to intentional EH interference is an additional and

:i!

1'
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: ii

_, i Once _!_abl_ criteria have b_n det_rn_Lnod nn6..on_ly_ed and

progr0ms have been d_wtoped, they will be _ppl/ed to _hn Data _a_ to

answer questions fluch as

1

1, What ar_ the uaag_ and _a_ur_£on rates of _xist[ng and planned

space communication systems?

2. Can a new system be added co th_ existing space environment and

function as required? _hat will a new system (assuming it

became operatlonal) do to the exlsting systems?

3. Nhat are Intentional/unintentional interference situations_

sources, and effects?

_. _hat w£11 defined jamming situations do to a specified military

data link that Is already X percent saturated?

5. Nhich systems are the least conservative o_ spectrum?

6. Nhich systems approach orbital congestion?

Answers to questions such as these should make it possible to

recommend communication practices, band allocations, and orbital

assignments that will permit transmission of essential info_matlon

: within the available _inlte spectrum.

A llst of proposed analysis codes and computer programs have been

compiled to provide the capabilities for per£ormln_ the types of

analysis discussed and for meeting the overall project objectives (Tabte

l).

This !ist is based on a series o£ Joint RandlECAC technical surveys

and reviews of ex_stlng programs and those recommended for development.

i It will be augmented as the surveys and project activities continue and

as user requirements are identified.
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IV. PROJECT flTATO$ AND FUTURE EFFORT_

During _ha formative por_od of the. Rand project, and in ,qub_aquont

Air Force/Road reviews, wc ware advised to dewlap concap_ and plans

for listing the uao_'_ of t, ho analy0in programs and for accessing _ha data {

bane, as required. It was assumed that ECAC would be a_isned the _
i!

responsibility of developing a data base and analysis capability with

respect to military space systom._ for the purpose of improving EMC

,_ planning and minimizing the potential intersystem harmful EN i!

• interference. Other related space efforta, as listed in the Rand

project objectives, may require the development and use of analysis _.,
[

capabilities by other DoD and government agencies and possibly by Air i!
t,

: Force aerospace contractors. !

:' : Examples of such efforts would include capabilities for !

i:. il
-

_ I. EMC intrasystem analysis of space systems. }

2. Assessments and analysis of Blue/Grey Forces interference or
i

intentional Red Forces jamming. "'

3. Analysis of Special space systems requiring compartmental data

bases and 2h-hour operational support.

4. Engineering analysis of architectural formulations of proposed

space systems.

5. Determination of the transmission capacity of space systems,

their usage rate and efficiency of use, and the predicted

saturation of spectrum utilization and orbital positions.

' 6. Technical preparations space services NARC.

:'.(I 390
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Thin ax_ncl_d _uppart _lll wqutw e4C_ss to the I_CACdata base and
A:

s_l_ct, od analyt_i_n aompul:_r programs, A Join_ _onfer_nc,_ _n fipaco

;: _yr_t_omt_Dnr,/i _/lt_e_r__r_d hncl|ysl;_C_pabtl,tt:_s vas orsan_zod t,o am_ist, us

a.d the F',CACin d_finin8 _h_ It_nms_or ta_lunion tn _ho (ia_ ba_o and
[

,, |._ a.b,._qum_ updating, and in rov_ouing and _vah_attn8 ox_s_n8 and

.e_d_d analysis program., Repr_,sen_atlws from industry and government

agencies were _sked to participate, The _onferenco was conductod and

hosted by ECAC, on November 17-19, 1981 at Annapolis, ND, RCACwill

compile a report on the Proceedings.

-" Rand uill be requesting the assistance of ECAC, the Aerospace
[ •

--.... Corporation, and other participating agencies in conducting assessments

_ of the data base items and analysis programs required to meet the

_ overall objective-" outlined in this briefing. We hope to continue the

i_: design and development of analysis programs and to assist in determining

_¢, the Air Force _chnfcal analysis and support requirements.

_Si; Among the objectives of the project is tha_ it be ti_ed to provide[ --

_-_,., a usable capability foc the technical development of Air Force positions

!--, .

on spectrum usage and orbital location issues for Space Services WARC.

-_ Attaining this objective will require the combined effort of and

:.. coordination with agencies outside Rand,

Study efforts aimed at assessing means to _ccommodate the growth of

space systems and related proliferated earth tertainalshave not been

i_:'" discussed in this briefing, However, candidate techniques that may

offer _ays of accommodating increased proliferation of _pace data are

'-: being monitored and assessed as the project develops. Examples of such

. techniques include:

_ 391
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L

:: _ o Curr_mt and imt_llt, ial develQpments J.lldata p_ocn.qslng and

¢,omprnnsian, mulL!beam anl_O.nlla_0 nicE,,

Un_ of hip, Ii(_r fr_qu_mc!_,s,

o Added npn¢_frum allo_ationn.

o Hero offlc_nt otmrf,y di_p_rnal.

: i

o Improved _td_ leben of earth _r_a_.ton antennas.

.,: , o 3a_ellite data relay sys_em_,

i

' :"_'" Table 1 •

Proposed Analysis Codes and Computer Programs

-__" Tit le Organ iaat ion

-_::i: 1. Cull and coordination models:

=_,_ Space and earth segments ECAC
_'_'_ ITU Radio Regulation Appendix 28 29--Automation ECAC NTIA

._:_ Ground mobile satellite terminals ECAC

,v'._I
,_; 2. Co-site analysis: space segment ECAC

:_ , 3. Co-site analysis: earth stations, fixed/mobile ECAC

;:(, _: 4. Intrasystem EHC Analysis: AF/IAP RADC
2:-,

_i_:. i 5. Engineering and architectural design analysis:

i HITRE Interactive Communication Analysis Program
: :: ! (HICAP) tlITRE

..... Interference Analysis in _atellite Communications HITRF.

_. i 6. Intersystem EHC and vulnerability analysis:

=, Geostationary orbit: Spectrum-Orbit Utilization

___;,. Program (SOUP) NTIA, NASA, ORI
_, Satellite Link Interference Prediction Raud

Nongeostationary orbits and flxed/mobile stations Rand

" Environmental Analysis Hodel: frequency planning ECAC
Deep Space RFI Prediction Program (DSIP-II) JPL

:_- HILSATCOH vulnerability analysis AF/ESC, Bel 1

,: .... , 7. Saturation prediction alld analysis: Rand
System capacity
Usage rate/efficiency

• " Orbital positions
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AIR F_CE Cl_BITALPOSITIONMAN,aGEMENTPOL,ICY
D, H_fi_AlkqJ

IJV'LI,,E ]lie EARLIER SPEAKERSWHODISCUS ED UATA STATISTICS

AND ] E,,, ! RESULTS, I WILL DISCUSS PERCEPTIONS'

...... TiiCSE PERCEPTIONSARE THOSEOF T,IIEPEOPLEWHOMAKEPOLICY

DECISIONSWITHIN THE AIR FORCE AND DEPARTMENTOF DEFENSE.

THE FIRS',QUESTION ASKED WHENEVER THE SUBJECT UF ORBITAL DEBRIS

"' IS VENTIUNE',}IS "IS IHERE A PROBLEM?".

; -- IT iS NOT CLEAR THAT THERE IS A CURRENT OR NEAR TERM

i I'ilSSION THREATENINGPROBLEM.

T _;_ ' r " -- WHILE SPACE DEBRIS DOES POSE A MEASURABLESTATISTICAL
_-_ .

i_._.,i_ Pku_LEM'"" TU NATIONAl.SECURITYSPACEMISSIONS, IT MUSTBE

i_ : NOI'ED1'HATTO DATE NU MISSIONS HAVE BEEN LOST DUE TO

_ CUI..LISIU,,_SWIrH DEBRIS.

-- UF COURSE, WE MUST ALSO RECOGNIZETHAT WITH THE INCREASED ii
!:

_'_ PRESENCE OF MAN IN SPACE AND THE VALUE OF A SPACE SHUTTLE,,

:_ ESPECIALLYIN A LIMITED FLEET, THE FIRST DEBRIS TO '_

DISABLE THE ORBITER WILL PRUVE CATISTROPIC IN MANY _i
i.

ASPECTS INCLUDINGNATIONAL SECURITY.

-- THE FIRST GOAL OF THIS WORKSHOP MUST BE TO DEFINE THE

-_' PROBLEM.

IN DEFININGTHE PROBLEM,WE MUST DETERMINEWHEN ORBITAL DEBRIS

WILL BECUMEMISSION THREATENING.

-- WIIILEIT APPEARS THAT IT IS NOT A NEAR TERM PRUBLEM; IT

IS EASY TO SEE THAT WITIIMORE AND LARGER SPACECRAFT,ALONG

WIIH THEIR ASSOCIATEDDEBRIS, BEING LAUNCHED THAT URBITAL

DEBRISWILL BE A PROBLEM IN THE FUTURE.

393
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_ BASEDONDATAWEHAVESEENANDPRUJECTIONSONLAUNCHRATES,

ORB[I'ALDEBRISMAYBECOMEA PRUBLEMTO THE DEPARTMENTOF

!)EFENSEIN THE 1990s; BUTMORELIKELY WILL NOTBECOME

MISSION THREATENINGTILL AFTERTHE YEAR20DO.

-- ON THE OTHERHAND,ORBITALDEBRISMAY BE, EVEN NOW, A

PROBLEMFOR VERY LARGESPACECRAFTIN MEDIUMALTITUDE,

SUCH AS SPACESTATIONS,BUT CURRENT AND PLANNEDDOD !

; SPACECRAFIDO NOT FALL iNTOTHIS CATEGORY.

._ -- THE MAJOR UNKNOWNTHAT MUST BE DEALTWITH IS HOW MUCH

i_i AND WHERE IS THE DEBRISTHAT WE DO NOT KNOW ABOUT? THIS
_:I MAY BE OUR BIGGESTHURDLEIF WE WANT TO CONVINCEPEOPLE

'_ THAT A PROBLEMDOES EXIST.

:_, - AS WE START TO ANALYSISTHE ORBITALDEBRISPROBLEMWE NEED TO

: DETERMINEWHERE THE PROBLEM IS. ,,

-- SPACE DEBRISTENDSTO BE CONCENTRATEDIN ALTITUDEAND

.- PERHAPSINCLINATION. PROBABILITIESOF COLLtS[ONWHICHDO i
'_ NUT ADDRESSTHIS FACT ARE NOT PARTICULARLYENLIGHTENING. i_

-- MOST DEBRISPROBABLYRESIDES IN HEAVILIYUSED,I_UUERATE .......

TU HIGH ALTITUDEBANDS.

--- THE DEBRISIN LOWER ORBITSDECAYSRAPIULYBECAUSE

OF ITS POOR BALLISTICPROPERTIES.

--- WHILE DEBRISFROM TRANSFERORBITSTENDSTO CIRCULARIZE

ITS ORBITABOUTTHE PERIGEEALTITUDE,THEN DECAY.

-- ONCE THE PROBABILITYOF COLLISIONIS CHARACTERIZEDMURE

PRECISELYBY ORBITALPARAMETER,THEN OPERATIONALPROCEDURES

OR MISSION PLANNINGMIGHT REDUCEPROBABILITYOF MISSION

, -THREATENINGCOLLISIONTO ACCEPTABLELEVELS.

• _,i 394
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- TO CHARACTERIZETHE ORBITALPARAMETERSOF DEBRIS, WEMAY NEED i

ILl FACE THE ISSUE OF ADDITIONALTRACKINGCAPABILITIES.iJ

-- NORADIS IHE SINGLEFOCALPOINT WITHIN THE UEPARTI%NT

OF DEFENSEFORTHE SATELLITE CATALOGAND ITS ASSOCIATED

':; ORBITAL DATA PROUUCTS.
L;,

!:: -- THE MISSION OF NURAD SENSURS IS TU PRUVIDEWARNING OF

: MISSILE ATTACK AND SPACE SURVEILLANCE.

-- MOST TRACKERS ARE MISSILE WARNING RADARS. THEY WERE

i;i, DESIGNED TO TRACK DEBRIS LARGE ENOUGH TO ALARM WARNING

:_i RADARS. THEREFORE,PARTICLESTYPICALLYSMALLER THAN ONE

2_:', SQUARE METER, AT UHF, NEED NOT BE RUUTINELYTRACKED TO

_:: FULFILL THE NORADWARNINGMISSION.

_° -- CURRENT THRESHULDSARE BASED ON THESE MISSION REQUIREMENTS

ANDCANNOTBE ARBITRARILYCHANGED.

-- EVEN IF THE RADARS WERE INPRUVEDENOUGH TO ALLUW TRACKING
-3

. OF SMALL DEBRIS (CURRENTLY, THERE ARE NO PLANS TO IMPROVE

_, THESE RADARS),CHANGING THEIR TASKINGCOULD ADVERSELY
i

_;i" [14PACTTHE PRIME NURAD MISSION.

_ -- BESIDES THE INCREASEDR,_DARTASKING, THE TRACKINGOF

SMALLUEBR[S WILL OVERLOADOURCURKENICUNPUTATIUNAL
:

' AND DATA COLLECTIONCAPABILITY.

:S: - IN ADDITION TO WHERE, IT [S IMPORTANTTO CONSIDER HOW (lkBITAL

UI-BRIS IHREATENSA SPACECRAFT.

-- WE KNOW THAT SPACECRAFTHAVE BEEN lilTBY SMALL

PARTICLESWITHOUTHAVINGTHEIR MISSIONS DEGRADEU. SUME

':i SPACECRAFTHAVE BEI-;NUESIGNEDTO BE HIT BY PARTICLESAND

,. CONTINUE TO FUNCTION IN ORDER TO REPORT THE INFORMATIUN

i 395
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FUR SCIENTIFICPURP(_SLS.

_- IMPALiDAMAGE [ESISMUS! _L REALISIICALLY_UNE; SIMPLE

HYPERVELOC',IYIMPACTAGAINST A TARGETfIASSIS

INSUfFICIEN].

--- SPACECRAFTCOMPONENTSMUST BE SIMULATED IN THEIR

UPERAIINGSTATE, THEN STRUCK BY HYPERVELUCITY

PARTICLES.

--- SPECIFICALLY,SHUTTLE ORBITER COMPONENTSNEED TO BE

INCLUDED IN THIS PROGRAM.

-- THE RESULTS SHOULD TELL US HOW TO BUILD OUR SPACECRAFT

SU THAT THE CHANCES OF A C"'L{SION BEING MISSION THREATENING

IS MINIMIZED. ALSO, WE SHOULD DESIGN TU PREVENT SPACECRAFT

BREAKUPDUETU CCLLISIQI,
- BEFUREA PLAN TO SOLVEAN ORBITAL DEBRIS PRUBLEMCANBE UEVELUPEO

A SEI UF CRITERIA I'IUSTBE ESTABLISHED.

-- I'HE FIRST ANDFOREMOSTCRITERIA IS THAT THE SOLUTIONMUST

BE CUSTEFFECTIVE.

--- THIS MEANS THAT WE CAN NOT SPEND A BILLION DOLLARS

TO REMOVE DEBRISTHAT THREATENSA HUNDRED MILLION .....

DULLAR SPACECRAFT. i

--- PLANS TO REMOVE DEBRIS FROM UHBIT AS CURRENTLY

ENVISIONEDWUULU APPEAR TO(JCUSTLY. THESE PLANS

FORESEE USING THE SPACE SHUTTLE OR A SPECIALLY

DESIGNED SPACECRAFTIO COLLECT DEBRIS.

i --- A METIER STARI SHOULD BE TO PREVENT UNI£CES_RY

; UEBRISFROMGEITING INTU SPAEE.

.... IHIS LEAUS IO A SECUNDUBSER'JA}IUN, IHAI SPACE

i 396
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i;il _ ;

,i-_, I)EI_RIS IS NLII A PKUI_LEMTHE UNITEI) STATES CAN !_

SOLVE ALI.)NE.

:i _- iliESPACF_DEBRISPROBLEMIS AN INTERNATIONALPROBLEM.
i

-°° SUVlETPAYLOADSAND RUCKETBODIESCOMMONLYI_REAKUP

IN ORBIT,SOMEMAY BE COrCMANUEDTO DO SO.

--- CHINA,EURUPE,AND THE "THIRUWORLD"COUNTRIES

ARE JUSTENTERINGTHE "SPACEAGE"AND WE SHOULD "

EXPECTTHEMTO DUMPTHEIRSHAREOF DEBRISIN

SPACE IN GAINING"tECHNOLOGiCALKNOWLEDGE° i
:!i

:- --- ANOTHERUSEROF SPACETHATMUSTNOT BE FORGOTTEN _

• ' IS THE COMI_IERICALSECTOR. THEYWILL OWN AN EVER _'
i'

_ INCREASINGNUMBEROF SPACECRAFT.TH[SSECTOR ,_

WILLBECOMEEVENMORE IMPORTANTIF SOMEPORTIONS

OF THE NATIONALSPACELAUNCHCAPABILITYCOMES

!
UNDER COi'IFIERICALCONTROL.

_ --- WE MUSTREALIZETHATWE HAVENO SOLUTiUNUNLESSALL :iii
_'L

THESEPARTIESARE IN AGREEMENT. i!
F

- WHAT IS THE AIR FORCE DOING IN THE AREA OF ORBITAL PUSITION
m,. ,i

MANAGEMENT?

-- UUR MAINEFFORTSHAVEBEEN IN THE GEOSYI_K_ONOUS_LT.

--- FIRST,WE ARE TRYINGTO KEEP UEI_RISOUT OF

GEOSYNCI-I_ON_SORBIT. THIS BEINGDONEBY LEAVING

HUCKETBODY IN LOWERORBIT.

--- SECUND,WE ARE MAKINGEFFORTSTO INSUREALIEQUATE

SPACINGBEiWEENOUR SPACECRAFT.

--- THIRD,WE ARE WORKINGON DETERMININGPROPER

CULLISION AVOIDANCE PROCEDURES.
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_'; -- II4I.,_tKFI:URISHAVI I_II:Nl)l'_l,,_SII)kL_IWI(IRIIN THIS

WURK,SItl)P,

" i

- WL li()PkIIIAI[HE LI-.SSUNSLEARNED I-R[)M[HI:.',_GEOSYNCI-_ONCUSL.

l)Rlt_llEFFIJRISCAN EVENIUAI.LYBE APPLIk._lO ALL ORBITS, OR

AT LEAST THOSE REQUIRINGSOME CUNTROL.

i:_'! - IHE SUI_JECIOF REMUVING SPACECRAFtFROM GEOSYNC_ONCI.JS_BIT

A1 THE ENU OF tHEIR USEFUL LIFE IS CURRENTLYBEING U[SCUSSEU

WIIHIN TlIEAIR FORCE.

' '_ THE AIR FORCE BASICALLYSUPPORTS [HE JEA UF REMOVING

'' ' SPACECRAFT FROM _EOSYNCHR ONCIJ S URBI T AT [14E END UF THEIR

_ USEFUL LIFE.

!_:'_ -- WE ARE DOING THIS BECAUSE OUR SPACECRAFTARE IN EXCELLENT

!,4 I ORBITAL PUSITIONS TO SUPPURT THEIR MISSIUNS ANU WE WANT

!_ TO PUT THEIR REPLACEMENTSPACECRAFT IN THE SAFIEURBITAL

_-_ I-'USITIUNWITHUUI HAVING TU CONCERN UURSLLVES ABOUT

INTERFERENCEFRUM THE ULU SPACECRAFT:_:,i, i

!-_ ' -- ',VEUU NUT SEE THIS IDEA REDUCING IHl NUM_F..HOF GEOSYNCHRCIxlCi.JS

'_,"_' SPACECRAFT.WE SEE IT AS A WAY UF KEEPING THE FAVORABLE ,
L . i
._ i

;. PUSITIONS WE NOW HAVE. ,,

". . IN SUMMARY, WHAI SHUULU BE OUR NEAR'IF_RM GL)AL ?

! _

: -- wE MUST DEFINE THE PRUBLEIIAND SHOw THAT wE UU IIAVEA

!__ ; PROBLEM.

-- WE MUST SHUW THAT [HE PRUHLEI'IIS MISSION-THREATINGTO

A SPACECRAFT.

---- WE MUS I DEFINE THE PI(UBLEM IN LAYMAN'S [ E l'If'IS SU THAI

OUR14_L!CY-MAKERSWILL UNUERSIANUII.
_,,

. -- Wt MUSI MAKE [HE CUMMERIEALANI) IN1LRNAIIUNAL
I_f,'IMIINI]IE,'.) AWARt-I)t ItllS PRI_It/t-M, Ifl_.l.AI},%tWIIttUIJI IIIt-M

: WI. HAVE N()SIILIIIIIIN.
: ".: ; 398
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Alr Force SatellitePositionManagomont

CaptainR. Davis
Space Division
Los Angeles,CA

I, Introduction

My intentthls afternoonis to describethe plans and proceduresthe Air
Force uses for satellitepositionmanagement. I will reviewbrieflythe I
major Air Force organizationsthat are involvedwith satelliteposition
management,describe our approachand generalplanning procedures,and _
address Someof our concernsin this realm. "

i,

2. Air Force Agencies

As you know the Space Act of Ig58 identifiedthe Departmentof Defenseas _I
responsiblefor conductingmilitaryoperationsin space. Subsequently,the
United StatesAir Force was assignedto act as the DOD's executiveagent
for space. In addition,the Air Force is responsiblefOr acquisitionand
launchof DOD space systems. Within the Air Force, space relatedroles and
activitieshave been delegatedto severalsubordinateorganizationsand
agencies.

With regard to satellitepositionmanagement,tasks are dividedas shown in
FigureI. The roles and responsibilitiesof all these agenciesare still
evolving. The Air Force has designatedthe Air Force SystemCommand's
Space Divisionas its officeof primaryresponsibilityfor satellite
positionmanagement. Spacecraftprogramofficesat Space Divisionare I
requiredby regulationto includepositionmanagement planningin both i
pre-launchand orbitalphasesof spacecraftdevelopmentand operation.

However,positionmanagementactivitiesalso focus on the Air Force
SatelliteControl Facility(AFSCF),which is subordinateto Space Division, r_
and the AerospaceDefenseCenter in Colorado SpringS. The tracking il....
facilityat Sunnyvalecontrolsor operatesaround twenty Air Force )i
spacecraftand is responsiveprimarilyto the users. They also have a !
currentresponsibilityfor identifyingpossibieorbital collisionsand
notifyingaffectedpartiesas early as possible. ADC is responsiblefor
tracking,monitoring,and catalogingsome 4700 space objects, including
both space debris and activesatellites.

At Headquarters,Air Force,the Directorateof OperationalRequirements,
Under the Deputy Chief of Staff for Research,Development,and Acquisition
(AFIRDQ),is the actionoffice for managing the Air Force Survivability
Program. As such it determinesproper spacecrafthardeningcriteriaand
advisesspacecraftprogramofficeson appropriaterequirementsfor
spacecraftsystem survivability. Also at the Air Staff,the DeputyChief i
of Staff for OperationsPlans (AF/XO)and Requirementsis responsiblefor
resolvingpositioningconflictswith agenciesoutside the Air Force.
Finally,frequencyassignmentsfor spececraftsystemsare obtainedby using z
Air Force FrequencyManagementCenter channels as an interfacewith the

) InternationalTelecommunicationsUnion (ITU).
I
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_, 3. Alr Force Approachto PosltlonManagement i
i

Ii The Air Force approachto pO_ItlonmanagementItself Is dlvld_d Into three
,- _i broad categories: the avoidanceof collateraldamage, radio frequency

_ management, and phystcal positioning and collision avoidance.
q

Ttie collateral damagequestion, whtch tnvolves that damage resulting from
an attack on another Spacer?aft or space obJ_ct, is of sparta1 concern to

.li the military. We in the Atr FOrce are charged with a responsibility for
• nattonal securtty and for tnsurtng the survivability and viability of our

nattonal space systems. Developing, launching, and operating our space
systems requires us to consider overall mtsston requirements, the potential

_,. threat against our space systems, and the hardening of spacecraft against
the effects of nuclear detonations. This latter uonstderatton follows the
guidelines published by the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the criteria
established by the Nuclear Crtteria Group. This office interfaces with the

: Directorate of Operational Requirements under the Air Force Survivability
Program.

_ Radio frequency managementtnvolves reducing the potential for
_- electro-magnetic interference amongboth space and terrestrial systems.
...._, To do this we coordinate through our Frequency ManagementCenter channels
!:i_:. to Obtain internatlonalregistrationand frequencyassignmentfrom the
;_. InternationalTelecommunications Union. This includesboth radio band
)_ selection and, within the geosynchronous belt, orbital spacing.

)_:i Finally, in an effort to preclude physical damage from orbital collisions,
_. as well as to consolidate gutdance for frequency managementand for
i_ hardening and design, the Air Force has established responsibilities and
!_ proceduresto coordinateour spacecraftpositioningwell prior to actual
i_ launch. These proceduresand responsibilitiesare given in Space Division
i_ RegulationSS-I and in a draft Air Force regulationto be publishedthis
_. Fa11. These two regulationsaddressthe relationshipof a11 Air Force

agenciesdirectlyconcernedwith sate111tepositionmanagementand apply to
, all Air Force agenciesand organizationsusing space systems.

.i 4. ManagementRoles

.: The purposeof these regulationsis to describeproceduresfor establishing
Our spacecraftorbitalpositionsand to providea mechanismfor resolving

• orbitalconfllcts. In the spacecraftdevelopmentphase the spacecraft
.... system programoffice iS requiredby regulationto coordinatewith

appropriateagenciesto obtain proper frequencyassignment,to incorporate
effectivesurvivabilitydesign, and to plan for properorbitalplacement
and spacing. Just prior to launch,the programoffice will coordinate

•- directlywith both the SatelliteControl Facilityand the AerospaceDefense
Center to confirm trajectoryand final orbit compatibilitywith all objects

: known to be in orbit. In the event that a spacecraftis repositioned,such

i as at geosynchronousorbit, similarproceduresare followed,except that
•' L_ positioningreviewis initiatedby the Air Force unit exercisingspacecraft
' ' missioncontrol,whetherthe SCF or a user.

_ This entire processis coo_dlnatedthroughoutby Space Division'sDeputy
Commanderfor Space Operations(DCS),who acts as Space Division'sOPR for
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satellite position management. The tr_Lent ts to e-_tablt_h i_osittontng and
to resolve any positioning confli_:ts at the lowest pos_tble organizational
level. If confltx:ts cannot be resolved wtthtn the jurisdiction of Space

-- Division, the OC50may refer' the tSsuo to the- Deputy Chief Of Staff for
Operations Plans and FlequtremenLs(AF/XO). AF-/XOwould0 tn turn, resolve
the ¢onfltct coordinating wtth the Air Force SpaceOperations Steering

,, Committeeor the Director, aoint Staff, dependin9 on the nature of the
problem.

A word about the newSpaceCommand:the role and responsibilities of thts
.... organization are sttll evolving. Clearly, we look on SPACECOMas a means

of enhancingthe managementand OperatiOn of space systems, and SPACECOM
wtll have a deftntte tnterest tn--tf not ultimately be responsible for--the
polictes the Air Force wtll develop concerningsatellite position
management.

i

i_'_'" AIR FORCE SAT(LLIT( POSITION RANAGEMENT '

i '_/-_. AIR FORCE AGE_IES

! _:; tdlnLiflild respnn$11_tllty ,_

i _ ..... management Interfaces

; _;:_ "Conduct el|tt6f/ operiltton, In SO,re" ,_

|_-

[UNITEO STATES J "ExecUtive agent"

.:_ | AIR FORC| I "kcqultttlO_ i Iiuhch Of 000 $O,(k sjeitem,"

" [ OtRtCfORA_t'_'-] IOPZR_TIO"Si I r_ou_,cf I
/OFOPZe_ftONALI I PLANSANDI I_AN_G["ENTI

":_ I _(OUtRZ._NfSI _ I cz,Tze I
_ ;_ I (Arl_,qO) I '

'l_fflcI Of "Tracking "Survivability" "Conflict "lntlrflcle lith
i .. Or imlrl &nO Reliol ut I o," I_teramt I oriel
: ee_pO_tlbl i Itl" mo_i toeing" felecO_unici.

I _ _ (__On, Uhlon"

i _ . ...: ,

i I ,n_not,,,,,,.,o'_!°''' "i
i / ....; " -- i . . , . .. ......_:'",

jsEsft.PROORA_I Is_c_oz_z_szlI ozPu.C_,_AeOZRi I CO_.UN,C.ION_I
i' I o,,,ctsi- - ...... I I StSVZ.SI I EO_SPACKO_plAfiOnSlI [I.(Cl'eONiCSU_rO_'II+___tSOI_N)! I . (SOlVO} I |._OIVISION+(SOIOC)_I
_ I ' "lfl¢lud! polltlon "Focal point "Office of p_'imorj_ *Point of co,*ttct

iIMflig_.flt s_Pvlvihi|itl" retpontlblllt)," foe rldlo f-I_quenc7
_., olinnlflg, lt_tl_r fl. llnCe •
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L_++l,lmhLim, Ohio t+32(11

Jtlly _, 19d_

iNTRODUCTiON 11

This paper discunsoo n nlmber of ¢optc_ pertinent to orbttnt dehrl_ i_ttey. Ho,_t
of the discussion focuses on nspecto of orbital debris policy deveLopmenr_ In
vhteh Battelle has been involved over the Last decade and n I+alf. Tl_e final parr
of the papdr prenenc_ some personal observations regardlnR orbit,! debris policy
statu_ and approaches. !i

BACKGROUND P,'

The possible hazards presented by orbital debris have been _ matter of concern _iii_
since the early 1960s.(l) * The area of initial concern yes the potential I!
hazard to the Earth _rom reent(_rln 8 debris, tn the very early days of the space
program, it yes believed that only speeLa]|y protected objects vnuld survive
reentry. Subsequent evei_tS shoved this to be incorrect. A chunk of Sputnik IV

?

landed at an intersection In H,_nito_oc, Wisconsin. Pieces of the skin of John
Glet_n's Atlas boos_er vere recovered in A_rica, _iti_ InspecLors' hand-stamps
still readable. Intact spherical highpreSsure gas bottles _ere recovered from
Australia at_d SaudI Arabia. _'

The recognition o£ this unexpected hazard gave rise to a vide range of policy
issues. The debate on these issues coz_tLnued for a number of years, culminating
in such actions as the signing o_ the United Nations Treaty on Liability for • ,_
Operations in Outer Space, and the positive actions taken to reduce the impact
hazard in the Skylab program.

The reco_nltion of the potential hazard of orbital debris ¢o orbitin_ objects did
not occur until the _ate 1970s. Concern over this potential hazard has
Increased_ and has also given rise to a number of policy issues. These Issues
are, at present, largely unresolved.

]

Characteristics of the Debris Hazard to Earth

To understand the policy issues r.hat vere generated by reenterlnp, orbital debris,

some basic facts rcgardin R the hazard they presented mu_ be understood. First,

obJectB placed in very lo_-Earth orbit (e,g., circular orbits of less titan 300
n.mi. altitude) v|ll underlie orbital decay and reenter the Earth*s atmosphere,

; *Superscript numbers refer to References sho_ _t the end of th[6 paper.
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'" u_.al|y within . few mol)lhfi to _i fo_ yL,aru. The time) t,,,t_,on nrhlcal placement
i 'i:

_l,|d,'viii|fuel_;allll Imprlcl It_ a |ullctln. n( _I." Inlll,)l olhll,'ll .lilt.do, th,. _izo

-:" •._I ,311dii_:i._!,iI IIio oh_,'l. #lltd,llhor fll_'lolflfltlchflf;the Hppo! ;lllnqtlphol-lc.._ol|fllly,
', , _ _,_Ich i_ t_tl.nRly Inflm.nca,d hy the, fmlaf _un-_,ilmt vyclv, i'ho o_act tlr.o .I

:: rovntty I_ dl|flcull In pIudlct 111 adVmlCO. The1_,farv, unt|| a _tllnrt tlmo before,

I_O_11I ry I Ill-= lncat loll ill lllt_ oV¢!ntUdl| Impact point mu_ t he treatod ael r.ndom
_llhln tllo lat ll.udo band, flot hy the _irhltal l_lcllnallml, Slrlco m_.llt ln_'-'l'_arLh

nrhltal apacocralt haw orhl_ wllh lnelJnatlon_ _i _t lorl_t 28,'_ d_re_, with

.,nvlot _lmCi,crnlt op_l,_llnt: at higher i.elinatlon_ ant_ polar or near-polar .rblto

, uoo,d for I.and.at, Tlrofl, a.d va|'loufl flclentifle fllm_oeraft, rh_ roe.airy af dobrlfl
ropr_,,_onl_ _t worldwldP potential hazard.

The ma_ne_ af r_,cov_.red r_,ontorlnl_ object, ranged fL_OIII very flmall (lem_ titan an
ounc'_) to hm_dred_ of pom_d_;.(I) It wan ptedLcted thn[ even larl|er obJ(,ct_ li
mtp,hl ourvlve (e.g.p the film vflulto from tho, Skylob) (2) Becouno of the

[ • ti
•:: aerodynamic drag experLenced during reentry, the_e objects _ere predicted to

Impact with relatively low terminal velocltieg, ranging from a fe_ feet per i!
second for lighter, flat objects (e.g., osier cell cover glaaae_, _mall portions

'. of external skin) to a few hundred feet per second for large, dense objects.

Taken in total, the impact of these objects represented an obvious potential i

:! ....:_ hazard to human life. The larger objects posed a risk of fatalities or injuries _',

i;_i" through direct impact on individuals or through the generation, of secondarydebris upon impact. Even the smaller objects were considered capable of causing

!st:: injury if undetected (e.g., injuries from solar cell cover glasses lying in _
_-_.'_ vegetation or in the soil). A less likely, but more difficult to assess, 1_
i_!;. possibility was that of a catastrophic accident (e.g., debris striking a crowd, a !i

..... fully-loaded .Jet airLinet', o.tc.) I!

i_: "
r-:_ )
i:::'_ Ilazard to Earth--I'oiley Issues

,_,,., The initial and most persuasive isstJe faced in developing policy for impacting
_- debris was the characterization of the risk, i.e., did it represent a severe,
i " n_derate, or possibly even a negligible risk7 This is, of course, the problem of

=_ assessing the acceptability of the risk, a problem not unique to this situation, ii
_. but one faced continually in such areas as public health and safety, public and ,_

!_ private t ran,_portat ion, and environmental protection. It is a subjective
_-i_: _ Judgment, and influences the entire range of responses and actions subsequently {i

:_' i taken. !i!
i

! : A second i_sue of major concern wan the definition of the tiabLlity for damage
; due to debri_ impacts, particularly the means for establLshing rbe liable party

! i"_ anti providing indemnity for losses. Ilere again, the type of procedures estab-
k_ _ lished would depend in part on whether ruth cases were likely to be frequent or

: relatively rare,

i ii
'' i A third issue, with many facets, concerned the types el measures that could or ,

;_, _; should be _ndatt, d to either retltlce or at lea_t document the rt._k associated with !
i-:- _i)eci f Ic space operat tons. A itulnber of steps were proposed attd examined ,( ! ) !'

(Me called for the prep,,ratlou of detailed risk aase_lamenta for each Individual !

_; mission, including an engineering analysis of the likely surviving pieces, their I

:_ distribution relative to each other at impact (their "footprint"), the potential i

!! crees of impact, and the likely hazard in tetras of probability of causing an !
t injury or fatality. This analysis would be used to document that the specific

!-" _;;: rl,_k for each ml.._lon had been connldered and, pre.um.bly, been fom_d .¢ceptahle. _;
403i '>" :i !

; _i
_I:' ]

""
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+ A Almclllc lW_q_,_01!|ram Fra.+:ow,.Id haup r_.q.l_pd°I,,rp)_,l_IralInnand !ahollnll

,,I +,ll coml_.llll, ll!-++ |,| m +_l+a,',.,'r_II! pllnl IH latll;l'h, l+_+Dch t'i,llll_+)lll)IIl w..!d he p+lvpn

• n ..l,lm, l,h, lllil|catlnn l.+m!,or +l+J lhnl II ,mild h,, til_amhlp.tl,lu_ly l,lpntll+lod _/h,,ll
I .HII+I.

, e!
+,

(hw. obvt,.lg ml.+p Imp cpdu¢-Iill4 the lla++rd uo.ld be tn dpllb+ral.ely rom, ter cllp
dohlItl al + pre,,wlecte+d Lo_,gll:!on for areal imp+_'l.. 1'hI+_ uo.Ld req.lrp the

"+/ provlmln, of +om_, [arm of pcol}.llmion-t+, i.ll:lare I+I'PII|fy Rt Ill+ do+Irmd t. lmo nnd
locaLI.n, a. wo+[l aA a_ttve eommunlentlo.l_ to trmmmll tim +mmmand fop o+llt_ll
moparat¢O +lyntom or piece to h_ rP,ol+_orod.

" Tun additional proposals were advanced fur redo¢tqg the hazard. (hzo propelled ,
that Larger objec_o he exploded in orbit prior to ro(+,,ntry, reducing f,ho nlze of

:'_: reOlDterlllg ob.le¢_r_. The ocher prO[mood _hnt opa_e nyn_e,mn denlgnn bO altered to <;
maxlml_e burnup during reentry, Thin v_tt) propooed co be done through more ,i

+: extenotve one of low reel+Jog poiet maker/ale, and den/going for early breakop +

dort,R reentry to expose all internal components to the full reentry environment.e

/' All of the above proposals and impute, were debated vtgoroomly over the decade
from the mtd-1960s to the m_do1970_. Eventually. a satisfactory approach ha_ ,!i

_-:_:"_+ evo I wed. i]

\+.i/ i,, Ilaznrd to I_arth--Remolutton

_L The key factor in resolving the issues regardtn R reentry _obrls was the eventual _
.,+_.z_ characterization of the hazard. A major contribution to this charactert_,atton
:_,:i was a study conducted by Battelle, This study reached two major conclunion_. _itl_

_. First, tt was co.cluded that tide anaLy._es of reentry hazards; being conthtcted by ',!

_;_;. various organiza'_ions in the U.S. appeared to he technically credible and formed _.
+ a haste for a reasonable eOtimate of the ha_.ard asGocLated etch reentering +

debris. These analyses indicated a probability of Injury for reentering sy.qtems _
generally ranging from I0 "_ to 10-3,(I) _Ith some very large systems Guch i! il

i, as Skylab as high as approximately 6 x I0 -2(2) (approximately a one in i
one-hundred and fifty chance of Injury, worldwide). Second, the relative hazard
posed by these reenteries was low and, _pecifically, was lower than the bask- !_

- "_ i

__+. ground hazard due tO reentering meteoriteS. Since there _ere no verified deaths +:++ +_
and only a fe_ veritled injuries due to meteorlttes over the last two-hundred

_- years, tt was concluded that injury or _igntftcant damage due to reentering space
"+::+- debris should be a relatively rare event. Therefore, extreme measures did not

appear to be Justified.

• _e characterization of the debri_ risk as Low helped to resolve a number of the
'./ poitcy issues discussed previously. Since such cases were not likely to be

,_ widespread, _pectal procedures for handling liability did not appear neceSSary,
and tide general provisions of the United Nation. treaty on the Liability for

:,.. Space Operations, which was bett_g negotiated during this time period, _ere held
:, to apply. This treaty defines the country of launch ms regponstble for any
• damage caused by Its operations. Since damage cases were expected to be rela-

tively rare, the French proposal for registration and labeling of all components
was not adopted, the conclusion being that the country of origin conld he

'+ e_tabltshed with reasonable confidence without regt,tratton and labeling, and
• their the proposed system was unacceptably burdenm)me in view of th_ relative !

"'_. !i Infreqttt_ncy of expected incidents.

il Some selected hazard reduction or documentation steps were taken, u4_ere feasible, :
:_ partlcolarly for large _ystem_. Flint, NASA developed n net of hazard analyses

• ..i! 404
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for aurae _p_cifflc flip.Ill _ystems (e.R., IIEAO, Centaur) thai could h_ c_m_lderpd
rellresentaI lye nl moat modlum-tn-latRo e_pne_ dyAtem_ Lh_t were oil.liar |tl orhit nr !

. |lkely tO be |_lUllehml llt the Dear future. Tllefle i_eneric /lllaly_efl, pluA those .
already conducted for systems like 5kylLah, e_ervml as tl_ haAl_ fo[ future
ihqulr/en and aRoennmontn CllllCPrilll|_ tile n_rving debr-_l and a,_oelated hazard
levels. _acood, _lef_ver feasible, large orbiting obJeet_ wmild be dellherately
veeiH_ered into remor,e areaf_ to reduce thv.ir hazard, TIlls uas don_. for tile filVll
tttages used In thn Skylab program, with the reetdual Ilydrotl, en hei,IR cold=flow
vented through the J-2 engiues co provide, the required Pelta_V for reentry, In
the ease af Skylnh Ito_lf, uhero reentry was nat originally e_pected, a degree of
control over tile reentry location usa achieved by deliberately tnltiatlnR tile
final tumble during reentry, using tile remaining attitude control proiwllnnts, {
This crude form of control did move tha projected reontry point more towards
OCean aretlf_o

,i
Some propoe_ed steps fo_ hazard reduction were not takeu. Ttte proposal for
deliberate reentry of all obJect_ was considered Impractical and unnecessary In
view of the low hazard estimates, Tile proposal to fragment systems prior to i

reentry was also not taken up. In this cas_t the overall hazard, including that 'I
to workers handling the explosives at launch and processing facilities, might i

: have been increased significantly by the proposed action,

_- - _RBl T_J. IIAZARI)--CIIARACTERI ST [CS i_

::'- ' As mentioned in the Backgrot, ad section, the potential hazard of orbital debris to
-' orbiting obJect_ Is a more recent concern than the hazard of reentering debris to

Earth. The o_igin of current concern _as a I978 paper by Kessler and Cour-Palais _
i of tile NASA Johnson Space Center, (3) That paper first Identified the existence

i of a possibly serious threat, analyzed the magnitude of tim hazard presented by !
_. known orbital objects, and speculated about botll the hazard from unobservable :.'
;:_; i objects (too small for detection by current ground-based instrumentation), and i!
! ', the possible growth In tim hazard In the near term. _

{

Battelle became active In tile orbital hazard ares In 1979. The original e_pltasts :
was on producing an Independent assescment of the on-orbit hazard. The basic _
result of this evaluation was a corroboration of the hazard mechanism and overall
hazard .magnitudes projected by Kessler and Cour-Palsts. (_) Since that time,
Battelle has worked on general policy ISsues, the specific hazards due to expend-
able launch vehicle operations,( 51 and the development of d)mamic models to
study debris population evolution.(6) Only the first ttc_m _ill be discussed
here,

• Orbital debris possesses certain characteristics u4tich define the nature of tim
hazard It presents and which, In turn, give rise to many current policy Issues.

-. The debris of greatest concern tei tltat located in 1o_ Earth orbit between alti-
tudes of roughly 300 n.mt. to 1200 n.ml, Within that orbital region, the
existing debris _s highly randomized, particularly regarding the orientatton of
the orbital plane (line of nodes). Hany of the objects are in near-poLar or

:' hlgl_-tncttnatton orbits. Because of these orbital characteristics, encounters of i
an orbiting object with a piece of debris are likely to occur with large
encounter angles and, therefore_ _ery high relative velocities (average relative _,

_i velocities are estimated to be of the order of 25,000 ftlsec). (3) At these"I

'=.! high encounter velocitle_, significant damage ig possible even from very small
! objects (o[ the order of a feu grams),

i
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• _ A m_Jur cllaraeteristle o[ this drhrl_ Is t|le absence nf ally effective mocllml|sm
Inr dehrls r(,mov_llo Above approKIn_tely JO0 ..rot,, thP upper atmnsphore is sn

',, temzou6 that decay Limes are. very [on_, and atnloRphoric dray i_ usually ,lot an
effective._cruhbing mechanism. In addition, because of tile random erie,ratio, of

:i the dehrio orbltnl plano_ proviou0ly dlscu,,_,ed, the propulsion requlreme,ts Co
i'_ collect multiple pieces of debris on a given, fllRllt Is prohibitively high,

ThervEore, the oomotlmes mentlo.ed concept of collect/nit, {:he debris with n,I
orbital "vacuum cleaner" is not practical. RecauAo of rhone two factors, low

' Earth orbital debris, once deposited, leeds to remain in place, Fzo that the
huildtlp i_ cumulative and nor easily reversed or red.Cad.

Given this persistence of the debris, there is concern that a level of hazard
i inadvertently could build,up which could inhibit or prevent certain future uses of
' low Earth orhlt. Tilts is particularly true for large _ystems with long orbital

residence time, such as the proposed space station. There is general agreement
on the hazard presented by observable debris currcnCly on orbit, which does not
seem to present a major threat. I[owever, there is no such agreement concerning
the possible additional hazard due to unobservable debris, and tile likely rate of

• ' growth of both tile observable and unobservable debris. These are areas of
,, significant uncertainty.

i A final area of tmcertainty is the possibility of a runaway buildup of debris

::i As indicated, collisions with orbltal debris would be expected to occur at high
i velocities. Such collisions could produce multiple or even numerous pieces of _:
i secondary debris. If collisions begin to occur, this Secondary debris could i!q
, cause a dramatic increase In the number of objects in orbit, further Increasing !i

:- _ the race of collisions and generating additional secondary debrls. A cascade or j_
runaway type of buildup could occur. At present, however, the dynamics of this
situation have not been analyzed In the depth reqtlired, and so it remains a ii
speculative possibility, i ';'

ORBITAL [U_Z.ARD--POLICYISSUES _.
!

! "i

As in the previous case with reentry debris, a key factor in developing effective _.... '.
policy for orbital debris is the characterization of the risk. In the case of

orbital debris, this has been a relatively difficult task. Unlike reentry i {;

debrla, orbital debris hazards are not negligible compared to the natural ti
background, At the present time, the hazard due co observed manmsde objects is _,
of the same order as the natural background due to meteorites, and may increase

_ beyond the background level In the future. Therefore, tile hazard cannot be
dismissed through comparison with background levels. Adding to this problem is
the previously mentioned uncertainties regarding the amount of unobserved debris
and the likely rate of growth of both observed and unobserved debris. With these
uncertainties, it is difficult to characterize the overall hazard. Nhat probably
can be said is that the hazard does not appear to be serious for current systems _
and operations, but could be very serious for future systems or operations. This
type of situation makes it difficult to decide _hether there Is a need for
immediate action, _;lth the result that many courses of actions, ranging from
near-total inaction to immediate policy promulgation, have been urged.

I_ If policy for orbital debris is to be developed, several specific issues _lll
need to be examined carefully. One is the degree of _lich design or operational

: changes designed to reduce the generation of orbital debris can or should be
_;" i_ mandated for operational or R&D programs. A number of such approaches are

possible, Including:H
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... * tli,imlz_tfon of the mimher of ohjecrR released In the use of /i,
R_p_rfl[ I01! mt*Cll_illlAm6 "_l

,_. _ * Provision of propulsion systems to a_aure prompt teantry of largoitems of debris (which are potential aourcee of largo numbers of
i 8ecmldary debris objects)

• I'os [t Lye venting of residual propellants to prevent subsequent
on=orbit explosions

i _, _ • Restriction of ASAT te_ts to Low altitudes Mmre aerodynamic Gcruhblng
, is ef fecttve.

: The.qe steps are similar in program and cost impact co the types of step9 that

' wets proposed for reentry debris hazard reduction. The decision regarding
whether they should be Implemented will depend ul_n the way that the orbital

i: i debris risk is eventually categorized and on the magnitude of the cost (including
: : cost impacts) and risk associated with each option. At present, these are all J

,_ largely undetermined.
f

-- A second major issue concerning orbital debris Is the degree and timing of [!
_;. national and international cooperative efforts, it Is clear that the orbital _i

_:: . debris problem extends beyond the operations end responsibilities of any one _"
!::i:_ organization or nation. Both the Soviet Union and NASA have been major sources

!_i!.:, of current debris, while other nations now beginning to become active In low i!
_:.._ Earth orbit (e.g., France through the SPOT program) are potential future sources. I
_ An effective debris policy would require the cooperation of all potential _t
_" generators. IIowever, the time may not be appropclote for serious international tl

i:_ negotiations on this issue. Perhaps some single agency, such as NASA, should

_-_,, assume a leadership role by developing policy for its own operations, making

=_ these known to other debris contributors, and inviting dialogue and similar t
initiatives.

}
;_ A third area of major concern ts the potentta_ military implications of orbital i
_ debris. Tests of ASAT systems could become a major source of orbital debris. As
; _, mentioned before, debris growth would be reduced If future ASAT tests were i

_ restricted to very low Earth orbit where the debris would be removed relatively !_

:_ rapidly, l[owever_ this restriction could compromise the effectiveness of the ,i
ASAT tests, a tradeoff that the DoD would need to weigh carefully. As a pact of

:_ this tradeoff, the possible detrimental effects of this debris on other OoD
i_: programs (e.g., surveillance) would need to be considered.

:: A (urther military concern is the possible use of debris as a weapon. [t is
i _" conceivable that one nation might decide that certain regions of space are more

:-" valuable to their enemies than themselves, so that they would be willing to deny
its use to anyone. This might be affected by depositing sufficient quantities of

debris in selected altitude zones to generate a high-risk situation, possibly
through runaway generation of secondary debris. Nondiscriminatory use of debris

:_ in this way would be similar to tl_e use of mines in Land and naval warfare, and
is a possit, ility that needs to be examined.

All of the above policy issues are currently unresolved, certainly on a national
or International scale. It Is not the purpose of this p_per to recommend

specific solutions _ to each of these various issues, llouever, there are some
specific personal comments and suggestions that are offered for consideration.
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°"_ I'ERSONAL OfISERVATIONS ON ORBITAl. I)EARIS POLICY ISSUE,_

q

_" l'ho_ flrflt obflervatlon lfl thar_ Lh(_ ,xlflting dn_a booed on orbital debris to I
_!i:'!" Inadequate to support a,y definitive policy actions. It I,_ not pofl_iblo, to '

answer certain crt[tia| que_Cionn a{: t|lL8 ttme_-que_tlonn such as w|lat [_ [he i
: likely rate Or grouth of debrll;, i_l a runavay buildup of debris possible and even ;,
, LtkpLy, and _dmt are {;he specific reoulto of coLliSion wll_lz d_bri_ material nt

., -. velocities of 25,000 ft/eec or grea{:er on opacecr.aft s{:ruc{:ure and materials.
° U, ttl such ques{:ton_ can be answered more definitively, policy decisions on

......... orbital debris cannot be made on a solid basts of defendable fact or Logic.
":: i_terefore, studies designed to develop understanding of the baste phenon_na of I
_ orbital debr/s and debris collisions should be pursued vtth v/tar, i

::, A_ the same {:tme that baste studies are proceeding, efforts need to be made to i
::: increase the general avarenee0 of this potential problem. 'this should not be
_::!_ done tn an alarmist manner, but vlth full euJmtssLon of the uncertainties present

_ .::: in our current knovledge, This type of effort to needed because the hazard from 'I
_.:_:'_ debris ls a counterintuitive phenomena--at fires consideration, it usually _s I
i!,_,::, concluded that the risk must be very small because of she large volume of _pace
_i_:_ involved ao compared to the value of debris, and because the high average
'_-:_' encounter velocities are not considered. Experience _lth SkyIab reentry also

-_:'_;.; Indicates that physical phenomena vtth atattstLcal or probabilisttc aspects are
_::_,=
:_: . not quickly grasped by the publle, pre_, or even some deetaXon makers, There-

:!_i fore, It _111 likely take time eo develop a proper understanding of this problem
_Y_ among _lder segments of the population. The ALAA position paper on orbLtal

_i_ debris hazards 1_ one good example of such information dissemination.(7)

Efforts to lncreas_ informal dialogue at the _orklng level both vtthln the United
States and internationally need ¢o be Increased. This current meeting Ls an
excellent example of such dialogue, as vere the previous year*a preeentstlon_ at

:_.!_. the _F meetlng In Rome. As Indicated earller, eventual effective action on
__ orblcal debris control _ouid have to InVolve all agencies and nations contribut-

ing to the generation of debrlO. Informal discussions among the appropriate
_*_. groups can provJ.de a basis for higher-level nego{:tations at a later date.

:-_i_•
_ BecauSe the hazard from observed debrl_ Is probably small for conventional milt-

:_.:_ tory space systems, there may be a temptation to defer or downgrade any serlous

_i_ consideration of this potential problem In favor of more Immediate military
_!i_i needs. This could be a serlous error, since there could be major 1reports on

_ future military piano and operations If the orbital debris buildup continues
_:_ vtthout control, particularly If ASAT testing increases dramatically or tf debrls

!;. Is delibersteiy introduced. The mllltary Implications of orbital debrls deserve

_:. a hard look.

As a final personal observation, thought needs to be given to the form and put-
,; pose of any space debris policy. In particular, care should be taken to define

_:,_,_ policy in Cerms of broad objectives and principles. Developing effective peltry
_ in this area vii1 probably require extensive negotiations at high levels of

:'_ autl_ortty. The policy shc,_ld be stated Ln terms of genecai guidance that viii
.:i_i: not need to be renego_lated as more ls Learned about the specifics of debris

hazards. Specific steps to reduc_ the hazard should be _ugges:ed and eventually

)_, !i implemented by the personnel at the operational and design level, utth the
ii approval of hLgher-Zevei dec£elon makers. Fat those cases where It Is considered

: _ 1 _ essential to mandale certain rules or procedures to operational personneL, these
o' .... :_ should be contained In e t_et: of implementing instructions which supplement the

_ i 40B
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basic p_oliey, mid which can be more eoatly modified then the basle policy o_ time
progresses, formul_ltlon of the policy in this runner can avoid m.ch time-
eon_umin_ renogotlatton, of b_tee policy u_ltte stilt providing senior decision
maker_ viii1 tile degro.e of de_ntl(_d control tho_ _hey feel neconnnry,

FINN. REHARKS

Tbi_ paper has discussed the general problem of developing effective policy for
orbital debris. The experience with reentering debris hagard pericles does
provide some inslgllt for i_oltey development for orbital bazat'ds. The possibility
that many useful regions of low Earth st'bit could be Inadvertently or even
deliberately made extremely hazardous for space operations should be _ufftetenc
motivation for vigorous pursuit of basic understanding and viable and prudent
policy courses. It is hoped that some of the Auggesttons offered In this paper
_ould, if adopted, std in this objective.
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" CONSIDgRATIONSFOR POLICYON MAN-MADEDEBRISPF,OPARATIONCONTROL

' D, F[F.LDBR
t

The present rates of man-made,spaceobject propagation are such that there
::- is areai probabilityof self propagationwhich,if uncontrolledcan leadto
:' a seriouslimitationto futureusesofspacecraftfor beneficialpurposes.

_i_: [ffectlvecontroloverthedebrisissuerequiresadoptionandadherenceto
,.,: policyat a worldwidelevel(anyone nation'sunknowing,selfishor
i::., deliberatelyadverseactioncan conceivablyjeopardizeotheruseful

_; app-1icationsofspacesatellitesforyearsintothefuture)._ ,

_,'e_, Thenear-termenvironmentmay not seriouslyjeopardizethe near-termmissions.
-_,. However, absence of Control and_r nonadherence to a control policy in the
:::_:._ near-termcan resultin a debrisenvironmentthatcanseverelylimitlong-
"_ term mission opportunities.

:_: The data upon which these observations are based continues to be investigated. :
-:_," These investigations tend to validate the preceding observations and emphasize

. the need for near-term action to establish responsible control policy and
_:_ implementationactions.

:_° iL

2

i
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1

POLICY STATEMENTON SPACED[eRIS

Note: -Th]s statement is intended to be specific enough to focus upon the
ssue but general enough to allow flexibility in its implementation such

, that as the issue becomes better understood so can the levels of tmplementa-
"_ tton be adjusted. The policy statement would have Tongevtty as a national'

objective and should support the development of related policy applicable i
at the International level. The implementing instructions would be changed
tn accord wtth the development of the related knowledgeof the debris issue _1
and that technology which bears upon the abatement or control over debris
propagation,)

Poltcy on unnecessary propagation of space debris:
_J

In that earth orbital space tS an international domain and, by the nature of
its international use_ can be defined as a resource of limited capacity, it
shall be U.S. policy to adopt all practical means to preserve the capacity of
earth orbital space for useful space satellite applications.

In that placement or propagation of uselessand or residual man-madeobjects in ',
space can jeopardize the capabilities of future space missions. It shall be
immediate U.S. policy to avoid all unnecessary increases in the population of
man-madespace objects.

In addition it shall be immediateU.S. policy to initiateinternationalproceedln9s
to establisha world-widepolicy to avoid unnecessaryincreasesin the popula-
tion of man-made objects.

In addition it shall be continuingU.S. policy to developspacecraftlaunchand
operationaltechniquessuch that the man-made populationof space debris and
useful spacecraft,together with the naturalbackground, does not exceed, or
portend to exceed an acceptablecombinedflux level (a level to be determined
from ongoing investigations).

(Note: If "NASA" is substitutedfor "U.S." in the above It must be contingent
upon NASA having the authorityto act in a nationaland internationalcapacity
on behalf of the U.S.)

: - • i
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DEFIt_ITIONS:
m_m

The following typical dOftnttlons must be developed as they are applicable
i tO the poltty statement:

! Earth Orbttal Space -

The term "earth orbttal sp_ce" refers tO that volume surrounding the earth
encompassedby a sphere o_ radius equal to geOsynchronouS orbit apogee, i
For ctrcular or near circular geosynchronous orbits thts spherical radius
ts approximately 44,000 kilometers. For geosynchrongus orbits with '_
eccentricities up to 0.5 (as may be considered for future applications), '
this radius can be up to 60,000 kilometers.

t
Of particular interest are those orbttS associated with domestic applicatton_
satellites (approx 36,000 kilometers, circular altitude, 0-5 degree incltna- i
tion).

i] Debris - !

The term *'debris" refers to all man-madeobjects remaining in space that
., serve no uSeful purpose and applies to the following typical objects: 1

- I

_; a. spent, depleted, or otherwise non-operational payloads.

i, b. spent, depleted, or otherwise non-operational launch stages,
_! payload shrouds, interface hardware, pyrotechnic separation by- !
_ _ products,etc .i_

:_ c. fragments generated by accidental or deliberate explosions.
L_

_ d. fragmentS generated by collisions between any of the above.

e. particles and other combustion by-products from rocket engines .....

Natural Background -

The term "natural background" refers to the flux of natural objects occupying
the vo)ume of interest. These objects are primarily of cometary origin
The motion of these objects is we]l defined. The natural background has been

.; and continues to be an environmental consideration in the design of Spacecraft
! to provide protectionagainst the statisticalprobabilityof Impact.

Note: The natural background constitutes the galactic environment through
which the earth passes; space debris is in earth orbital domain and emanates
from earth based, man-made originS.

)

i
1
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_:. _i_

_ Nan-madedebris contributes an e_tra dimension to the natural background
- Thl$ extra dimension includes a relatively small numberof large objects

and a relatively large numberof sm_li objects. Gain9 man-made, these
objects do not follow the natural distribution and result _n a higher
statistical hazard probability for their relatively small population.

'_ These higher probabt1_tes occur at altitudes Of operational interest
(STS and geOstattonary) and, in part, are further increased by the formation
of Secondarydebris products from impact betweenand amongstman-madeobjects

_nd the resultant change in flux and flux density. It iS theoretically' posstble that, through mutual collisions, manmadedebris Can becOmeself-
propagating.

As nations explore and then exploit the use of objects in space to their
benefit, they must necessarily place objects into space and thereby extend

_:/ the natural fiux. Although the net population (natural plus manmade) is
_:, increased, there is no meaningful increase in the overall hazard probability

due to the useful objeots. However, the attendant increase in the population
• of useless man-madeobjects Can increase exponentially, with the increased

=_:ii::: probability of impact with useful objects (and the equivalent reduction of
-_,_ impact with useful objects (and the equivalent reduction in their mission
_._ capability). Becausethere is no physical meanspresently available to

_: : remove, or otherwise dispose of man-madedebris, it behoovesall nations to
_!_,: take appropriate action to exercise someform of contrOl over any unnecessary
_ increases in the overall population of man-madeobjects. Until means of

_ physical disposal are deve16ped, it would be expected that NASAand other
_. international,spacerelatedinstitutionswouldjointlypursueactionswhich:

:_ - reduce unnecessaryspace object propagation,

=:_'_.. - develop a betterunderstandingof the naturalbackgroundand its
-:: dynamics,

.,

_::. -deveiop a betterunderstandingof the potentlalhazardfrom future

=_ : propagation of man-madeobjects,

_"_ ; - developa betterunderstandingof themissioneffectsof operating
spacecraftwithinthe combinednaturalandman-madeobjectpopula-
tions,and

:" - develop a better understanding of meansfor physical removai (or
_,,; other disposition) of man-madeobjects.

/
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i _:::_ POLICY[HPLEV,EtlTATION

To be tmplementablem a policy should have the following propertte_:

_:,.,.. - a valid purposeo
I _ - practical objectives,

)_.' - Instltutlonal representation,

).):.... -delegated institutional authority _,_: r sponstbtltty, _
) '/':

_. - defined control parameters, and

. - mean_of enforcement.
I " i

):_:: The purpose, or need for a debris related poltcy is embodiedin the
) _ recognition that, if uncontrolled, man-madedebris can becomea primefactor in limiting, or even inhibiting *he future use of _pacecraftoL_
i _0'

Note that _mmediatefuture space program missions need not be compromised.
! :::_..._ However, it is in this samet_ediate future period that the seeding
_;;:!ili can take place which couid result in long-term deterioration offuture_,.,, missionOpportunities.It Is thereforeprudentand timelyto adopt

!_!!_: obvim,s ;nd sensible practices which avoid those totally unnecessary andmost flagrant forms of debris propagation. This approachmay alone pro-
i_ vide time for the research and development necessary to bring the problem
_, undercontrol and yieldcontinuedgrowth in the virtuallyunlimited
)::_ opportunities for the beneficial uses of space.
; :_ii_: I!

_!i(::_ Practicalpolicyobjectivesrequirean extensiveiterationwith the usercommunities, It must be agreed that the objectives are not only possible
' 'l::: _1 " but that they servecommunityinterestsand that theywill not incurcosts ,
)-:_'_ or other Impe<tlmentsthatwouldjeopardizethe abilit)of the con_;unit_,to)-,:( ::,;
i';;:-' meet thetr objectives, further, the objectives must support practical means ,
__.:_:... of enforcement. ,.:....

) [iTi_ To becomeeffective, the implementation mechanismsmust be appropriately '_
_.::: embodiedwithinthe institutionalstructure.Giventhe international :
_-:_- characterof the policyobjectives,it followsthat the institutional
) _¢::(. structure Ca_ be profound and complex. Without attempting to orchestrate
I:L_. this _tructure, it must nonetheless contain the following basic elements:

i; _: - an upper managementhierarchy to administer the policy,

i_::i - a serviceoperationthat "measures"the currentdebrispopu!_tion
)_ and assesses planned mission collision probabilities,

i¢_)

)_... - a technical operation that assesses collision and incurred damage,the resultant missiondegradation, and/or any secondary debrisi_:_' )

....... propagationand its affects,
_.__,_-

•_:.:,- - a program managementoperation that assesses the acceptability of
.,. degradation and or secondary debris propagation, and irn,plements

,, .=

.,::.,I the resulting decisions.

::(,: 414
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POLICYCONTROLPAllAMETERS Jl
]

It ]s postulated tilat there ts someallowable limit to the population
level and altitude d_strtbutton of man.madeobjects in space. At any
point tn ttme, th_s population would include the projected numberof
currently operational spacecraft plus that distribution of debris which
does not reduce the mdsston success probability for each operat!_nal
spacecraft below an acceptable level. In the absence of debris, the
numberof concurrently operational spacecraft could be virtually unlimited

. {being under constant control and, at the present time, being the much
_ smaller portion of the total mah-madepopulation). ;n the presence of I

debris, it is conjectured that.there is someltmtttng level of debris
r. distribution where the statistical probability of c_11ision with each _'

operational object (and the related probability of mission degradation ,)
for that object) ts such that the probability of mission success for iany operational object could fall below an acceptable level. Sucl_a
ltmittng value could be developed and established as a specific objective
to be met and maintained through debris policy implementation. _i

Fromthe presently available data base it is estimated that the likelihood !i_.
of arrlvingat a limitlngconditionis severalyears Intothe future. This )

. ): limiting condition has been dramatically aggravated by the occurrence
_..._ of untoward explosions and fragment propagation, a practice which should be ?i
i avoidedif at all possible in the future. )

_ The debrispopulationat any pointin time is a functionof the followlng I
i typical parameters: )

a. the current population of operattcna_ satellites, the projected _.i_

populationof new satellites,and theirrespectiveoperationalllfe_imes{afterwhichthey becomeunitsof debris).

b. the current debris population, the projected debris added during i
the deployment of newsatellites, the occurrence of any self ;,
del_bpagationdue to mutualcolllsion_all subsequentsecondary

r_s proaucts,and the rate at which unltsof debrismay reenter .... i
due to orbital decay.

The probabilityof degradationof any operationalsate111tebeyonda useful
levelof capabilityis a functionof the followingtypicalparameters:

_: a. the probabilityof mutualcollisionor collisionwith debris.

b. the probabilitythat the operationalsatellites(s)may incur
physicaldamage and the extentto which such damagemay con-
tributeto the debrispopulation.

c. the probabilitythat the d_mageincurredto the operational
satellite{s)will resultin degradationof missionperformance
below an acceptablelevel.

d. the detern_inatlonof an acceptable,degradedlevelof performance
for any one satellite.

I
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_ICY CONTROLPARAMETERS(¢Ont_Lou_d)

Theacceptablelevel of degraded-performanCefor eachsatellite can be
usedto determine an aCceptablegross population for man-madedebris.
Thts, 4n turn can.be comparedwith the projected debris population in
the sametime period, Theoretically, if the projected debrt_ population
exceedsthe acceptable population then, at the associated point in time
somephysical correCtive measureswouldbe required. Suchconceivable
measurescould include the following:

i a. "hardening"of the vulnerable sate114te(s), if they are yet
ii to be launched.
'i

b. delaying the launchof the vulnerable satellite(s) until
the projected debris population abates to an acceptable level.

;_ c. reduCinganytendencyfor the Satellite to generate secondary
:_ debris particles.

." d, physically changing the projected debrt_ population before
_i the prooeCted launch of the vulnerabie satellite(s).

i_i Note: Collisions occur at a Statistical average of 10 km/sec. At these
hypervelocities_ a .01 gmparticle at _he moment of impact has

i_:"

_ a kineticenergy of approximately50 kg. meter (or 350 ft,lb).The subsequent impact involvesa complexenergy transfer and can
:_ cause considerableprimarydamage,dependingupon the characteristics
_ of the spacecraft material and structvre. Someof the energy is :;
:.:_ transferred in the form of secondary debris products (e3e¢_a). These "
-_ high temperature_highvelocityparticlescan, in turn, add to ths net

populationor, if the primarystructureis penetrated,cause Subsequent
'" damageto secondary structure. Successive penetrations can have a
- cascadingeffect and the area of secondarydamage can be much larger

than the area of primarydamage.

:c
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: POLICY[14PLEI4ENTATIONACTIONS

;i" _ lhe following list of _tatemonts pre_ont an array of typical actton_
_ required to implement th_ prec_difl@ stat_meflt of policyn

I. Inhibit __(outlaw)all deliberate, planned _xplo_tons= (offens!vo ordef_m_lve woapon_, disposition of spent space ,y_tem_, otc,)
i

_:i 2. Inhibit (outlaw) the d_ploatmentof payload_ whtch, in turn would deploy
• very 1or9o numbers of long=lived, Independent elornent_ (_hrapnol,

_ wlre shredding,chaff,etc,),

3. Prevent and protect agatnst the possibility of accidental _xplosion o_
.. detonation of any space system employtn9 potentially explo_ive elements
-.. to performitsm_ssion(rocketstages,propulslonsystems,hyper-

- ooilcfuel systems,combustlblegas mixeS,hlghpressurefluid
_torage systems, e_c.)

4. Avoid, minimize, or otherwise reduce to the absolute minimum, the
" numberof elements of a space Systemthat must be released into space
' in the process of deploying and initiating that system (marmonclamps,
.... retention bolts, shrouds, covers, panels, etc )_.,: el

:__ 5. Avoid,minimize,or otherwisereducethe releaseof solidparticlesduring
:_:" the period of operation of a space System (solid propellant combustion pro-

ducts, pyrotechnic devices, waste dumping, fluid bypass Or overflows, etc.)

:_i: 6o Tether,articulate,or otherwiseretaina11 equipmenttO be used in an
= EVA operationor in roboticassociationwi_h spacecraftservicing(service

systems, tools, cameras, test gear, and other devices).

_ 7. Design for and provide positive meansfor the debris free disposition of
-:: spent space systems:

_: - self reentering
_.. - self _aneuverin9 to a predeterinined disposition area (dumpor soent

_!:. systemcluster)
- interfacecompatibilityw_th an availablepropulsionstagecapable
of performingthe abovemissionmaneuvers

- planned reuse of spent systems in other, committed to space
_ program_.

8. Continue to explore and investigate new, innovative or othe_ unique
_ methodsof increasingtl_eeffectiveCapacityof earthorbitalspace:

..: - multifunctionalspaceSystems(p!atformconcepts, spaceoperations
centers,serviceablesatellites,etc.).

- unusedorbital domains(clrcular,inclined,and or elipticai,
inclined9eosynchronousorbits).

9. Establish meansto measure and predict the man-madedebris population:

_ • - dedicated trackingand data acquisitionsysten,s
- _n-flight(space)measurementsystems

.. - statisticalmodeling and prediction Systems

_i: 417
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10, Establlshmeansto a_se_sandpredictthe ¢ompatlbilltyof projected
future _pace systemswtth the correlating prediction-for the net
population of man-madeobjects:

t

- determine¢ollislonprobabllltles
- determinesPacecraft/systemdamageprobabillty
- assessspacecraft/systemperformancedegradation
- assessacceptabilityof performancedegradati&a
- Implementany relatedprogramchanges

(

11, Continueand improvethe meansfor assessingand predictingthe
compatibilityof projectedfuturespacesystemswith the correlatlng
predictionfor the naturalbackground,

12, Assess the Interplay, if any, between the total population of sPace
objects (natural and man-made)and the earth's natural environment
as regulated by the environmental protection agency.

13. Establish ways and meanstO arrive at a practical implementation of
spaceutillzationpolicyon a world-widebasis:

- adoptionand enforcementthrOughoutNASA (a11programand
project offices, fieldinstallations,etc.).

- adoption _nd enforcement throughout other U.S. space using
organizations (D00, NOAA,etc.).

- Adoption and enforcement over international customers provided
space services by the U.5.

- Adoption and enforcement by other countries and international
organizations with independentmeansof implementing spaceflight
operations(USSR,ESA,France,Germany,Japan,China,etc.).

- Adoptionand enforcementby countrieswho developspacesystems
and are dependentuponnationsotherthan theU.S. for space
launchservicesor otherspaceservices(world-widenational _.....
potential).

Note: Someof the above actiOns (1-6) may be beyond NASA'sjurisdiction in
which c_se they might be regarded as tnittal positions for subsequent
negotiation.
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: ENVIROI_IENTDEFINIT!ON,LARGE PAII'I'!CLES

-': DONKESI_LE[_

The orbital debris environment of objects larger than I sq. met, in Low "
Earth Orbit (LEO) is fairlywell defined. ObJects of this size and altitude
._retracked by NORAD with sufficientaccuracy that collisionscan be avoided

,L by maneuveringa spacecraftaway from regions of clOSe approach. However for
sizes smaller and at the higher geosynchronous altitudes, the environment is )

, not so well defined,and must be approachedstatlstlcally. _
In LEO, there is some knowledge of the number of objects down to about

0,1 sq, met• However, for smaller sizes, the uncertainty in the number of
objects increases. Below 0.001 sq. met, the envlronment Is totally i
unmeasured Because of the history of past explosions in space, there is
reason to believe that there is currently a significant source of debris _
between sizes Icm in diameter and radar cross section0.001 sq. met. By the

, :: 1990's, there is a possibilityof a significantsource Of smallerparticles• _;
.- Dependingor,the nature of the spacecraftsystem being impacted,particlesas ,:,

_.:° small as 0•1 mm(100) could cause significant damage.
)_k_:i_.' In order to determineif a significantnumber of these particlesexist,
)_-,: or can be realistically produced, to cause a problem, a combination of il
_ modelingand data gatheringis required il
:_'-:, Perhaps the most direct technique of obtaining some measure of the
i--_I

IS_.: current population,while at the same time understandingthe significanceof_x_ the environment, is to examine the history of spacecraft failures and
_" " breakups It is generallybelievedthat no spacecrafthave failedas a result !
,_:_, of collisions. If so, then an analysis of what constitutes a failure, LL _
i__ combined with some environmental modeling would provide an upper limit tO the ;.i i
iL_'_ current environment. However, it may not be obviousthat the failureof some _
_e spacecraft component was due to penetrationby a small particie (e.g., the
.-". failure of the Voyager camera controlas Voyager flew through Saturn's rings I
-:: cannot be proven to have been caused by a particle impact). Therefore,it may !ii
_ be appropriateto reexaminesome spacecraft failures for the possibilityof L. *_
i_i:" failuredue to penetration. This could lead to a more realisticestimate of
: the currentenvironment. (

In addition, hypervelocityfragmentationdata should be researched and i
modeled to predict what a "collisionsignature" should look like from the
ground. The fragments orbital characteristicsa,ldsizes may have unique
characteristicswhen they originate from a coliision. The existing data of
satellite breakups and anonymous events could then be examined for those
characteristics,leading to another possible determinationof the existing
environment. However,dependingon satellitefailuresand breakups to warn us

;_ of an impending problem could he very short sighted. (like a swimmer who
refusesto look for sharks,but waits to be bitten,the situationcan get much

worse very fast.) For this reason,other data are required.This data should
be modeled to project future populationtrends. Model assumptionsshould be
testedby furtherexperiments•

_ As future breakupsoccur, therewill be an increasingneed to analyzethe
data generatedby these events. A procedureneeds to be set up with NORAD so
that the paper data is deliveredto those responsiblefor analyzingthe data,

_i which could be either NORAD, NASA, or DOD. However,there should be an
interaoency sharingof data availablefrom NORAD.
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_i ! NORADshould perform routine tests on a non-t-_L_._fering basis. Some
"':_i_ radar or optical systems could be designated to take "snapshots" or
..... _tatlstlcally sample the smaller populaLlon, Or the analysis and d_ta)

' reduction of smaller objects detected by NORAO could be performed by otherii:! Interested agencies. Existing data at NORAOcould a1_J be analysed by these
_;-,, agencies. This could alleviate some of the problems which NORADhas tn
)., cataloging small objects, objects tn highly ell|pttcal orbits, and objects at
: . high altitudes, while providing the other agenctes with the information they
,,,. require. Here dialogue with NORADwould be Pequtred to fully explore these
' possibilities.

=iii!,, In LEO, the critical need Is to have more data, Some untaped data
;: sources mayextst tn the classified world, and shouldbe explored.
'_,, In GEO, the critical needs are for both more data and more modeling.

':::'_} Neither of these two .areas have progressed to the point that we belteve that
i _L we understand the environment tn GEO. As the G£OOSS system becomes
i-_" operational, moredata will becomeavailable.

i t':_!::
! !i;:_ i

; N;.: !

i_;T_;

) 2':

],.
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i Model I ng
\

_ Herb Zook
.t

A prediction of the future population of Satellites, satellite fragments,
', and assorted spacecraft debris in earth orbit can be reltably made only

• ; after three conditions have been satisfied: (l) the Size and spatial
_k distributiOns of tl_ese earth-Orbiting objects are established at some

present-da_ time,(2) the processes of orbltal evolution, explosions,
" hyperveloc_ty impact fragmentation, and atmospheric drag are understood,

" and (3) a reasonable "traffic model" for the future launch rate of earth-
orbiting objects is assumed. The theoretician will then take these three
quantities as "input data" and will carry through the necessary
mathematical and numerical analyses to project the present-day orbital
population into the future. _

The input data can be put into two categories: (I) known, Or measured; and
'_: , (2) unknown. The known data include: (1) the spacecraft and fragment

population detected and tracked by NORAD,(2) something of the orbital
._:, characteristics of fragments resulting from explosions in space (from the
_ work of John Gabbard), (3) the distribution of fragment sizes resulting
_ii: from Delta launch vehicle explosions on or near the ground, (4) limited

data on the distribution of fragment sizes resulting from hypervelocity
_. : impact tests on simulated spacecraft shapes, (5) the sampling of the
_ : near-earth penetration environment by the Explorer 46 satellit_ (including

KesslerJS interpretation that many of the penetrations are due not to i_
.': meteoroid impacts but to debris impacts), (6) the historical launch rate of

spacecraft and (7) the fact of the USSR conducted ASAT test_. There are _:' ii

_ undoubtedly other "knowns" not listed here.

The "unknownS" must be assumed by the theoretician as part of his "model" ',
z before he can proceed with his calculatlons. What are they? We don't know

what would result, in detail,from an in-space collision. We don't know i!
'-_ the size distribution of fragments very well, and we have to extrapolate i._
. . from our ground-based impact tests at low impact velocities. We probably

need to look some more into the orbital distribution of fragments result-
ing from explosions. We do not know the current number of small, I mm to
i0 cm diameter, fragments in space. There are sources fOr these: there

'-i are pieces that come off the spacecraft during launch, there have been
• explosive fragmentations, and there have been ASAT tests. In

geosynchronous orbit we know practically nothing about the fragment
:. population. If there have been explosions at geosynchronous orbit, we

wouldn't know about it. They even loose entire spacecraft out there and
are unable to find them. We don't know what the future traffic model is
but must make ar assumption about what it wiil be. That is going to have
to remain as an assumption. We don't know what the size distribution of
particles resulting from ASAT tests are, hut I believe we can make an

" assumption and proceed ahead.
i
ii
_ What needs to be accomplished then? These are some items that our working

group came up with, although we didn't real|y assigh priorities to them at

:_ il 421
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the time. ThereforeI have prlorltlzedthem from one throughten here
using my sense of what I thoughtthe group felt were proper priorities.
These may, of course,be rearranged,

I. We were all Concernedabout our lack of know]edgeof the
currentearth orbit populatlonof small partl4-les.We

. extended that concern-down to 100 um particles
,. diameters, but we are partt :ularly interested tn the lmm
_ to lOcm range. We would llke to have that keowledgeas
- inputs Into our modeling, but also, to somedegree,_to _
.:_- test our modeling. That is, we have obtained a small ,:

partlclepopulationas an output frommodellng previous
_i inputs and we would like to do sometesting of this i

modeling.

_: 2. What differences,If any, exist betweenfragments ii
determinedto be derivedfrom Internalexplosionsand those _:
derived from tn-Space collisions? Can we somehowrecognize in the i'
NORAO data - especlallythe one preparedby John Gabbard- that
there is some unique Signaturethat ca_ tell us that one.
populatlOnof partlclesis due to co111slonand anotherpopuiatlon 'i
is due to some internalenergyprocess? Right now we don't know tl
of any uniquesignature.

Y3. Continueand expand specialanalysessuch as John Gabbard has done

_ of the NORAD radar data. !i

_ 4. Do addltionalin-spaceobjectdetectiontests with a ground-based _!
:_ radar to bettercharacterizesmall objects.

_i 5. Do additionalparametrlcSstudies. What assumptions give rise to ,
_el worst case space object hazards? We need to find out what kind of
_' assumptions regarding stze distribution, or what type of ..... '
_:! activities,such as ASAT tests,really glve rlse to the worst
_ case. Thls may mean that we will want to gathermore data about i
- processes leading to worst case results, perhaps on high priority
-; basis.

" _ 6. Project far tnto the future to 200 or lO00 years from now Do the
_:._ modeling and see tf we get any unpleasant surprises. Are we

i gettingourselves Into some ktnd of severe and Irreversible
-_ problem? We need to take a look at that. For example,how

-J important are cascade processes? We not only have )
_'!! spacecraftcollldlngwlth spacecraft,fragmentscollidingwith Ii
i:_i spacecraft,but fragmentscolliding with fragments,and so on down

to 9randdau)hters. How importantts the trafficmodel in thls
,i larger projection?

i
' I. [xamine hazardsto a specificspace mission For example,can we i
_! safely butld a solar power stationin low earth orbit and then i

move It up to geosynchronous orbit?



_,!_ "_ _ .,_,_. '_ I" '., '!, , ,- _,_ i'I

i
-r; . j

• ,, LI. Examinethe Interaction betweenorbital transfer vehicle_ and
'/: il objectsIn geo_ychronousorbit andwlthobjectsIn lowearth

orbit.

0:.:• 9. Look for moreeff|clont numerical techn-tque_to accomplishthe
_, mOdeltrig so we can qulckiy lnvegttgate a wider variety of

parametrlcvarlatlons.

'_ tO. This ts ktnd of a political one. Webelieve that there ts enough
_:.- work to be accomplishedso that not only should all the current

activity be continued, but that additional people should be
energetically tnvolved tn extending and Increasing the analySeS.

i _' Different groups typically looked at different problems. They may
_"" look at the sameproblemswith different techniques A tremendous
,_: advantagewlthmore peopleIs thatonceone groupgetsa new
_:,_ result tt can be qutckly confirmed by another group The cOnfidence
:_!:*,::i of the rest of the spacecommunityIn the results obtained will t ,!;

" !i_!:i:!.:_ :here fore,be muchenhanced _'_!,
"., _dQ
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N85-21222 1 / :..... _ Andrew E. Potter

.o

Concerningthe measurementsrequiredfor a better definitionof the debris
. envlronmen_,the panel chose to divide the debris populationInto large and

small regimes. Large debris includes10 centimeters. The sourceof data
for this slze range are the existingNORA0 opticaland radar systems. The
regimeof small debrisobjects iS chosen to be the range from about _mm to }f £:

IOcm. We currentlyhave no sourceof data for thls size range. Direct _

i measurementsof the small debris populationfrom groundbased systemsand ,i
' _. sate111tebased systemsare concernable Indirectmeasurementscould also

give Informatlonabout this size range. These are laboratorymeasurements ,_
: designedto give some reaiityto models which estimatethe number of

particlesproducedfroman explosionor an impact. _ii
.: As mentioned,NORAD is the source o.fdata in the size range above IOcm. It _i
T_ was broughtout in the panel discussionthat not a11 of the NORAD data is _,

analyzed. That is interestingfrom the point of view of establishinga ,

Ui._: completecensus of a11 the debris that can be detectedby NORAD. NORAD _
!_:, discardsuncorrelatedor uncatalogeddata after a periodof time, simply li
__,_:... becausethese are particlesthat are too small to be of significance ,
,_,:. relativeto their mission. Analysisof this data would expandour catalog

i of objects in the IOcm and longerrange. Who would do this analysls is not
-_ the subjectof this meeting, it might be that anotheragencywould have to _j
:_.,_ : take on the job Of savingthe uncatalogeddata, and carryingthe analysis a ._i
i_' ; step furtherin order to expandour knowledge. A significantpoint in the _!
!_ panel discussionwas that NORAD might not continueto analyzebreakups in _!
:_.;; : the same way as they have in the past. If this analysisdoesn'tcontinue,

:_" we will lose importantevidence for explosionsand collisions. It may ii" start up again in the future_ 1987, when SPADOC becomesoperational,but
il

in the meantime,there is a possibilityof a gap. We should pay attention
,: to this possibility,and not let it happen ;

i_: i The last topic relativeto NORAD is the PARCS tests. These have been ii
extremelyuseful in givingus statisticaldata on the populationat the I!
small end of the NORAD capability. The group felt that these tests were

i important,and that they should be continued,perhapson an annualbasis to
see what trends develop. They are very useful tests and the group highly
endorsedcontinuingthem.

For small (<1Ocm)debrisparticlesthe lower 11mlt size of interestwas a
i_ matter of debate withinthe panel. Everyonecould agree that Icm was

certainlya dangerousparticlesize. hnpactby a Icm particlewould be a
: definiteproblem. Below Icm, the lower limitwas questionable. The impact

of a hm, particlemight or might not be significant,dependingon the
relativevelocityand the positionof impacton the spacecraft. So at any

i;_i." rate, the lower limit is certainlyat least Icm, and perhaps is as low as i
lm. Insofaras ground-basedmeasurementsof small debris, it appears that _i

• _i there is a possibilitythat the GEODSS systemmay be capableof collecting !i
' new data in this size range. One of the actionsthat came nut of the panel

was to study the GEODSSsystem and determineits capahilltles. We might be
k>'r _ able to collectdata with that systemon a noninterferencebasis, to

i
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support the census of the small debris population, There wa_a paper tn
;_ this _esslon on OptiCal systems optimized for small debris particles. An

optimumsystem should be able to collect data on sizes downto about tom,
Perhapsthe GEODSSsystem is already optimized, andhas the capability to
get the data we need. Satellite-based measurementsoffer th_ best
possibility for measuringdebris tn size range_downto lm. The Shuttle
platform is attractive from the view of costs and availability. It ]s not

= the best place to do the measurement,simply becausethe Shuttle t_
constrained to relatively low Orbits. Thts meansyour instrument doesn't I

- fly amongthe particles It is looki_g at, but has to reach out andsense !
o- them from a distance. This makese difficult experiment. Thegroup felt _

: that the possibility of a Shuttle experiment shouldbe looked tnto
carefully. Free-flying satellites are the beSt way of measuringSmall

_,i,_: debris particles, but suffer from the problemof cost. It ts more
_, expensive to build and fly spacecraft tn the right kind of orbit for thtS

measurement. A piggy-back instrument, to be flown as a passenger on ,!
__ various Spacecraft seemsthe most economicalchoice.

Indirect measurementsare those which do not measureparticles dtrectly tn _'
_, orbit, but are laboratory measurementswhich support and extend the model. _
_:. Whatwe are interested in tn these measurementsare tl_e particle size and
'_: velocity distribution that result from explosions andhigh velocity _i

impacts, particularly high velocity impactson spacecraft structures, il
_! theThese results can then be fed into modelsof the debris population. One t_

!i_ point brought out by the panel wasthat somework has been donein this 1
_!_ area,but is reportedonlyin the classifiedliterature.We needto review
_ thatliteratureverycarefullybeforewe proceedwith futuremeasure,nents. !

;

T
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!; ENVIRONMENTD_FINITION SMALt.PARTICLES,DIAMETER< I MH

=Fi MEMBERS'
i,

i'

i: Barney Roberts/ET4,Chairman
Uel ClantonlSN6

:, Jack Hartung/NASAHeadquarters,EL=4 i
: EberhardGrUn/MPI-FQrKern Physics

: WHY IS ENVIRONMENTIMPORTANT? '_h

.. The collectionof particlesof diametersone millimeterand less far outnumbers

_ the largerparticledistributionin orbit These small particlescannot be 'tii: • _.,
.14 _;

!ii! trackedfrom ground based radar as can the largerdebris, therefore,there is r

-;_i greateruncertaintyin their properties The populationis growingfrom

='i contributionsdue to collisionsof largerdebris,explosions,and aluminum i_

_ oxide particlesfrom solid rocketmotors. The solid rocketmotor contribution

_'_ is the prominentgrowth parameter and the input from Space Shuttledeployed '_

_ upper stages will range between50,000 and I00,000poundsper year. 4'
!

_i The environmentis importantbecauseof the different design problemsthat

" will be posed to the engineerand scientist. For tlleengineerthe emphasis

shifts from catastrophedesign,probabilityversusexposuretime, and tracking-
il

:.. avoidance,to a Continuousdegradationproblem. Penetrationswill occur in the

._ upper sizes of this population(. IMM),however,the major problemwill be

,; erosionof _urfaces. This will alter the ratio of radiantenergy absorption

to emittanceand subsequentlyimpactthermalcontrol. Glass surfacessuch as

windows, lenses,and mirrorsare much _ore sensitiveto this environment

since they can quickly,with very littleerosion,lose a significantamountof

their opticalquality. That is not only is transmittanceand reflectivity<)

affected,but visual quality Is reducedand instrument"noise" increaseddue

i
to light scatteringand diffractionfrom the microscopicdamage sites.

I
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_upport tile cen_,_ of the stroll debris population. Them wa_a p_l)er In
thls _e_lon On optical Gy_t_m_ opth,I_ed for _m_ll debrl_ part_cle_• Aa
optimum _y_tem _h_uld he able to collnct data on Gt_,_ down to abo_t _cm.

" PoPhap_ the 6_005$ _y_t_m 1_ alr_d_ opttmt_d, and na_ _h_ capability to9_t the data we need. _telllto ba_ed mo_uremeat_ offer the h_t
poGstbtltty foe mea_urt_9 debrl_ tfl _l_e ra_9_ dow_ to _• Th_ _huCtle

'_ platform Is attractive from the view of co_t_ and availability• 1_ t_ not
: the be_t place to do the _a_uee_n_, _tmply because th_ Shuttl_ tG
_ constrained to relatively low orbitS. Tbi_ me_a_your tn_teom_n_doesn't
/:_ fl_ amongthe parttcle_ It Is looking _t, but ha_ to reach out and _en_o

them from a distance. This makesa difficult experiment. The group f_l_
.... that the possibility of a Shuttle experiment _hould be looked tnto

carefully. Free=flying satoll_t¢_ are the best way of measuring _mall
debris particles, but suffer from the problem of cost• It ts more
expensive to build and fly spacecraft In the right kind of orbit for this

" measurement. A piggy-back instrument, to be flown as a passenger on
: various spacecraft seemsthe most economicalchoice.

[ndtrect measurementsare tho_e which do not measureparticles dteectly in
orbit, but are laboratory measurementswhich support andextend the model.

i_ Whatwe are interested tn tn these measurementsare the particle st_e and
!_ the velocity distribution that result from explosions and high velocity
:-_ impacts particularly htgh velocity impacts on spacecraft structures
_-" These results can then be fed into models of the debris population. On_

point brought out by the panel wag that sq_ work has been done in thts
,= area, but ts repOrted only in the classified literature. Weneed to review
=_ that literature very carefully before we proceed with future meaSure,tents.

- _ 42G
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F_r th_ _perimenter, this environment ,'epr_ent_ backqround "n_t_e °' which

t_ay cQmprQmi_ehis _xperimental QbJective_. The_e parttcle_, of course,

_!_n_rateanel_.ctromagnetlcenvironmentdue t(}their reflectionand vadlatlon

properties,and m_ny experlmentsare specificallydesigned to measure

electromagneticradiation,therefore,the experimenterIs immediatelyfaced

with a problemof "cluttering"In his opticalpath. For the experimenter

who wi_nes to observethc naturalparticulateenvironmentof cosmic origin,

tilemanmade contributlonto this populatien'_illcompromisehis measurements

, as well,
J

i I, summary,for short _ifetime,low earth orbit (LEO) types of spacecraft,

I this environment,in mo_t cases,will be negligible. However,with the

adventof the Space Shuttle,space stations,and reusableorbit transfer

vehicles,the plannedstay-timein LEO will be increasingas well as the

r_mberdensityof particles. These two factorscombined

-_ yield the conclusionthat this environmentis now a significantdesign problem.

HOW WELL IS ENVIRONMENTKNOWK?
r i_.

As mentionedearlier,th_s environmentcannot be observed_rom ground eased

i instruments. A space based instrumenti_ absolutelynecessaryfor accurate

measurements,and, to date, only very limiteddata is available. StratoSpheric

collectionby high altitudeaircrafthas yieldedsubstantialdata on this

environment. Unfortunately,however,the size selectivityof atmospheric

_ dispersionupon entry of these particles,the differentinitialconditionsof

manmade debris versus those of cosmicorigin,and the sel_ctivityof the

collectiontechniqueali combineto negate the possibilityof determination

_I of relativesize distributionand relativecompositionof the orbital

_ population. Stratosphericcollectiondoes offer an excellentopportunityto
!
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return representativesof this.populationLo the labm'atoryfor chemical

and physicalpropertydetermlnation_of individualparticles.

Anotherfactorwhich will make this environmentdifficultto quantify is

the as yet undeterminedtime dependanceof the populationcaused by th_

burningof solid rocketmotors and the fragmentationof largerdebris. Of

the twot fragmentationis probablybest known and could be easily improved

upon by performingsome experlments_however,it is believedthat the largest

contributorto the Timedependancewill be the solid rocket exhaustparticles

and not the fragmentationproblem.

. There are two effectsexpectedfrom the burningof solid rocketmotors in

orbit. One is a long termbuildupby that portionof the exhaustparticles

that happen to be ejected into long lifetimeorbits; the other is a sI_ort

time increasecausedby those particlesinjectedinto orbits with perigees

low enough to enter the earth'satmosphereand, over a short period of time,

be removedfrom the orbitalpopulation.

Inabilityto ground track, lackof orbitalmeasurements,and the time dependance .

make this environmentlesswell known than the large debris environment(_ IMM).

It was estimatedthat the physicalpropertiesof this environtnentwere known

only within an order of magnitude. The criticalarea of uncertaintyis the

manmade portionof this environment: the productionand reductionrates and

the physicalcharacteristicsof the currentpopulation.

TESTINGREQUIRED

GROUND BASED - Fragmentationte_ts,both collisionand explosionare required

unless it can be shown that this contributionis much less than the solid

_. rocketmotor contribution.

. 4Z8
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SPACEBASEDn-As mentioned earlier, on:y a space based experiment can be

expected to yield the data required. The workinzj group considers such

experiments mandatory in order to define-the environment. These measurements

'_ should be designed to measure the short term effects from an upper stage as

well as the steady state environment. It would also be beneficlalto examine

any spacecraftreturnedfrom orbit. Proceduresshouldbe establishedto

accomplishthis inspectionand make other organizationsaware of our desires.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Ji i

o Upgradecurrentmodels

o Performadditionalstratosphericcosmic dust collectionswith larger
:_..,

': collector (~ $140K for collector)

o SupportNASA/FRGexperiment(~ $4.8M)to measure short term environment

_i_ (Approvalstill tenuous)

o Establishinteragencyworkinggroup

s o To coordinateand disseminate

o To serve as co-principalinvestigatorson experiments

" o To share funding/eliminateduplication

o To build broad base of support

_. o To publish findings

... o Performfragmentation/collisionexperiments

' ' 429
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,... 'SPACECRAFT HAZARD & SflIELDINGR[(_IIREMENTS i
o _,',

, :,iy,

J

.... _lembers' Ralph Chen Jet Propulsion Laboratory
'___jl. E1don Davis Boeing, Seattle ,,
I,..... Harvey Ebersole Battelle, Columbus
; Don Humes NASA, Langley

.' Karen Morrison NASA Johnson
Jim Rand Southwest Research Institute

_i Chairman: Burton CouroPalais NASA, Johnson
,i

' l 0 DISCUSSIONS

L 1.1 The panel considered the elements related to Hazard Assessment shown in
_,- Figure 6 of the proposed JSC 10-yr Space Debris Assessment Plan, i.e., Systems _

Damage Criteria; Impact Damage Assessment; and Mission Success Assessment ,,'_
:!__; A1gorithms. !i

:_ 1.2 Section 2 of the lO-yr elan schedule (Figures 5-2 and 5-3) was reviewed
for validity of the research elen,ents;accuracy of the proposed effort and

_,_i_ cost; duration of the task elem_._t;and interaction with the other elements _i:

.;::_ of the plan. There was no specific ,_iscussionof whether NASA, DOD, or il

_ii_ industry should perform the proposed task*, i!

__!,C_! 2.O BACKGROUND ,_
-- t

,_:i"_:_.s_ Before getting into the comments it is important to reiterate the purpose C,
,_ of the lO-yr Debris Assessment Plan. ,

The plan was requested by NASA Headquarters as a pre-requisite to a decision _T
_:_:_,_, on whether to formalize an Agency space debris policy or not. The existence _
,i_,_ of concentrations of space objects in low earth orbits, 4cm in diameter and _i
_i!.. larqer, is incontestable, The extrapolation to related populations of sizes .... ,
..._,_:_ to Inwndiameter, and even smaller, was viewed as not based on firm evidence
_:;. Also, given the existence of a debris environment in low earth orbit, it's
__ significance to proposed space activities was not clear. The mere calculation

_:,_: of an impact probability is not synonymous with catastrophic failure. Thus
_--_::_.. there was, and is a need to answer several questions in relation to the space
_,_ debris issue, before any agency action/policy can be formally adopted. The
;_:_;- encouragement to produce the 10-yr plan, the fupding leveIs already authorized

zL',_,: by two Headquarter's program offices, and the high level support given to
_,:",i. the Orbital Debris Workshop is evidence of a de-facto recognition of the sub-
_"o ject in NASA, as well as the DOD.

•:'!' Figure 6 of the 10.yr plan document lays out the building blocks leading
to space dcbris decisions at the various National & International levels

.(,_,:: ultimately involved. The Mission Success Assessment Algorithms combine the !
,.. current environment definition (flux vs size; velocity distributions at various
_-': inclinations; flux vs altitude and inclination), with penetration equations
-_I" _ relating to the various spacecraft systems exposed to impact, their _mpact '._,_ , ,:
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failure ,odes, and mission vulnerability�survivability specifications. It ';
.sl'JuldbL_understood that for the objective of the I0 yr plan, spacecraft &
system desi_, criteria are generic in nature, The process of determining
the success or failure of a proposed real mission w_uld be dealing with a

,, specif'ic_p_o_ratt de,signand possibly unique system elements.

;I.(3C(IMMENTS

3.1 Jj!_)act Test.._.

,+ There.,will always be a need for impact tests on specific vehicle components,
both low velocity _nd hypmrveloclty. Generalizations with regard to typieal

i COlllponont.sarc nOL pos:;ibie,although some spacecraft,i.e.,the Multimissio,
Spacecraft and its basic components can be considered "generic". Also, there
are new systems, new operational procedures, longer life requirements, repeat-
able duty cycle_, etc. Although we n_y need a new "breed" of tests, it is not
n_ce_sary to re-do everything we have done so far. It was generally agreed
that hypervelocity impact penetration equations are required for new materials
being used in space structures, speciflcally the composites. An interesting i

_' opinion was that the need for testing depends upon the "end-item". Penetra- i'
• tion equations relating to generic shlelding concepts and systems are reqLired

i' {,
i for paper studies, i.e., preliminary investigations for program management

' i decisions. However, the survivability assessment of an actual space vehicle
i+i_ will most probably require impact tests of actual system elements. ,i

: +, 3.2 Systems Damage Criteria ,l!t

System damage criteria will have to be re-established for the new breed of i;
space vehicles because reusability, recycling and refurbishment have affected i
the designs. A prime example is that the Apollo fuel tanks were allowed to i
sustain wall damage from meteoroid impacts up to a 25% reduction in thickness. ,i

_- The Orbital Transfer Vehicle Study by Boeing, with a requirement for repeated •I,
_+ missions with a tank set, could not permit any wall thickness damage by I
• meteoroid or orbital debris. System damage criteria are established by safety ,

and reliability failure modes, and as such, are usualiy outside the domain ,!
• of the mission success analyst. For preliminary studies, these criteria can

be obtained from generic impact related system failure data. When it comes ,
to assessing actual space vehicle survival probabilities for the meteoroid/
debris environment, specific system damage criteria will have to be obtained

• either by impact test, as mentioned previously, or by minimum system perfor-
mance requirements imposed by other disciplines.

,, 3.3 Mission Success Assessment Algorithms

Although it was generally agreed that mission success assessment algorithms,
i based on environment data, impact equations, and systems damage allowables

were possib+e, it was pointed out that overall mission success was more than
, just an orbital debris number. Also, within this limited framework, the
: definition of "success" levels or survivability classes, must be clarified.
i There are several interpretations of a successful mission and specific

• , criteria must be established for use in the algorithms, to allow program

ii managers th_ flexibility to decide what they can afford. Again, the Apollo/
Skylab era single mission criteria for survivability may not be applicable.

i! It is generally agreed that the "building blocks" leading to mi._,sionsuccess
assessment was acceptable, as each element was a necessary sub-set.
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3.4 LiteratureS.urvc_y '_!

i lh_ need for a literature_urveywa_ broughtout by tho_e who are currently
_,:_ hav_ng to calculate_pac_ vehicleor platformhazard assessmentsfOr the

_ meteoroid/orbitaldebris environment. It was stated that low velocity
equationsare readilyavalia_lefrom Such sourcesas the Ba1-11stlcRe_earch

"_ Laboratory (BRL),Battelle,and any organizationworking in the area of
_ personnelarmor research. In the field of hypervelocltydata, there is

a Strong requirementto catalogboth the classifiedand unclassifiedresearch
done up to the present. The DOD has made a start on this and Southwest

_" Research Instltutehas compIeteda classlfiedliteraturesurvey. A blbllo- :
• graphy of reportsdea1_n9with the researchcompletedbetween 1962 to 1970

will be provided in the reportof the Orbital Debris Workshop.
CL"

3.5 Section2.0 of the 10-yr space DebrisAssessmentPlan
• _,

The panel was asked to review the 10-yr plan and to providea marked up
• copy to the Workshopchairman. There was not enough time for a very critlcaI
: reviewof the document,however,section2.0 of the schedulewas discussed.,!

_,i It was the generalopinionof the panel that Section2.0, taken together
-:,::i wlth Figure 6 (the buildingblocks),made sense. Specificchangeswere

ili marked up and are attached to this report.
-'i.! 4.0 .RECOMMENDATIONS

_c_ 4.1 Obtain hypervelocityimpacttest data and derive expressionsfor hazard

_ assessmentof spacecraftelementsusing "new" materials,specificallymeta111c
_. and non-metalliccomposites.

_,i 4.2 Take another look at allowabledamage criteriaderivedduring the Apollo/
_ Skylabera, as they may not be applicableto current technologyand operating
:_ modes.

-_" 4.3 A literaturesurveyand data base for all applicablehypervelocity
-" impactdata is a very importantasset for future hazard assessment. The
_, existing level of effort in the lO-yr plan is equivalentto I/4 man year

and shouldbe at least cloubied.

:; 4.4 SurvivabilityclassificationScorrespondingtO various levelsof mission
_, successshould be identifiedfor civilianoperations,as they are for the

military,e.9. "class B" ki'l for military aircraft& heiicopterscorresponds
to the pilot still alive, aircraftflyable,and a return to base possible.

-;_ 4.5 Clarify that "missionsuccess"in the lO-yr plan refers only to the
_ meteoroid/orbitaldebris issue.

4.6 Hazard analyses shm,ldattempt to use existing,typical,i.e., generic,
hypervelocityimpactequations,and systems impactdamage data whenever posslble.

_ Testing the actual spacecraftelementfor survivabilityin a simulateddebris/
meteoroid impact shouldbe the secondchoice.

--,-. i
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_ '. Dtsl)lJsition lochrliqlJP_
....._ J, P, Basu
!

_!_ Di._po_Itlon technique,_ for controlllnq the _paco onvlrlonment are
: not well defined, Emph4sls shoul_ be on manaq_ment of _paC_
:. environment, which Involvo,_ policy making on how much debri_ can
,. l)e tolerated, what constraints ,_hould be imposed on spacecraft
_:. design to make i_ immune _o _omo amount of impact, how orbi_._

_hould be e,_tabllsh_ _o minimize colli,_ion risk. In the course
of di,_cu_sion ti_efollowin9 sug!lestionswere made,

I. Space Envlronmont Control

i.... a. Minimize dobrls assoclatod with launch by imposing
design and operation constralnt_ on spacecrafts.

,,_ b. Allow passive decay

, c. Oeveloo active disposal technlques comprising
". retrieval devices and techniques affecting direct
_ reentry through propulsion stages.

i:'_': d. Develop passive trajectory shapinn techniques
,_-,,,,. inCludlng boostlng ,qeosync. satellites to
i."iC different (higher/lower) orbit.

i L,_"-
_ _i. II Establish Priorities

i,i:_q' a Need cost and risk trade off studies

,,.,, b. IDentify problems and objectivesi_

i::',7_' Ill. Low Or'bit vs. GEe

iiii>:
)-,> a. Passive decay will be suitable for LEO and orbit ,,

:: shaping for geosync,

i.!i_i Part icipants:
i ._-

i--_,, d P Oasu, NASA JSC_?: • .
:_, lou Barbieri, NOAA
!:il, Marshall Kaplan, Spacetech

_:i Rudy Adornato. Grumman Aerospace
i_. Alan Mueller, Self

i'i:

i
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: :'".. P()I.ICY CONSII)I.RATI()NS "

_u'i:". +i I}INNIS F lll_l)Fl_
r.

. r

_,+' W,.+,a._ t.h(,laro++_t w+)rkinq gP_up, operato, d 4_ a ._ma11 3orinQ
_'' {;ircu_. I llav(_ atti_mlltl_d to c_n,qolidato all th_ d_v+,ll_p+._d wic, d_)m

and knt_wlOd_le,

"_ 11" #,' Can 114re the. itr_t chart plpas(.,, (}rio of ttl- things I;he
+,]roul) (lid wa_ to ¢.()mpllt, a It,_t of ++,xi,_ttnq policy, The list

"i," emcoml}o,_,_es both policy with ,} capital "P" ,_uch +15 i)r(,+stdenttal
:.. ' dlrectlve_, and policy whlcll IS accountable by Iflt,._rnP1NASA and

(probably) Int,trnal Atr Force r¢_oulations and policies, The
".'! thought being tllat perhal)_ within the contoxt of tho_e poll¢les,
'" (

and perhaps others, there is already room to addres_ aSpectS of
debris, Perhaps in the lonq teem context we may not bO seektnq a

- •,.- specific capttal "P" policy on space, dehrts, but perhaps &ppendixes
" ". to existing policy, | should address perhap_ items 7 and B
i-_,.,': because they relate to present policies under which this whole
: .'.. activity has taken place The list Of NASA internal action

,,:, assignments are essentially structured by a letter from the

!..-.+,+.;1,. associate administrator requesting Mr. We,ss, Code O; and Mr,
,... . Smylle, Code T; at headquarters to address the Subject of space
:+",_ debri S,
-.i!.!

_-_+,_'
:.,_ Code 0 was to focus upon low earth orbit and code T w:_ to focus

;+t_i- upon geosyncrounous orbits. That is the institutional
_.i_. arrangement under which all ti_e activities have taken place
+i;+"._t_` to date to my knowl edge.

i-:i:!_. By observation, Code 0 no longer exists, It has been Absorbed
.,-.':- into Code M and therefore, the existing letter which is over
.... years old is no longer accurate in terms of establis' inq a

'" .... continuing action activity. Further reflected in the internal
-_:+++- commitment, wl_ich aqain is a form of policy, are the three

_, sources of funding which we have enjoyed and hOl)e to continue to
.....,,"" enjoy: the development of a data base and the collision
".-;_ statistics by the code M, the database and statistics relatinq to

:+,"+ geosyncrorous work by cod+: T, and work which is ,lust startinn
_-:'_; into the materials in the hypervelocity iml_act research by Code

R. So tli+t perhaps the question i._ the status of the internal
+-;. operation_ which NASA has en.loyed and whether that needs to he
--., reinforced _ith more current letters of assiqnment, or p_rhaDs

some form of NMI which establishes the sub.iect. Goinq to the
L+._;......... next chart. I am afraid there are some apples and orahqes here

.-; in terms or what might be policy and what minllt be procedure.

_-+"C. But in terms of policy or policy development a point has been
._:,., made that the requirement for any commitment to domestic or

_=."'_,_... inte"natienal policy l)ertalninq, to debris iS going, to be
':'., dependent on the development of the information on the debris :.
:,.: population_ the coll_sion prohability, tlle propaqation
._0. probability, and the collision hazard. These are some pivotal

•. data which determine the need for, and the form of future dehris
•_., policy. This is characterized by noting that the present Catalog

of orbit, in9 objects (4500) does n t Sul)port the short term d_man,l
for a debris relatr, d policy dlr+,ctiv, hecause the risk isn't
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,i

apparont to that extp. nt. Th_ requir_munt for _ _pocific ,1_hri._ :i
rp. latt, d policy in th_ Ionq tvrm _e_ms to rplatp tn the kn_l_dq_
w_ g_t on th_ unknnwn factors of th_ population, Tho d_qrne of
cr_dlbillty a_soclated with policy reOulrem_nt_ i_ whether the
population remaln._ a con,_ant pol_ulatlon _r wl_eth_r it ha_
expOnentlal growth. Ml_51on related con,_Id_ratlon,_, in torm_ of
_tabli,_lllng debrl_ r_lated rl,_ks, |nvo!ve _p_clflc spacecraft

•: de,_lqn acce,_,_men_ In terms of the debri@ effoct,_. Thl_ may be
dlff_cult to _rrlve at because we won't have the ._ystem designs
Ip hand at the tlme we are trying to a_ce_,_ the Impltcatlo.5 of
collision dama_je. $or_ehow we have to addre_ the dll+fer_nCe
bOtv,een dotermlnlng tl_Ing_ that are statistically accos_ab!e an
determining thlng_ which are dependant off system design.

Another Consideration is the difference between geo_tatlonary
orbit and low earth orbit. OperatiOnal procedures are+ being
considered and implemented towards physical disposal from the
geostatlonary orbit. HOwever, thO thrust l_ehlnd implementing ,i
these dlsposlt_ons Is much more influenced by the u_er community. _
TflO economic significance of the geOstatlOnary orbit l_as probably

, given that subject much more attention In terms of RF spaclno ,: -:-: . .

than in physlcal crowding. Nonetheless, there has been the move
to put policy into effect there; and that i_ not had. However,

early policy decisions with respect to the geostatlonary orbit
should not set any precedent for what we believe to be the _I
disposition requirements In low earth orbit. Any low earth orbit _

policy should not be established by thP precedent of whatever is ;i
going on in qeostationary orbit.

• There was a concensus, or ! think it was a concensus because I
didn't get involved in the total discussion that there should be i_,

!;i a lead center, or a lead agency to focus and coordinate all th_ _,
types of investigation_ that relate to debris including; the I

:=-: information exchange, the general activity planning and the i
_ : coordination and development of' the civil policy al_proaches, and
. that NASA was the appropriate lead agency to do that. This all .

remains to be seen.
I

The timing in the emergence of any policy is critical, especially i
in th_ emergence of issue and policy debate, until the technical
information needs are well estahllShed. We have to understand J

• a11 of the technical issues associafed wlth debris before we I
;: should start moving into international arenas with any proposal

I

for policy and we should certainly try to get our Internal _]
dispositions established first. In the mean time we should I
Continue to encourage the adoption and use of low c_st measures I
th.t lessen problems relating to debris propagation. Those
types of thlnqs, which don't incur unnecessary costs and are i
perl_aps fairly easy to live with Include: to reduce incidents
Of unplanned explosions such as the Delta has experienced in the
past is relatively easy to address in terms of pollcy pr¢ctice,
the use of short-llved trajectories for trans-stages (itmay have ,
some contlngence associated with it but it seems to be a qood I
idea) minimi_e th_ .jettlsoll paraphenalla associated wltit ml_slon

]
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sequences so_ms to be a go_d idea, the use of ¢oontoring
trajoctarles a_s_ciated with ASAT tests _eoms to he a goad
approach, and the adoption of general a anti_|Itterd_+si3npractlcc:s
s_em ta h_ good thlnQ_ to dc One _ould spread thi_ word
thr_u61h sev_ral forum_ wlchQut n.P_es_arlty o_tahlishinq it a_ a
fort+gone polic,v. Th_r_ ar_ qOod thing_ t. da, there are head
td_a_ and they could be w_ll adopted, if the m_qsaqes get
dlst,rihuted tltrough th_ app_oprlat_, fOrum_. Precede witll low
level poli_y ground work, identify the res_ur(_e_ that are
required, arealplan to acquire them, Identify who the,
participants are. Promote the approp,'iate coordlnatlv_ and

]:.! exploratory dlscp_sions (intoragency, domesti_ and internationallevels) to support these things.

):,,:._ Establish working proCedure_ keyed to the tOoyear plannlng
_ ,_;; objective and revisiOnS and changes thereto. It seems proper to
)_+_:( have a (iovlGe that tends to connect a11 the institutional

elements together The 10= year plan that was distributed and ,,
reviewed was intended, at that time, to serve that cause. We _
really dldn't have time, in our own disCusSionS, for a detailed
review of that plan, although most of the people plan tO take a
good hard look at it. But there is a suggestion, if not a
proposition; that the IO= year plan can serve as a central device
for connecting our independent thoughts and approaches. There is ,I
also a concensus that there should be a focal worktn_ group that ,]

is the continuumoF what we have had today, ii

I don't think we have been bold enough to suggest just exactly
what that forum should be or l_owit should work but that there
should be one.

In the continuity of looking at policy implications, this is a
list that Malcom Wolfe had in his presentation. It is what we

i:_+i believe is representative of the kinds of questions that ought to
?:_ be considered in the course of thlnkino about policy. There are
°;_' other types of issues one could add to that list, but they do

i-;/:_, constitute the type of data that needs to be digested by people _
+"_i_;i' concerned with policy formu_atlon or policy adaptation as it
_+,._ relates to debris activity.

i_:_);;i I had mentioned the tO-year plan. There had been sever, l t!

[_(_ _ constructive comments received tn the course of our discussions (
)_.:,'o_vi=_ yesterday particularly as the plan Itself relates to policy. We j
= + _: will make those comnlentS available.

:;,_:_ The thought here has been that to some extent this h,_ been a_,+_. very gentlemanly approach to debris investlqatlon. There has

_-_:,_?;,:, been alot of personal eelatton_nlps as opposed to institutional
__ + relationship.'. In many cases the personal relatlonships _ave i
i:::0;[i_7! sustained but in some cases the personal relationships have
)-_L_i; changed because their institutional association c.han.qed Nhat

ii[_'+,il committees,workin.q_Iroups,othermanagementoperationalstructure_ ):+;,__, are in effect tliatmay or may not serve as forums for interchange
on debris and ,+ebrls r_lated matters? We will compile a list of
the institutinal elements involved and make it available for you.
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Chart I

"_ Exlstlnq Policies

Not aeces_ari1'iy in order' of sionlfIcance as they may rP|ate to
_pace debriS, or the development of space debrl_ ooltc,y.

'i l, Prestder_ttal Otrectiv_ No. q, July 4, 1982.

_? 2. Peaceful Use,_ of Outer Space Treaty, 1967.

3. ODD Policy on Free Access to Space, Date.L'"

..... 4. DOO Directive 5/60.32., Date.
-,i_...

_. 5. Air Force RegulatiOn on Satellite Position Manaqement 55-XY
,:: (Draft).

" 6. USAF Soace Division Regulation on Satellite Position
Management 55-I, Mar 6, 19RI.

-_iT 7. NASA Internal Action Assignment Date:
Low Earth Orbit, Code O, Weiss.

-._. GEO. Earth Orbit, COde T, Smvlie.

_c_! B NASA Resource Commitments
__,:. Code M; Debris Population Data Base and Collision
-:,:_',. StatiStics for LEO.
' Code T; Data Base and Statistics for GEC)•
:_ Code R; Materials and Hypervelocity Impact Research.

_'_ 9. U.S lJnispace Statement of Principle Date

I0. Intelsat Policy Directive on Disposal of Spent Satellites
In/From Geostationary Orbit, Date.

_:_:" If. NOAA Policy Directive on Disposal of Snent Satellites
:: In/From Geostationary Orbit, Date•

._i_,:;_... 12. United Nations Convention on Liability, Date•

-'!_i 13. European Space Agency Consideration on Disposr_1 of Spent
Satellites In/From Geostationary Orbit, Date.

_'::' 14. India Statement on Disposal of Spent Satellites In/From
_ Geostationary Orbit, Date

15, National Space Act, 1968 and ac Amended.

,.
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' ;l I

_,,,: M_jor Policy Considerations

__. l The requirement fo# any cO_nmttment, to domestic or
=q, : tnteroaf.tonal policy p_rtaintn.q to debrt_ will be-dependi_,_t upon

_;_'i: the development of further tnfOrlnatton on the dObr!s population,
.:_i:_i,: space object col I tston probabi! try, debris propaqatton
)!_,_:: probability, and collision hazard.

,_,.,' A. The present c,_,talog of orbtttnq objects does not
,_,,,... evidence a short term demand for a debris related poltcv

directive.

R. The "known" unknown population can have a pivotal effect
upon the timely need for a related policy directive;

I. On the basis of oopulation increase factor,
2. On the basis of population growth factor.

|I. The argument for a debris policy may be much more
difficult tO establish if it is to he based upon mission related

i considerations; for example:
i

• A Spacecraft's ability to perform its mission in the
.-._"._-:. event of collision damage is a spacecraft unioue issue

=i;;o_ and can only be assessed in the presence of that

_i_'_'_" spacecraft design.
,:_'_":.

_,,,. [[[. The circumstances surroundinq debris and its effects in
:!ii?_ low earth orbit are different from those in qeostationary orbit.
_/, It is not evident that the momentum towards, physical disposal
4::;:,.'." from the geostationary orbit stems from the Same issues as are
%': •

_o,: being developed for the lower earth orbit. Early policy
-'::" decisions with respect to geostationary orbit disposition should "'

_ not set any precPdent for disposition renUirenlents in lower earth
_":_ orb it •

x4:?..
•b •t

,4 _. ; :

-_,i:I,

_J • :,
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Chart 2 (¢Ontinuted)

IV. ShOct tP. rm activity recommQndattons

I. Estahltsh NASA aS a ledd aqoncy tO fOCUS /Ind
, coordinate debris related tnvest|gattOnS, tnformettOn exchanqe

and general activity planningj and coordtn,_t,e the development and

formulation of prospective civil policy approaches.

2. Continue to encourage the adoption and use of low cost
measures that lessen tile accentuation of a problem (relatin.o to
debrts propagation), e.g.;

_ , Reduce incidence of unplanned explosions,
, Use shOrt-lived trajeCtorieS for trans staqes,

_'i) MinimlZe jettisoned paraphenalia,
- ' Use reentry trajectOries for ASAT tests,
': Adopt anti-litter design habits, etc.

,,.'_,i! 3. Proceded with low level policy ground work

-_ identify resourceS, uarttCipants, etc ,
_, Promote appropriate coordinative and exploratory

")

..... d,(ScussionS (tnteragenCy_ domestic
_ internatlonal), etc.

_ 4. Establish working meeting procedures keyed tn the 10-
_. year planning objectives and revisions and changes thereto, i.e.,
v:'; expand the plan to involve other involved agencies as
.': appropriate.

' 5. Establish a focal work group whose structure can be
reviewed and revised tO Include appropriately interested parties. ._

6. Within the context of the preceding short term nlan,
continue tO consider and explore the Implications of potentially
major pollcy issues.
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PIAJORPI_LI(Y ISSLI_ '.,'

i t J_. ARE(ORt/ILL DE)ATRISK

IF S_ '"

i-:',,: • SHOL'LDTHEUSTAKEA LEADINGROLEIll DEVELOPINGPOt.ICY '_

" • SHOULDTHEUSCOr_tlTTOUNILATERALACTIOtl u

! ' • SHOULDTHEUSPUBLI,_HAPOLICYSTATE_EHT _,

: "' • WHATUSAGENCYSHOULDBECHARGEDWITHCOORDINATINGPOLICY

i '. • IF THEUSDECIDESTOTAKEA POSITION,WHATIS THEFIRSTSTEP ,,'i'

_ ,;_:; AHD !:t
!]_' T ¢.o,

j,,

[ '_'::'a,'[ WHATIt'IPACTCOULDA PUBLISHEDUSPOLICY '_

_ ,. HAVEOilTHEPIILITARYPOSTUEOFTHEUS "'_,

N '

i_ _ Char't 4

tO-Year Pl,_n Review .i:_" ,

L.:" Several constructive comments have oeen developed a!!ainSt '_:i

i_;_ the space debris assessment lO-year proaram plan. narticularly as ,i_
!;,: the plan itself relates to policy. ,,_

)--_. The comments address both the relationstlip of debris issues j(
_: to existing policy and the prospect of formulatinq policy as a ,,

';" functiOn of debris assessment " _;

!_" Specific comments are not documented here but should be
addressed tn a specific overall review of the elan. _

j.:

._ OperatiOns '.

A continuing action to identify the formal institutional ."
elements involved and likely to becomO invnlv_,d has been i_tttated :,,
hut iS _ncomplete at this time, Oata is intended to include both .,_'
formal and informal mechanisms as may exist to nrovtde
coordtr, atton, information exchanqe, concurrencP, s and mutual ,,_

, agreements amonqst the institutions and elomnnts involved. !
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